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ABSTRACT
Past spaceflight experience has shown that current methodologies for performing crew
activity scheduling will not be sufficient to support future space station requirements. Current
practices for forming Space Shuttle schedules are highly man-hour intensive, and are not
amenable to rapid dynamic replanning in the presence of unanticipated or unforeseen events.
There is also no way to include the preferences of the crewmembers (for example, the tasks they
wish to perform, and when they wish to perform them) into the scheduling process. Further,
presently used methods do not incorporate the capabilities of mathematical operations research
techniques to perform optimization of schedules in order to maximize the completion of mission
goals and find tradeoffs among factors such as differing crewmember skill levels. Scheduling
problems have frequently plagued the Space Shuttle, which only operates for periods of a week
at a time; on a continuously manned space station in the 1990's, current practices will be totally
unacceptable.
In order to bridge these difficulties, this thesis develops an iterative scheduling technique
which attempts to search (span) the combinatoric solution space in an intelligent manner. The
technique examines (and makes perturbations upon) successive schedules in an attempt to find
progressively better solutions; it thus avoids becoming trapped into some fixed scheduling. The
technique is also flexible enough to accomodate highly complicated constraint environments; the
search inherently focuses upon the parts of a schedule which make it complicated, while avoiding
dealing with factors which are not present in a particular problem instance. Typical results using
the iterative algorithm reduced solutions to within 4% of optimum in scenarios where previous
methodologies (when applicable) would produce solutions approximately 20% worse than
optimum.
A methodology is developed to simplify the scheduling problem by using inferences to
propagate interrelated time constraints, and thus simplify the scheduling problem. A new
heuristic technique, the maximum compatibility method, is also developed to aid in the
scheduling of problems which are dominated by the competition for scarce resources.
In order to demonstrate the propagation of time constraints and the iterative algorithm, an
interactive computer scheduling tool, known as the MFIVE Crew Activity Planner, was
developed. MFIVE provides a user friendly interface for building, solving, and displaying
scheduling problems, as well as for investigating the features which will be necessary to
eventually provide a real-time scheduler for use on a space station.
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Section 1; Introduction
1.1 General Overview
Past spaceflight experience has shown that current methodologies for performing crew
activity scheduling will not be sufficient to support future space station requirements. Current
practices for forming Space Shuttle schedules are highly man-hour intensive, and are not
amenable to rapid dynamic replanning in the presence of unanticipated or unforeseen events.
There is also no way to include the preferences of the crewmembers (for example, the tasks they
wish to perform, and when they wish to perform them) into the scheduling process. Further,
presently used methods do not incorporate the capabilities of mathematical operations research
techniques to perform optimization of schedules in order to maximize the completion of mission
goals and find tradeoffs among factors such as differing crewmember skill levels. Scheduling
problems have frequently plagued the Space Shuttle, which only operates for periods of a week
at a time; on a continuously manned space station in the 1990's, current practices will be totally
unacceptable.
In order to remedy this situation, a system will be needed to allow space station
crewmembers to interact with ground provided mission priorities and plan out their own
schedules. Key to this type of system will be providing crewmembers with a sophisticated and
"user friendly" interface which allows them to access a model of the space station work
environment. Also needed is the development of mathematical algorithms which will allow a
computer to find good work schedules from a user provided database. The framework for such a
scheduling system could clearly be extended beyond space station scheduling, to applications
such as dynamic mission replanning aboard the Space Shuttle, Space Lab mission planning, and
even areas such as airline operations management.
Scheduling theory addresses the problem of the optimal allocation of processors (such as
crewmembers) to jobs (such as experiments) subject to a set of constraints (such as time and
resource limits). The development of techniques to solve scheduling problems has historically
centered around the investigation of idealized scheduling models which often are much simpler
than the problems encountered in the real world. Except for the simplest models, presently
known mathematical techniques for finding optimal solutions are inadequate for solving large
problems.
Several strategies are available for attempting to produce an optimum schedule. In theory,
the problem can be cast as an integer programming problem, and solved by any of the various
exact techniques available, which are discussed in Section 4.3. However, as explained in
Section 4.1 this problem is "NP-hard": the difficulty in finding optimal schedules grows
exponentially as the size of the problem grows linearly. Even for problems of modest size, it is
therefore much too difficult to find an optimal solution.
In practical applications, heuristic techniques, which do not become exponentially more
difficult at the problem grows in size, are often used to solve problems which are otherwise
intractable due to exponential growth. Heuristics are rules which can be used to produce
solutions of (hopefully) Yood quality, but which are not guaranteed to be optimal. In some
cases, heuristic techniques can be shown to produce solutions which have desirable properties,
such as guaranteeing always to be within a certain percent of the optimal solution. For more
complicated models, however, even these guarantees may not be possible. In the case of space
station crew activity scheduling, the optimization criteria are somewhat inexact (as is, to some
extent, the database on which the scheduler relies); hence a heuristic might be considered
successful if it could be applied to a set of test problems and shown to consistently produce
schedules which are close to optimal. Additionally, having a heuristic which can be compute a
solution on a time scale fast enough so that the solution can be used immediately (as would be
necessary when performing dynamic reprogramming) is superior to producing a nominally better
solution which cannot be obtained in real time. With confidence in such a heuristic, it could then
be applied to larger and more complicated problems for which finding an optimum is not a
realistic option.
Traditional heuristic methodologies suffer from two basic problems. Firstly, most of the
heuristic techniques that have been proposed to solve this type of problem are somewhat
inflexible: they rely on a fixed set of rules to produce a single candidate schedule. In practice, it
is sometimes found that in "excellent" schedules the jobs will fit together like pieces of a jigsaw
puzzle. While a heuristic may produce a candidate schedule of "good" quality (compared to, say,
schedules produced by some random sequencing technique), the heuristic may miss the fact that a
small change in the schedule might improve results significantly. Further, in complicated
scenarios, a technique which is inflexible may not even be able to find feasible, much less
optimal, solutions.
The second problem with traditional heuristic methodologies is that they are often unable to
adequately address the full range of problems which they must solve. For example, consider a
scheduling problem which contains numerous time constraints on the jobs to be scheduled. A
heuristic strategy which works well for finding good schedules heavily dominated by time
constraints might fail miserably on schedules dominated by competition for scarce resources.
In order to bridge these difficulties, this thesis develops an iterative scheduling technique
which attempts to search (span) the combinatoric solution space in an intelligent manner, much as
many methods (such as gradient search) do for cont;nuous domain problems. The technique
examines (and makes perturbations upon) successive schedules in an attempt to find
progressively better solutions; it thus avoids becoming trapped into some fixed scheduling. The
technique is also flexible enough to accomodate highly complicated constraint environments; the
search inherently focuses upon the parts of a schedule which make it complicated, while avoiding
dealing with factors which are not present in a particular problem instance.
In dealing with heuristics, it is often the case that it is difficult, if not impossible, to
analytically prove that the techniques which tend to perform best in practice are "robust." The
technique developed in this thesis is no exception. In order to validate the quality of the model, it
is therefore necessary to test the model via monte carlo simulations over realistic scenarios.
This thesis therefore applies this iterative technique to the space station crew activity
scheduling model, which is so complex that previous heuristic methodologies have proven
largely inadequate. Without a good heuristic, past solution strategies have had to either
implement poor solutions or rely upon a person exercising "professional judgment" in order to
derive a good schedule. While there is nothing wrong with these schedules (i.e., schedules
formed by strategies which are not sufficiently understood by the human scheduler to make them
into an algorithm), producing them is highly man-hour intensive, non-reproducible, and not
amenable to automated processing. It is shown that the iterative technique developed herein is
capable of quickly generating high quality schedules for this problem.
1.2 Organization of this Thesis
This thesis is divided into six sections. In Section 2, the motivating reasons are given for
performing this research and for building a computer based tool for aiding in the performance of
crew activity scheduling.
Section 3 describes the crew activity planning problem, and discusses how scheduling
functions should be divided between space based crewmembers and ground personnel. This
section also presents an historical overview of relevant operations research and artificial
intelligence techniques, and discusses other computer based tools which have been developed to
deal with problems similar to the crew activity planning problem described in this thesis. Finally,
a detailed mathematical model of the crew activity planning problem is presented.
Section 4 reviews the available literature and presents the theoretical framework developed
for this thesis. In Section 4.1 the computational complexity of the crew activity planning
problem is discussed, and a proof is given that the problem is NP-Hard. Section 4.2 presents a
methodology developed to simplify the scheduling problem by using inferences to propagate
interrelated time constraints. Section 4.3 discusses previous research into the resource
constrained multi-project scheduling problem, a problem which is encompassed in the more
general crew activity planning problem. Also discussed in this section are several methodologies
that have been developed in studies which specifically dealt with the crew activity planning
problem. Section 4.4 presents several approaches which were examined (with mixed success)
for searching the solution space for good solutions, including the iterative solution technique
which was adopted and used in Section 5.
Section 5 presents the details of the operation of the iterative algorithms which were
implemented, including a new heuristic technique, called the Maximum Compatibility Method,
which proved extremely efficient at finding solutions to certain examples of the crew activity
planning problem. Section 5 also presents the results of applying many different versions of the
iterative algorithm to a variety of problems. The complexity of the iterative algorithm is
discussed, and guidelines are given for using the iterative algorithms to solve scheduling
problems.
Section 6 demonstrates the operation of the MFIVE computer scheduling tool which was
developed to maintain information about space station equipment, personnel and activities.
MFIVE demonstrates the ability to perform interactive scheduling and to test the algorithms
developed in this thesis. Finally, general conclusions are presented in Section 7, as well as
recommendations for further research.
Section 2: Motivation
Activities onboard a space station may be grouped into two categories: core activities (those
required to keep the station operating and the crew in good health) and mission activities (those
relating to performing the jobs for which the station is required, such as satellite servicing, EVA
structural assembly, materials processing and manufacturing, and technology experiments).
While both types of activities are necessary, they may be thought of as competing for the limited
resources of the space station crew. Any savings in time or effort either in the completion of core
activities or the efficiency of performing mission activities would then become available to
perform additional mission-oriented activities. Skylab showed that current methodologies used
for the planning of crew activities requires a sizable work force at JSC Mission Control; a similar
situation has also developed for Space Shuttle operations.
There is also evidence that the psychological health of a space station crew would be
enhanced if they could be given some control over their schedules, as would be provided by an
interactive scheduling system. Scheduling done from the the ground, without crewmember
input, has often resulted in "overcontrolling" of the crew, with negative consequences. An
example of this occurred during the last Skylab mission in December 1973. According to the
flight director at the time:
"We send up about six feet of instructions to the astronauts' teleprinter every
day, at least 42 separate instructions telling them where to point the solar telescope
and which scientific instruments to use. We lay out the whole day for them, and
they normally follow it to a T. We've learned how to maximize what you can get
out of a man in one day" [Balbaky, 1980].
After over a month in space, the three astronauts conducted the first "strike in space" by
suspending ground communication and taking a day off [H.S.F. Cooper, 1976].
It has therefore been suggested that the utility and autonomy of space station operations could
be greatly enhanced by the incorporation of computer systems utilizing expert decision-making
capabilities and a relational data base. An expert decision-making capability will capture the
expertise of many experts on various aspects of space station operations, for subsequent use by
nonexperts (i.e., spacecraft crewmembers). Key features of such a system would be its ability to
explain, on request, how it arrived at its decisions, and the capability for users to reject the
system's conclusions if they disagree with them. The information utilized would be stored in a
relational data base that would be used by the system in response to a current problem: the expert
system uses rules to generate conclusions based on the information stored in the relatational data
base. It is envisioned that a unified space station computer system and database would be able to
support a wide variety of functions, such as those listed in Table 2.1.
During the summer of 1983, NASA sponsored a summer workshop which investigated the
potential ways in which machine technology could potentially affect and augment space station
operation. One of the conclusions of that study, in which the author of this thesis was a
participant, was that crew activity planning was an attractive area for space station automation
[Johnson, et al., 1985]. This thesis will therefore focus upon demonstrating the feasibility of
onboard crew activity planning. This demonstration includes the design and implementation of a
prototype computer system to show the feasibility of onboard crew activity planning [a users
guide appears in Appendix B, and a programmers guide appears in Appendix C], and the
development of algorithms to assist the crewmember in efficient performance of that function.
Although not part of this thesis, a system for locating stowed equipment has been incorporated
into the crew activity planning system [Kranzler, 1986]. This "stowage logistics clerk" shares a
unified database with the planning system; the use of tools and equipment is associated with the
performance of onboard crew activities.
Table 2.1: Potential Space Station Knowledge Ease
Applications
(not an exhaustive list)
Subsystems Management Tasks
1.1 Power Subsystem Management
1.2 Thermal Subsystem Management
1.3 Life Support Subsystem Management
1.4 Information Subsystem Management
1.5 Propulsion Subsystem Management
1.6 Communications Subsystem Management
1.7 Fluids Subsystem Management
1.8 System Performance Evaluations/Trends Analysis
1.9 Consumable Inventory and Resupply
1.10 Fault Detection and Annunciation
1.11 Troubleshooting/Malfunction Procedures
1.12 In-Flight Maintenance
2 Crew Activity Planning
2.1 Daily Housekeeping Chores
2.1.1 Trash Removal
2.1.2 General Cleaning
etc.
2.2 Maintenance and Repair Schedules
2.3 Crewmember Health Maintenance
2.4 Construction Activities
2.5 Satellite Servicing Activities
2.6 Scientific Experimentation Activities
2.7 Scientific Observation Activities
2,8 Training Activities
2.9 Crew Rotation
3 Trajectory/Flight Dynamics
3.1 Space Station Orbital Maintenance
3.2 Orbiter Transfer Vehicle Tracking and Maneuver Planning
3.3 Satellite Rendezvous Tracking and Maneuver Planning
3.4 Orbiter Rendezvous Tracking and Maneuver Planning
4 Construction/Satellite Servicing
4.1 Assemble Structures/Spacecraft
4.2 Satellite Retrieval/Servicing
4.3 Satellite Checkout
5 Long Term Planning/Logistics
Section ": Crew Activity Planning
3.1 Division of Scheduling Functions Between Space and Ground Crews
The entire process of planning crewmember activities is a highly complex one, involving
consideration of and tradeoffs among crewmember workloads, resource usage, job priorities,
and time and target constraints of various jobs to be performed by the crew. For shuttle
missions, all planning and scheduling functions are currently done by ground schedulers (known
as timeline engineers). Due to the short nature of a shuttle mission and the very limited amounts
of in-space crew time, it will probably be necessary for a significant portion of shuttle mission
planning to remain ground-based, but on-orbit scheduling activities could still enable functions
such as replanning in the event of unanticipated deviations from the nominal schedule. Current
practices dictate a "return to baseline" after any unforseen event, but a greater achievement of
mission priorities and much efficiency could be gained by allowing a more complete rescheduling
of mission activities. Additionally, crew confidence and moral would be enhanced by allowing
them the ability to examine previously unanticipated mission timelines.
Aboard a space station, where people will be living for months at a time, it would be highly
desirable for the crew to perform as much of the planning and scheduling process as is feasible.
Due to the long duration of space station stays, it will be necessary to organize rational work and
rest schedules which maintain crewmember health. Work cycles based on a 24 hour day may be
standard, but allowance must be made for the occurrence of irregular or emergency situations
which would require other work schedules [Litsov and Bulyko, 1983; Ivakhnov, 1984].
Requiring the crew to entirely and autonomously manage the entire scheduling process, however,
would require them to deal with vast amounts of data and perform functions which are beyond
their areas of expertise; this would consume large amounts of valuable crewmember time.
Timeline engineer input will still be necessary to assist the space crew, but in a much reduced role
(both in terms of scope and manpower) over that necessary without a space based crew activity
planning system. Timeline engineers will still have mission responsibility giving them a strong
need to be involved, as well as a global knowledge of mission specific details, some of which
might not be included in any computer based model. Table 3.1 indicates a functional allocation
scheme for allocating crew scheduling activities between ground controllers and the space based
crew.
Location of Activity or Task
Scheduling
Activity Ground Expert Crew
or Task Operations System
Design of
Expert System
Test and
Demonstration
of Expert System
Maintenance and
Adaptation of
Expert System (long term)
Assemble Input
Data: Time Estimates,
Resource Require-
ments, Constraints
Input Daily Task
Priorities and Update
Information (secondary)
Preliminary Timeline
Computation (Days
in Advance) (monitoring)
ComputelReviewNext-Day Timelines
(Overnight) (monitoring) (interactive)
RevievwlUdatel
Recompute Morning NYTimelines (monitorig) (ineractive)
ApprovelAccept
Final Morning
Timelines
Graphically
Represent
T~imelin-es
Recommend
Deviations fromDaily Timelines N
Contingent
Recomputation ofDaily Timelines N N
Table 3. i: Functional Allocation of Crev Scheduling Activities
Ground controllers must retain the ability to provide input to any space based activity
planning system, but generally not in terms of short-term real-time control. Ground control will
necessarily have strong input to overall mission priorities, and will need to provide the detailed
technical data that will serve as computational parameters regarding requirements, resources, and
constraints. This data will include such items as space station orbital parameters (e.g. inclination,
apogee, perigee), job descriptions, time windows for performing the job, and instructions to
assist the crew in performing the job. Ground operations will also undertake preliminary trial
scheduling runs to help establish general mission feasibility and priorities.
Onboard a space station, the scheduling system could then be operated in an interactive mode
on a daily (or other routine) basis to determine crew work timelines. At the beginning of the
work day, the crewmember in charge of scheduling functions could use the scheduling system to
determine work timelines for that day. Activities could be interactively scheduled into time slots
and assigned to crewmembers, with the scheduling system simply pointing out existing windows
which satisfy all resource requirements and time constraints. This mode of operation affords the
greatest flexibility to crewmembers in determining their work schedules. Subjective preferences
by the crew may have minor effects on schedule quality, but large effects on crew morale.
However, if all the activities which the crewmembers are to perform are scheduled in this
manner, it would place an unacceptable burden on the crewmember performing the scheduling.
In addition, it would not allow the utilization of mathematical techniques for scheduling
optimization, which would maximize use of crewmember capabilities, utilization of the limited
resources available, and achievement of mission goals.
A second mode of scheduler operation would allow the program to automatically plan out the
remaining jobs. The scheduler would couple operations research algorithms and heuristics with
the large computational capabilities of computers to generate optimal (or near optimal) timelines.
Schedules could thus be determined in minutes which would have efficiencies comparable to
ones requiring weeks or months of manpower to generate using traditional dispatching or trial
and error approaches.
The scheduler would then provide crewmembers with printouts of timelines, instructions for
performing the various jobs, and the locations of various tools. At the end of the work day, the
scheduler could be briefed on the success or failure of each of the various jobs done that day
(e.g., which items had to be rescheduled, which were not performed due to lack of time, etc.). If
needed, the system could also be consulted during the work day for additional information and
replanning.
A high priority in the development of a scheduler is to keep its operation as simple as
possible, and to require as little crewmember training as possible to operate, while still permiting
a large amount of crewmember input if desired. If the system is so cumbersome that it must be
used constantly or require highly specialized training and skills to operate effectively, then the
crewmembers will probably not want to use it at all.
3.2 An Overview of Planning and Scheduling: Artificial Intelligence Techniques
It is only within the past twenty years that artificial intelligence techniques have been
available to assist in task planning [Gevarter, 1982]. Artificial intelligence research has
contributed in three areas relevant to crew activity planning: expert systems, which code human
expertise in a particular problem domain into the form of rules, which can then be used to enable
a computer to operate with the same expertise as a human expert; planning systems, which can
use spatial and temporal reasoning to plan actions in order to achieve desired goals; and neural
networks which combine a parallel architecture with nonlinear analog signal processing to rapidly
find solutions to combinatorial optimization problems [Hopfield and Tank, 1985; Hopfield and
Tank, 1987].
NOAH was an early planner which dealt with interacting subgoals. The method of least
commitment and backward chaining initially produced a partial ordering of steps for each plan.
When interference between subgoal plans was observed, the planner adjusted the ordering of the
steps to resolve the interference and produce a final parallel plan with time ordered steps. Other
planning systems include STRIPS, which was developed to perform such tasks as stacking
blocks to achieve a particular goal formation, and MOLGEN, which was designed to plan
experiments in molecular genetics. The NUDGE system was developed to understand
incomplete and possibly inconsistent management-scheduling requests, and to provide a complete
specification for a conventional scheduling algorithm. Perhaps one of the projects most closely
related to crew activity planning is the ISIS expert system developed at Carnegie-Mellon
University to perform job shop scheduling functions [Smith and Ow, 1985; Fox, et al., 1983;
Smith, 1983; Townsend, 1983]. The OPAL expert system [Bensana, et a7., 1986] and the
MASCOT expert system [Erschler and Esquirol, 1986] are being developed in France for aiding
in job shop scheduling.
Work at Ford Aerospace has been investigating the use of expert systems to automate
spacecraft ground command and control functions [Wagner, 1983]. Boeing has been interested
in expert systems for cruise missile automated mission planning [Jardine and Shebs, 1983] and
for space station operations [Stein, et al., 1986] including environmental, life support, and power
systems [Marsh, 1984b]. Contel SPACECOM has developed the ESSOC expert system [Rook
and Odubiyi, undated] for aiding in satellite control operations.
Over the past several years there has been great interest within NASA for using expert
systems for space applications. The NAVEX expert system has been developed at the NASA
Johnson Space Center to perform navigation functions during Space Shuttle reentry [Marsh,
1984a; Marsh 1984b]. Systems also exist for performing shuttle electrical system checks during
prelaunch ground preparations [Marsh, 1984b]. MITRE, under contract to the Kennedy Space
Center, is developing the EMPRESS system [Hankins, et al., 1986] to assist in the planning of
processing activities for cargo manifested to fly on the Space Shuttle.
One of the first planning systems which NASA developed was the Deviser system [Vere,
1983a; Vere, 1983b; Vere, 1985], built at JPL to autonomously plan a spacecraft's actions during
a planetary flyby. Deviser was developed from NOAH, but unlike NOAH, it is capable of
handling goals with time constraints and durations. JPL is also developing a system called
PLAN-IT [Grenander, 1985], an expert system for schedule planning. Like Deviser, PLAN-IT
is written in Lisp on a Symbolics 3600 computer. The Deviser system figures out and plans the
steps necessary to perform an action, whereas PLAN-IT decides when to schedule the actions. It
is anticipated that PLAN-IT will be tested on Spacelab scheduling.
The AMPASES expert system [Jakubowicz, 1985], commissioned by NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center, is under development on a Symbolics 3670 computer by GE and TRW for
both interactive and automated space station mission planning. The MITRE Corporation has
developed a Symbolics 3600 based expert system called KNEECAP [Mogilensky, et al., 1983],
also commissioned by Goddard, for crew activity planning aboard the space shuttle. KNEECAP
is a frame-based system derived from the architecture used by MITRE for their KNOBS expert
system [Engleman, et al., 1983; Scarl, undated], which was constructed to aid in support of Air
Force tactical air mission planning. KNEECAP was intended to primarily provide an interactive
scheduling capability.
The Space Station Experiment Scheduler (SSES) [Touchton, undated] has been developed
by Technology Applications, Inc., under contract to the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.
SSES is implemented in Golden Common Lisp on an IBM-PC/AT. SSES is designed to
schedule experiments and payloads according to priority, time, resource, and crew constraints.
SSES also has the capability to dynamically reschedule a portion of a mission if constraints are
modified.
The NASA Ames Research Center has developed a system called OpSim which runs on an
Apple Macintosh computer. OpSim is based on commercially available file management
software, and models Space Station operations, such as crew activities and equipment usage
[NASA, 1986].
A crew activity planning system does not in general entail many of the problems encountered
by planning expert systems such as the Deviser, STRIPS, or MOLGEN. In such systems, it is
necessary to generate, using a set of operators, each of the steps necessary to achieve a goal, and
to then break the planning task into a hierarchy of subgoals. In the crew activity planning
problem,. however, each of the steps is given, and the task is to arrange these steps (in time) so
that they do not violate any of the constraints (e.g.. crew. time, and resource constraints) which
are imposed upon them. These constraints are often much more complicated than those
encountered by block stacking programs (such as STRIPS), and the most difficult task is often to
mutually satisfy these constraints.
On the other hand, several other difficulties faced by other planners are shared by a crew
activity planner. If a situation is very complicated, the piaamer must be able to focus on the most
important considerations. Additionally, in a scenario where there are rkore tasks to (ideally)
perform than are physically possible, then the planner must be able to prioritize the tasks to be
scheduled. Interactions between operations to be scheduled often occur, and the planner must be
able to recognize these interactions and cope with them. Further, often the planning context will
only be approximately known (e.g., some of the parameters may be random variables), so that
the planner must operate in the face of uncertainty. This requires preparing for contingencies.
Finally, if a plan is to be carried out by several people, activities may require the simultaneous
attention and cooperation of several crewmembers [Hayes-Roth, et al., 1983].
3.3 An Overview of Planning and Scheduling: Operation Research Techniques
Whereas the field of artificial intelligence contributes techniques to solving scheduling
problems which attempt to model intelligence, operations research addresses the scheduling
problem from a largely mathematical point of view. The branch of operations research known as
deterministic scheduling theory encompasses mathematical techniques for finding an optimal
scheduling of a number of jobs among several processors (in this case, crewmembers). This
field dates back to the 1950's, but has been the subject of intensive investigation over the past
several years [Conway, et al., 1967; Graham, et al., 1979; Dempster, et al., 1982]. A good
overview of the field is provided in the survey paper by Lawler, Lenstra, and Rinnooy Kan
[Lawler, et al., 1981]; scheduling subject to resource constraints is surveyed in [Blazewicz, et
al., 1980]; and scheduling subject to precedence constraints is surveyed in [Lawler and Lenstra,
1981].
NASA has performed several studies involving space applications for scheduling theory.
The Crew Activity Scheduling Program (CASP) was developed to aid in scheduling of Apollo
missions [Murphy, et al., 1968]. Fisher and Jaikumar developed an algorithm for the scheduling
of Space Shuttle launches. The algorithm selected mission launch times that minimize the
number of missions flown late, and satisfy early start time and resource constriants [Fisher and
Jaikumar, 1978]. A number of systems have been developed at NASA for scheduling, including
the Fast Automated Scheduling Technique system (FAST), the Marshall Interactive Planning
System (MIPS), the Manned Activity Scheduling System (MASS), the Viking Lander Sequence
of Events Scheduler (LSEQ), and the Crew Activity Planner (CAP) [Hitz, 1976].
3.3.1 The Crew Activity Planning Model
A detailed inspection of a prototypical space station flight plan illustrates the complexities
involved in producing a schedule. Typically, a flight plan consists of a set of jobs (or tasks), (j =
1,..., n) (usually on the order of hundreds) to be performed by crewmembers (i = 1, ... , m)
(typically eight or less) over a period ranging from several hours to several months. In the case
of long range planning, jobs may be higher level goals, and the planning window may be on the
order of weeks to years. In general, each job has a default time for completion (pj), although in
some cases different crewmembers may have different skill levels and thus different completion
times (Pij, Pij - 0 for all i,j). Further, in many cases only some of the crewmembers will be rated
for a specific job, and the remaining crew is effectively incapable of performing that job (pij=oo).
In a proposed schedule, let xij = 1 if Crewmember i is assigned to Job j, and xij = 0
otherwise. Let sj denote the start time of Job j.
In general, the scheduler must search for solutions (for the sj and xij) in an environment
which contains numerous types of constraints. The following is a list of typical constraints
involved in space station crew activity planning (unless otherwise noted, each of these constraints
are implemented in the scheduling problems discussed in Section 5 and in the MFIVE scheduler
discussed in Section 6):
1) Each job requires a specific number of crewmembers to perform it (i.e., parallel,
unrelated processors) (cj) ranging from zero to the total number of crewmembers
available on the space station (cj = X xij). A job mighb not require any crew if, for
example, it is a necessary processing or waiting step in a long sequence of
interlinked jobs. By convention adopted in this thesis, if a job involves multiple
crewmembers, they must all begin the job at the same time. s,. If the different
crewmembers have different processing times for the job, then it is possible that they
will finish at different times. In this case, any resource usage by the job (see 8,
below) will extend until all the crewmembers have completed the job.
2) Each flight plan has a start time (START), before which no job can be planned, and
an end time (END), after which no job may be performed. (sj > START for all j,
s, + max pijxij < END for all j)
3) Each job may have an earliest start time (release date) (EST), latest (LST), or
required start time (RST) and a latest end time (due date) (LET). (i.e., sj 2 ESTj,
sjLST, s = RST, s + pijxij LETj for all i)j, J j, J ii = - i
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4) Precedence relations may exist between jobs (j,k), which stipulate that one job must
be completed before a second job is begun. (i.e., sj+pijxij < sk for all i)
5) Concurrence relations may exist between jobs, which stipulate that the jobs must
begin at the same time. (i.e., sj = sk)
6) Time constraints may exist between jobs which designate minimum and maximum
intervals between the start of the jobs. (i.e., sj + AMINjk _sk, sj + AMAXjk 5 sk)
7) Preemption (job splitting) is not allowed: the processing of any job cannot be
interrupted and resumed at a later time. (In fact, in real world operations, the
preemption of a job may be feasible at certain times. Historically, formulations of
this problem have avoided this issue primarily because of the complexities involved
in specifing times or time periods in which preemption is allowed, and in enabling
an algorithm to make sensible use of this information. In practice, if one wishes to
allow preemption at certain times, then the job is simply separated into several
smaller jobs linked by precedence constraints.)
8) Renewable resource constraints may apply to some jobs. For example, there may be
a limit (possibly time varying) on the total amount of power consumed by all jobs
occurring at any one time. Resource usage by individual jobs may also be time
varying. Maximum resource levels may even be a function of when other jobs occur
in the schedule. This could occur if some job produced additional amounts of a
resource (e.g., power) or if some job drained reserve supplies which might not be
replenished until some later time. (Let rjz(At) be the amount of Resource z used by
Job j at time At after the start of the job (rjz = 0 for At < 0). Let Rz(t) be the
maximum amount of Resource z available at time t. Then for a renewable resource,
irjz(t - sj) < Rz(t) for all z, and for all t such that START < t _ END. More
generally, Rz may be a function of the sj's! Rz -= Rz(t, sl, ... , sn).) Note: in the
implementation of the MFIVE scheduler used in this thesis, neither resource limits or
resource usages are allowed to be time varying.
9) Nonlinear resource constraints are possible. (For example, some job which is audio
or vibration sensitive might only be scheduled while there are no other jobs
scheduled which produce noise or vibration. For each Job j, a quantity hj(t) can
then be defined such that hj(t) = 1 during the performance of the job if it is noise or
vibration sensitive, hj(t) = -1 during the performance of the job if it is noise or
vibration generating, and hj(t) = 0 for all other jobs and times. Then it is sufficient
that (1hi(t)2 )2 = (.hi(t))2 for all t such that START 5 t < END.)
10) Non-renewable resource constraints might also extend to total usage over some time
interval (e.g., limiting the total amount of food which could be consumed during any
one day). (Let Rzg denote the amount of Resource z available in period g, and
rjz(At) denote the rate of usage of Resource z by Job j at time At from the start of Job
j. Then fgrjz(t - sj)dt 5 Rzg.) Note: in the implementation of the MFIVE scheduler
used in this thesis, there is no capability to specify non-renewable resources.
11) A job may have multiple target time windows during which it can occur, and these
windows may be given by the solution (either exact, numerical, or logical) of
arbitrary functions of time. For example, it may be required that space station orbital
parameters be within certain ranges in order to perform a specific job. The
applicable equations can then be solved (either exactly, through some iterative search
procedure, or through table lookup) to give time windows for the job.
In addition to these above constraints, other types of requirements can be specified which
will facilitate the scheduling process. While each of these requirements is decomposable into
constraints of the type already discussed, they offer conceptual advantages to specifying each of
those constraints separately. For example, it might be advantageous to directly specify multiple
performances of a job, with maximum and minimum time intervals between the completion time
of one performance and the start time of the next performance (e.g., sleep periods could be
scheduled on a daily basis with an interval of 15 to 17 hours between the end of one sleep period
and the start of the next). Other constraints could allow jobs to be grouped together into larger
units, with maximum and minimum time intervals between various jobs and a maximum duration
on the performance of the entire unit. Note: none of these types of requirements are
implemented in the version of the MFIVE scheduler used in this thesis. Of course, even though
it is more cumbersome, the same effect can still be achieved by using the types of constraints
which are implemented (e.g., precedence constraints, AMIN, and AMAX constraints).
A schedule is said to be complete if it successfully schedules all jobs within their constraints.
A schedule is said to be feasible even if it does not schedule all jobs, as long as it does not
explicitly violate any constraints. A schedule is termed optimal if it is feasible and minimizes (or
maximizes) the desired objective function. A schedule need not be complete to be optimal.
The goal of the scheduler is then to produce a schedule which maximizes the weights, wj,
(assigned by some user provided prioritization scheme) of the jobs successfully scheduled (there
may be more jobs to perform than can be fit into the timeline), equalizes individual workload,
minimizes total workload, and meets subjective approval of the crewmembers. A schedule which
is optimal by one of these criteria may not be optimal by the other criteria, and hence a schedule
should employ an algorithm which produces a "reasonable" combination of all the above criteria.
(It should be noted that if the objective is to maximize the weights of the jobs successfully
scheduled, then ny schedule which is complete will also be optimal.)
While the above model is quite general in terms of accomodating a broad spectrum of
constraints, there are some types of scheduling problems which are not addressed by this model.
For example, while the duration of an activity may be a function of the crewmember(s) assigned
to.it, for any given crewmember the performance time is always considered a fixed quantity.
Some of the scheduling literature addresses problems where job processing times may be a
function of the resources allocated to them, or where job weights (wj) may be a function of the
amount of processing time devoted to the jobs. These variants of the scheduling problem are not
covered by the above model.
Section 4: Theoretical Discussion of Solution Techniques
4.1 Computational Complexity
The difficulty of a combinatorial optimization problem (such as the crew activity planning
problem) is usually characterized by the efficiency of the best known algorithm for solving the
problem optimally. An algorithm is said to be efficient (or polynomial-time) if its execution time
grows as a polynomial in the size of the input. Conversely, an algorithm is not considered
efficient if it grows exponentially in the size of the input. It should be noted, from a practical
standpoint, that this notion of efficiency can be somewhat misleading. It may be the case that an
exponential algorithm may outperform a polynomial algorithm for practically fized problems.
A problem is said to be in the class NP if there exists a polynomial time algorithm for
checking that a proposed solution to the problem is correct. The class NP includes problems that
can be solvyedwith polynomial time algorithms as well as problems for which no polynomial
solution algorithm is known. Some of these problems, for which there are no known polynomial
algorithms, fall into a subclass called NP-complete problems. An additional characterization of
NP-complete problems is that if a polynomial algorithm exists for any NP-complete problem,
then there are polynomial algorithms for all NP-complete problems [Papadimitriou and Steiglitz,
1982]. In spite of much research, no polynomial solution for any NP-complete problem has
been found, and it is widely conjectured that none exists. On the other hand, no one has been
able to prove that no polynomial solution exists.
NP-Hard problems are closely related to NP-complete problems. NP-Complete problems
are called recognition problems, which means that they always have a yes or a no answer. A
typical objective of an NP-complete minimization problem would be to ask if there is a problem
solution of less than a given value. Once given a candidate solution, one could easily check
whether or not it is indeed a valid solution to the stated problem, and whether or not it has the
asserted value.
The NP-Hard version of the same problem would instead ask for the lowest value. solution
to the minimization problem. If given a candidate optimal solution, one could easily check that it
is a valid solution and that it has an asserted value, but there is no way to show that it is, in fact,
the minimum such solution. The NP-Hard version of an NP-Complete problem is therefore
considered to be at least as hard as the NP-Complete problem itself.
There are three principle methods for showing that a problem in NP is NP-complete
[Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982]. The first is to show that all other problems in NP
polynomially transform to the problem. The second method is to show that there is a polynomial
time transformation from some other problem in NP which has already been shown to be
NP-complete. The third method is to find some special case of the problem which can be shown
to be NP-complete. The third method will be utilized to show that the recognition version of the
crew activity planning problem is NP-complete, and the problem of finding an optimum solution
is therefore NP-hard.
The problem of finding a complete schedule for the general crew activity planning problem is
NP-complete. Clearly it is in the class NP, because any proposed schedule can be easily checked
(i.e. in polynomial tine) to ensure that all jobs are included and that no constraints are violated.
Consider the special case of the crew activity planning problem where there are only two
crewmembers, and no constraints except deadline (latest end time) constraints. Further, assume
that both crewmembers have identical completion times, pj, for each Jobs j = 1, ..., n. Suppose
it is the case that all the jobs have the same required latest end time LETj, which is defined so that
LETj = 1/2 .pj for all Jobs j. This problem is the same as that of finding a subset S of the j's
such that pj = .pj. This is the PARTITION problem, which is known to be NP-complete
[Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982].
4.2 Propagating Time Constraints in a Schedule
In this section a methodology is developed for actively propagating generalized time
constraints relating jobs to other jobs and fixed points in time. If crewmembers can have
differing processing times for the same job, one can only determine a priori (before crewmember
assignment) a minimum and maximum bound on the duration of each job. An extension to the
standard critical path method [Kelly and Walker, 1959] is developed to accommodate this
uncertainty in job duration, as well as a richer spectrum of constraints than are usually addressed
in critical path problems. It is then shown how to narrow down the size of each job's feasible
time window by making maximum possible inference from the constraints.
The time windows thus obtained by this algorithm guarantee that all jobs can be sequenced
(i.e., ordered, without assignment to any crewmember) within their planning windows so that
they observe all time constraints. As will be shown, the algorithm can further guarantee that if a
job is scheduled to start after its earliest start time and before its latest start time, and to end before
its latest end time, as determined from constraint propagation, then it cannot possibly force some
other job to become infeasible (i.e., become unschedulable within its time constraints). Of
course, it is still possible to have an infeasible schedule because of conflicts caused by resource
limits, targets, or a finite number of processors (crewmembers), but this algorithm is of much
benefit in finding good solutions to the crew activity planning problem, and goes a long way
towards reducing the complexities of avoiding infeasibilities.
4.2.1 Problem Overview
Consider the problem of scheduling a set of n jobs. Numerous types of time constraints, as
were described in Section 3.2.1, may be specified for each job. Some constraints relate
performances to fixed points in time: earliest start time constraints, denoted EST(x) = gt, specify
that Job x must begin no earlier than timne g; latest start time constraints, LST(x) = gt, specify that
Job x must begin no later than time gt; required start time constraints, RST(x) = g., specify that
Job x must start at time gt; and finally, latest end time constraints, LET(x) = gt, specify that
performance x must be completed by time gt. Additionally, every schedule has some minimum
time, START, before which no job may be scheduled and some maximum time, END, after
which no job may be completed.
Other constraints relate jobs to other jobs. Precedence constraints, P(x,y) = 1, specify that
Job x must be completed before the start of Job y. Concurrence constraints, CO(x,y) =1 ,
specify that Jobs x and y must begin at the same time. Minimum delta start time constraints,
AMIN(x,y) = pt, indicate that there must be at least an interval of length g. between the start of Job
x and the start of Job y. Maximum delta start time constraints, AMAX(x,y) = t, indicate that the
maximum interval between the start of Job x and the start of Job y is gt.
For each Job k (k=l, 2, 3, ..., n), we can compute the values MAXT(k) and MINT(k)
where MAXT(k) is the maximum time that it could take to perform Job k and MINT(k) is the
minimum time that it could take to perform Job k. For example, if k is a job requiring one
crewmember, then MINT(k) is just the performance time of the crewmember who can complete
the job fastest. In the absence of more complete information, one can always set MINT(k) = 0
and MAXT(k) = infinity (or some other large value, such as END - START).
Propagating the constraints can yield numerous inferences about the feasible time windows
for each job. For example, if P(x,y) = 1, then the earliest start time for Job y can be inferred to
be at least as late as the earliest start time for Job x plus the minimum performance time of Job x,
i.e., EST(y) 2 EST(x) + MINT(x). What is desired is an algorithm for making maximium
inference from the specified constraints to narrow down the feasible time windows for each job.
4.2.2 Constraint Reduction
The first step in reducing the problem is to add an event * which has zero duration (MINT(*)
= MAXT(*) = 0) and required start time START (RST(*) = START).
The second step is to change all constraints to AMIN and AMAX constraints. This is
accomp.; hed by the following transformations:
EST(x) = p becomes AMIN(*,x) = pg - START
LST(x) = p becomes AMAX(*,x) = g - START
RST(x) = p. becomes AMIN(*,x) = AMAX(*,x) = Ip - START
LET(x) = p becomes AMAX(*,x)= ( x- START) - MINT(x)
P(x,y) = 1 becomes AMIN(x,y) = MINT(x)
CO(x,y) = 1 becomes AMIN(x,y) = AMAX(x,y) = 0
(It should be noted that AMAX(*,x) = (g - START) - MINT(x) is necessary but not sufficient for
LET(x) = g, and that AMIN(x,y) = MINT(x) is necessary but not sufficient for P(x,y') = 1.
However, until event x is scheduled, we cannot make any better inference from these constraints
than is given above.)
The third step is to change all AMIN constraints to AMAX constraints. This is done by
replacing all AMIN(x,y) = ýi by AMAX(y,x) = -gp. If either this step or step 2 produces more
than one value for AMAX(x,y), then it is important to keep track of only the smallest value,
because it represents the most binding constraint.
Finally, the last (fourth) step is to form the complete AMAX matrix. This is accomplished by
initializing:
AMAX(k,*) = 0 k = *, 1, 2, ... , n
AMAX(k,k) = 0 k = 1, 2, ... , n
AMAX(m,n) = (END -START) - MINT(n) m = *, 1, 2,..., n
n= 1, 2, ... , n
man
and then substituting each of the AMAX values found in steps 1 - 3 into the AMAX matrix
whenever they are less than the corresponding value already entered in the matrix.
4,2.3 Inference Generation
Time windows for each of the jobs may now be found by applying a shortest path algorithm
(such as Floyd's or Dijkstra's) to the AMAX data by considering each of the jobs as a node and
each of the constraints as an arc on a graph. For example, as shown in Figure 4.1, if
AMAX(*,1) = 5, AMAX(1,2) = 8, and AMAX(*,2) = 20, then we can replace AMAX(*,2) by
13 because the first two constraints form a tighter limit (shorter path) on the maximum interval
between the start of the timeline and the start of Job 2. The shortest path algorithm will
completely search the AMAX information to find the shortest path by any possible route through
the matrix. (A complete worked example of constraint reduction and the shortest path algorithm
is provided in Section 4.2.7.)
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Figure 4.1: Finding a Shortest Path From * to 2 With Constraint Propagation
Let the shortest path algorithm yield the matrix ASMAX, containing the length of the shortest
path from every node to every other node in the AMAX graph. Then the latest start time (as
inferred) for each job is then given by LST(x) = START + ASMAX(*,x), x = 1, 2, ..., n.
Similarly, we can find the inferred earliest start times for each of the jobs: EST(x) = START
- ASMAX(x,*), x = 1, 2, ..., n. For example, if ASMAX(x,*) = -8, then there is at least 8 time
units between the start of the schedule and the start of Job x.
If time windows become so constrained that the latest start time for a job is before the earliest
start time (LST(x) < EST(x) or alternately ASMAX(x,x) < 0) then we can infer that there is no
feasible time at which Job x can be scheduled for which it satisfies all of its time constraints (in
other words, there has been some logical contradiction implied in specifying the time
constraints).
4.2.4 Algorithms
Shortest path problems can generally be solved using algorithms such as Floyd's or
Dijkstra's (revised for graphs with negative cost arcs) [Larson and Odoni, 1981]. There are
several special properties of this constraint problem which can be exploited to yield more efficient
implementation.
Floyd's algorithm has the advantange of being very easy to program (it requires only two
short lines of code in the APL computer language). Floyd's algorithm involves on the order of n
I
cubed computation, where n is the number on nodes in a graph. It produces the shortest distance
from all nodes to all other nodes. Further, there is the added advantage that as new arcs are
added to a network, (i.e., by adding a new constraint), the table of shortest paths caa be updated
with only on the order of n squared computations. This can be shown by examining Floyd's
algorithm. Let Di be the table of shortest paths at iteration i of the algorithm, and let DO be the
initial AMAX matrix produced in step 4, as described above. Then Floyd's algorithm is:
STEP 1: Set i = 1
STEP 2: Set Di = Min {Di_, Bi}
where the minimization is across corresponding elements of Di -1 and Bi and where Bi is defined
as the generalized outer product with respect to addition of the ith column of Di _1 and the ith row
of Di-
_
1.
i.e., Bi(j,k) = Dil(j,i) + Di_1(i,k)
STEP 3: If i = n stop; if i < n then set i = i + 1 and go to Step 2.
Step 2 of the algorithm involves n squared computations and it is repeated through n
iterations; hence the algorithm is of the order of n cubed.
To incorporate (and thereby propagate) a new arc (constraint) J'(x,y) = g into a reduced
shortest path matrix J (i.e., one which is the result of Floyd's algorithm), where g < J(x,y), all
one has to do is run Step 2 of the algorithm twice on J': once with i=x and once with i=y.
That this procedure results in the new updated shortest path matrix can be seen from the
following argument:
1) There is nothing inherently special in the numbering of the nodes in the algorithm, hence
we can renumber the nodes arbitrarily, e.g., one can rename node 1 as node 6 and node 6 as
node 1.
2) Applying Step 2 of Floyd's algorithm to J' for any i not equal to x or y will not change
J', because Step 2 will change J' only if elements in row i or column i have been changed (which
is only true for i = x or i = y). This is because J was already a shortest path matrix, and hence
applying Step 2 to J for any i will not change J.
3) As there is nothing inherently special about the numbering of the nodes, one can
renumber the nodes such that node x becomes node n-1 and node y becomes node n.
4) Applying Floyd's algorithm to this renumbered matrix will produce no changes for the
first n-2 iterations; the only ones that will produce any changes are the last two iterations.
5) Reordering the rows and columns of a matrix will have no effect on Step 2 (the
generalized outer product with respect to addition), except that the resulting matrix will also be
similarly reordered. Hence it is not really necessary to run Floyd's algorithm incrementing i by 1
at each iteration; all that is really necessary is that on each iteration i be chosen as some integer
between 1 and n without duplication. Therefore it is also not necessary to renumber the nodes;
the shortest path matrix can be updated directly. The two iterations of Floyd's algorithm require
n squared computations, as compared to the order of n cubed operations which would be needed
to entirely repropagate all of the constraints.
4.2.5 Implementation Considerations
In implementation of the crew activity planning problem, constraints are added interactively
by the user, and not in a batch. Hence, the shortest path matrix can be updated after each
constraint is added, with n squared computations. For reasonable problems, this amount of
computation can be done "in real time" so that a user can immediately see the effects of each new
constraint on the shortest path matrix (and hence on earliest and latest start times). It is true that
in the worst case, there can be n squared constraints, thus resulting in the order of n to the fourth
computations, but in practice there are far fewer constraints (and the delay for each constraint
addition in an interactive environment is negligible anyway).
In addition to maintaining the AMAX matrix, it is also necessary to maintain a record of the
latest end times and the precedence constraints. This is because these constraints contain more
restrictions upon the schedule than is included in their transformation to AMAX constraints, as
described previously.
In order to maintain the latest end time constraints, a vector LET can be constructed, where
LET(x) is the latest end time of Job x. This vector is initialized to LET(x) = END and then each
entry is replaced by any explicitly entered value for LET(x) whenever this value is less than the
current value. Inference can also be used to infer a reduced value for LET(x) according to the
formula: LET(x) = MIN {LET(x), LST(x) + MAXT(x), LST(y) for all y such that P(x,y) = 1}.
With interactive entering of constraints, this calculation may have to be performed after each new
constraint is entered, because any new constraint can potentially impact the latest start times of
some relevant job. By requiring that each job start after EST(x), start before LST(x), and end
before LET(x) (as found from the ASMAX matrix and the LET vector) the full inference from
the constraints is fully realized.
As jobs become scheduled, one can then make further inference based on the now known
start and end times of the job. For example, suppose Job x becomes scheduled with start time
ST and end time ET. Note that ST 2 EST(x), ST 5 LST(x), ET 5 LET(x), and MINT(x) < (ET -
ST) < MAXT(x). If (ET - ST) > MINT(x), we can then make a greater inference from P(x,y) =
1 than AMIN(x,y) = MINT(x). This is effectively done by changing MINT(x) (and MAXT(x))
to ET - ST and then adding and propagating new constraints AMIN(x,y) = ET - ST (i.e.
AMAX(y,x) = -gI) for all y such that P(x,y) = 1. We also add and propagate new (tighter)
constraints EST(x) = ST, LST(x) = ST, and LET(x) = ET. While the propagation of the
constraints added as a result of scheduling Job x may cause the windows for other jobs to
tighten, it cannot cause them to become infeasible: if this were not true, we could have made
further inferences from the performance times and constraints on the other jobs, thus making the
window for Job x smaller. However, this would imply a contradiction because we have already
established that the window for Job x is already as small as can possibly be inferred from the
other jobs.
Through active constraint propagation, it is thus possible to maintain values for the earliest
and latest possible start times and the latest possible end time for each job. Further, when the
constraints are initially processed, one can check that the constraints do not cause some diagonal
element of ASMAX to become negative, thus implying a logical contradiction. It is can thus be
guaranteed that all jobs can be sequenced within their inferred time windows, observing all time
constraints. Additionally, any job scheduled within its time window cannot possible force some
other job to become infeasible (with respect to its time constraints).
4.2.6 Storage Considerations
The disadvantage of Floyd's algorithm is that it requires storage of n squared numbers. For
n on the order of 1000, as in the crew activity scheduling problem, this requires on the order of
1,000,000 entries. It should be noted that the only results that are really needed (to find earliest
and latest start times) are the 2n entries in the first row and first column of ASMAX. Dijkstra's
algorithm, on the other hand, has little stowage requirement beyond the explicit list of constraints
and the initialized values of AMAX(*,x) and AMAX(x,*). Dijkstra's algorithm, as modified to
allow for arcs of negative length, requires order of n cubed computations for finding the shortest
path from any given node to all other nodes, and it must be used twice: once to find the shortest
path from the source node (*) to all other nodes, and once to find the shortest path from all nodes
to the source node (this is done by reversing the directions of all the arcs and then finding the
shortest path from the source to all other nodes). There are several other disadvantages to
Dijkstra's algorithm: it is difficult to program, and there is no analogous way to update the
shortest paths as with Floyd's algorithm; adding a new arc can necessitate repeating the entire
algorithm.
Floyd's algorithm can be modified to require less storage provided that the problem is
decomposable into separate projects (see Section 4.3.1). The problem can be decomposed if
groupings of jobs can be found for which the constraints on each of the jobs in the group pertain
only to * and not to other jobs in other groups (this will often be the case, as the AMAX matrix
will usually be sparse of significant information other than in the * row and column). Consider
the case where there are 5 jobs in addition to *, and where there are constraints relating Jobs 1, 2,
and 3, and other constraints relating only Jobs 4 and 5. Then all that is required is two matrices,
one 4 x 4 (containing *, 1, 2, and 3) and the other 3 x 3 (containing *, 4, and 5). This requires a
storage of 25 numbers as opposed to the 36 numbers required for the full 6 x 6 matrix. Savings
can be much greater by decomposing larger matrices, although in the worst case all jobs will be
interrelated, and the full n x n matrix is necessary.
To implement this modification, one would start with a 2 x 2 matrix for each job (containing
* and the job). Constraints relating the jobs to * can then be added directly to the job's matrix.
When constraints relating jobs to other jobs are processed or added, new matrices are formed by
merging the two 2 x 2 matrices for the two jobs, thereby creating a 3 x 3 matrix. Henceforth,
when any constraints are found relating these same jobs, the matrix can be updated directly (note
that this updated computation is now on the order of the square of the size of this smaller matrix,
not the order of n squared). Whenever constraints relate jobs in different matrices, the matrices
are merged, as above. It should be noted that the storage requirements can be further reduced by
not storing the diagonal elements in the original 2 x 2 matrices, as they are zero.
Merging the matrices is accomplished in a straightforward manner. Consider the previous
example with one matrix containing Jobs *, 1, 2, and 3 and the other matrix containing Jobs *,
4, and 5. Adding a constraint relating Jobs 2 and 5 will necessitate merging the two matrices into
a 6 x 6 matrix containing Jobs *, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The positions for which there are no data,
e.g. (2,4), are set to infinity (or some suitably large number). Then to update the matrix, all one
has to do is run Step 2 of Floyd's algorithm three times: once with i=* and once each for i equal
to the two jobs of the new constraint (in this case i=2 and i=5). Merging is thus also an order of
n squared computation.
4.2.7 A Worked Example of Constraint ProDagation
Consider the following scheduling problem:
START time of schedule = 0
END time of schedule = 20
There are 5 jobs, each requiring a single crewmember. There are 3 crewmembers.
Crewmember 1 performance times on each of the jobs are {2, 6, 3, 12, 81
Crewmember 2 performance times on each of the jobs are {3, 5, 3, 14, 71
Crewmember 3 performance times on each of the jobs are (4, 5, 3, 11, 81
The minimum durations for each of these jobs are then MINT = {2, 5, 3, 11, 71
and the maximum durations are MAXT = {4, 6, 3, 14, 81
The following time constraints apply:
EST(1) = 2 Job 1 must start no earlier than time 2.
LST(4) = 6 Job 4 must start no later than time 6.
LET(3) = 17 Job 3 must end no later than time 17.
LET(4) = 15 Job 4 must end no later than time 15.
P(1,5) = 1 Job 5 must start after the end of Job 1.
CO(2,3) = 1 Job 2 and 3 must start concurrently.
AMIN(4,1) = 1 Job 1 must start at least 1 time unit after Job 4.
AMAX(4,5) = 10 Job 5 must start no later than 10 time units after Job 4.
Constraint reduction (Section 4.2.2) can now be performed:
STEP 1: Add an event * with MINT(*) = MAXT(*) = 0 and required start time RST(*) = 0.
STEP 2: Change all constraints to AMIN and AMAX constraints:
EST(1) = 2 becomes AMIN(*,1) = 2.
LST(4) = 6 becomes AMAX(*,4) = 6.
LET(3) = 17 becomes AMAX(*,3) = 17 - MINT(3) = 14.
LET(4) = 15 becomes AMAX(*,4) = 15 - MINT(4) = 4.
P(1,5) = 1 becomes AMIN(1,5) = MINT(1) = 2.
CO(2,3) = 1 becomes AMIN(2,3) = 0 and AMAX(2,3) = 0.
AMIN(4, 1) = 1 and AMAX(4,5) = 10 remain unchanged.
STEP 3: Change all AMIN constraints to AMAX constraints:
AMIN(*,1) = 2 becomes AMAX(1,*) = -2
AMIN(1,5) = 2 becomes AMAX(5,1) = -2
AMIN(2,3) = 0 becomes AMAX(3,2) = 0
AMIN(4,1) = 1 becomes AMAX(1,4) = -1
STEP 4: Form the AMAX matrix:
Initializing AMAX(k,*) = 0, k = *, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
AMAX(k,k) = 0, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 {no job can start before time 0}
AMAX(m,n) = 20 - MINT(n), m = *, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, m n.
jall jobs must end before time 20}
So
AMAXinitial=
0 18
00
0 18
0 18
0 18
0 18
(Note that the row (or column) corresponding to, say, Job 4, is the 5th row (or column),
because Job * occupies the 1st row and column.)
Each of the AMAX values (5 from Step 2 and 4 from Step 3) are then added to this matrix
whenever they are less than the corresponding value already entered in the matrix. So
DO = AMAX =
14
17
0
0
17
17
Figure 4.2 graphically shows all the arcs which are from explicitly specified time constraints
(labelled with an outline font), and arcs connected to * which result from the fact that all jobs
must start no earlier than time zero nor end later than time 20 (labelled with a normal font).
Figure 4.2: Time Constraints Configured on a Shortest Path Network
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Floyd's Algorithm (as described in Section 4.2.4) can now be applied to this graph. DO is
the AMAX matrix shown above.
STEP 1: Set i = 1.
STEP 2: Compute B1. Bl(j,k) = D0 (j,1) + DO(l,k)
Compute D 1 = Min {DO, B 1 )
STEP 3: As i < 6, increase i by 1 (so i = 2). Return to Step 2.
The algorithm will continue until i = 6. At this point ASMAX, the shortest path matrix
(containing the shortest path from each node to each of the other nodes in Figure 4.2), will be
computed:
D6 = ASMAX
14
12
0
0
14
10
14
12
0
0
14
10
13
9
13
13
10
This matrix does not contain any negative entries along the main diagonal, and there are
therefore no logical contradictions implied in the constraints. It is thus assured that all the jobs
can be sequenced to meet all their time constraints within the 20 time unit planning window
(without consideration of the limited number of crewmembers or of any limited resources).
The first row of this matrix contains the inferred (from constraint propagation) latest start
times of each of the jobs, and the first column contains the negatives of the inferred earliest start
times.
The latest end times for each Job x can also be computed by taking the minimum of: 1) the
END time of the schedule (in this case, LET(x) 5 20, x = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5); 2) any explicitly
specified latest end time for Job x (in this case, LET(3) 517 and LET(4) < 15); 3) the inferred
latest start time of Job x, plus the maximum duration of Job x (in this case, LET(x) < LST(x) +
MAXT(x), x = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5); and 4) the inferred latest start times of any jobs which must follow
Job x because of precedence constraints (in this case, LET(1) 5 LST(5)). It can be seen that in
order to find the latest end times, it is necessary to retain the original information regarding the
latest end time constraints and the precedence constraints, because, as stated in Section 4.2.2, the
transformations of these constraints into AMIN constraints specify necessary but not sufficient
conditions to completely describe these constraints. Therefore, for this problem, one obtains:
EST (1)=2 LST(1) = 11 LET(1) = 13
EST(2) = 0 LST(2) = 14 LET(2) = 20
EST(3)= 0 LST(3) = 14 LET(3) = 17
EST(4)= 0 LST(4) = 4 LET(4) = 15
EST(5) = 4 LST(5) = 13 LET(5) = 20
Suppose now that it is decided to have Job 1 performed by Crewmember 2, who has a
performance time of 3. It is also decided to have this Job start at time 4, and thus end at time 7.
As described in Section 4.2.5, active constraint propagation can now be utilized to make further
inference based upon this information. This is done by adding the new constraints EST(1) = 4,
LST(1) = 4, LET(l) = 7, and AMIN(1,5) = 3 (from the precedence constraint). The minimum
and maximum completion times for this job are also updated so that MINT(l) = MAXT(1) = 3.
These new constraints can now be converted to AMAX constraints:
AMAX(1,*) = -4
AMAX(*,1) = 4
AMAX(5,1) = -3
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Inserting these values into the old ASMAX matrix:
AMAX =
The effects of these new constraints can now be propagated by using Step 2 of Floyd's
shortest path algorithm 3 times: once with i = 1 (for event *); once for i = 2 (for Job 1); and once
for i = 6 (for Job 5). This give the new ASMAX matrix:
ASMAX =
14 3 13
10 -1 9
0 3 13
0 3 13
14 0 10
7 -4 0
As before, earliest start times, latest start times, and latest end times can now be computed.
Note that in addition to the changes in the data for Job 1, the earliest start time of Job 5 and the
latest start time of Job 4 have also been affected.
EST (1) = 4
EST(2)= 0
EST(3) = 0
EST(4) = 0
EST(5) = 7
LST(1) = 4
LST(2) = 14
LST(3) = 14
LST(4) = 3
LST(5) = 13
LET(1) = 7
LET(2) = 20
LET(3) = 17
LET(4) = 15
LET(5) = 20
4.3 Heuristic DisDatching Technioues
Extensive literature has been compiled detailing, analyzing, and comparing algorithms for
dealing with scheduling problems. As the crew activity planning problem is in the class
NP-complete, all optimal algorithms will probably be exponential (see Section 4.1). Exact
techniques [Patterson, 1984] utilizing branch-and-bound [Stinson, et al., 1978], dynamic
programming, linear programming, integer programming [Talbot and Patterson, 1978], quadratic
programming, and zero-one programming [Pritsker, et al., 1969], as well as bounded
enumeration [Davis, 1969; Davis and Heidorn, 1971] have been used to obtain some
improvement over explicit enumeration techniques, but this problem still is intractable for all but
the smallest formulations. For example, the zero-one programming formulation that has been
proposed for the crew activity planning problem would require the use millions of variables
[Mathis, 1981]. It is therefore necessary to turn to heuristic techniques for finding "good" (i.e.
near-optimal) solutions.
Virtually all the heuristics developed for solving scheduling problems (as well as the ones
developed in this thesis) have been dispatching algorithms. In a dispatching algorithm, some job
is selected for scheduling, and then added to a partial schedule. The next job is then selected for
scheduling, until all jobs have been scheduled. At each stage the priority of each job is
determined, and the job with the largest priority is chosen. Serial dispatching techniques
predetermine the ordering of all jobs before any scheduling begins. In parallel dispatching
techniques, the next job is not selected until the previous job has been scheduled. Parallel
dispatching algorithms operate on more information (i.e., the partial schedules) than serial
dispatching algorithms, and superior results can usually be achieved. It should be noted that the
priority of a job, as determined by a heuristic, is not the same as the weight of the job, wj (as
defined in Section 3.3.1), although a job's weight may be a factor in determining its priority.
In addition to a heuristic for determining which job is to be scheduled next, multi-processor
scheduling problems also require a heuristic for deciding which processor (crewmember) to
assign to a job, as well as the time in the schedule at which the job is to be assigned. It should be
noted that even if all potential job orderings are tried, an optimal solution might not be found
unless all possible combinations of crew selection are also investigated for each ordering.
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4.3.1 Previous Research: Resource Constrained Multi-Project Scheduling
Unfortuately, most of the research investigated in the literature addresses what is known as
resource constrained multi-project scheduling, a problem much simpler than thr crew activity
planning problem. Hundreds of papers have been written on the resource constrained
multi-project scheduling problem, and several studies have detailed and compared various
heuristic and optimal algorithms that have been developed to solve this problem [Davies, 1973;
Davis, 1973a; Patterson, 1973; Davis and Patterson, 1975; Patterson, 1976; D. Cooper, 1976;
Kurtulus and Davis, 1982].
In multi-project scheduling, each project consists of a set of jobs which are entirely linked
together by precedence constraints. The structure imposed by these precedence constraints
greatly simplifies the scheduling problem (at least, compared to the crew activity scheduling
problem described above). The only other types of constraints usually allowed in the resource
constrained multi-project scheduling model (in addition to precedence constraints) are renewable
resource constraints, although some models can accommodate earliest start time constraints and
latest end time constraints. Additionally, resource usage by each job is always a constant, and
resource limits are usually not time varying either. The model usually does not include any of the
other types of time or target constraints defined in Section 3.3.1, or the nonlinear or
non-renewable types of resource usage previously mentioned [exceptions are Slowinski, 1980;
Altman, et al., 1970]. The use of heuristic algorithms from the literature that have not been
designed to analyze many of the constraints present in the crew activity planning problem could
prohibit efficient usage of resources and the formation of optimal schedules, or could even lead to
the production of infeasible schedules.
This is because in the resource constrained multi-project scheduling problem, the heuristics
used have no trouble finding a complete schedule. The goal is then to find a complete schedule
which is optimal. Many of the time constraints present in the crew activity planning problem are
absent. These constraints, such as latest start time constraints, latest end time constraints,
concurrence constraints, minimum and maximum time intervals between jobs, nonrenewable
resource constraints, target constraints, and the limited numbers of crewmembers, can easily
cause a partial schedule to become infeasible with respect to a specific job. Additionally, in the
crew activity planning problem, there are often more jobs included in the problem statement than
could possibly be scheduled, so the goal is to find a feasible (but incomplete) schedule which, for
example, maximizes the weights of the jobs successfully scheduled. Most of the heuristic rules
in the literature incorporate no methodology for dealing with situations where some jobs can not
be included in a schedule and where tradeoffs between jobs are necessary.
Another difference between the two scheduling problems is largely conceptual, but has
important repercussions on the types of heuristic algorithms which will solve the problems
effectively. In resource constrained multi-project scheduling problems, the ratio of the number of
jobs to the number of projects is usually quite large; typically greater than ten. In the crew
activity planning problem, we can extend the idea of a project to include a subset of the jobs
which are related to each other by any type of time constraint which relates one job to another. In
addition to precedence constraints, this would include concurrence constraints, and constraints
relating minimum and maximum differences in start times between the jobs. In spite of this more
generalized definition of a project, the general crew activity planning problem can involve
consideration of problems where the ratio of jobs to projects is quite small, even one.
An additional difference between resource constrained multi-project scheduling and crew
activity planning is that, in the multi-project scheduling model, all jobs require exactly one
processor, all processors can complete any given job in the same amount of time, and the number
of processors available is usually assumed to be unlimited. (Actually, some versions of the
resource constrained multi-project scheduling problem can accommodate a limited number of
processors, by considering the processors to be a limited resource. In the crew activity planning
problem, however, it is not possible to consider crewmember usage as a resource, at least in the
traditional sense, because crewmembers may have differing processing times for the same job or
may even be unrated for a particular job. Hence, knowing that there is "one unit of crewmember
time" available during an interval does not specify important information such as which
crewmember is available or even if the interval is continuous with the same crewmember). All of
the heuristics for solving multi-project scheduling do not incorporate any methodology for
considering the tradeoffs which must be made when a job can be completed by different
crewmembers in different amounts of time. Further, the crew activity planning problem may
require that some jobs require more than one crewmember or that specific crewmembers be
prohibited from performing a certain job. No method for dealing with these situations is
incorporated into the heuristics in the literature.
A final difficulty faced by most of the heuristic techniques that have been proposed is that
they are somewhat inflexible, relying on a fixed set of rules to produce a single candidate
schedule. In good schedules, the jobs will often fit together like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle.
While a heuristic may produce a candidate schedule of "good" quality (compared to, say,
schedules produced by some random sequencing technique), the heuristic may miss the fact that a
small change in the schedule might improve results significantly. A heuristic methodology which
could effectively make changes in schedules in order to seek improvements would be of great
benefit to both multi-project scheduling and crew activity planning.
4.3.2 Previous Research: Crew Activity Planning
Perhaps the most applicable research pertaining to space station crew activity planning are
three studies commissioned by the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center during 1980, 1981, and
1986 [Grone and Mathis, 1980; Mathis, 1981; Deuermeyer, et al., 1986]. It should be noted that
while the models addressed by these studies were much more robust than the resource
constrained multi-project scheduling problem, they do not encompass the entire crew activity
planning model outlined in Section 3.3.1: until now, this problem has been considered too
complex to solve in full. As a result, artificial constraints and approximations were sometimes
added to "force" a real-world problem to fit the model. This practice of adding non-real
constraints could cause the unintentional elimination of good solutions. In addition, considerable
hand editing of schedules was necessary to in order make sure that there was no violation of the
constraints which could not be incorporated into the model. Grone and Mathis describe the
dispatching system used by NASA and the problem which they were addressing:
"The problem under consideration is that of scheduling a set of experiments to be performed
on a given Spacelab mission. Through a preliminary analysis, which is not discussed hlie, a set
of compatible experiments is compiled which are hopefully to be included in a specific mission.
The experiments are then converted into model sheets by the principal investigator, who 's
responsible for the experiment design, and a NASA project engineer familiar with the format and
requirements of the model sheets. The model sheet divides each experiment into a sequence of
steps, each of which has certain requirements in terms of crew, equipment, and energy usage; and
may in addition require that the Spacelab be in a certain position or configuration, or have certain
targets available. Examples of targets are planets, communication satellites, and data receiving
facilities on the earth's surface. If the experiment is to be performed more than once the number
of performances desired is included on the model sheet. A typical Spacelab mission lasts for
seven days and involves six crewmembers.
"Extremely sophisticated software is available to assist in scheduling of the experiments.
The current program is designated by TLP for timeline program. This program takes the model
sheets in some order and "front loads" them in this order. By front load, it is meant that the
model is scheduled at the earliest possible time which satisfies all the model constraints and
which does not conflict with the requirements of previously scheduled models. If it is impossible
to schedule a certain model at any time the program then goes to the next model in the sequence.
This program is currently being upgraded to a program denoted by ESP for experiment scheduling
program, which has the capability of either front loading or back loading any given model, and
which is to supersede TLP sometime in 1981.
"Even with the extremely advanced and effective software available, the problem of scheduling
the experiments in an optimal way currently requires an enormous amount of pre-flight
man-hours. By an optimal schedule, we roughly mean one that includes the maximal number of
experiments and performances, and which makes maximal use of the available resources. Since
each set of models designated for inclusion in a specific mission are only roughly sorted for
compatibility, it is frequently impossible to include every performance of every experiment.
"The method previously employed has been to feed TLP various random orderings of the
model sheets and have the project engineers examine the characteristics of the resulting schedules.
From these examinations other orderings are suggested and fed to TLP. After months of such
trial and error, the best resulting schedule is then modified and edited by hand by a group of
NASA personnel familiar with the characteristics of the given mission. The current schedule for
Spacelab mission one has been under development for five years. It is clear that such a time
expenditure is not only economically prohibitive, but is unacceptable in light of the fact that the
Spacelab program eventually envisions flying several missions a year." [Grone and Mathis,
1980]
Mathis and Grone employed an intricate multi-attribute ranking algorithm in the 1980 study
and achieved good success. While their algorithm produced somewhat poorer results for
Spacelab mission 1 than the best that had been previously generated (after several years of
effort), they were able to produce schedules superior to NASA's best existing schedules for
Spacelab missions 2 End 3 [Grone and Mathis, 1980]. Mathis then tested an algorithm
employing zero-one programming techniques, which, while much slower than TLP, produced
results only comparable to TLP, and significantly poorer than the ranking algorithm [Mathis,
1981].
In the 1986 study at Texas A&M University, Deuermeyer, Shannon, and Underbrink
sought further improvements upon the ranking algorithms of Mathis and Grone. Focusing upon
methods for establishing a selection list that would work in harmony with ESP, they found that
they could divide experiments into three categories:
Experiments in the first category consist of those experiments which must precede other
experiments (by virtue of precedence constraints). Also included are experiments required to be
concurrent with these experiments. There exists sophisticated and automated scheduling
procedures (taken from the resource constrained multi-project scheduling literature) for solving
these problems;
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Experiments in the second category consist of experiments which are required to be
concurrent with each other. The study found that these experiments could be sequenced
randomly with no significant impact on schedule quality;
Experiments in the third category (all other experiments) were found to be best scheduled
based on clustering and ranking procedures, utilizing the engineering judgement of the scheduler.
The study found that good results could be obtained by separately sequencing the
experiments in each of these three categories, and then first scheduling the experiments in the first
category, followed by those in the second category, and finally the experiments in the third
category.
It should be noted that the Soviet Union also employs a dispatching technique for the
scheduling of their Salyut work schedules. The parameters relating to each of the activities are
generated and each of the experiments is given a priority. Then experiments are then spread
through the flight time, starting with the experiment that has the highest priority [Blagov, 1983].
Because the list of experiments proposed is usually too long to be fully accommodated,
experiments which do not fall within the flight plan are listed as reserve experiments.
4.4 Solution Techniques
Four heuristic approaches were developed to attempt to cope with the problems discussed in
Section 4.3.1. Only the first two of them have previously been discussed extensively in the
literature. Central to all of these approaches is the notion that no one fixed scheduling rule will
always produce good schedules; some attempt must be made to (intelligently) search the solution
space (i.e., the configuration space) for good solutions. Unlike the problem of minimizing a
continuous function, the configuration space of combinatorial minimization problems is discrete,
not a simple continuous N-dimensional space. The number of elements in the configuration
space is factorially large, so that they cannot be explored exhaustively, except for the smallest
problems. As the space is discrete, it is difficult to try to "continue downhill in a favorable
direction." Indeed, the concept of "direction" can be difficult or impossible to define for a
combinatorial minimization problem [Press, et al., 1986].
Chapter 5 discusses the implementation details of those methodologies which were judged
promising, and presents emperical results validating those models.
4.4.1 Use of MultiDle Heuristics
Instead of employing a single heuristic to find a solution, a viable approach is to employ
many different heuristics and then take the best solution produced by any of them [Davis and
Patterson, 1975; Patterson, 1976; D. Cooper, 1976]. Patterson compared the performance of
many different heuristics and then performed a regression analysis to correlate the efficiency of
various heuristics with many different problem parameters. In an interesting result, he found that
using the rule which was in general found best for solving multiproject problems would, on
average, result in an increase of 16% (in total project delays) over the best schedules produced by
trying all of the eight heuristics tested. If, instead, each problem is solved using the heuristic
projected best for that problem, then results obtained are, on average, only 8% worse than what
could be obtained by using all heuristic procedures. From a practical point of view, however, the
cost of programming and running several different heuristics is quite small compared to the costs
of data acquisition, preparation, and the potential savings involved in finding superior solutions.
4.4.2 The Sampling Method
Another approach is known as the sampling method: instead of determining fixed priorities
for each job, the heuristic rule is used to determine the probability that each job will be scheduled
next [see, for example, D. Cooper, 1976]. This allows an intelligently directed, semi-random,
search for a good solution. For example, if three jobs were to be scheduled, and a heuristic
determined that these three jobs had relative priorities of 20, 50, and 30, then a standard serial
dispatching techniques would schedule the jobs in the order 2, 3, 1. On the other hand, the
sampling method would assign a 20% probability that Job 1 would be the first job chosen, a 50%
probability that Job 2 would be the first job chosen, and a 30% probability that Job 3 would be
the first job chosen. One would then repeatedly find schedules for the same problem, keeping
the best. Cooper examined the resource constrained project scheduling model, and compared the
schedules found (using many different heuristic rules) for both the standard parallel dispatching
method and the best of 100 runs of the sampling method utilizing the same heuristic rule. This
comparison was made over eight different projects and many different heuristic rules. An
average improvement of 7% was found in the quality of the best schedules produced by the
sampling method.
It should be noted that if the heuristic being used assigns the same priority to all jobs, then
this method becomes a true random search.
4.4.3 Searching the Weighting Space
Some researchers have tried to determine job priorities by weighting together a large number
of factors pertinent to each job [see, for example, Mathis and Grone, 1980]. Mathis and Grone
suggested (but did not implement) a scheme whereby the weighting factors could be determined
by examining the specific characteristic of a particular problem. Although this is still basically a
"single shot approach," it could be extended by systematically varying the relative weights of
each of the factors and then making several attempts at forming a schedule, searching through a
search space defined by the weighting factors.
4.4.4 Making Perturbations in Previous Schedules
In this method, some initial schedule is determined by some heuristic or even by a random
dispatching of the jobs. Once this initial schedule is formed, successive scheduling attempts are
made which focus on perturbations in the "neighborhood" of this initial schedule. Techniques of
this type are examples of "hill climbing," where one attempts to look for better solutions near
previous solutions. For example, given the dispatcher ordering of the jobs in an initial schedule,
one might try looking at schedules in which this ordering is changed by switching successive
pairs of jobs. This would procede until some better schedule is found (thus restarting the
algorithm) or until all pairs of jobs have been switched without improvement. Such a schedule
would be said to be 2-optimal with respect to the dispatcher ordering.
Another example of this methodology might be to establish priorities for each of the jobs and
then, on each iteration, increase the priorities of the jobs which become infeasible with respect to
a candidate schedule. Then on the next scheduling attempt, these jobs would be scheduled
earlier, and would therefore be more likely to be feasibly scheduled. In this manner, a notion of
direction is established. Each new scheduling attempt moves towards a point in the configuration
space (if such a point exists) for which infeasible jobs are now feasible. Of course, this could in
turn cause other jobs which were previously feasible to become infeasible, and the schedule at
this new point might possibly be inferior to the schedule at the old point. By repeatedly moving
in directions which make infeasible jobs feasible (i.e., by increasing the priorities of those
inrfeasible jobs), and by varying the magnitude of the move at each iteration (i.e., the amount
which the job priorities are increased) it should thus be possible to search the solution space
intelligently.
This methodology can be used not only to find feasible schedules, but also to drive the
quality of feasible schedules towards optimality. For example, suppose the objective function is
to minimize the completion time of the last job scheduled. Given a feasible schedule, one could
then add a constraint to the problem requiring that all jobs end earlier than the end time of what is
currently the last job scheduled. This will thus cause this last job to become infeasible, and the
iterative algorithm can then be used again to find a superior schedule.
In some ways, this type of iterative algorithm is similar to what is known as the method of
simulated annealing [Press, et al., 1986]. Simulated annealing, however, differs in two
important characteristics. First of all, in simulated annealing no attempt is made to find intelligent
directions to search. Instead, search proceeds in a random direction. The second difference in
simulated annealing is that at each iteration, one does not always move to the new point in the
configuration space if it does not provide a superior solution. Instead, one may move to an
inferior point in the solution space with a probability which decreases as the poorness of the new
solution increases.
The attractive feature of this class of algorithms is that all that is necessary in order for them
to be usable is that the jobs be schedulable by a dispatcher, and that a systematic method be
developed for making perturbations on the ordering from iteration to iteration. This algorithm is
not dependent upon the problem structure (i.e., the types of the constraints involved) except
possibly in the use of heuristics for determining an initial starting ordering for the algorithm. The
difficulty in this type of algorithm is that it must be shown (empirically) that it will converge to a
good solution in a reasonable amount of time. In Section 5 it is shown that variants of this
algorithm converge to good solutions of the crew activity planning problem, even with random
initial orderings.
Section 5: Ex-erimental Discussion of Solution Techniaues
5.1 Selection of Heuristics
5.1.1 Heuristics for.Job Ordering
Ten basic heuristics were chosen to demonstrate the techniques of Section 4. The first eight
of these are implementations or variations of heuristics found in the scheduling literature. These
parallel heuristics are designed to choose the ordering in which jobs are dispatched. The
heuristics produce a rating for each of the jobs, and then the job is chosen for scheduling which
has maximum (or minimum, depending on the heuristic) rating. In each case, the heuristics are
applied only among those jobs which are pending. A job is considered to be pending if there are
no unscheduled jobs which must start earlier than it (i.e., job x is pending if EST(x) < LST(y)
for all unscheduled jobs y). Also, in all cases, any unresolved ties (jobs which an heuristic
selects with equal rating) are broken by selecting the job with the smallest job number (i.e., Job
number 4 will be selected before Job number 5, all other factors being equal).
The heuristics presented below are described assuming that each job has equal priority. In
practice, the heuristics can be generalized to include a priority factor. For a heuristic which
attempts to find a job with some maximum value, such as Heuristic 2, the rating for each job is
simply multiplied by the job's priority, and the job with the largest resulting value is then
selected. For heuristics which attempt to find a job with some minimum value, such as Heuristic
1, the rating for each job is divided by the job's priority, and the job with the smallest resulting
value is selected.
To aid in the presentation of results, each of the heuristics below is given an abbreviation.
The definitions of the heuristics used in this study do not necessarily exactly coincide with the
definitions of similarly named heuristics in other studies.
Heuristic 1: Shortest Job First (SJF)
This heuristic is implemented by finding the pending job with the minimum duration. The
duration is defined as the shortest possible completion time of the job. For example, if there are
five crewmembers which can perform a job with completion times of 20, 30, 30, 40, and 15
minutes respectively, and the job requires 2 crewmembers to complete it, then the shortest
possible completion time is 20 minutes (the second smallest completion time).
Heuristic 2: Longest Job First (LJF)
This heuristic is implemented by finding the pending job with the largest duration, as defined
in Heuristic 1 (i.e., based on the shortest completion time by the crewmembers).
Heuristic 3: Minimum Slack Method (MSLK)
This heuristic is implemented by finding the pending job with the minimum slack, where
slack is defined as the job's latest start time minus the job's earliest start time. Latest and earliest
start time are dynamically (during the heuristic) determined by critical path methods as described
in Section 4.2. Therefore, when time constraints are present, the slack on each job may change
as other jobs are scheduled.
Heuristic 4: Greatest R•4esource Demand (GRD)
This heuristic selects the job with the greatest resource usage first. The relative importance
of Resource z is defined as Iz = dj x rzj/R z where dj is the duration of Job j (as defined in
Heuristic 1), rzj is the rate of usage of Resource z by Job j and Rz is the total amount of Resource
z available at any time. A similar quantity can also be established for crew usage C = dj x cj/m
where cj is the number of crewmembers required for each job and m is the total number of
crewmembers available. Then the total resource usage of Job j, Tj is defined as:
Tj = dj (C x cj/m + 1 Iz x rzj/Rz)
Heuristic 5: Greatest Remaining Resource Requirement (GRR)
This heuristic selects the job with the largest remaining resource requirement by adding
together the total resource usages (as determined with Heuristic 4) for the job and all jobs which
are constrained to start after it.
Heuristic 6: All Jobs Equally Rated (JER)
This heuristic rates each of the jobs equally, with the result that in the absence of
prioritization, the pending job with the lowest job number is selected, utilizing the rule for
breaking ties among equally rated jobs. When jobs are prioritized, the job with the maximum
priority is chosen.
Heuristic 7: Minimum Latest Finishing Time (LFT)
This heuristic selects the pending job which has the soonest latest end time, as dynamically
determined from critical path methods (see Section 4.2).
Heuristic 8: Minimum Earliest Start Time (EST)
This heuristic selects the pending job which has the soonest earliest start time, as dynamically
determined from critical path methods (see Section 4.2).
Heuristic 9: Maximum Compatibility Method (MCM)
This heuristic employs a compatibility matrix which indicates the desirability of each job
following each other job in the schedule (the generation of this matrix, as well as the motivation
for this algorithm, is fully discussed in Section 5.1.3). For example, the entry in row 3, column
9, of this matrix indicates the compatibility of having Job 9 follow Job 3 in the schedule. If no
jobs have yet been scheduled, the job is selected which has the largest entry in its row of the
compatibility matrix. Subsequent jobs are chosen for scheduling by selecting the unscheduled
pending job with the largest entry in the row of the compatibility matrix corresponding to the job
which is completed last in the current partial schedule.
Heuristic 10: Constrained Maximum Compatibility Method (CCM)
This heuristic is a variation of Heuristic 9, where each column of the compatibility matrix is
divided by the slack (as defined in Heuristic 3) of each job. In the event that there are pending
unscheduled jobs with zero slack, then the largest entry is selected among the columns in the
compatibility matrix corresponding to these jobs, as in Heuristic 9.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the way in which the heuristics for ordering the jobs are used to form a
schedule. Implicit to Figure 5.1 is the methodology by which a job is added to a schedule, which
is discussed in the next section.
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5.1.2 Heuristics for Crewmember and Start Time Assignment
Just as heuristics are used to determine the dispatch order of the jobs, heuristics are also
necessary in order to decide a job's start time and the crewmember(s) who are assigned to
perform the job (note: some jobs do not require crewmembers to perform them). Several
heuristics are described below for performing this function. Each of these heuristics uses some
method for choosing which crewmembers to assign a job to, and then assigns the job to these
crewmembers at their earliest available start time. This will often result in the filling of "holes" in
the schedule; however, these heuristics make no attempt to "widen" a hole (by rescheduling
previously scheduled jobs) to accommodate scheduling a job which almost fits into a gap in the
schedule. The iterative algorithm discussed in Section 5.2.4.1 indirectly accomplishes this
function.
Heuristic A: Minimizing Crew Workload
This heuristic assigns a job to the feasible set of crewmembers who are able to jointly
complete the job and will have the minimum total workload if assigned the job. Any ties are
broken by picking the crewmember with the lowest crew number. The job is started at the
earliest possible time at which the crewmembers can jointly complete it.
Heuristic B: Equalizing Crew Workload
This heuristic attempts to pre-plan the schedule by making preliminary assignments of
crewmembers to jobs before any jobs are yet scheduled. This pre-planning is done using some
heuristic which tries to equalize individual workload while keeping total workload as minimal as
possible. As the schedule is generated, an attempt is made to assign each job, at the earliest time
possible, to the crewmember(s) who are indicated by the pre-planning [this heuristic was
suggested by A.H.G. Rinnooy Kan, personal communication, 1984]. If during the scheduling
process it should occur that it is impossible to assign the pre-selected crewmember(s) to some
job, then Heuristic A is used to assign the crewmember(s) to this job, and a new pre-plan is
generated for the remaining unscheduled jobs.
Heuristic C: Schedule At Earliest Possible Completion Time
This heuristic assigns each job to the crewmember(s) who can complete it earliest, at their
earliest possible start time. Heuristic A is used to break any ties.
Execution of each of these three heuristics requires significantly different amounts of
computation. Consider a job requiring m crewmembers out of a total of M available
crewmembers. Clearly, there are D = M!/(M-m)!m! combinations of crewmembers. D is thus an
exponential function of the number of crewmembers, but is limited to relatively small values if
the total number of crewmembers is limited to small values. In the worst case, each heuristic
might require checking all D alternatives in an attempt to find a feasible schedule. Heuristics A
and B only require checking alternatives until a feasible one is found. Heuristic C, on the other
hand, requires checking all the D alternatives to find the one(s) which can complete it earliest.
When Heuristic A selects the crewmembers, the current (at this point in the heuristic)
workload of each crewmember is added to the time required by each crewmember to complete the
job, and the m crewmembers are then chosen which have the smallest resulting values. If there is
no feasible scheduling time for these crewmembers, then the subset of m crewmembers with the
next smallest total value (determined by adding together the values for each of the crewmembers
in the subset) are tested for scheduling. The sorting of the total values can be done in (D x In D)
time if it is done all at once; if it is done on an as needed basis (i.e., finding the next best
crewmember combination only if the last one was infeasible) then an order of D2 operations are
necessary to sort the D alternatives.
The effort required to use Heuristic C is essentially the same as Heuristic A, except that each
of the D alternatives must always be searched. In practice Heuristic C usually takes several times
longer than Heuristic A. It should be noted that this factor represents only the choosing of the
crewmembers, not the entire process of selecting a job, choosing the crewmembers, and updating
the schedule. Choosing the crewmembers represents a small (although still significant) part of
this process (see Section 5.3.1). The variation in time required for using Heuristic C over
Heuristic A does not have a big impact in total scheduling time, and is thus not an important
factor in deciding which heuristic to use.
Heuristic B, on the other hand, can significantly lengthen the scheduling process. This is
because pre-planning must be done in order to decide the initial (tentative) assignment of
crewmembers to jobs. No matter what method is used for performing the pre-planning, this
process is at least of the order of the number of jobs. Further, this pre-planning must be repeated
whenever the preselected job assignment proves to be infeasible. Hence, in the worst case, the
complexity of the scheduling is increased at least by a factor proportional to the number of jobs.
While the focus of this thesis is on heuristics for performing job selection, preliminary
evaluations of Heuristics A, B, and C verified that Heuristic B was the slowest, followed by
Heuristic C and then A. Results also showed that Heuristic C produced by far the best results,
when the goal was to minimize the completion time of the last job scheduled, with only a minimal
computational time penalty as compared to Heuristic A. Heuristic C was therefore chosen as the
heuristic used to investigate heuristics for performing job selection.
It must be noted that with constraints as complex as those in the crew activity planning
problem, there exist problem instances with feasible solutions, but for which the above heuristics
will not produce feasible schedules, regardless of the heuristic used for performing job selection.
Consider, for example, using Heuristic C to solve a problem with four jobs, all requiring one
crewmember to perform them (Figure 5.2). Suppose there are two crewmembers available, and
both crewmembers have identical processing times for each job. Let Job 1 and Job 2 require 2
time units each, and Job 3 and Job 4 require 1 time unit each. Also suppose that there are no
resource constraints or time constraints, except for two concurrence constraints. The first
requires that Job 1 and Job 3 start at the same time, and the second requires that Job 2 and Job 4
start concurrently. Clearly, a feasible schedule would occur if Job 1 and 2 were each assigned to
the same crewmember and Job 3 and 4 were then scheduled to meet the concurrence constraints
(Figure 5.2A).
If the two long jobs (Jobs 1 and 2) are the first two jobs selected (in either order), then
Heuristic C will assign these jobs one to each crewmember. The partial schedule will schedule
both of these two jobs starting at time zero. If an attempt is then made to schedule either of the
short jobs (Jobs 3 and 4) it will prove fruitless, because it is impossible to meet the concurrence
constraints (Figure 5.2B). A similar problem will develop if the two short jobs are first
scheduled (Figure 5.2C).
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Suppose the first two jobs selected include a long job and a short job. Consider first the case
where this is Job 1 and Job 4 (or similarly, Job 2 and Job 3) (Figure 5.2D). Both of these jobs
will be scheduled to begin at time zero, and each will be assigned to different crewmembers. It
will then be impossible to add either Job 2 or Job 3 to the schedule feasibly.
The final case is if the short and the long jobs picked are jobs linked by the concurrence
constraints. This would occur if Job 1 and Job 3 were the ones selected. Again, both of these
jobs will be scheduled to begin at time zero, and each will be assigned to different crewmembers.
When Job 2 or Job 4 is then selected for scheduling, it will be assigned to the same crewmember
as Job 3, and it will begin at one time unit into the schedule (Figures 5.2E and F). As Job 1 will
still be in progress at this time, it will be impossible to meet the remaining concurrence constraint
in scheduling the last job. A similar situation would develop if Job 2 and Job 4 were the first two
jobs selected for scheduling.
It is therefore seen that for this problem, Heuristic C will never produce a feasible schedule,
even though one is possible. Heuristic A will also not produce a feasible schedule. It is possible
that Heuristic B will produce a feasible solution, but only with a proper pre-planning of
crewmember assignment and a job selection algorithm which will order the jobs in a fortuitous
manner.
There are therefore problems for which there does exist feasible solutions but for which the
algorithms used in this thesis will fail to even produce feasible schedules. This type of problem
is likeliest to arise only when there are jobs whose start times are rigidly tied (by time constraints)
to the start time of other jobs. For example, the algorithms will never fail to produce feasible
schedules in the resource constrained multi-project scheduling problems of Section 4.3.1. The
algorithms' lack of complete robustness is not surprising, because the general scheduling
problem is NP-complete (Section 4.1) and hence no polynomial algorithm can guarantee finding
even a feasible schedule.
The failure of the algorithm to work in all cases is not a crippling problem. In the testing of
the algorithm (see Section 5.2), a feasible solution was always found if one was known to exist.
The only times the algorithm was shown to fail was in problems, such as the one above, which
were deliberately contrived to demonstrate this defect.
5.13 The Maximum Compatibility Method
The maximum compatibility method is motivated by the observation that good schedules
usually have significant "overlap" between jobs. Jobs are said to overlap if they are performed at
the same time (at least in part). If a method could be devised by which compatible jobs (i.e., jobs
which can overlap, at least in part) were scheduled after each other, than one could expect to find
significant overlap in a resulting schedule.
Key to this result is the assembly and use of the compatibility matrix, which must be
designed to accurately reflect the desirability of each job being dispatched after each otherjob. If
there are n jobs to be scheduled, the the compatibility matrix consists of an n x n array of
numbers. The "compatibility" of Job A being dispatched after Job B is indicated by the entry in
row A, column B of this compatibility matrix. Given this matrix of "compatibilities" (whose
derivation will be described below), the rating of a pathway (dispatch ordering, or sequencing)
through the compatibility matrix is determined by summing the values in the matrix
corresponding to each pair of jobs in the pathway. For example, if a sequencing designated the
scheduling order to be Job 3, then Job 1, then Job 2, then the rating of the pathway would be the
sum of the element of the matrix in row 3, column 1, and the element in the matrix in row 1,
column 2. Early serial versions of this algorithm attempted to predetermine the sequencing of the
jobs by finding a pathway (ordering) through the compatibility matrix of the highest total rating.
This problem, however, is similar to the well known traveling salesman problem, which is
NP-Hard. However, through empirical testing, it was found that: 1) pathways with high
ratings produced significantly better scheduling results than pathways with low ratings; 2)
randomly produced pathways had a high probability of having low ratings; and 3) when
differences in the ratings of orderings were small, there was no significant correletion between
ordering ratings and resultant schedule quality. It was therefore found that there was no real
advantage to finding the highest rated pathway; any highly rated pathway would likely produce a
good schedule, and even better results could be obtained by searching through many different
highly rated pathways and then keeping the best resulting schedule.
Many simple heuristics can be used for finding a highly rated pathway. An obvious method
is to start with the two jobs corresponding to the highest entry in the matrix. Suppose, for
example, that this entry was in row 7, column 11. The first two jobs to be selected for
scheduling would then be Job 7 followed by Job 11. One would then go to row 11 of the matrix
and select the largest entry corresponding to an unselected job. This procedure would then be
repeated until all the jobs had been added to the ordering.
It was then found that even better results could be obtained by making the algorithm a parallel
algorithm. The next job scheduled at each point would be selected by examining the row
corresponding to the last job completed in the current partial schedule, which is not necessarily
the last job scheduled. For example, suppose that Job 7 is dispatched, followed by Job 11. If
Job 11 is scheduled so that it is completed before Job 7 is completed, then the algorithm would
again select the next job for scheduling from the row corresponding to Job 7.
Other variations of the algorithm were also tried, such as examining the rows corresponding
to the last two jobs in the current partial schedule, and combining their ratings scaled to 25%
from the second to last job completed and 75% from the last job completed. The rationale for this
was that, in some schedules, it would be common to have several (more than two) jobs
overlapping at once, and that this would tend to select jobs which were compatible with the last
several jobs. In practice, results obtained with this method were not as good as obtained by just
looking at the last job completed (although results obtained were still considered quite good). It
is anticipated that for some problems this approach will prove fruitful.
The compatibility matrix is designed to reflect both the ability of job pairs to overlap and the
difficulty of scheduling particular jobs. For example, if a particular job is only capable of
overlapping with a small number of jobs, then it is important to heavily rate those compatibility
matrix entries so that it is likely that this job is selected before and/or after jobs for which it is
compatible. Conversely, it would not be desired to have highly flexible jobs (which can overlap
with many other jobs) scheduled before or after each other, because this would "waste" their
ability to overlap.
The creation of a methodology to generate the compatibility matrix contains many options.
Many methods were tried and a synthesis was achieved to determine what works and what does
not work. The following steps, and the motivation for them, were the ones finally used to
generate the compatibility matrix:
First, all job pairs were examined to determine the extent in which the jobs could overlap.
The degree to which two jobs can overlap is determined by computing how much earlier (in time
units) the two jobs could be completed by being dispatched one after the other (ignoring the
effects of any other jobs). A worked example of computing a compatibility matrix is provided in
Section 5.2.4.
Jobs cannot overlap if their simultaneous execution would exceed any resource limits. It is
possible, however, for two jobs to overlap if the number of crewmembers they require exceeds
the total number available, because some of the crewmembers may complete a job earlier than
others. For example, suppose there are five crewmembers with completion times 15, 20, 20, 30,
and 40 for Job 1, which requires 3 crewmembers to complete it. In addition, suppose that Job 2
also requires 3 crewmembers and can be completed by each of the crewmembers with a
completion time of 25. If resource levels are not exceeded, it would be possible to schedule Job
2 after Job 1 with a overlap of 5 time units. This would occur by having Crewmembers 1, 2,
and 3 perform Job 1, while Crewmembers 1, 4, and 5 would perform Job 2. Crewmember 1
would thus be working on Job 2 while Crewmembers 2 and 3 were finishing Job 1. It should
also be noted that no overlap is possible for the case where Job 1 follows Job 2.
Jobs can also be prohibited from overlapping because of time constraints which interrelate
them. For example, if two jobs are linked by a precedence constraint, then obviously they cannot
overlap. Constraints specifying a minimum interval between the start of two jobs can also
prohibit or limit the ability of jobs to overlap.
Once values are obtained for the number of time units with which job pairs can overlap, they
are assembled into a matrix, with the row number representing the preceding job in the job pair,
and the column number representing the following job in the job pair. The diagonal elements of
this matrix are set to equal negative 1 (no job can follow itself), as well as those corresponding to
any job pairs for which the time constraints prohibit they follow each other. For example, if a
precedence constraint states that Job 2 must follow Job 1, then the entry in the first row, second
column of the matrix would be zero (because while Job 2 cannot overlap with Job 1, it can
follow it), while the entry in the second row, first column would be negative one, indicating that
this ordering is prohibited.
When this matrix is assembled, the various rows and columns are multiplied by a factor
representing the difficulty of scheduling each job with overlap. For each job j, a number fj is
determined from the matrix which is the minimum of: 1) the number of jobs with which it can
overlap by preceding; and 2) the number of jobs with which it can overlap by following. This is
just the minimum of the number of positive entries in row j of the matrix and in column j of the
matrix. After all the f are determined, all the non-negative entries in each row j of the matrix are
then multiplied by 1 + (max fj) - fj. Each of the non-negative entries in each column j of the
matrix are also multiplied again by this same factor.
Some additional processing is performed to scale the matrix and remove the zero entries, so
that the iterative techniques (described in Section 5.2.4.1) can be used. The largest entry in the
matrix is found, and all entries in the matrix greater than zero are multiplied by a constant so that
this largest entry is scaled to 99. Each non-negative entry in the matrix is then increased by one,
thereby eliminating all zero entries from the matrix and making the largest entry equal to 100.
5.1.4 A Worked Example of the Maximum Compatibility Method
Consider a single resource scheduling problem with 5 jobs, 1 resource, and 3 crewmembers.
Table 5.1 shows the number of crewmembers required for each job, the completion time of each
job by each crewmember, and the resource usage of each job.
Table 5.1: Sample Scheduling Problem
Joh Resource Usage # of Crew Required Crew: 1 2 3 Performance Time
1 5 2 15 15 20
2 3 2 10 10 10
3 2 2 30 30 25
4 1 1 25 25 20
5 3 1 30 30 22
The resource limit for this schedule is 5 units. There is also a precedence constraint requiring that
Job 1 precede Job 2.
STEP 1: Compute the minimum possible duration for each job. This is 15 for Job 1, 10 for Job
2, 30 for Job 3 (the second smallest completion time, as it requires 2 crewmembers), 20 for Job
4, and 22 for Job 5.
STEP 2: Start with row 1, and compute the overlap of each job if it follows Job 1 in the
scheduling order. The first entry in row 1 will be -1 because Job 1 cannot overlap with itself.
The rest of the entries in row 1 will be 0, because the resource constraint prohibits all of the other
jobs from overlapping with Job 1. Also note that Job 2 cannot overlap with Job 1 because of the
precedence constraint.
For row 2, compute the overlap of each job if it follows Job 2. The first entry in this row is
-1 because this ordering is prohibited by the precedence constraint. The second entry in this row
is also -1 because Job 2 cannot overlap with itself. The third entry in this row will be 0 because
Job 3 cannot be started until Job 2 is completed, because too many crewmembers would be
required. The fourth entry in row 2 will be 10. Consider that Crewmembers 1 and 2 are
assigned Job 2 and Crewmember 3 is assigned Job 4. The jobs will then be completed in 20 time
units, which is 10 time units less than the sum of the minimum completion times of Jobs 2 and 4.
Finally, the last entry in the 2nd row will be 0 because the resource limit would be exceeded if the
two jobs were to overlap.
For row 3, compute the overlap of each job if it follows Job 3. The first entry in this row
will be 0, because the resource limit would be exceeded if Job 1 were to overlap with Job 3. The
second entry will be 5. Consider that Job 3 is assigned to Crewmembers 1 and 3 while Job 2 is
assigned to Crewmembers 2 and 3. Job 2 could then start at time 25, with a total duration for
both jobs of 35, which is 5 less than 40, the sum of their individual minimum performance times.
The third entry in this row will be -1, and the fourth entry will be 20. This would occur if
because Job 4 can occur entirely within the duration of Job 3. This would have a total
completion time of 30, which is 20 less than the sum of the minimum completion times of Jobs 2
and 4. Lastly, the fifth entry in this row is 22 because these two jobs can also competely
overlap.
For row 4, the first entry is zero because of the resource limit. The second entry is 10,
because Job 2 can be performed completely during the duration of Job 4. The third entry is 20
because Job 4 can be performed entirely within the duration of Job 3. The fourth entry is -1, and
the fifth entry is 17, with would occur if Crewmember 1 or 2 performed Job 4 while at the same
start time Crewmember 3 performed Job 5. This would have a net duration of 25, which is 17
less than the sum of the minimum durations of the individual jobs.
For the 5th row, the first two entries will be zero because of the resource limit. The third
entry is 22, the fourth entry is 17, and the last entry is -1.
now has the form:
0 0 0
0 10 0
-1 20 22
20 -1 17
22 17 -1
Compute Number of Positive Entries in Each Row =0 1 3 3 2
Compute Number of Positive Entries in Each Column = 0 2 2 3 2
Compute Minimum (for each job) of these numbers = 0 1 2 3 2= fj
Compute Maximum of the f = 3
Compute 1 + (max fj)- f = 4 3 2 1 2
STEP 4: Multiple Each Non-Negative Entry in Each Row and Each Co
Numbers.
The Matrix now becomes:
-1 0 0 0 0
-1 -1 0 30 0
0 30 -1 40 88
0 30 40 -1 34
0 0 88 34 -1
STEP 5: Scaling the Matrix
The largest entry in the matrix is 88, so each positive entry is multiplies by 99/88.
The Matrix is now:
-1 0 0 0 0
-1 -1 0 33.75 0
0 33.75 -1 45 99
0 33.75 45 -1 38.25
0 0 99 38.25 -1
STEP 6: Add 1 to all non-negative entries
The Final Matrix is:
-1 1 1 1 1
-1 -1 1 34.75 1
1 34.75 -1 46 100
1 34.75 46 -1 39.25
1 1 100 39.25 -1
olumn by these
The matrix
-1 0
-1 -1
0 5
0 10
0 0
STEP 3:
With the final compatibility matrix assembled, the heuristic can be applied. The first jobs
selected for dispatching will be Job 3 and Job 5, because the matrix element at row 3, column 5
is the largest (or alternately row 5, column 3). After Job 5 is selected, Job 4 is selected next
because the largest entry in row 5 corresponding to an unscheduled pending job is in column 4.
Job 1 will be scheduled next (Job 2 is not pending until Job 1 is dispatched). Finally, Job 2 will
be the last job scheduled.
5.2 Use of Heuristics
5.2.1 Use of Multiple Heuristics
Use of this method merely requires using all the heuristics to find schedules, and then taking
the best resulting schedule.
5.2.2 Randomization of Ratings
The heuristics can employ the sampling method (Section 4.4.2) so that the (prioritized)
ratings determined by the heuristics indicate relative probabilities that the jobs will be selected.
For heuristics which try to find the job with some maximum value, this is straightforward, but
for heuristics which attempt pick a job with some minimum value, some adjustment is necessary.
The method employed in this thesis was to take the reciprocal of the values determined by the
heuristic, and to let these indicate the relative probabilities that each of the jobs will be selected.
In order to prevent division by zero, if the heuristic determines that some jobs have a zero rating
(as is possible, for example, with Heuristic 8, Minimum Earliest Start Time), then selection is
always from among these jobs, with the relative probabilities of selection being just the priorities
of those jobs. As noted in Section 4.4.2, with the sampling method Heuristic 6 becomes P
random search, with an equal probability of selecting any pending job.
In practical operation, the sampling method can be employed to find many different
schedules using the same heuristic, and then taking the best schedule found.
5.2.3 Searching the Weighting SUace
An attempt was made to develop a technique where, instead of simply taking the best result
from several heuristics, the results from the heuristics could be weighted. For example,
Heuristic 3, the Minimum Slack Method, and Heuristic 4, Greatest Resource Demand, each
utilize information regarding different knowledge sources. Heuristic 3 concerns time constraints,
while Heuristic 4 concerns resource usage. The ratings from these heuristics could be combined
in the hope that together they might produce results superior to those obtained from using either
of them separately. By combining results from even more heuristics, it could be hoped that even
better results could be obtained.
Let hij denote the rating that Heuristic i gives for Job j at some point in the scheduling
process. Let wi denote the weighting given to Heuristic i. Let Hj denote the final rating given to
Job j. Then Hj = wihij, where S is the set of all heuristics being weighted. The wi define a
continuous space (the weighting space, of the same dimension as the number of heuristics being
weighted) which can be searched for better solutions. In a sense, this technique can be
considered a generalization of simply taking the best result from several heuristics (Section
5.2.1). Consider, for example, when one of the wi is equal to one, and the rest are equal to zero.
In spite of the motivating arguments above, this method did not prove a viable search
method. There are several reasons this occurred. Even though the weighting space is
continuous, the objective function (schedule quality) is not. Most small changes in the weights
produce no change in job dispatch order, and hence no change in schedule quality. Because of
the discrete nature of the objective function, as well as this "plateau" effect, it is not possible to
use traditional approaches, such as gradient search, to look for better solutions.
Other attempts were made to search the weighting space using other hill climbing techniques.
For example, a large grid in the weighting space could be sampled, and a smoothing function
employed to find regions of promise. This technique was not productive because it was found
that, while most solutions in the weighting space were better than random job orderings,
solutions tended to vary considerably and without trend within the weighting space. It was
concluded that there was no better method for finding the best solutions (within the weighting
space) than by conducting a thorough search of the space.
Conducting a thorough search of the weighting space is not an attractive alternative. If the
number of heuristics being combined is large, then conducting a thorough search of the
weighting space is at least as complicated as directly searching for good job orderings. If, on the
other hand, the number of heuristics being combined is small, then the number of different job
orderings produced by the search will be small. These job orderings will also tend to be quite
similar to each other, so they will not adequately span the search space to the original scheduling
problem. The chance of finding a truly superior solution will then be small. It was thus found
that searching the weighting space was not an attractive method for solving scheduling problems
of this type. Heuristic 10 is, in fact, a combination of Heuristic 3 and Heuristic 9, but the
weighing factors were chosen as 1, and were not varied.
5.2.4 Making Perturbations in Previous Schedules (Hill Climbin•)
5.2.4.1 Iteration by Increased Prioritization
The basic heuristics of Section 5.1 can be modified by an iterative process, which
successively examines schedules produced by the heuristics to attempt to identify which jobs are
causing the schedule to "bottleneck," and then increasing the priorities of those jobs, thus
increasing the likelihood that these jobs will be scheduled earlier on the next iteration. This
process is modeled in the flowchart in Figure 5.3.
As the net rating of each job, and hence its dispatch ordering, is determined by multiplying
the priority of the job by its heuristic weight, complications can arise when a job has a zero
heuristic weight. This might occur, for example, when using Heuristic 4, Greatest Resource
Demand. If a particular job uses no resources, then its net rating will always remain zero no
matter how much its priority is increased. For heuristics of this type, it is necessary to add a
small constant to each of the heuristic weights to therefore enable such jobs to be scheduled
earlier.
As shown in Figure 5.3, it is necessary to decide if adding a job to a partial schedule will
cause the schedule to become "worse" than the current best schedule. Measurements of schedule
quality, such as the completion time of the last job scheduled or the sum of the completion times,
are nondecreasing with the addition of each job and can thus be used to interactively gauge
schedule quality. In the event that some metric of schedule quality is used which is not
nondecreasing, then it will be necessary to modify the algorithm to schedule the jobs until either
all jobs have been scheduled or some job is found which is not schedulable. If all jobs are
scheduled, then a "critical job" will then have to be determined by some method which is based
on the metric used to gauge schedule quality.
In order to use this method of iteration to find successive schedules, it is necessary to
identify the "critical" and "bottleneck" jobs as indicated in Figure 5.4. The critical job is so
termed because it is the job which causes the schedule to encounter difficulties; the critical job is
either unschedulable or would cause the schedule to become worse than is acceptable. The
solution to this problem would be to allow this job to be scheduled earlier in the next iteration of
the scheduling process, thereby allowing it to possibly precede those jobs which were preventing
it from being added to the schedule at an acceptable time.
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To accomplish this goal, it is not sufficient to simply increase the priority of this job.
Consider a scheduling problem where there is some final job which cannot be done until all the
other jobs have been completed. After generating an initial schedule, this final job would be the
one identified as the critical job. This final job, however, is only pending once all the other jobs
have been scheduled. Therefore, no matter how high its priority, it will never be scheduled
before all the other jobs have been scheduled. Increasing the priority of this job would not be
productive. What is necessary is that the priority of some of the jobs preceeding this final job be
increased, thereby potentially allowing the formation of a better schedule, with the final job able
to be scheduled at an earlier time.
Specifically, problems may occur if the critical job can not be scheduled (or scheduled
earlier) unless other jobs, which are linked to the critical job by time constraints, are also
scheduled earlier. For example, suppose that there is a precedence constraint requiring that Job 7
precede Job 11. Let the metric of schedule quality be to minimize the completion time of the last
completed job. Suppose that Job 7 is scheduled, but if the scheduler were to attempt to schedule
Job 11 directly after Job 7, it would have the job end later than the end time of the previous best
schedule. It is would then be important to schedule Job 7 earlier, which could thereby permit Job
11 to also be scheduled earlier. In this case, Job 7 would be considered the "bottleneck" job.
In general, the bottleneck job is determined by the following steps:
1) Find the critical job, which cannot be added to the schedule.
2) Find the end time of the latest completed job which was successfully added to the
schedule.
3) Utilizing critical path information (see Section 4.2), find the minimum permissible
differences in start times between all scheduled jobs and the critical job.
4) Find all scheduled jobs which would be separated from the critical job by the minimum
start time difference (found in step 3), were the critical job to be scheduled starting at the latest
end time found in step 2.
5) If no jobs are found in step 4, then the bottleneck job is just the critical job. Otherwise,
the scheduled job found in step 4 with the earliest start time is designated as the bottleneck job.
Not specified in Figure 5.3 is an indication of how much the priority of the bottleneck job is
to be increased. Results indicate that good performance is achieved by increasing the job
priorities by a randomly chosen factor between one and two. (If Heuristics 9 or 10 are used,
then instead of increasing the job priorities, the row and column of the compatibility matrix
corresponding to the job are each multiplied by the random factor.) A simple example will
illustrate why a different random factor should be chosen at each iteration. Suppose that the
prioritized version of Heuristic 6 is used to schedule jobs, so that jobs are chosen for scheduling
solely by choosing the job with the greatest priority. Further, suppose that there are three jobs,
Jobs 1, 2, and 3, which have priorities of 1.2, 1.1, and 1 respectively. The jobs are thus initially
scheduled in the order 1-2-3. To obtain a better schedule (one completed earlier) the priority of
Job 3 is then increased. Suppose a constant factor of 2 is used for the increase of priorities. The
jobs will then have priorities 1.2, 1.1, and 2, and will be scheduled in the order 3-1-2. The next
iteration will then order the jobs 2-3-1. Another iteration will return the jobs to their original
order, 1-2-3; future iterations will continue this cycle indefinitely. Increasing the job priorities by
a constant factor thus causes several potential orderings to be neglected, such as 1-3-2. If
priorities are increased randomly, however, a search for better schedules will avoid this type of
potentially unproductive cycling.
Figure 5.3 also indicates that, in addition to increasing the priority of the bottleneck job, all
jobs which must precede the bottleneck job (from critical path considerations) should also be
increased in priority. Consider the jobs linked by the precedence network shown in Figure 5.5,
where Jobs 1 and 2 must precede Job 3, and Jobs 4 and 5 must follow Job 3. Suppose an initial
schedule is completed in which the jobs are dispatched in the order 1-2-3-4-5, with Job 5 being
completed last in the resulting schedule. If Job 5 is then identified as the bottleneck job, it's
priority will be increased, so that is can be scheduled before Job 4. If the next iteration has Job 4
as the last completed job, then its priority will be increased. The ordering among Jobs 4 and 5
will then be continually reshuffled in an attempt to find better schedules. Suppose, however,
schedule quality can only be improved by reordering the dispatching of Jobs 1 and 2. Merely
increasing the priority of the last job will never affect the ordering of these jobs.
Figure 5.5: Five Job Precedence Network
A solution to this problem is to increase the priority of all jobs which must precede the
bottleneck job, each by a different random factor. Thus whenever the priority of Job 4 (or Job 5)
is increased, the priorities of Jobs 1, 2, and 3 are also increased, each by a different factor. This
will thus allow rearrangement among the ordering of Jobs 1 and 2.
A particularly attractive feature of using increased prioritization for finding good schedules is
that when the constraints become very complicated, initial execution of the heuristics in Section
5.2.1, or their randomized versions in Section 5.2.2, may not even produce a schedule which
feasibly schedules all of the jobs. In typical operation, the iterative approach causes the jobs
which are difficult to schedule to be scheduled earlier, while those jobs which are easy to
schedule percolate toward the end of the ordering. The iterative algorithm is thus a method which
intelligently allows those jobs causing difficulties to be reshuffled (hopefully towards feasibility)
while still preserving use of the knowledge embodied in the heuristic. The iterative algorithm can
therefore find feasible schedules where straight applications of the heuristics would fail. Even in
scenarios where there are too many jobs to possibly be scheduled within the timeplan window,
this method can be utilized to maximize the number of jobs scheduled by making the metric of
schedule quality simply the total number of jobs included in the schedule. Increased prioritization
was used by Grone and Mathis [Grone and Mathis, 1980] to force inclusion of "politically"
important jobs which were given low ratings by their heuristic and were therefore not included in
an initial schedule.
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5.2.42 Randomization and Increased Prioritization
The sampling method can be used in conjunction with increased prioritization. When the
priorities of the bottleneck job and its predecessors are increased, the probabilities of selecting
these jobs are also increased on the next iteration.
5.2.4.3 Making a Schedule 2-ODtimal
Attempts can be made to improve schedule quality by switching the ordering of jobs in a
preliminary schedule. This technique has been used successfully for finding improved solutions
to travelling salesman problems and in precedence constrained routing problems [Psaraftis,
1983]. In actual practice, however, this technique proved to suffer from several difficulties when
applied to the crew activity planning problem. Most of these difficulties stem from the fact that
there are on the order of n squared possible job pairs which can be switched, where n is the total
number of jobs. In typical operation of this algorithm, one would systematically switch pairs of
jobs in the ordering sent to the dispatcher. This would continue until either an improved schedule
was found (in which case the algorithm would restart) or all possible job switches had been
investigated (in which case the algorithm would terminate). In converging to a 2-optimal
solution, in which no job switch will result in schedule improvement, it may therefore be
necessary to restart the algorithm several times.
In scheduling problems where there are time constraints, job switching will often result in
spending much time investigating infeasible job orderings. When no time constraints are present,
preliminary emperical results indicate that job switching does result in schedule improvement, but
not of the magnitude or dependability obtainable from increased prioritization. More
significantly, computational time required for a schedule to converge to 2-optimality is much
greater than that required from increased prioritization, due to the n-squared nature of the
algorithm and the necessity for many restarts.
5.2.4.4 A Worked Example of Increased Prioritization
Figure 5.6 illustrates a scheduling problem consisting of seven jobs, labelled A through G.
Each of these jobs has a duration (indicated by the height of the block corresponding to each job
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in Figure 5.6) and each job uses an amount of a single limited resources, which is indicated by
the width of each block in Figure 5.6. The goal is to find a scheduling of these seven jobs which
finishes as early as possible, subject to the constraint that no more than four units of the resource
be used at any one time. This problem is equivalent to that of stacking the blocks into a box of
width four so that the box is as short as possible.
Figure 5.6 shows how three different heuristics yield solutions of total duration 15, 14, and
15. Also shown in this figure is an optimal solution of duration 12. Figure 5.7 shows how the
iterative algorithm is used with the Longest Job First Heuristic to find an optimal solution.
Initially, all the jobs have a priority of one. As scheduling order is determined by
multiplying each jobs priority by its duration, the jobs are initially scheduled in order of
decreasing job length {ABCFDEG}, with a total schedule duration of 14. As Job G has the
latest completion time, its priority is then increased on the next (second) iteration by a random
factor between one and two (in this case, 1.7). This is not sufficient, however, to move Job G
ahead of Job D or E in the scheduling order. Therefore another iteration again multiplies the
priority of Job G by another randomly generated factor of 1.4. The priority of Job G is now
2.38. This is enough to move Job G ahead of Jobs D and E, and this produces a new
configuration {ABCFGDE}, as illustrated in the picture for Iteration 3. While this change
produces a new configuration, it does not improve the duration of the solution to shorter than 14.
Jobs D and E are now the last jobs completed, so their priorities are now increase by random
factors of 1.3 and 1.7 respectively. This yields a new ordering of the jobs {ABCEFDG}, still of
duration 14. Job G is now again the last job scheduled, and its priority is increased by a factor of
1.1 for then next iteration (iteration 5). Iteration 5 thus orders the jobs {ABCEFGD}. While Job
G is no longer the last job added to the schedule, it is still the last job completed, because there is
an earlier open spot in which Job D can be scheduled but Job G cannot fit. For the next iteration,
it is therefore Job G that has its priority increased (by a factor of 1.3) giving the ordering
{ABCGEDF}, shown in the picture for iteration 6. Finally, a seventh iteration, increasing the
priority of Job F by 1.6, gives an optimal configuration of duration 12, as shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.8 shows the similar procedure applied to the Greatest Resource Demand Heuristic.
For this heuristic, the process converges in only 3 iterations.
Figure 5.7: Longest Job First Heuristic
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While this problem illustrates the mechanics of the iterative algorithm, it must be remembered
that applying the process to a robust scheduling problem is a much more complicated procedure,
although it is still possible to extend the analogy of stacking blocks into a box to some extent.
Time constraints, such as precedence constraints, indicate whether and by how much some block
must be above or below others. Constraints such as earliest and latest start time constraints and
target constraints may require that some blocks be restricted to certain segments of the box. Still
other constraints, such as creating jobs with multiple resources or having job duration depend on
which crewmember(s) perform it are further complications which are not as easily incorporated
into a blocks model.
5.3 Results of Testine the Heuristics
The complexity of the activity planning problem as well as the complexities of the heuristics
preclude analytic analysis of heuristic quality. As has been the practice in the scheduling
literature, it is therefore necessary to use monte carlo simulation over a range of problems in
order to gauge the efficiencies of the heuristics [Davies, 1973; Davis, 1973a; Patterson, 1973;
Davis and Patterson, 1975; Patterson, 1976; D. Cooper, 1976; Kurtulus and Davis, 1982].
Further, as many of the heuristics and algorithms involve the use of random variables, it can be
necessary to execute many trials of the same heuristic technique on the same problem, in order to
properly gauge the technique's expected efficiency and variability [D. Cooper, 1976].
Analysis of the ten heuristics of Section 5.1, utilizing the methodologies of Section 5.2, was
performed, and is presented in this section. Appendix A presents the formulation of the test
problems used to evaluate the heuristics. Also in Appendix A are results for each specific
problem. This section uses those results to find answers to many questions which are critical to
the determination of the relative qualities of the various heuristics.
5.3.1 Comnutational Complexitv
The scheduling of each of the n jobs requires on the order of n squared steps, and, as there
are n total jobs, the complexity of the algorithms used to implement the heuristics for scheduling
are thus of the order of the cube of the number of jobs, as is shown in Figure 5.9. Figure 5.9
shows computational time versus number of jobs. To generate this data, a basic data base of five
jobs and no time or target constraints was used. Larger problems were generated by making
repeated copies of these five jobs. It is seen that the results conform well to an n cubed
hypothesis, although the effect of the third order term (shown as 5.684 x 10-4 x X3, where X is
the number of jobs) is small over the range of job sizes examined. (Note: The constants in the
equations which describe the best fit curves for Figure 5.9 through Figure 5.18 are functions of
the structure of the particular problem which was used for testing; other problems will have other
constants for these curves, but the order of the curves will be unchanged. Following the
equation describing the best fit curve in each of these figures is the equation R= 1.00 showing that
the correlation coefficient for each of these curves is 1, to an accuracy of two significant decimal
places.)
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Each of the steps below breaks down the complexity of each step in the scheduling process,
as it was implemented by the MFIVE Crew Activity Planner (Section 6).
STEP 1: Selecting a Job for Scheduling
Finding the pending jobs requires on the order of n squared computations (note: a more
efficient implementation could probably reduce this to an order of n computations). Using the
heuristic to compute a ranking value for all of the jobs requires on the order of n computations.
Once the ranking values are computed, finding the job with the maximum or minimum ranking
also requires on the order of n computations. Figure 5.10 shows computational time (for
scheduling all n jobs) versus the number of jobs scheduled (i.e., n). The data conforms well to
an n cubed model (i.e., n squared computations done n times).
Figure 5.10: Time Required to Select the Dispatch Order
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STEP 2: Applying the Time and Resource Constraints to the Job
Once a job has been selected for scheduling, its feasible windows for scheduling can be
determined by: 1) examining its earliest and latest start times (as determined using the algorithms
presented in Section 4.2); 2) examining its target constraints (if any) to find times during which
the job is infeasible; and 3) examining the current partial schedule to find the time intervals during
which the job can be performed without exceeding resource limits. This last step is the most
complicated, because the length of the current partial schedule depends indirectly on the total
number of jobs. This is because if there are n jobs, then there are at most 2n times when the
resource levels can change. The total computation to apply the time constraints to all n jobs is
thus proportional to n squared. The data in Figure 5.11 conforms to an n squared model.
Figure 5.11: Time to Apply Time and Resource Constraints
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STEP 3: Selecting the Crewmember(s) to Perform the Job
As discussed in Section 5.1.2, using Heuristic C, each of the possible choices of
crewmembers must be tried. If all jobs require cnly one crewmember, then the number of
alternatives is of the order of the number of crewmembers. If jobs may require more than one
crewmember, then the number of alternatives is exponential with the number of crewmembers
available. The number of computations involved in this step does not, however, depend upon
the total number of jobs, except indirectly. When checking to see if and when a crewmember or
crewmembers are capable of performing a job, the current partial schedule must be searched for
feasible times. The length of the current partial schedule is indirectly a fuction of the number of
jobs. Figure 5.12 shows computational time (summed over all n jobs) for searching (through all
the subsets of crewmembers) for the subset of crewmembers who will complete each job earliest.
This does nQI include the total computational time for finding (for each subset of crewmembers)
the earliest time is (if one exists) in which the job can be completed. This is shown in Figure
5.13. Both graphs conform to an n squared model.
Figure 5.12: Time to Search Possible Crew Assignments
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Figure 5.13: Time to Find Earliest
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STEP 4: Adding a Job to the Schedule
Adding a job to the schedule involves manipulation of the current partial schedule, whose
length is proportional to the number of jobs. Figure 5.14 shows the total computational time for
adding all n jobs to the schedule, and this graph conforms well to an n squared model.
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Figure 5.14: Time Required to Add the Jobs to the Schedule
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STEP 5: Propagating the Time Constraints
After adding the job to the schedule, active constraint propagation is performed in order to
propagate the effects of scheduling this job on the other jobs. As described in Section 4.2.5, this
operation requires computation on the order of the square of the number of jobs. This step is
thus the "bottleneck" step in putting together the schedule. Figure 5.15 shows that this step
conforms to an n cubed model.
In addition to the above five steps, which are performed for each of the n jobs, MFIVE uses
computational time to update the screen display at the end of each iteration (Figure 5.16), and to
manage (or oversee) the scheduling process (Figure 5.17). Computational time to update the
screen display is proportional to the number of scheduled jobs which fit into the time window
displayed on the screen. This computational time approachs a limiting constant as this window
becomes full and any additional jobs are scheduled outside this window. The computational time
to manage the scheduling process is constant for each job, and thus increases linearly with the
total number of jobs. Table 5.2 shows the percent of the total computational time for each of the
above areas for problems containing 15, 30, 60, and 120 jobs.
Figure 5.15: Time to Propagate Time Constraints
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Figure 5.16: Time Required to Update Screen
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Figure 5.17: Time Required by "Master" Program
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Table 512: Percent of Total Comnutational Time
Step in the Scheduling Process 15 Jobs 30 Jobs 60 Jobs 120 Jobs
Time Required to Select Dispatch Order 3.4 4 5.2 7.3
Time to Apply Time and Resource Constraints 5.2 5.7 5.4 4.3
Time to Search Possible Crew Assignments 23.3 21.9 15.6 9.4
Time to Find Earliest Start Time for a Crew 18.4 18 14.9 10.2
Time Required to Add the Jobs to the Schedule 7.8 7.2 5.7 3.6
Time to Propagate Time Constraints 18.6 31.5 47 62.4
Time Required to Update Screen 12.7 4.7 1.9 0.6
Time Required by "Master" Program 10.6 7.0 4.3 2.2
Total Time (seconds) 74.4 171.0 499.3 1965.0
Not mentioned in the above analysis is the setup cost associated with generating the
compatibility matrix used for Heuristics 9 and 10. Generating this matrix requires a pairwise
comparison of the jobs, and hence is proportional to the square of the number of jobs. Figure
5.18 shows computational time versus number of jobs for the generation of the compatibility
matrix.
I
Figure 5.18: Computation Time vs. # of Jobs for the Compatibility Matrix
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53.2 Initial Solutions
An attempt was made to determine whether the (non-iterated) deterministic performance of an
heuristic was better than the average randomized (i.e., using the sampling method) performance
of the same heuristic (again, non-iterated). Table 5.3 and Figure 5.19 show the averaged (over
each of the 10 heuristics) results of applying the deterministic and randomized heuristics to 7
problems, expressed as percent of optimum. In order to obtain the value for the randomized
heuristics, 100 trials were performed, and the results averaged (except for Heuristic 6 as applied
to Problems 6, 7, and 9, in which case 1000 trials were performed, and the results averaged).
Problem
Table 53:_ Deterministic vs. Randomized Initial Solutions
Avergyp Deterministic Solution Avergre 
Ita n
111.25
111.538
111.5
119.143
115.581
115.625
124.336
115.568Average
127.875
116.474
114.9
120.109
117.009
113.214
120.718
118.616
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Figure 5.19: Initial Solutions
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As can be seen from this data, the deterministic solution averaged better for 5 of the 7
problems, about 3 percent better overall. Table 5.4 shows hows the two methods compared for
each heuristic, again averaged over the same 7 problems.
Heuristic
1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
9 MCM
10 CCM
Average
Table 5.4: Deterministic vs. Randomized Initial Solutions
Avergro Deterministic Solution Averase 
Ran n
120.936
116.983
115.322
114.883
109.992
121.142
111.514
117.822
113.780
113.305
115.568
121.411
119.016
120.561
116.893
115.441
120.899
119.590
118.413
117.066
116.843
118.616
This data is shown graphically in Figure 5.20. As can be seen in Figure 5.20, the
deterministic initial solutions averaged better for all heuristics except for Heuristic 6, JER, for
which both methods were approximately equivalent (as would be expected). It can also be seen
from this graph that there is a correlation between the quality of solution when an heuristic is
& A.FWAL %S "WA a . .. ... . . .. a 1,w . . . . . . y y%,& y.
applied in the standard deterministic fashion and the average quality of solution when it is
applied in the randomized fashion.
Several other conclusions can be drawn from the above data. The first is that none of the
heuristics fared significantly worse than the randomized version of Heuristic 6 (i.e., random
scheduling), which was about 20% worse than optimum. Heuristics 5, 7, 9, and 10 were the
best of the deterministic heuristics, Heuristic 5 averaging 10 percent better than optimum, a
significant improvement over random scheduling.
Figure 5.20: Average Heuristic Performance
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5.3.3 Final Solutions
This section compares various searching techniques for finding improved solutions. Four
techniques are examined: 1) applying all 10 heuristics once, and taking the best resulting
solution; 2) performing 100 iterations of the deterministic versions of each of the heuristics,
using the iterative algorithm described in this thesis; 3) performing 100 iterations of the each of
the randomized versions of each of the heuristics; and 4) performing 100 applications of the
randomized versions of each of the heuristics (without iterating) and taking the best resulting
solution. Table 5.5 and Figure 5.21 compare each of these methods for several of the tested
problems.
Table 5.5: Comparison of Techniques for Schedule Improvement
Problem Min of 10 100 Iterations 100 Rand. Iterations Best of 100 Rand.
100
100
102.5
111.429
100
109.375
107.163
Average 104.352
100
100
100.42
104.095
104.884
104.011
107.884
107.188
103.042*
100
100
100.167
101.429
101.784
103.75
105.654
106.541
101.827*
100
102.564
103.5
106
100.465
101.875
106.781
103.026
*Not including data from Problem 10.
Figure 5.21: Finding an Improved Solution
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The first and fourth technique are not applicable to
produce complete solutions.
Problem 10, for which they fail to
The results show that taking 100 iterations of the randomized heurisitic is the preferred
technique. It worked best overall in 5 of the 7 problems. It is also capable of being applied to
problems such as Problem 10 for which the fourth technique is not applicable. Table 5.6, Figure
5.22, and Figure 5.23 compare the deterministic and randomized iterative echniques compared
for each heuristic, averaged over Problems 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10.
Table 5.6: Comparison of Deterministic and Randomized Iteration Techniques
100 Iterations
104.833
105.667
105.836
107.017
107.190
105.268
106.036
106.617
103.865
103.792
100 Iterations (Randomized)
104.531
103.565
104.819
102.770
103.996
104.393
103.763
104.356
103.288
102.836
105.612 103.832
Figure 5.22: Deterministic vs. Randomized Final Solutions
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Heuristic
1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
9 MCM
10 CCM
Average
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Figure 5.23: Deterministic and Randomized Final Solution
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Without exception, the randomized versions of the heuristics produce superior solutions.
Only three of the deterministic techniques, namely Heuristics 1, 9 and 10, produced results
superior to Heuristic 6, the Jobs Equally Rated Heuristic. As Figure 5.22 shows, there is no
strong correlation between the quality of the final solutions with the deterministic and randomized
techniques.
5.3.4 Initial and Final Solutions
An attempt was made to determine whether heuristics which produce good (non-iterated)
initial solutions are also likely to produce good final solutions after 100 iterations. Figure 5.24
compares the initial and final solutions for the deterministic versions of each heuristic, averaged
over Problems 5, 6, 7, and 9. As is clear from the figure, there is no strong correlation between
initial and final solutions.
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Figure 5.24: Initial vs. Final Solution
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5.3.5 Producing Complete Solutions
Problems containing time constraints more complicated than the precedence constraints in the
resource constrained multi-project scheduling problems may fail to produce complete solutions
on the first iteration of an heuristic. As the iterative method searches, it will attempt to
successfully schedule more and more jobs until a complete schedule is found. Test Problem 10,
described in Appendix A, encounters this difficulty in finding a complete solution. Table A.35
and Figure A.26 show the average number of iterations each heuristic requires to find a complete
solution. Averaged over all the heuristics, the randomized algorithm required significantly more
iterations to find a complete schedule (13.6) than did the deterministic algorithm (6.4). This is in
constrast to the fact that, after 100 iterations, the randomized heuristic usually produced better
schedules than the deterministic algorithm (Table A.26 and Figure A.27).
5.3.6 Depth of Search
As the iterative algorithm progresses, better solutions appear less and less frequently. Figure
5.25 shows an example of how problem solution quality improves with the number of iterations.
The data shown is from Problem 9. It is an average of the solution quality for 6 attempts of 100
iterations each, for the randomized version of Heuristic 6. It shows how average solution quality
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improves dramatically over the first 20 or so iterations, and then only improves slowly thereafter.
(Of course, should the optimum be found, it will never find a better solution, no matter how long
it continues iterating.)
Figure 5.25: Solution Improvement with Iterations
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For Problems 7, 9, and 10, data was maintained to see whether a better solution would, on
average, be obtained by performing 2 scheduling attempts of 50 iterations, and keeping the best
solution, instead of 1 attempt of 100 iterations. Both options require the same amount of
computational resources. As reported in Appendix A, for Problem 7, better results were obtained
for all the heuristics (both deterministic and randomized versions) by stopping after 50 iterations.
For Problems 9 and 10, however, results were mixed, usually favoring continuing to 100
iterations. This discrepancy can be explained because Problem 7 is much easier than Problems 9
and 10, and by the time 50 iterations have occurred, the algorithm is already at, or very near,
optimum. Problems 9 and 10, however, are more difficult, and have a much large solution space
than Problem 7. It is therefore likely that they will continue to find better solutions for a longer
number of iterations.
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5.3.7 Synthesis of Results
The results in Sections 5.3.1 to Section 5.3.6 point out several important facts: 1) that the
deterministic versions of the heuristics strongly tend to produce superior initial solutions than do
the randomized versions (Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20); 2) that the quality of an initial solution
produced by an algorithm is not indicative of the quality of the final solution it produces (Figure
5.24); 3) that the randomized versions of the heuristics strongly tend to produce superior final
solutions than do the deterministic versions (Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23); 4) that, for the final
iterated deterministic solutions, none of the heuristic techniques (with the exceptions of Heuristic
9, MCM, and Heuristic 10, CCM, which utilize the compatibility matrix) produced significantly
better solutions than did Heuristic 6, JER, which rates all jobs equally (Figure 5.22); and 5) that
for problems in which it is difficult to find a complete schedule, the determinisitic versions of the
iterated algorithms find complete solutions faster than do the randomized versions.
From these observations, several conclusions can be drawn:
1) That the power of the iterative technique comes from the technique itself, not the
knowledge embedded in the heuristic (with the exceptions of Heuristics 9 and 10, as discussed in
Section 5.3.8). This result can be explained by the realization that as the iterative technique
progresses, the increase in priorities of the jobs (by the iterative search) "drowns out" the
knowledge embedded in the heuristic, which has only a transient effect on solution quality during
early iterations.
2) The superior performance of the initial solutions of the deterministic heuristics can
probably be explained by the following analogy. Consider the problem of finding the average of
two random integers: one chosen with equal probability from the integers between 0 and 39, and
the other chosen with equal probability from the integers between 40 and 99. The expected value
of the first integer will be 19.5, and the expected value of the second integer will be 69.5. The
expected average value will therefore be 44.5, which is greater than 39.5, the point around which
the integers were chosen with equal probability. This is because the interval above 39.5 is larger
than the interval below 39.5. It should also be noted that the average value of 44.5 is still sr'- 1 ..r
than the midpoint of the total range of integers, namely 49.5.
A similar situation occurs with respect to the randomized initial solutions. If the deterministic
initial solutions incorporate "knowledge" which makes them superior to a randomly chosen
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schedule, than the deterministic initial solution will lie below the midpoint of the range of
solutions. The randomized version of the same heuristic will tend to find initial solutions
centered about the deterministic solution (which is the "likeliest" randomized solution). Initial
solutions produced by the randomized technique will not be uniformly distributed above and
below the deterministic solution (rather, they will be clustered near it), but the conclusion drawn
from the example still is valid: the average value of the randomized solution will be larger (i.e.,
worse) than the deterministic solution, given that the deterministic solution is better than a
randomly generated solution (i.e., the randomized version of Heuristic 6, JER). Further, the
average value of the initial randomized solution will be smaller (i.e., better) than a randomly
generated initial solution if the initial deterministic solution is better than a randomly generated
initial solution. Both of these conclusions are strongly supported by Figure 5.20.
3) The randomized versions of the iterative heuristics produce better final solutions because
of their ability to "wander" from the direction indicated by the increased prioritization of the job
priorities. While the deterministic versions tend to get stuck in "local minima," the random nature
of the randomized heuristics allows them to "reach out" from these minima to find better
solutions. This fact, (along with the fact that the deterministic algorithms have better ini.ial
solutions), also helps to explain why the deterministic algorithm tend to produce better early
solutions, and tend to find complete solutions earlier, for problems in which finding a complete
solution is difficult. During early iterations, before the algorithm has had a chance to find a local
minimum, the priorities given to the jobs by the iterative algorithm are still small: the job weights
assigned by the heuristics still contribute important knowledge. With the randomized heuristics,
there is a probability that early iterative solutions (while the priorities are still small) will ignore
both the knowledge initially embedded in the heuristic, as well as the knowledge gained through
iteration. The very ability which enables the randomized versions of the heuristics to produce
better solutions after a large number of iterations causes them to get sidetracked during early
iterations and ignore knowledge which is very important.
5.3.8 Heuristics Utilizing the Compatibility Matrix
As illustrated in Figure 5.22, the two techniques which utilize the compatibility matrix
(Heuristic 9, MCM, and Heuristic 10, CCM) find consistently better final (iterated) solutions
than the deterministic versions of all the other heuristics, and they are also among the best of the
randomized versions of the heuristics. The heuristics which utilize the compatibility matrix have
a fundamentally different structure than the other heuristics. Whereas the iterated versions of the
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first eight heuristics effectively maintain data on the relative importance (priority) of ordering each
job to be dispatched, the compatibility matrix maintains data on the relative importance for each
pair of jobs to be dispatched one after the other. It is in this sense that the structure of Heuristics
9 and 10 are different.
A natural question to ask is whether Heuristics 9 and 10 work better because of this
structure, or because the knowledge embedded in the compatibility matrix is significant.
Considerable computation is necessary to generate the compatibility matrix (see Section 5.3.1),
but if its power lies in its structure instead of in the information in the matrix, this computation
could be eliminated. In order to determine this, a null model was prepared by replacing all the
positive numbers in the compatibility matrix for Problems 9 and 10 by numbers randomly chosen
from a uniform distribution between 1 and 100. Problems 9 and 10 were chosen because
Heuristics 9 and 10 were extremely succesful for them. For each of these 2 problems, 7 such
randomly generated matricies were prepared, and for each of these 7 matricies, 100 iterations of
the deterministic version of Heuristic 9 were applied 3 times, and the results averaged. Table
5.7 shows the average results (expressed as percent of optimum) for each of the ten heuristics as
well as the null model.
Table 5.7: Comparison of Null Model Results. Problems 9 and 10
Heuristic Problem 9 Problem 10
1 SJF 107.609 109.964
2 LJF 106.972 104.076
3 MSLK 107.068 109.752
4 GRD 114.709 104.650
5 GRR 114.709 108.273
6 JER 107.402 108.560
7 LFT 108.182 108.937
8 EST 107.450 113.617
9 MCM 102.287 101.504
10 CCM 102.450 102.550
Average 107.884 107.188
Null Model 107.486 109.852
As can be seen from the above table, the null model performed significantly worse than the
unmodified version of Heuristic 9. In fact, the null model performed comparably to Heuristic 6,
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JER, which is, in fact, a null model for the other heuristics. The conclusion is therefore that
Heuristics 9 and 10 perform better because of the data contained in the compatibility matrix (and
the way in which the iterative algorithm makes use of this data).
5.3.9 Recommendations for Usin the Iterative Algorithm
Based on the above results, the following guidelines are made for using the iterative method
to find solutions to scheduling problems. A reasonable approach would be to use the iterated
version of one or more heuristics. The number of iterations necessary depends on the particular
problem, but on the order of 1/2 to 2 times the number of jobs being scheduled would seem to be
a reasonable depth to search (note that the complexity of the entire algorithm is thus of the order
of the fourth power of the number of jobs). Ideally, this technique would be applied over several
(i.e., 3 - 5) trials to the same problem, and the best resulting solution would be used. The choice
of whether to use deterministic or randomized iterations (or some combination), or of which
heuristic to use, are not clearcut issues, but some recommendations are made below. It must be
emphasized, however, that these decisions will have second order effects compared to the basic
improvements which will be gained by using the iterative algorithm (in most any form).
As the deterministic version of an heuristic is better at finding good initial solutions, while
the randomized version is better during later iterations, it is recommended that a hybrid approach
be adopted, where during early iterations the heuristic is applied deterministically, and during
latter iterations it is applied in the randomized fashion. This technique should combine the ability
of the deterministic approach to use its knowledge to find good solutions quickly, while still
keeping the ability of the randomized approach to get away from local minima during later
iterations.
Finding the right point at which to switch from deterministic to randomized iterations is
important, because if one switches too early, then there is a chance that one will not make full use
of the "strengths" of the deterministic algorithm (see Section 5.3.7). On the other hand, if one
switches too late, then the deterministic algorithm may have drifted too far in the wrong direction
for the randomized algorithm to "wander out" and find better solutions. A good point for which
to switch from deterministic to randomized iterations is after the deterministic algorithm stops
producing significant improvement. For Problem 9 (which has 19 jobs), this typically occurs
after about 15 to 20 iterations. Figure 5.25, although based on data for the randomized version
of Heuristic 6, has a structure typical of how algorithm performance (either deterministic or
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randomized) will, on average, improve with the number of iterations. A graph such as shown in
Figure 5.25, however, cannot be drawn for a particular problem until the problem has been
solved many times and the results average. For use on a real problem, a method is needed to
know where to switch before the problem has been solved.
Based on emperical testing, a reasonable approach would be to perform an initial trial where
the algorithm switches from deterministic to randomized after a number of iterations equal to
about 3/4 of the number of jobs. On subsequent trials, this switching point could be adjusted
based on experience with previous trials. For example, if on the first trial one stopped finding
significant improvement after a number of iterations equal to 1/2 the number of jobs, on the
second trial one would switch to randomized iterations after that number of iterations.
The data generated from the test problems examined in this thesis clearly favors using the
Maximum Compatibility Method or the Constrained Compatibility Method (Heuristics 9 and 10).
However, for particular problem structures, it is always possible that other heuristics will
produce superior results. Table 5.8 shows the expected improvement (shown as percent of
optimum) which was achieved for 8 of the test problems using Heuristic 6, JER, and Heuristic 9,
MCM. A parametric analysis to attempt to find which problem attributes correlate with the
performance of different heuristics was beyond the scope of this study [see, Patterson, 1976].
However, from Table 5.8, it can be seen that Heuristic 9's advantage over Heuristic 6 is on
Problems 9 and 10. These problems are characterized by having very few time constraints.
Further, at any give time during scheduling, the total amount of resources demanded by all the
pending jobs greatly exceeds the amout available. A quantity which tries to measure the
overdemand for a resource is known as the Obstruction Factor, and is defined in Appendix A. It
is on problems with large obstruction factors that the compatibility matrix method appears to
performs strongest.
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Table 5.8: Expected Solution Improvement with Iterative Algorithm
Average
Randomly Chosen
Problem Initial Solution
Prob 1 134.75
Prob 3 117.744
Prob 4 116.45
Prob 5 124.543
Prob 6 115.837
Prob 7 113.058
Prob 9 123.913
Prob 10 *
Average After 100
Iterations of Heuristic 6
(Randomized)
100
100
100
101.906
101.551
104.687
106.527
108.56
Average After 100
Iterations of Heuristic 9
(Randomized)
100
100
100
101.906
102.326
104.687
103.566
101.504
Total
Obstruction
Factor
0.15
0.55
0.46
0.37
0.33
0.11
3.42
3.25
*Complete initial solutions were not possible for Problem 10.
One drawback to using Heuristics 9 and 10 is that generating the maximum compatibility
matrix can require a substantial computational overhead. If necessary, another heuristic can be
substituted. In any case, it might be prudent to try several heuristics, especially if a chosen
heuristic does not appear to produce "good" results (although this can be difficult to access, a
priori).
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5.4 Apljication to a "Realistic" Scenario
The iterative algorithm was applied to a prohlcms intended to simulate space station
operations over a period of 48 hours. This problem involves requesting performance by 6
crewmembers of 93 jobs. The 6 crewmembers are divided into two groups of 3. The "Blue
Team" includes Crewmembers 3, 4, and 6, and the "Gold Team" includes Crewmembers 1, 2,
and 5. The two teams have independent (nonoverlapping) sleep periods.
Table 5.10A and Table 5.10B show the 93 jobs, the number of crewmembers which are
required to perform them, and their minimum performance times, which are defined as the
performance time of the crewmember (or crewmembers, if a job requires more than one) who can
complete it fastest. Also shown in these tables are the amounts of four resources used by the
jobs, and the audio/vibration status of each job. The four resources are labelled Power, Data
Transmission, Computer Memory, and High Rate Multiplex. These are the same four resources
which were used for Spacelab mission 1 [Grone and Mathis, 1980]. The total usage of each of
the resources by the jobs is limited to 4000 units at any given time during the 48 hour flight plan.
The Audio/Vibration constraint requires that no job which is noise or vibration sensitive (e.g.
sleeping, or jobs requiring micro-gravity) be conducted at the same time as a noise or vibration
generating job. Table 5.11 shows the performance time for each of the individual crewmembers
on each of the jobs. A blank entry indicates that the crewmember is unrated (and hence unable)
to perform the job. The jobs and their associated parameters presented in these tables are
intended to illustrate a problem of similar complexity (within the limits of the scheduling
software, as discussed in Section 6) to a real scheduling problem; however, no real Spacelab,
Space Shuttle, or Space Station data was available, and hence the actual numbers used are
entirely fictional.
Of the 93 jobs, 40 (Jobs 1 - 6 and Jobs 9 - 42) constitute "core" activities related to daily
crewmember needs such as sleep, rest, hygiene and exercise periods, breakfast and dinner, and
turnover briefings between shifts. With the exception of exercise periods, which can be
scheduled independently for each crewmember, each of the core activities are performed together
by all three crewmembers on the same team (the turnover briefings are performed together by all
6 crewmembers).
The core jobs are all linked together by a complex web of time constraints specifying earliest
start times, latest start times, latest end times, precedence relations, and maximum and minimum
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Table 5.10A: Resource Usages For Jobs 1 - 45
JOB IPRIORITYI
NAMES I
1 *Gold Sleep Period 1 1
2 *Gold Sleep Period 2 1
3 *Blue Sleep Period 1 j 1
4 *Blue Sleep Period 2 1
5 *Gold Relax Period 1 1
6 *Gold Relax Period 2 1
7 *EVA Satellite Repair 1
8 *EVA Monitor/RMS Operator 1
9 *Blue Relax Period 1 1
10 *Blue Relax Period 2 1
11 *Gold Hygiene Period 1 1
12 *Gold Hygiene Period 2 1
13 *Blue Hygiene Period 1 1
14 *Blue Hygiene Period 2 1
15 *Gold Breakfast Period 1 I 1
16 *Gold Breakfast Period 2 1
17 *Blue Breakfast Period 1 1
18 *Blue Breakfast Period 2 1
19 *Gold Exercise Period la I 1
20 *Gold Exercise Period lb I 1
21 *Gold Exercise Period Ic I 1
22 *Gold Exercise Period 2a I 1
23 *Gold Exercise Period 2b I 1
24 *Gold Exercise Period 2c 1
25 *Blue Exercise Period la I 1
26 *Blue Exercise Period lb I 1
27 *Blue Exercise Period ic I 1
28 *Blue Exercise Period 2a I 1
29 *Blue Exercise Period 2b 1
30 *Blue Exercise Period 2c I 1
31 *Gold Dinner Period 1 I 1
32 *Gold Dinner Period 2 1
33 *Blue Dinner Period 1 I 1
34 *Blue Dinner Period 2 1
35 *Gold Rest Period 1 1
36 *Gold Rest Period 2 I 1
37 *Blue Rest Period 1 I 1
38 *Blue Rest Period 2 1
39 *Turnover Briefing 1 I 1
40 *Turnover Briefing 2 1
41 *Turnover Briefing 3 I 1
42 *Turnover Briefing 4 1
43 *Vacuum Air Filter 1 I 1
44 *Vacuum Air Filter 2 1
45 *Ground Briefing I 1
CREW
REQ. I
3====
3 1
3
3
3
3
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
6
6
6
1
1
2
MIN. POWER TRANS
TIME USAGE USAGE
480
480
480
480
30
30
465 1800 1205
360 600 1345
30
30
30 150
30 150
30 150
30
30 300
30 300
30 300
30 300
90 1200
90 1200
90 1200
90 1200
90 1200
90 1200
90 1200
90 1200
90 1200
90 1200
90 1200
90 1200
60 800
60 800
60 800
60 800
30 350
30 350
30 350
30 350
10
10
10
10
30 1500
30 1500
30 1000 I 3000
110
MEMORY I MULT. AUDIO
USAGE I USAGE LEVEL
I- 1SENSITIVE I
I ISENSITIVE I
I ISENSITIVE I
I ISENSITIVE I
INEUTRAL I
I INEUTRAL I
1000 I 1585 INEUTRAL I
200 I 1300 INEUTRAL I
I iNEUTRAL I
I INEUTRAL I
I IGENERATING I
I I GENERATINGI
I INEUTRAL I
I IGENERATINGI
I NEUTRAL I
I INEUTRAL I
I INEUTRAL I
I INEUTRAL I
I I GENERATINGI
I IGENERATING
I IGENERATINGI
I l GENERATING
I GENERATINGI
I GENERATINGI
IIGENERATINGI
I GENERATINGI
I IGENERATINGI
I IGENERATINGI
I GENERATINGI
I GENERATINGI
INEUTRAL
I NEUTRAL
I INEUTRAL I
I INEUTRAL I
I NEUTRAL I
I NEUTRAL I
INEUTRAL I
INEUTRAL I
I INEUTRAL
I NEUTRAL I
I INEUTRAL I
I INEUTRAL I
I IGENERATINGI
I GENERATINGI
I INEUTRAL I
Table 5.10B: Resource Usages For Jobs 46 - 93
JOB IPRIORITYI CREW I MIN. I POWER I TRANS I MEMORY j MULT. I AUDIO
NAMES REQ. I TIME I USAGE I USAGE I USAGE I USAGE LEVEL
46 *PAO Video Downlink 1 2 I 45 I 1000 1 3000 1 1 INEUTRAL
47 *Systems Checkout 1 1 2 60 1500 1000 1 2000 I 1000 INEUTRAL 1
48 *Cancel Postage Stamps 1 1 1 1 35 1 I I INEUTRAL
49 *Clean Animal Compartments 1 1 180 1200 1000 1 400 I 600 INEUTRAL
50 *Material Processing, Step 1 I 1 I 2 I 40 I 1000 1 1000 1 500 1 INEUTRAL
51 *Material Processing, Step 2a 1 2 120 1500 1500 I 670 I 1000 ISENSITIVE 1
52 *Material Processing, Step 2b 1 2 120 1500 1 1500 1 670 I 1000 ISENSITIVE 1
53 *Materials Processing, Step 2c 1 2 120 1500 I 1500 1 670 1000 ISENSITIVE
54 *Materials Processing, Step 3a I 1 0 300 2000 1000 ISENSITIVE 1
55 *Material Processing, Step 3b 1 0 300 2000 1 i I 1000 ISENSITIVE
56 *Materials Processing, Step 3c 1 0 1 300 1 2000 1 1 I 1000 ISENSITIVE I
57 *Materials Processing, Step 4a 1 I 1 30 I 500 500 I INEUTRAL
58 *Materials Processing, Step 4b 1 1 30 500 I 500 INEUTRAL
59 *Materials Processing, Step 4c 1 2 30 500 1 500 1 1 INEUTRAL I
60 *Materials Processing, Step 5 1 2 I 60 I 1700 1 I NEUTRAL
61 *Earth Observation A 1 2 15 1500 1 1980 i 2500 I 1300 INEUTRAL 1
62 *Earth Observation B 1 2 15 1500 1980 1 2500 I 1300 INEUTRAL
63 *Earth Observation C 1 2 15 1500 1980 1 2500 1 1300 INEUTRAL
64 Bulk Crystal 1 2 195 922 2601I 2980 1340 IGENERATINGI
65 Alloy Solidification 1 5 80 6 3991 1 2542 I 493 IGENERATINGI
66 *Autoignition Furnace 1 3 19 378 107 1 1732 I 1473 [GENERATING1
67 *Bioreactor/Incubator 1 3 55 89 694 i 668 677 INEUTRAL I
68 *Acoustic Levitator 1 3 I 120 789 1794 134 498 ISENSITIVE 1
69 *Atmospheric Microphysics 1 1 23 171 466 I 56 998 ISENSITIVE
70 *Bridgman, Large 1 4 40 317 3050 1179 1081 IGENERATINGI
71 Bridgman, Small 1 4 i 44 I 659 I 361 1035 47 SENSITIVE
72 *Continuous Flow Electrophoresis 1 1 102 1 795 I 3037 1 350 I 303 INEUTRAL 1
73 *Critical Point Phenomena 1 1 1 161 I 102 2957 j 1636 364 SENSITIVE I
74 *Droplet/Spray Burning 1 2 70 998 2113 2917 1 1468 (NEUTRAL I
75 *Electroepitaxy 1 2 100 505 411 1 2044 I 378 IGENERATING!
76 Electrostatic Levitator 1 4 228 77 285 I 1971 1 1021 ISENSITIVE 1
77 *EM Levitator 1 1 108 480 1209 I 1354 1 1451 IGENERATINGI
78 *Float Zone 1 1 2 19 279 660 1 2520 I 658 INEUTRAL
79 Flull Physics 1 4 165 513 1 2481 1 1684 1 1660 INEUTRAL
80 *Free Float 1 2 135 24 3637 260 1908 INEUTRAL
81 *High Temperature Physics 1 I 4 I 24 532 965 I 2898 1252 IGENERATING1
82 Isoelectric Focusing I 1 1 I 189 I 285 I 911 598 784 GENERATINGI
83 *Latex Reactor 1 1 2 55 I 600 1 230 200 900 INEUTRAL I
84 Membrane Production 1 5 120 100 600 1 300 1 400 IGENERATING]
85 *Optical Fiber Pulling 1 1 140 670 207 239 I 921 ISENSITIVE 1
86 *Organic and Polymer Crystal Growth 1 3 110 237 888 ! 279 ! 109 GENERATINGI
87 *Premixed Gas Combustion 1 1 80 440 100 1 900 I 289 INEUTRAL
88 *Protein Crystal Growth 1 ! 2 I 79 I 870 I 667 1 200 300 ISENSITIVE
89 *Rotating Spherical Convection 1 3 I 23 1 567 1 900 1 200 1 276 INEUTRAL
90 Solid Furnace Burning 1 4 89 I 456 1 89 111 I GENERATING!
91 *Solution Crystal 1 2 ! 75 1 230 1 300 1 650 1 400 ISENSITIVE
92 *Vapor Crystal 1 3 25 400 200 1 500 1 200 INEUTRAL
93 *Variable Flow Shell Generator 1 1 2 95 300 700 I 600 1 200 INEUTRAL
Table 5.11: Performance Times of the Crewmanuaru
JOBS
Gold Sleep Period 1
Gold Sleep Period 2
Blue Sleep Period 1
Blue Sleep Period 2
Gold Relax Period 1
Gold Relax Period 2
EVA Satellite Repair
EVA Monitor/RMS Operator
Blue Relax Period 1
Blue Relax Period 2
Gold Hygiene Period 1
Gold Hygiene Period 2
Blue Hygiene Period 1
Blue Hygiene Period 2
Gold Breakfast Period 1
Gold Breakfast Period 2
Blue Breakfast Period 1
Blue Breakfast Period 2
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Exercise
Exercise
Exercise
Exercise
Exercise
Exercise
Exercise
Exercise
Exercise
Exercise
Exercise
Exerci · e
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Gold Dinner Period 1
Gold Dinner Period 2
Blue Dinner Period 1
Blue Dinner Period 2
Gold Rest Period 1
Gold Rest reriod 2
Blue Rest Period 1
Blue Rest Period 2
Turnover Briefing 1
Turnover Briefing 2
Turnover Briefing 3
Turnover Briefing 4
Vacuum Air Filter 1
Vacuum Air Filter 2
Ground Briefing
PAO Video Downlink
Systems Checkout
Cancel Postage Stamps
Clean Animal Compartments
Material Processing, Step 1
Material Processing, Step 2a
Material Processing, Step 2b
Materials Processing, Step 2c
Materials Processing, Step 3a
Material Processing, Step 3b
Materials Processing, Step 3c
Materials Processing, Step 4a
Materials Processing, Step 4b
Materials Processing, Stop 4c
Materials Processing, Step 5
Earth Observation A
Earth Observation B
Earth Observation C
Bulk Crystal
Alloy Solidification
Autoignition Furnace
Bioreactor/Incubator
Acoustic Levitator
Atmospheric Microphysics
Bridgman, Large
Bridgmatl, Small
Continuous Flow Electrophoresis
Critical Point Phenomena
Droplet/jpray Burning
Electroepitaxy
Electrostatic Levitator
EM Levitator
Float Zone
Fluid Physics
Free Float
Bigh Temperature Physics
Isoelectric Focusing
Latex Reactor
Membrane Production
Optical Fiber Pulling
Organic and Polymer Crystal Gro%
Premixed Gas Combustion
Protein Crystal Growth
Rotating Spherical Convection
Solid Furnace Burning
Solution Crystal
Vapor Crystal
Variable Flow Shell Generator
vth
I CREW1 I CRE2 I CREWS ICREW4 CREWS CREWS I
480 480 I 480
480 I 480 I I I 480 I
480 4801 1 480
S480 480 480
301 30 30
301 301 I 130
465 I 465 465
360 1360 360 1360 360
30 30 30
301 301 1 30
30 301 I 1 30
30 30 30
301 301 I 30
301 30 1 30
301 301 I 1 30
301 30 30
30 1 301 I 30
301 301 I 30
S90
90
S 90
S90
S90
S 90
S90
S90
90
S90
S90I 90 I
60 601 I I 60
60 60 I 60 0
60 60 I 60
S 0 I 0 606 I 0
30 30 I 1 30
301 301 I 30
30 301 i301
301 30 130
10 I 10 I 10 I 10 I 10 I 10
10 10 10 I 10 10 I 10
10 I 10 10 10 10 I 10
10 I 10 10 I 10 I 10 I 10
30 I 30 I 30 I 30 I 30 I 30
30 30 I 30 30 I 30 I 30
301 30 301 301 30
45 I 45 I 45 I 45 45 45 I
S60 60 60 I 60 1 60
35 I 35 I 35 I 35 I 35 35
180 180 180
40 40 40 1 40
110 120 120 120
110 120 120 120
110 120 120 120
300 300 I 300 I 300 I 300 I 300
300 j 300 I 300 I 300 I 300 1 300
300 I 300 I 300 I 300 I 300 I 300
301 301 301 30
301 301 301 30
30 1 30 30 30
60 1 60 I 60 I 60
15 15 15 15 I
15 I 15 15 15 I I
15 15 15 1 15
195 200 190 1196 1230
75 I 75 I 65 75 I 80 I 85
20 I 25 I 19 I 19 I 19 I 19
42I 45 I 55 I 69 I 69 69
1201 951 85 120 120
23 30 40 1 29 30
40 | 40 I 40 I 40 I 40 140
44 I 40 44I 44 I 40 44
102 I 102 I 102 I 102 I 102 I 102
161 I 161 I 161 I 161 I 161 161
70 I 70 I 70 I 70 I 70 70
100 90 I 100 I 100 I 100 I 100
228 228 228 I 228 I 200 228
108 I 108 I 120 108 I 108 125
19 35 I 19 I 19 I 18 19
165 I 165 165 I 165 1 165 I 165
144 I 135 I 145 I 144 130 I144
24 I 40 30 I 24 I 24 I 24
216 189 I 216 216 I 216 I 216
55 I 55 1 55 I 55 I 55 I 55
120 I 120 i 120 I 120 120 I 120
140 140 140 1 140 1 140 140
110 I 110 I 110 1 110 I 110 I 110
80 80 I 80 I 80 I 80 I 80
79 I 79 I 79 I 79 I 79 79
23 I 23 23 I 23 1 23 I 23
89 I 89 I 89 I 89 I 89 I 89
75 I 75 75 I 75 I 75 I 75
25 I 25 1 25 25 1 25 25
95 I 95 I 95 I 95 95 95
intervals between the starts of jobs. For example, it is always required that exercise periods be
held at least 1 hour and 30 minutes after breakfast and at least 2 hours and 30 minutes before
dinner. Effort was made to put reasonable conditions into the schedule while still allowing for
flexibility. Instead of rigidly fixing the sleep periods of the crewmembers, their initial sleep
period was specified to start within a window of 3 1/2 hours, and their subsequent sleep periods
were set to begin no less than 23 hours nor more than 25 hours after the start of their first sleep
period. This approximates a normal work/rest cycle while still maintaining the flexibility
necessary to move sleep periods to accommodate the meeting of mission goals.
The time constraints pertaining to the core activities are shown in Figure 5.26. Each of the
core activities is represented by a node on this graph. When jobs are constrained by earliest start
time (EST), latest start time (LST) or latest end time (LET) constraints, the nodes corresponding
to these jobs are so labelled. Precedence constraints between jobs are shown as unlabelled arcs
which have an arrow at the node of the "following" job. For example, towards the center of
Figure 5.26 one can see that Job 2 (Gold Team Sleep Period 2) cannot start earlier than 1470
minutes (24 1/2 hours) after the start of the timeline. It can also be seen that Job 2 must be
preceded by Job 6 (Gold Team Relax Period 2) and Job 40 (Turnover Briefing 2), and that Job
41 (Turnover Briefing 3) and Job 12 (Gold Team Hygiene Period 2) must follow Job 2.
Constraints specifying maximum and minimum time intervals between jobs are indicated by
labelled arcs which have an arrow in the middle of the arc. For example, it is seen that Job 1
(Gold Team Sleep Period 1) must start at a minimum of 1380 minutes (23 hours) and a maximum
of 1500 minutes (25 hours) before Job 2. It can also be seen that Job 4 (Blue Team Sleep Period
2) must start at least 540 minutes (9 hours) after the start of Job 2. The complexity of the time
constraints in Figure 5.26 is clearly much greater than those in the problems taken from the
literature which are detailed in Appendix A and which were analyzed in Section 5.3.
Figure 5.27 shows time constraint networks for 4 other groups of jobs. Jobs 43 and 44 are
jobs which involve the vacuuming of an air filter, and time constraints specify that this be done
once within the first 24 hour period and once within the second 24 hour period. Constraints also
require that these two performances be separated by at least 12 hours and by at most 36 hours.
Job 7 (EVA Satellite Repair) and Job 8 (EVA Monitor/RMS Operator) represent the
scheduling of a two crewmember extravehicular activity, with a third crewmember providing
operational support. Job 7 includes 45 minutes for EVA preparation, a 6 hour EVA, and 1 hour
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Figure 5.27: Constraint Networks for Space Station Planning Problem
EST 0 LET 2880
AMnX 120 AMAX 120 AMAX 120
CONSTRAINT NETWORK FOR MATERIALS PROCESSING EXPERIMENT
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LST 1410 EST 1440
AMI H 720
AMRX 2160
CONSTRAINT NETWORK FOR
YACUUMING AIR FILTER
EST 0 LET 2880
OJ61 J62 ) J63
AfmI 720 AMLIH 720
CONSTRAINT NETWORK FOR
EARTH OBSERYATION EXPERIMENT
for post EVA suit removal and stowage. Job 8 is thus constrainecd to correspond with the 6
hours of actual EVA operation.
Jobs 61, 62, and 63 correspond to parts of an earth observation experiment, with each
portion of the second and third parts of the experiment starting at least 12 hours after the previous
part.
Jobs 50 through 60 correspond to a materials processing experiment. Job 50 is a step which
sets up the experiment, and is followed by three repetitions (performances) of the experiment,
with each repetition composed of three steps. The first step is a sample preparation (Job 51 for
the first performance, Job 52 for the second, and Job 53 for the third), which is constrained to be
immediately followed by a step in which the sample is processed (for example, by baking it in a
furnace) (Jobs 54, 55, and 56). This step does not require any crewmembers, but nonetheless
consumes resources. The third step in each performance of the experiment is to remove and
analyze the sample (Jobs 57, 58, and 59). Job 60 is for cleanup, disassembly, and stowage of
the experimental apparatus.
For the first 63 jobs (which include all the core activities, the EVA, all the experiments
discussed above, and 5 additional activities) a pre-scheduling analysis was performed to assure
that a schedule would exist which could successfully schedule all 63 jobs, meeting all resource
and time constraints. To these 63 jobs, 30 additional experiments were added, but no effort was
made to assure that it would be possible to successfully incorporate these new jobs into the 48
hour schedule.
The iterative algorithm was tested first on the initial 63 job problem, and then on the entire 93
jobs. For the 63 job problem, the scheduler (see Section 6.2) was requested to perform 3 trials
of 126 iterations each. For Heuristic 3, the Minimum Slack Method, on each of the three trials all
63 jobs were successfully scheduleW Among the three trials, the largest number of iterations
which were required to find a complete scheduling was 19. The best complete schedule found
had the last job completed by 46 hours and 40 minutes after the start of the scheduling period.
Heuristic 5, the Greatest Remaining Resource Requirement Heuristic, found a complete
schedule on only 1 of the three trials (after 16 iterations). On the other two trials, only 41 and 45
jobs were scheduled, respectively, after 126 iterations. Heuristic 6, the Jobs Equally Rated
Heuristic, had successfully scheduled only 43 jobs after each of the trials, and Heuristic 9, the
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Maximum Compatibility Method, was only successful at scheduling 42 of the jobs after each of
the three trials. Finally, Heuristic 10, the Constrained Compatibility Method, successfully
scheduled all 63 jobs on two out of the three trials (after 97 and 122 iterations, respectively).
Based upon these results, Heuristics 3 and 10 were chosen to examine the full 93 job
problem. Unexpectedly, both of these heuristics initially performed no better on the 93 job
problem than on the 63 job problem. Heuristic 3 found solutions incorporating at most 59 jobs,
while the best solution found by Heuristic 10 (utilizing a hybrid deterministic/randomized
algorithm, as discussed in Section 5.3.9) incorporated 65 jobs.
Examination of the problem data revealed the reason why the algorithm was having difficulty
finding superior solutions. Eight of the jobs (Jobs 64, 65, 71, 76, 79, 82, 84, and 90) were
either difficult or impossible to feasibly incorporate in with the initial 63 jobs. If any of these
jobs were encountered by the iterative algorithm, it would attempt to "work these jobs into the
schedule," ignoring other jobs which it had not yet even attempted to schedule.
Two methods were used circumvent this problem. The first method was to take the schedule
found with the iterative search, and then attempt to schedule in each of the remaining jobs,
skipping any jobs which could not be feasibly incorporated into the schedule. This method was
successful in scheduling 84 of the 93 jobs.
The second method also involved using the schedule found with the iterative search as a
"base" upon which to add the other jobs. However, instead of making a single attempt to
schedule in the final 30 jobs, the priorities of the 8 jobs causing difficulties were reduced , and
then the iterative algorithm was used to attempt to find an efficient scheduling of the 30
unscheduled jobs. By manually reducing the priorities of the 8 jobs, the iterative algorithm
would not consider them until it had successfully scheduled in the other 22 jobs. This is what
did, in fact, happen, with a final schedule being produced incorporating 85 of the 93 jobs. Table
5.12A and Table 5.12B show, for each of the jobs, the order in which the job was dispatched in
this final schedule, the start time and end time of each job, and the crewmember(s) to which each
job was assigned.
Table 5.13 shows the final schedule in numerical form. A timeline in the rightmost column
shows time units at each point in which there is a change in crewmember assignment or in
resource use level. The first six columns show which job each of the crewmembers is doing at
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Table 5.12A: Time and Crew Assignment for Jobs 1 - 45
JOBS IORDERI STARTI END ICREW1 CREW21CREW31CREW41CREW4 CREW51CREW6
1 Gold Sleep Period 1 1 21 30 510 X IX I I I X
2 Gold Sleep Period 2 126 11470 19501 X IX XI I 
3 Blue Sleep Period 1 12 610 1090 X Ix X I I X
4 Blue Sleep Period 2 38 2050 2530 X IX XI  1
5 Gold Relax Period 1 1 0 30 X X XI I  I
6 Gold Relax Period 2 25 1440 14701 X X XI I 
7 EVA Satellite Repair 43 1510 1975 I 1 1 X X I
8 EVA Monitor/RMS Operator I 44 I 1555 I 1915 1 I I I I I X
9 Blue Relax Period 1 11 i 580 6101 I 1X X XI IX
10 Blue Relax Period 2 137 2020 12050 1 IX X I X
11 Gold Hygiene Period 1 3 5101 5401 X IX I I X
12 Gold Hygiene Period 2 30 1950 19801 X X I I XI
13 Blue Hygiene Period 1 13 1090 1120 1 I X X I X
14 Blue Hygiene Period 2 51 2530 2560I I X X IX 1
15 Gold Breakfast Period 1 4 540 5701 X X I I X I
16 Gold Breakfast Period 2 32 I 1980 2010 I X X I I X I
17 Blue Breakfast Period 1 14 1 1120 1150 I I X I I I X 1
18 Blue Breakfast Period 2 1 52 12560 25901 I I X I X I I X
19 Gold Exercise Period la 1 16 1090 1180 I I I I I X
20 Gold Exercise Period lb 17 1090 I 1180 1 X I I I I I
21 Gold Exercise Period ic 15 I 1090 I 1180 I 1 X I I I I
22 Gold Exercise Period 2a 1 39 I 2530 1 2620 I I I I I X 1
23 Gold Exercise Period 2b 1 40 I 2530 I 2620 1 X I I I I I
24 Gold Exercise Period 2c 41 2530 2620 I X I I
25 Blue Exercise Period la 22 1210 1300 I I I I I i X
26 Blue Exercise Period lb I 27 I 1300 I 1390 I I I I X I I
27 Blue Exercise Period Ic 23 I 1210 1 1300 I I I X I I
28 Blue Exercise Period 2a 1 54 I 2650 I 2740 1 I I I I I X
29 Blue Exercise Period 2b 55 I 2650 I 2740 I I I I
30 Blue Exercise Period 2c 56 i 2740 I 2830 X I I I
31 Gold Dinner Period 1 120 I 1240 1 1300 1 X I X I I I X I
32 Gold Dinner Period 2 57 2800 2860 X IX X I I
33 Blue Dinner Period 1 36 1450 15101 IX I X I X
34 Blue Dinner Period 2 10 190 250 X I X IX
35 Gold Rest Period 1 19 580 610 X X I I XI
36 Gold Rest Period 2 49 2140 121701 X X I I XI
37 Blue Rest Period 1 1 35 1 1150 1 1180 I X I X I I X 1
38 Blue Rest Period 2 6 1 40 701 I IX IX I lX 1
39 Turnover Briefing 1 7 I 570i 580 X I X X X IX I
40 Turnover Briefing 2 18 1180 1190 X XX X X IXI X
41 Turnover Briefing 3 33 2010 2020I X X IX IX X I X
42 Turnover Briefing 4 58 12860 2870 X XIX XI X IX X
43 Vacuum Air Filter 1 21 0 30 I I I I I X
44 Vacuum Air Filter 2 42 1950 1980I I I I I X
45 Ground Briefing 63 370 400 I i IX I X
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Table 5.12B: Time and Crew Assignment for Jobs 46 - 93
JOBS
PAO Video Downlink
Systems Checkout
Cancel Postage Stamps
Clean Animal Compartments
Material Processing, Step 1
Material Processing, Step 2a
Material Processing, Step 2b
Materials Processing, Step 2c
Materials Processing, Step 3a
Material Processing, Step 3b
Materials Processing, Step 3c
Materials Processing, Step 4a
Materials Processing, Step 4b
Materials Processing, Step 4c
Materials Processing, Step 5
Earth Observation A
Earth Observation B
Earth Observation C
Bulk Crystal
Alloy Solidification
Autoignition Furnace
Bioreactor/Incubator
Acoustic Levitator
Atmospheric Microphysics
Bridgman, Large
Bridgman, Small
Continuous Flow Electrophoresis
Critical Point Phenomena
Droplet/Spray Burning
Electroepitaxy
Electrostatic Levitator
EM Levitator
Float Zone
Fluid Physics
Free Float
High Temperature Physics
Isoelectric Focusing
Latex Reactor
Membrane Production
Optical Fiber Pulling
Organic and Polymer Crystal Growth
Premixed Gas Combustion
Protein Crystal Growth
Rotating Spherical Convection
Solid Furnace Burning
Solution Crystal
Vapor Crystal
Variable Flow Shell Generator
IORDERI STARTI END ICREW1ICREW21CREW31CREW41CREW5 CREW61
61 1325 3701 I X XI I
60 265 325 1 1 I I X X
62 70 105 1 I I I I X
53 2620 28001 I X
5 1 01 40 I X XI I
8 70 1190 I X IXI I I
29 1610 7301 XI X I I I I
45 2020 21401 XI XI I I I
9 190 490
31 1730 11030 1 I I
46 2140 1 2440 I I I I I
28 I 490 5201 I X I
34 11030 11060 1 X I I I I
47 2440 24701 X X I I I I
48 2470 25301 X X I I I I
24 250 2651 I IX IX I I
50 730 7451 XI XI I I I
59 1975 119901 X IX
84 1990 20091 I IX IX I XI
166 745 8141 X 1X X I
173 12305 124251 X X I I XI
182 1265 2951 I XI I I
169 11190 ! 12301 X I X IX X I
I I I I I I I I I
176 12425 125271 I I I I X
170 1865 110261 x I I I I
165 400 4701 X I I I
164 11300 114001 X I I XI
75 2740 2848 x I I I X
85 1190 1209 X I IXI
172 12170 23051 X I XI
81 2620 2644 X IX I X IX
I I I I I I I I
79 2740 2795 X I I I I X
I I I I I I I I
71 1944 1084 1 I I I I X
174 11300 114101 X X XI I x I
78 105 185 1 I I I I I X
68 865 944 X I I I I X
83 1410 1433 XI X I I i
I I I I I I I
67 790 865 X IX I I I I
80 11400 14251 X I I XI X
77 470 565 1 I I 1 X X
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Table 5.13: Schedule Incorporating 85 Jobs
CREW1 CREW2 CRE W3 REW4 CREWS CREW6 POWER TRANS MMORX MULT AUDIO TIME
5 5 50 50 5 43 2500 1000 500 0 1 0
1 1 50 50 1 0 1000 1000 500 0 -1 30
1 1 38 38 1 38 350 0 0 0 -1 40
1 1 51 51 1 48 1500 1500 670 1000 -1 70
1 1 51 51 1 87 1940 1600 1570 1289 -1 105
1 1 51 51 1 0 1500 1500 670 1000 -1 185
1 1 34 34 1 34 2800 0 0 1000 -1 190
1 1 61 61 1 0 3500 1980 2500 2300 -1 250
1 1 69 47 1 47 3671 1466 2056 2998 -1 265
1 1 0 47 1 47 3500 1000 2000 2000 -1 295
1 1 46 0 1 46 3000 3000 0 1000 -1 325
1 1 0 45 1 45 3000 3000 0 1000 -1 370
1 1 74 0 1 74 2998 2113 2917 2468 -1 400
1 1 0 93 1 93 2300 700 600 1200 -1 470
1 1 57 93 1 93 800 1200 600 200 -1 490
1 1 57 93 1 93 800 1200 600 200 -1 495
11 11 57 93 11 93 950 1200 600 200 1 510
11 11 0 93 11 93 450 700 600 200 1 520
15 15 0 93 15 93 600 700 600 200 0 540
15 15 0 0 15 0 300 0 0 0 0 565
39 39 39 39 39 39 0 0 0 0 0 570
35 35 9 9 35 9 350 0 0 0 0 580
52 52 3 3 0 3 1500 1500 670 1000 -1 610
0 52 3 3 0 3 1500 1500 670 1000 -1 720
62 62 3 3 0 3 3500 198,) 2500 2300 -1 730
67 67 3 3 67 3 2089 694 668 1677 -1 745
0 67 3 3 67 3 2089 694 668 1677 -1 787
91 91 3 3 67 3 2319 994 1318 2077 -1 790
91 91 3 3 0 3 2230 300 650 1400 -1 814
88 73 3 3 88 3 2972 3624 1836 1664 -1 865
0 73 3 3 85 3 2772 3164 1875 2285 -1 944
0 0 3 3 85 3 2670 207 239 1921 -1 1026
58 0 3 3 85 3 1170 707 239 921 -1 1030
0 0 3 3 85 3 670 207 239 921 -1 1060
0 0 3 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 -1 1084
20 21 13 13 19 13 3750 0 0 0 1 1090
20 21 17 17 19 17 3900 0 0 0 1 1120
20 21 37 37 19 37 3950 0 0 0 1 1150
40 40 40 40 40 40 0 0 0 0 0 1180
70 70 78 70 70 78 596 3710 3699 1739 1 1190
70 70 0 70 70 0 317 3050 1179 1081 1 1209
70 70 27 70 70 25 2717 3050 1179 1081 1 1210
0 0 27 0 0 25 2400 0 0 0 1 1230
31 31 27 0 31 25 3200 0 0 0 1 1240
75 86 86 26 75 86 1942 1299 2323 487 1 1300
75 86 86 0 75 86 742 1299 2323 487 1 1390
92 86 86 92 92 86 637 1088 779 309 1 1400
92 89 89 92 92 89 967 1100 700 476 0 1410
0 89 89 0 0 89 567 900 200 276 0 1425
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1433
6 6 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1440
6 6 33 33 6 33 800 0 0 0 0 1450
2 2 33 33 2 33 800 0 0 0 -1 1470
2 2 7 7 2 0 1800 1205 1000 1585 -1 1510
2 2 7 7 2 8 2400 2550 1200 2885 -1 1555
2 2 7 7 2 0 1800 1205 1000 1585 -1 1915
12 12 7 7 12 44 3450 1205 1000 1585 1 1950
12 12 63 63 12 44 3150 1980 2500 1300 1 1975
16 16 63 63 16 0 1800 1980 2500 1300 0 1980
16 16 66 66 16 66 678 107 1732 1473 1 1990
16 16 0 0 16 0 300 0 0 0 0 2009
41 41 41 41 41 41 0 0 0 0 0 2010
53 53 10 10 0 10 1500 1500 670 1000 -1 2020
53 53 4 4 0 4 1500 1500 670 1000 -1 2050
0 53 4 4 0 4 1500 1500 670 1000 -1 2130
36 36 4 4 36 4 2350 0 0 1000 -1 2140
0 80 4 4 80 4 2024 3637 260 2908 -1 2170
0 80 4 4 0 4 2024 3637 260 2908 -1 2300
68 68 4 4 68 4 2789 1794 134 1498 -1 2305
68 0 4 4 68 4 2789 1794 134 1498 -1 2400
0 0 4 4 72 4 2795 3037 350 1303 -1 2425
59 59 4 4 72 4 1295 3537 350 303 -1 2440
60 60 4 4 72 4 2495 3037 350 303 -1 2470
60 60 4 4 0 4 1700 0 0 0 -1 2527
23 24 14 14 22 14 3600 0 0 0 1 2530
23 24 18 18 22 18 3900 0 0 0 1 2560
23 24 0 0 22 0 3600 0 0 0 1 2590
81 49 0 81 81 81 1732 1965 3298 1852 1 2620
0 49 0 0 0 0 1200 1000 400 600 0 2644
0 49 0 29 0 28 3600 1000 400 600 1 2650
83 49 30 07 83 0 3480 2439 1954 2951 1 2740
0 49 30 77 0 0 2880 2209 1754 2051 1 2795
32 32 30 77 32 0 2480 1209 1354 1451 1 2800
32 32 0 77 32 0 1280 1209 1354 1451 1 2830
32 32 0 0 32 0 800 0 0 0 0 2848
42 42 42 42 42 42 0 0 0 0 0 2860
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2870
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2880
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the corresponding time in the timeline, until the next time listed in the timeline (a 0 corresponds to
no job at that time). The next four columns in the table indicate resource usage at the times given,
and the eleventh column indicates a -1 if a noise/vibration sensitive activity is occurring, a 1 if a
noise/vibration generating activity is occurring, and a 0 otherwise. For example, it can be seen
that from time 814 to time 865 Crewmembers 1 and 2 are performing Job 91, Crewmembers 3,
4, and 6 are performing Job 3, and Crewmember 5 is unoccupied. Also at this time, the resource
levels are 2230, 300, 650, and 1400. The -1 in the tenth column indicates that at least one of the
ongoing jobs is noise sensitive. Table 5.14 shows the amount of time each crewmember is
occupied during the 48 hour mission. For each crewmember, a total of 25 hours and 40 minutes
of this time is taken up by the core activities.
Table 5.14: Total Crewmember Workloads
Crewmember Workload
C1 Russ Howard 40 hours, 55 minutes
C2 Clifford Kurtzman 45 hours, 49 minutes
C3 David Akin 42 hours, 21 minutes
C4 John Spofford 43 hours, 16 minutes
C5 Edith Erlanson 40 hours, 24 minutes
C6 Mary Bowden 42 hours, 50 minutes
Average: 42 hours, 35.8 minutes
Figures 5.28A throught 5.28H graphically show this schedule. Each figure shows a
successive 6 hour interval in the 48 hour timeline. Each crewmember (Cl through C6) has a
graphical timeline which shows the jobs to which he or she is assigned during the interval
encompassed by the figure. Also shown is a graphical illustration of resource usage throughout
the interval. The line denoted AC (for audio constraint) displays whether or not any of the jobs
which are scheduled at any particular time are noise or vibration generating (striped) or sensitive
(gray). The timeline denote CO displays the scheduling of jobs which do not require any
crewmembers. Section 6.2.1 provides a fuller interpretation of these figures as well as a
description of the software used to generate them.
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Section 6: The MFIVE Space Station Crew Activity Planner
In order to devise, test, and implement the algorithms developed in this thesis, a software
tool, named the MFIVE Crew Activity Planner, was developed. The MFIVE software is
implemented on a Apple Macintosh computer using the APL computer language. MFIVE
provides a convenient and user friendly interface for building, solving, and displaying
scheduling problems, as well as for investigating the features which will be necessary to
eventually provide a real-time scheduler for use on a space station. Figure 6.1 presents a
summary of computer based systems (discussed in Section 3 and in this section) for
performing planning and scheduling functions similar to crew activity planning. From the
start, MFIVE was intended to complement, rather than compete with, other projects, such as
KNEECAP [Mogilensky, et al., 1983] and AMPASES [Jakubowicz, 1985]. These programs
are implemented on much more sophisticated (and costly) LISP machines.
There are several other software efforts which have designed scheduling software for
personal computers [Freedman, 1985; Stevens, 1987], but these projects usually are limited to
standard PERT/CPM techniques which cannot accomodate the complexities present in space
station scheduling, such as resource constraints. Available scheduling systems include,
among others, the Total Project Manager from Harvard Software; Pac III from AGS
Management Systems; PMS-II from North America Mica; MicroGANTT from Earth Data;
MacProject from Apple Computer; Micro Planner Plus from Micro Planning International; and
AEC Information Manager from AEC Management Systems Inc.
MFIVE models the core features of the space station scheduling environment. While
MFIVE makes many simplifications of space station operations, these instances do not
fundamentally alter the nature of the scheduling problem. For example, in the description of a
space station experiment, MFIVE has a parameter describing the amount of power (in Watts)
used by the experiment. In a more realistic scenario, one would have to specify many
parameters, such as nominal power, peak power, periods of operation (e.g., day-night cycles
and duty cycles), power type (AC/DC), and voltage, etc. The inclusion of this information
would not fundamentally change the nature of the scheduling problem: one would just have to
perform more complicated checks to determine when it would be feasible to schedule the
experiment. There is no reason why this type of information could not be added to the MFIVE
system. However, including this type of data now would only slow program operation and
consume substantial programming time, while not really adding anything "new" to the system;
this is not in keeping with the goals of this study.
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Figure 6.1: Computer Based Systems for Planning and Scheduling
(not an exhaustive listing)
Advanced Expert/Planning Systems For
Space Shuttle or Space Station Scheduling
MFIVE
PLAN-IT
AMPASES
KNEECAP
SSES
Expert Systems for Space Related Functions
EMPRESS
Deviser
ESSOC
NAVEX
OpSim
Al Planning Systems
NOAH
STRIPS
MOLGEN
NUDGE
Expert Systems for Job Shop Scheduling
ISIS
MASCOT
OPAL
NASA Software for Space Scheduling
Crew Activity Scheduling Program (CASP)
Fast Automated Scheduling Technique (FAST)
Manned Activity Scheduling System (MASS)
Viking Lander Sequence of Events Scheduler (LSEQ)
Crew Activity Planner (CAP)
Timeline Program (TLP)
Scheduling Software for Personal Computers
The Total Project Manager
PAC III
PMS-II
MicroGANTT
MacProject
Micro Planner Plus
AEC Information Manager
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It was originally anticipated that a LISP/PROLOG-like approach would be desirable for
generating English language rules on which to base the scheduler. Further investigation,
however, proved otherwise. A LISP-like approach is very well suited to providing some user
interfaces (such as explanations of reasoning chains), and for doing things like constraint
satisfaction via rule checking and inference. The process of finding an optimal schedule,
however, involves highly mathematical algorithms, which are usually not well suited to
English-based rules. There is, of course, no reason that these algorithms cannot be
implemented in LISP; it is just that it is unnecessary (and often more complicated) to do so.
APL was therefore chosen as the implementation language for MFIVE. The high level
features of APL allow very quick program testing and development. APL is a highly
mathematical computer language which allows easy vector/matrix manipulation, and is well
suited to implementing operations research algorithms. Being interpreted, however, APL is
rather slow compared to some other compiled computer languages. It is not anticipated that
APL would be the language of choice for an operational system; it is, however, well suited to
the goal of algorithm development and testing.
MFIVE is, at the highest level, organized into three modules (Figure 6.2): the PRIME
module serves as a data base management system, allowing the user to enter and modify all
data pertinent to the crewmembers, the jobs they perform, the tools used, the stowage layout
of the space station, and the assignment of crew and jobs into organized flight plans; the
SCHED module allows the interactive and automatic scheduling of a flight plan; and the
SEARCH module performs searches for tools which are difficult to locate. The following
sections provide an overview of the current operation of the MFIVE program. The actual
details of MFIVE operation are presented in Appendix B, the MFIVE Users Guide. At the end
of each section, suggestions are made indicating ways in which future developments might
enhance the operation of the system.
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Figure 6.2: MFIVE Organizational Structure
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6.1 The Data Base Management System
The PRIME module of the MFIVE system presents the user with five icons (Figure 6.3)
which allow access to the various objects (crewmembers, jobs, flight plans, tools, and
stowage bins) in the data base management system. The sixth EXIT icon allows the user to
terminate MFIVE operation and return to the APL environment. For example, selecting the
icon labelled CREW will allow the user to call up a generic Crew Information Form (Figure
6.4). With this form, the user can add a new crewmember to the database, or inspect, add,
modify, or delete information pertaining to some crewmember already known to the system.
MFIUE Stop Options
MFIUE
Figure 6.3: MFIVE Data Base Management System
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Figure 6.4: The Crewmember Information Form
As Figure 6.4 shows, some of the data applicable to a crewmember is displayed directly
on the screen (e.g. date of birth), in which case the information can be modified by clicking on
the current entry, and then entering a new value in response to a prompt by MFIVE. Other
information (e.g. crewmember background information) is initially hidden, and is brought to
the screen for revision by clicking on the applicable box (Figure 6.5). The next sections
outline the details of the various information forms.
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Crewmember Information Farm
Name: David Akin
Number: 3
Date of Birth: DEC 21, 1953
Mass (kg): go
Height (cm): 15o
Assignment Start Date: JAN 7, 1997 5:00
Assignment End Date: AUG 14, 1997 14:45
Rank: STATIOn SPECIALIST 2
I Performance Data
SBackground Information
Nicknames
---- ---------------------------------------------- ---------- ------------- ------------------------------- -- -- - ------ -------
MFIUE Stop Options
MFIUE
L1A I
MIMAvm6&INTV &mswm Pas m nV a
~EO- David Akin Background Information -m
EUVA Qualified.
Areas of expertise:
EVA Structural Assembly
Telepresence
3-A 
_
IBackground Information
Nicknames
Figure 6.5: Background Information for Crewmember Akin
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6.1.1 The Crewmember Information Form
The Crewmember Information Form maintains information pertinent to each crewmember
known to the MFIVE system. For each crewmember, data is maintained on the crewmember's
height, mass, date of birth, space station assignment dates, rank (e.g. Space Station Specialist)
and alternate "nicknames" by which MFIVE will recognize the crewmember. Also accessible
through the information form is background information on the crewmember (Figure 6.5), and
the performance time (Figure 6.6) of the crewmember on each job cataloged by the system (see
Section 6.1.3).
MFIUE Stop Options
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Times In Minutes
Vacuum Air Filter 2
Ground Briefing
PAO Video Downlink
Systems Checkout
Cancel Postage Stamps
Clean Animal Compartments
Material Processing, Step 1
Material Processing, Step 2a
Material Processing, Step 2b
Materials Processing, Step 2c
Materials Processing, Step 3a
Material Processing, Step 3b
Materials Processing, Step 3c
Materials Processing, Step 4a
Materials Processing, Step 4b
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Materials Processing, Step 5
30*lEarth Observation
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30*1
60*1
.... .. .. .
Figure 6.6: Job Performance Times for Crewmember Akin
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6.1.2 The.lob Information Form
The Job Information Form (Figure 6.7) maintains the characteristics of each of the jobs
known to MFIVE. The number of crewmembers needed to perform the job is listed, as well
as the "default" performance time of the job, which is the time taken by each crewmember to
perform the job unless specific overriding information is provided (via the performance time
windows on the Crewmember or Job Information Forms, Figures 6.5 and 6.8). This might
occur, for example, if a particular crewmember is more highly trained on a particular job and
can hence perform it faster.
MFIVE Stop Options
Figure 6.7: The Job Information Form
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Edith Erlanson / 29
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Russ Howard / 23
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Mary Bowden /
Dan Cousins /
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Dale Stuart /
David Jarrett /
Tony Marra /
Herbert Schwarz /
Adam Brody /
Mary Spofford /
Gal Lipkin /
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43L Iý
Figure 6.8: Crewmember Performance Times
for the Job Atmospheric Microphysics
Also on the Job Information Form are the amounts of each of four resources used by the
job: power, data transmission, high rate multiplex, and computer memory. These resources
were chosen to be representative of the types of resources which will be used aboard the space
station. The current implementation of MFIVE assumes that the rate of resource usage is
constant during the duration of the job. An audio level resource is also included on the form.
Each job is classified as being either noise and vibration sensitive, neutral, or generating. No
job which is noise sensitive can be performed while another job which is noise generating is
being performed.
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By selecting the appropriate rectangles on the screen, information can be called up to show
a description of the job (or instructions for performing it) (Figure 6.9), alternate "nicknames"
for the job (Figure 6.10), and a listing of the names and quantities of the tools which are
needed to perform the job.
MFIUE Stop Options
Figure 6.9: Job Description for Atmospheric Microphysics
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Figure 6.10: Alternate Names for Atmospheric Microphysics
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6.1.3 The Flight Plan Information Form
A Flight Plan (Figure 6.11) allows groups of jobs to be assembled into units for
scheduling by selected crewmembers. A user can enter the start and end dates of a flight plan,
which specify the interval during which all the jobs must be scheduled. Limits can also be set
on each of the four resources tracked by the scheduler. Selecting the appropriate rectangle on
the information form, crewmembers (Figure 6.12) and jobs (Figure 6.13) can be assigned to
the flight plan. Once all the relevant parameters of a flight plan and it jobs and crewmembers
have been specified, selecting the "Schedule" option will route the user to the scheduler so that
a timeline can be planned out (see Section 6.2).
MFIUE Stop Options
Flight Plan Information Form
Name: Basel ine 2
Number: 8
Start Date: JAN
End Date: JAN 9,
Maximum Power Us
Maximum Multiplex
Maximum Memory L
Maximum Data Trai
7,1988 11:00
1988 3:00
age: 1500oo
x Usage: 3000
Jsage: 450soo
nsmission: 6000
Assigned Crewmembers
Assigned Jobs
( Schedule))
Figure 6.11: The Flight Plan Information Form
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Figure 6.12:
Crewmembers For This
Flight Plan
MAX SELECTABLE = 7
NHUBER SELECTED = 5
( SELECT RLL )
( CLEAR ALL )Q oo LL~
Selecting Crewmembers for a Flight Plan
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Figure 6.13: Selecting Jobs for a Flight Plan
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6.1.4 The Tool Information Form
The Tool Information Form (Figure 6.14) maintains data on equipment stored aboard the
space station. The form indicates the number of copies of each tool in stock, as well as the
effective volume of each tool. (For example, a tool with an effective volume of 10 liters
cannot fit in a compartment with a smaller effective volume.) The Default Locations and Status
area on the form can be selected to show where each copy the tool is supposed to be located,
as well as the status of that copy (Figure 6.15). The form can access usage instructions for
each tool (Figure 6.16) and the jobs for which the tool us used (Figure 6.17). Selecting the
"Search" option will engage the searcher to aid in finding missing tools (see Section
6.3).
MFIVE Stop Options
Figure 6.14: The Tool Information Form
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Figure 6.15: Default Locations and Status for the Tool "Cable"
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Figure 6.16: Usage Instructions for the Cable
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EIO- cable Usage Instructions
The cable is a 300 ohm, twin-lead
shielded cable with bayonet
connectors. Attach one end to the
female connector on the television
marked "IN". Attach the other end
to the female connector on the video
cassette recorder marked "OUT".
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Figure 6.17: Jobs Using the Cable
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6.1.5 The Stowage Information Form
The Stowage Information Form (Figure 6.18) shows the effective volume of each
compartment, the space station module in which that compartment is located, and the
compartment's location within that module (in cylindrical coordinates). The contents of each
compartment can also be viewed by selecting the Default Contents rectangle (Figure 6.19).
MFIUE Stop Options
Figure 6.18: The Stowage Information Form
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Figure 6.19: Stowage Compartment Contents List for SSR 3
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6.1.6 Suggestions For Future Development
Operational experience has shown that the efficiency of the data base management system
could be enhanced by using a spreadsheet format instead of the information form format now
implemented. For example, with a spreadsheet format, when a user selects the Job Icon, a
(scrollable) spreadsheet would appear showing all the jobs and their attributes (e.g.,
crewmembers required, default performance time, and resource usages). Each row of the
spreadsheet would correspond to a different job, and there would also be selectable icons to
call up hidden information, such as job descriptions and crewmember performance times. In
this way, it would be relatively easy to compare the attributes of several jobs. It would also be
easy to give the spreadsheet user the capability to copy a job (or parts of a job) to make a new
job with very similar attributes. The present implementation requires complete retyping of all
job attributes.
It would be desirable to have the capability to express groups of jobs (performances) as a
unit, and when the jobs are sent to the scheduler, the appropriate precedence constraints should
be automatically generated. It should also be possible to specify maximum total time durations
on a performance.
Another useful capability would be to specify that a job or performance be repeated in a
flight plan several times (or as many times as possible). As it is conceivable that the utility (or
importance) of scheduling later performances might be less that that of earlier ones, there
should therefore be some method of prioritizing the performances.
The text editor used to input crewmember and job background information and tool usage
instructions has very limited capabilities. An enhanced editor would allow the user to cut,
copy, and paste text, change fonts and font sizes, provide automatic scrolling, etc.
Job resource usages and flight plar resource limits have been assumed to be constants. A
more sophisticated implementation would allow additional resources and time varying usage
levels and limits.
In the current implementation, the number of crewmembers needed to do a job must be
explicitly specified. It might instead be advantageous to instead allow the number of
crewmembers to be a variable which is a function of the total number of crewmembers
assigned to the flight plan in which the job is included. For example, a sleep job (involving
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the entire crew) might be included in many different flight plans, and it would be easier to
simply specify that the job requires all the crewmembers, instead of making several different
jobs to apply to flight plans with differing numbers of crewmembers.
The current practice of using an "effective volume" for each tool and stowage compartment
provides only a rough estimate of whether a tool will fit in a compartment. A more robust
implementation would include the physical dimensions of each tool and compartment, and
could also do some modeling to determine whether a group of tools can fit together inside of a
compartment.
In order to move a tool to a new compartment, a user must do so from the "Default
Location and Status" window on the tool's information form. The present version of MFIVE
does not allow modification of the information in the window called up from the Stowage
Information Form (Figure 6.19), which shows the contents of the stowage compartment. It
would be desirable to directly "pick up" a tool from one compartment and "drop it in" another.
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6.2 The Scheduler
Once a group of crewmembers and jobs have been assembled using the Flight Plan
Information Form (Section 6.1.3), the scheduler can be used to enable the user to select jobs
for scheduling, set time and target constraints, inspect resource usage, and allow manual and
automatic task scheduling. Figure 6.20 shows the scheduling worksheet that is presented to
the user upon entering the scheduler.
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Figure 6.20: The Scheduling Worksheet
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6.2.1 The Schedulin" Worksheet
Central to the scheduling worksheet are the activity timelines of each of the crewmembers
assigned to the flight plan. Figure 6.21 shows a flight plan midway through the scheduling
process, where some of the jobs have already been scheduled. The activity timelines are the
long horizontal rectangles in the upper part of the Figure 6.21. For this flight plan, there are
timelines for five crewmembers, denoted C1 through C5. The names of each of these
crewmembers appears in the lower right corner of the Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.21: The Scheduling of a Flight Plan
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Beneath the crewmembers timelines is a line of text stating the start and end dates for this
flight plan. These are followed, in parentheses, by the duration of the flight plan, in the format
DAYS/HOURS:MINUTES. At the top of the worksheet is a rulci showing time divisions
along the timeline (in the format DAYS:HOURS). For example, the ruler in Figure 6.21 starts
at zero days and zero hours (0/00) from the start of the timeline (January 7, 1988 at 11:00) and
ends at one day and six hours (1/06) into the flight plan (i.e., January 8, 1988 at 17:00).
The gray shaded rectangles inside the activity timelines correspond to jobs which have
been assigned to the crewmembers. For example, in Figure 6.21 we see that Job 19 (denoted
J19) has been assigned to Crewmember 1 (Clifford Kurtzman) from 0/3:48 (i.e., zero days,
three hours, and forty eight minutes into the flight plan) till 0/6:57. In order to find out what
Job J19 corresponds to, one can click the mouse inside its shaded rectangle and a box will pop
up (Figure 6.22) explaining that J19 corresponds to Job 19, "Isoelectric Focusing." In
addition to the presentation of this explanation box, the exact hour and minute at which the
mouse is centered is displayed in the box at the upper right corner (i.e., 5:45 in Figure 6.22).
The user can thus clearly delineate the start and end times of a task by sliding the mouse from
the beginning to end of the shaded rectangle.
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The scale and origin of the timeline ruler at the top of the scheduling worksheet can be
altered via the arrows at the upper right. In Figure 6.22, the ruler is set to start at the
beginning of the flight plan, and to show the first thirty hours. This corresponds to displaying
five minutes of flight plan for each pixel on the Macintosh screen. Clicking the up or down
arrows either adds or subtracts one minute per pixel to the displayed timeline. For example,
clicking the down arrow in Figure 6.21 results in Figure 6.23, in which the first twenty four
hours of the flight plan are displayed. Note that at this four minutes per pixel setting the
rectangles corresponding to the scheduled jobs are correspondingly wider.
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Figure 6.23: Changing the Length of the Timeline
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Clicking the right or left arrow shifts the origin of the timeline. For example, clicking the
right arrow in Figure 6.21 results in Figure 6.24, in which the timelines start at 0/10 and end at
1/16. In general, these arrows shift the timeline over by two thirds of its current width (i.e.,
2/3 x 6 hours = 4 hours: therefore the timeline was shifted over 4 hours).
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Figure 6.24: Shifting the Timeline
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Clicking on the box with the two rectangles inside of it (next to the arrows) presents the
user with a window in which the number of minutes per pixel and the origin of the timeline can
be explicitly set (Figure 6.25).
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Figure 6.25: Manually Changing Timeline Origin and Resolution
The four large boxes at the bottom of the scheduling worksheet display the resource usage
for the timeline. The width that each of these boxes displays corresponds to the width of the
scheduling rectangles (i.e., from 0/00 till 1/06 in Figure 6.21). Changing the width or origin
of the ruler changes the resource displays as well (e.g., see Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24).
The height of the resource boxes are scaled so that the dashed line near the top indicates usage
at the maximum specified for the flight plan. By clicking on a resource box, the user can call
up a window displaying the usage in expanded form, and with the axes labelled (Figure 6.26).
The two rectangles at the bottom of the window display an exact digital reading of the resource
level at the time indicated (by pointing and clicking on the mouse).
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Figure 6.26: Expansion of Display of Power Usage Level
Directly above the four resource boxes, is a horizontal rectangle (labelled AC) which
displays the audio constraint. Times at which a noise generating activity is being performed
are signified by striped rectangles, and times at which a noise sensitive activity is being
preformed are signified by gray rectangles. In Figure 6.21 it can be seen that there are noise
generating rectangles corresponding with the durations of Jobs 1, 19, 12, 2, and 14.
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6.2.2 Selecting a Job to be Scheduled
There are three ways to select a job for scheduling. Figure 6.27 shows the OPTIONS
menu, at the top of the Macintosh screen. The user can manually determine the next job to be
scheduled by selecting the option DISPLAY JOB INFO. This will present the information
window shown in Figure 6.28. This window contains information relating the number of
crewmembers required, the default time, the minimum time for any crewmember, the resource
usages, and the audio status of each job (some of this information is not visible in the portion
of the window shown in Figure 6.28.). An asterisk next to the name of a job indicates that it
has already been scheduled.
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Figure 6.27: Selecting SELECT JOB INFO from the OPTIONS Menu
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Figure 6.28: The Job Information Window
Clicking on the name of a job selects that job for scheduling. Figure 6.29 shows how the
scheduling worksheet looks after Continuous Flow Electrophoresis (Job 9) has been selected,
and the job information window has been closed. Immediately above the names of the
crewmembers appears the name of the job being scheduled, and below the right arrow at the
top appears the number of crewmembers necessary to perform this job.
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Figure 6.29: Selecting Job 9 For Scheduling
Immediately to the right of the activity timelines appears the number of minutes it takes
each of the crewmembers to perform this job. For example, Figure 6.29 shows that each of
the crewmembers takes 102 minutes to perform this job. Next to the numeric performance
times are rectangles which have a width corresponding to the crewmembers performance time.
To the right of the rectangles are numbers indicating the total workload (in minutes) for which
each of the crewmember have already been scheduled. For example, in Figure 6.29
Crewmember 2 has been assigned a total of 738 minutes of worktime.
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When a job has been selected for scheduling, parts of the crewmembers activity timelines
may become "blacked out", as in Figure 6.29. This is because these time slots are infeasible
due to one or more constraint violations. To find the reason an interval is blacked out, the user
can simply click the mouse on the blackened region, and a window will appear with an
explanation (Figure 6.30). In the case of Figure 6.29, the blackened intervals are due to the
fact that scheduling Job 9 in these intervals would exceed both the power and data
transmission resource limits.
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The second method of selecting a job for scheduling is to choose the SELECT JOB option
from the AUTOPLAN menu (Figure 6.31). This will instruct MFIVE to pick the next job to
be scheduled, based upon its internal heuristic (see Section 5.1.1). The user can select the
heuristic used by MFIVE through the SET HEURISTIC option, also on the AUTOPLAN
menu (Figure 6.32). Choosing the AUTO JOB SELECT option has the same effect as the
SELECT JOB option, except that after the job which MFIVE selects is scheduled, MFIVE will
automatically pick another job for scheduling.
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Figure 6.31: Choosing "Select Job" from the AUTOPLAN Menu
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Figure 6.32: Selecting an Heuristic
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6.2.3 Jobs Requiring a Singe Crewmember
Once a job has been selected for scheduling, a crewmember may be assigned by several
methods. The user can click on the crewmember's rectangle (to the right of the activity
timeline) and slide this rectangle (with the mouse) to the desired spot on the crewmembers
timeline. The exact time at which the rectangle is positioned is always displayed at the upper
right of the screen, so that the rectangle can be accurately positioned. Figure 6.33 shows the
result of sliding Crewmember 5's rectangle to the 18:35 position, and then releasing the
mouse. The resource usages are appropriately updated.
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Figure 6.33: Manually Scheduling Job 9
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In order to assign a job to a crewmember at the crewmember's earliest available start time,
the user can click the mouse on the crewmember's number (e.g., C5, at the very left of
Crewmember 5's timeline). Figure 6.34 shows the result of clicking on C5.
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Figure 6.34: Scheduling Job 9 at Crewmember 5's Earliest Feasible Time
Crewmember selection can be completely automated by choosing the SELECT CREW
option from the AUTOPLAN menu. MFIVE will then choose the best crewmember based
upon its internal heuristic (see Section 5.1.2), and assign the job to that crewmember at the
crewmember's earliest available time (Figure 6.35). In this case the internal heuristic assigns
the task to Crewmember 2.
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Figure 6.35: Scheduling Job 9 Using SELECT CREW
Choosing the AUTO CREW SELECT option from the AUTOPLAN menu will have the
same effect as the SELECT CREW option, but then after every subsequent job is selected for
scheduling, the crewmember will automatically be assigned. By selecting both the AUTO
CREW SELECT option and the AUTO JOB SELECT option, MFIVE will autonomously
attempt to plan out the entire remaining flight plan. If a situation is reached where some job
cannot possibly be scheduled, it will be skipped and another job will be selected for
scheduling.
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62.4 Jobs Reauirine Multiole Crewmembers
Jobs requiring multiple crewmembers can be scheduled in a manner similar to that for
single crewmember jobs. For manual scheduling, after the user has slid into place the
rectangle for one of the crewmembers, MFIVE will generate striped rectangles for each of the
other crewmembers which are eligible to perform the job at the same start time (Figure 6.36).
The user then clicks on these rectangles until the required number are selected. (If the required
number is exactly equal to the number of crewmembers available, then MFIVE will
automatically perform the selection.) Resource usage is taken to extend over the period
covered by the crewmember taking the longest to perform the job.
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Figure 6.36: Manually Scheduling a Job Requiring 3 Crewmembers
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The job can be assigned to a group of crewmembers at their mutually earliest start time by
successively clicking on the numbers of those crewmembers. Alternatively, SELECT CREW
and AUTO CREW SELECT options can also be used to allow MFIVE to autonomously
choose crewmembers and time slots for the task.
6.2.5 .lobs Requiring No Crewmembers
MFIVE is capable of scheduling jobs which do not require any crewmembers. For
example, during a materials processing experiment, one step (job) might require that a sample
be heated for several hours, without any crewmember supervision necessary. The scheduling
bar, labelled CO on the scheduling worksheet, is for scheduling and displaying these jobs. If
such a job is selected for scheduling, a rectangle whose width corresponds to the length of the
job will appear to the right of the scheduling bar. The job can then be scheduled by manually
moving this rectangle to the desired start time, by clicking on CO, or by using the SELECT
CREW or AUTO CREW SELECT option. It should be noted that while it is impossible for a
crewmember to do more than one job at any given time, it is possible for several jobs which do
not require any crewmembers to occur simultaneously. If the user clicks on a grey rectangle
on the CO scheduling bar, a window will pop up displaying the names of all the jobs occurring
at that time.
6.2.6 Schedule Improvement by Iteration
By selecting the COMPLETE SCHEDULE option from the AUTOPLAN menu, the user
can begin an iterative search for an optimized schedule (see Section 5.2.4). The parameters for
the search are set by selecting the SET SEARCH PARAMETERS menu on the AUTOPLAN
menu (Figure 6.37). This will allow the user to specify whether or not the sampling method
(randomization of priorities) is used for job ordering (Section 5.2.4.2). It is also possible to
specify limits on the amount of time allowed for the search, and to designate the optimality
criteria used for determining better schedules. The scheduler always tries to maximize the sum
of the priorities of the jobs which are successfully scheduled (see Section 6.2.5). However,
among schedules with equal priorities (such as all schedules which are successful in
scheduling all the jobs), the user can either set the scheduler to minimize the completion time of
the final job in the schedule, or to minimize the average completion time of the jobs.
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Figure 6.37: Setting the Search Parameters
The SET PARAMETERS form also allows the user to specify the number of trials and the
number of iterations per trial. Multiple trials of the same algorithm may yield different results
because the algorithms employ some degree of randomness in moving from iteration to
iteration, as discussed in Section 5.2.4.1. At the completion of the search, MFIVE will
present the user with the best solution found from among all the trials attempted.
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6.2.7 Job Priorities
The CONSTRAINTS menu, Figure 6.38, allows the user to define job priorities, and add
time constraints (such as earliest start time and precedence constraints) and target constraints.
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Figure 6.38: Selecting PRIORITY LEVELS from the CONSTRAINTS Menu
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Selecting PRIORITY LEVELS from the CONSTRAINTS menu gives the user a window
(Figure 6.39) containing the relative priorities of each of the jobs. Initially, each job has a
priority of 1, but the user can replace this with a higher value to indicate an increased
importance for the job, or with a lower value, to indicate a decreased importance. The sum of
the priorities of the jobs scheduled (in a partial schedule) is indicated following the letters "PF
" on the same line as the start and end dates of the flight plan.
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Figure 6.39: The Job Priorities Window
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6.2.8 Time Constraints
Choosing the TIME CONSTRAINTS option from the CONSTRAINTS menu gives the
user a window in which time constraints can be added and modified (Figure 6.40). Listed in
the first four columns of this window are the names of the jobs, their earliest start times (EST),
latest start times (LST), and latest end times (LET). For example, in Figure 6.40 it can be seen
that for the job BULK CRYSTAL, its earliest start time is at the start of the flight plan (i.e.,
zero days, zero hours and zero minutes). For this same job, the latest start time is at 11 hours
and 17 minutes into the flight plan, and the latest end time is at exactly 15 hours into the flight
plan.
MFIVE Stop
Figure 6.40: The Time Constraints Window
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Data can be revised by clicking on an item. For example, in Figure 6.41, the latest end
time for ALLOY SOLIDIFICATION has been selected for revision. Here a new constraint is
added, rr.:.ing the latest end time of this job to be 0 days, 12 hours, and 25 minutes into the
flight plan. In Figure 6.42, the user has clicked on the job ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR (note
also that the previous revision to ALLOY SOLIDIFICATION has been entered into the table).
MFIUE Stop
Figure 6.41: Modifying the Latest End Time of ALLOY SOLIDIFICATION
By clicking on ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR, the last four columns of the table get filled in,
expressing time constraints which relate the other jobs to ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR (the first
two columns of the table in Figure 6.42 have been scrolled off the screen). The fifth column,
labelled AMIN, contains the minimum amount of time separating the start times of each of the
jobs from the start time of ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR. For example, we see that the job
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BULK CRYSTAL could start at most 0 days, 8 hours and 0 minutes before (as indicated by
the negative sign) ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR. This would occur if BULK CRYSTAL were
scheduled to start at the beginning of the flight plan and ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR were
scheduled to start at its latest possible start time, 0/8:00.
MFIUE Stop
Figure 6.42: Time Constraints Relative to ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR
The sixth column, labelled AMAX, contains the maximum difference in start time between
each of the jobs and ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR. For example, we see that the job BULK
CRYSTAL can start at most 11 hours and 17 minutes after ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR. This
would occur if ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR were scheduled to start at the beginning of the flight
plan, and BULK CRYSTAL were scheduled to start at its latest possible start time, 0/11:17.
Both AMIN and AMAX constraints can be modified by clicking on the appropriate entry.
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The seventh column, labelled PREC, contains precedence constraints between each of the
jobs and ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR. Figure 6.43 shows the process of adding a precedence
constraint. The user has clicked on the space for a CRITICAL POINT PHENOMENA
precedence constraint, and the system has responded with a window asking the user if
CRITICAL POINT PHENOMENA should occur either before or after ACOUSTIC
LEVITATOR. Figure 6.44 shows the result of selecting BEFORE. In addition to including
the word BEFORE in the PREC column, it can be seen in Figure 6.44 that the latest end time
of CRITICAL POINT PHENOMENA has been changed to 0/8:00, which is the latest start
time of ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR. The latest start time for CRITICAL POINT
PHENOMENA has also been similarly reduced.
MFIUE Stop
Figure 6.43: Requiring CRITICAL POINT PHENOMENA
to Start Before ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR
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Figure 6.44: Results of Requiring CRITICAL
to Start Before ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR
POINT PHENOMENA
In general, the addition of any new constraint into the constraint table can cause
propagation of changes effecting any of the other items in the table. The scheduler utilizes
algorithms which make maximum possible inference during constraint propagation. These
algorithms are fully discussed in Section 4.2.
The eighth column of the constraint table contains the concurrence constraints. Clicking
on the space for a concurrence constraint allows the user to require the start times of any two
jobs to be the same.
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The system will not permit the user to enter mutually contradictory constraints. For
example, after telling the system that CRITICAL POINT PHENOMENA is before
ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR, one could not enter a concurrence constraint between those two
jobs. It can also be seen that earliest start time and AMIN values must always increase, while
latest start time, latest end time and AMAX values must always decrease, if constraint
contradiction is to be avoided.
At present, there is no way for a user to delete a previously added constraint, other than to
restart the scheduling of the flight plan. Providing this option is difficult because removing a
constraint would in addition involve removing all of the inferences made from that constraint.
In order to implement this capability, one would have to explicitly keep track of each time
constraint as it is entered. An interface would also have to be provided to allow the user with a
method of revising or deleting the constraints. Because any one constraint can effect the entire
constraint table, there is no way to remove its effects other than by effectively restarting the
constraint propagation (as is possible, using the RESTART SCHEDULE option from the
AUTOPLAN menu, Figure 6.31). Beginning with a table not containing any time constraints,
one would then have to re-apply each of the constraints.
6.2.9 Target Constraints
In actual operation, target constraints (i.e., time windows during which a task can or
cannot be performed) can be specified by the satisfaction of a large number of varied
functions, such as meeting a desired set of orbital parameters. While explicitly modeling each
possible source of target constraints is an interesting problem which will have to be addressed
in a fully operational system, it is not crucial to the scheduler's operation. From the point of
view of the scheduler, it is only the final time windows which are relevant, and not the
functions which produce them.
Selecting the TARGETS option from the CONSTRAINTS menu allows the user to
specify windows during which performance of a job is not feasible. The user is first given a
listing of jobs to select from (Figure 6.45). After selecting a job, a box appears (Figure 6.46)
allowing the user to add, modify, or delete windows during which the job cannot be
performed. (Those jobs with an asterisk have already been scheduled.) Figure 6.46 shows,
for the job AUTOIGNITION FURNACE, its earliest start time, latest start time, latest end
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time, and two windows during which it has been specified as infeasible. Clicking on the
number of a window will allow the user to delete it. Window start or end times can be revised
by clicking on them. Scrolling the information to the bottom will allow the user to add
additional windows. After closing this box (by clicking on "done") and selecting
AUTOIGNITION FURNACE for scheduling (Figure 6.47), it can be seen that the infeasible
windows have been blacked out, and the job therefore cannot be scheduled during these
periods.
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Figure 6.45: Selecting a Job for Setting Target Constraints
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Figure 6.46: Target Constraints for AUTOIGNITION FURNACE
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6.2.10 Dynamic Rescheduling
Dynamic rescheduling allows the user to perform manual intervention in fixing jobs within
a schedule, and to edit and revise previously determined schedules. The MOUSE MODE
menu (Figure 6.48) contains several options for modifying a schedule. When a job is
scheduled, its start time and crew assignment are designated as either "fixed" or "free." The
start time is designated as fixed if it is explicitly specified by the person performing the
scheduling. The start time is designated as free if it is chosen by MFIVE (for example, by
using the AUTO CREW SELECT option). Similarly, the crew assignment of a job is said to
be fixed if it was explicitly specified, and free if it was chosen by MFIVE. With the mouse
mode set to the IDENTIFY JOB setting, clicking the mouse on the gray rectangle
corresponding to a job displays a window (Figure 6.22) giving the job's name, and whether
its start time and crew assignment are free or fixed.
MFIVE has facilities for allowing the user to modify the fixed or free status of a job. This
is important because when a user has specified a partial schedule, the COMPLETE
SCHEDULE option from the autoplan menu (see Section 6.2.4) can be used in order to let
MFIVE complete the scheduling process. Using the COMPLETE SCHEDULE option will not
alter start times or crewmembers assignments if they are fixed. Any start times or
crewmember assignments which are free, however, are subject to modification during the
search for a better schedule.
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The MOUSE MODE menu includes options for using the mouse to set crewmember
assignment and the start time to either the fixed or free state. In addition, by pulling down the
RESCHEDULE NUMERICALLY option and then clicking on a job, the user is presented
with a form (Figure 6.49) which allows the job's assignment and start time to be explicitly
modified. Using this form, the user can change the start time and set whether it is fixed or
free. It is also possible to change the crewmembers who are assigned to the job, or to
unschedule the job completely.
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6.2.11 Suigestions For Future Development
Operational experience with the scheduler has indicated many areas in which
improvements could be implemented. One major problem with the present scheduler
implementation is the limitation caused by keeping the primary database separate from the
scheduler itself. To an extent, it is rather arbitrary that requirements relating to resource
constraints are specified in the data base management system, which those relating to time
constraints are specified in the scheduler. The primary distinction between these types of
constraints is that resource characteristics relate to individual jobs, whereas time constraints
relate how jobs interact within the context of a specific flight plan. As a consequence of this
separation between the data base management system and the scheduler, there is no way in
which job characteristics (such as performance time or resource requirements) can be changed
once the user has entered the scheduler. It is also not possible to add new jobs to a flight plan
once it has been sent to the scheduler. The only way to accomplish any of these functions is to
go back to the data base managment system, modify the appropriate job information form, and
then branch back to the scheduler. Scheduling must then be restarted, and all time and target
constraints must be reentered. As was pointed out in Section 6.2.8, there is at present no
method for reapplying (or editing) a previously entered set of time constraints, other than
respecifying them one by one. An interface which could perform this function would be
difficult to build, but would prove very helpful to the scheduling process.
The inability to change job data inside the scheduler is a drawback because experience
shows that the process of scheduling is inherently tied to the process of manifesting (defining
job attributes and selecting a group of mutually compatible jobs to be scheduled together). In
the real world, typical experience shows that defining a schedule is an iterative process where
one choses a set of jobs which one hopes will schedule together. One then attempts
scheduling, but may find that some jobs are completely incompatible with others (MFIVE may
be very efficient at finding good schedules when they exist, but it is only as good as the data it
is fed). This is dealt with by either removing some of the incompatible jobs, by changing their
characteristics, or by relaxing some constraints so that they might be made schedulable. For
example, a mission planner might go to a scientist planning an experiment and ask (or demand)
that it be shortened by ten minutes to allow for the accomplishing of other mission priorities.
Another possible scenario would be to decide to delay some experiment to a later mission.
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Alternatively, preliminary scheduling runs might indicate that large gaps of free time exist
in crewmember schedules, and therefore it woultd be advisable to add additional experiments.
Several complications would be imposed in trying to provide a capability to interactively
schedule and alter the basic job data. During scheduler operation, many inferences are made
from the job data (e.g., in the course of constraint propagation), which would have to be
revised if the job data were changed. As explained in Section 6.2.8, a large amount of
computation may be necessary in order to regenerate these inferences. A change to the job data
could also cause infeasibilities to occur. For example, increasing the length of a job could
cause it to become too long to fit within its feasible time window.
As was also mentioned in Section 6.2.8, it would be helpful if there were a method to edit
or remove time constraints which have been added to a schedule. Providing a good interface
for doing this would involve a large programming effort.
Another area of scheduler operation which could significantly benefit from improvement is
the use and modelling of resource constraints. The present implementation of MFIVE only
accommodates four linear, non-time varying resources, and the audio/vibration constraint. As
described in Section 3.3.1, the real space station environment contains numerous other types
of constraints, such as nonlinear constraints, jobs with time varying resource usages, time
varying resource limits, resource limits which are a function of when jobs are scheduled, and
non-renewable resources. None of these constraint types should present any fundamental
difficulties to the scheduler, but providing an interface to allow a user to create and enter these
types of constraints is a significant programming problem. More complicated resource
constraints will also slow scheduler operation.
MFIVE operation showed the need for several types of constraints which were initially
unanticipated. A concurrence constraint can be used to require the simultaneous execution of
two jobs, but there is no type of constraint which will expressly prohibit simultaneous
execution. One can specify that one job must precede another job or that it must follow
another job, but there is no way to require that it either precede or follow. Another type of
constraint which is needed would be to require that the crewmembers which are assigned to
accomplish one job must also be assigned to another job. For example, one should be able to
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specify that those crewmembers which perform the EVA prebreathe also perform the EVA.
An additional class of constraints which would be useful are "optional" time constraints. An
example of this type of constraint would be to say "if there is going to be an exercise period,
then it must be at least 90 minutes before dinner." The current version of MFIVE only allows
"hard" constraints of the type "the exercise period must be at least 90 minutes before dinner."
There are several features that will be necessary for real time scheduler operation, but
which are not yet implemented. For example, after generating and attempting to implement a
schedule, it will be necessary to advise the system of those jobs which were successfully
completed and those which were not, and might therefore require rescheduling later. If some
job takes longer than expected, it might be necessary to start other jobs later than anticipated.
There should be a capability to advise the system of this and easily see what impact this will
have on the schedule (e.g. whether it will cause other jobs to become infeasible, or whether it
might be advisable to alter the scheduling of other jobs).
In general, one should be able to ask the scheduler what the effect of a change will be.
Continuing the above example, suppose it appears that a job will take longer than expected and
therefore cause some other job to be started later or even not performed at all. One should be
able to ask MFIVE to compare the relative qualities of schedules in which the job is allowed to
run overtime (thus impacting other jobs) and schedules where the job is terminated
uncompleted, returning to the baseline schedule. Another type of choice which the scheduler
might be asked to make is to compute what penalty in schedule quality would be incurred by
requiring a job to start at a specific time, as opposed to allowing MFIVE to autonomously
decide what starting time is best. A useful capability would be to have the MFIVE insert a job
into a schedule, making the necessary adjustments on other jobs but keeping these adjustments
as small as possible. It would also be helpful to be able to move a group of jobs en masse to
another time in the schedule. Providing sophisticated options such as these will be quite
computationally intensive, and will probably have to await scheduler implementations in faster
computer languages and on faster computers.
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6.3 The Tool Searcher
Activating the search button on the Tool Information Form (Figure 6.14) will initiate a
search for a missing tool. Figures 6.50 and 6.51 shows the results of performing a search for
the Cable. The default locations are shown, which indicate where the tool should be found.
After the default locations is a ranked listing of likely places to look for the tool.
Compartments are ranked based on numerous factors such as compartment size (in relation to
the tool's size), where the tool was last used, the pathway from where the tool was last used to
where the too! belongs, and where the tool has historically been found. Also given is the name
of the crewmember who last used the tool. In his Masters thesis, Kranzler discusses in greater
depth the working and implementation of the tool searcher [Kranzler, 1986].
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Figure 6.50: Results of Performing a Search for the CABLE
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The form presented in Figure 6.50 ask the user whether or not the tool was successfully
found. If it was, then the user is asked to identify the compartment in which it was found
(Figure 6.52). The searcher then notes this information and increases the ranking of that
compartment in subsequent searches for the tool.
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It should be noted that the present implementation of the tool searcher contains many
features which are simulated. It is envisioned that eventually scheduling infomation produced
by the scheduler would be accessible to the searcher, so that it could get factual infomation
about where and by whom jobs were performed. In order to implement this, it will be
necessary to add an interface to the Job Information Form specifying where each job is
performed. It will also be necessary to add a feature to the scheduler so that a user can give
feedback as to when and if a proposed schedule was actually carried out.
The tool searcher also assumes that the space station has a configuration which is
essentially hard-wired into MFIVE. There is at present no facility for a user to add or delete
modules, or to specify the connectivity of the modules.
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Section 7: Conclusions and Recommendations
Crew activity planning is a complex problem whose solution will be critical to permit
efficient space station operation in the 1990's. The methodologies developed in this thesis will
hopefully contribute towards that goal. A technique has been described for propagating complex
sets of time constraints to make inferences about feasible windows for the scheduling of jobs
which compete for limited resources and crewmember availability. The model developed can
accommodate time constraints which relate to fixed points in time, such as earliest start time
constraints, latest start time constraints, and latest end time constraints, as well as constraints
which relate jobs to other jobs in a schedule, such as precedence constraints, concurrence
constraints, and constraints specifing maximum and minimum time intervals between the start
times of different jobs. The model can also accommodate uncertainties in the durations of jobs.
A simple example would be if there were a constraint requiring Job B to start at most 5 hours
after Job A, a constraint requiring Job C to start at most 3 hours after Job B, and a final
constraint specifying that the latest start time of Job A was at 2:00 a.m. One could then make the
inference that Job C could start no later than 10:00 a.m.
In practice, when there are a large number of these different constraints present,
cross-relating a large number of jobs, the problem of making inferences of this type is not so
trivial. The standard critical path method deals with jobs of known duration in scenarios usually
involving only precedence constraints. This thesis (Section 4.2) shows how the information
contained in the wide variety of constraints described above can be used to form a shortest path
problem, which can be solved to make maximum possible inference to narrow down the feasible
time window for each job. This information makes substantial headway in reducing the
complexity of the entire scheduling problem being solved. It is particularly valuable in scenarios
where a person is interactively scheduling jobs on a computer; it is possible to visually show the
person performing the scheduling the time window in which the job can be scheduled, while still
permitting sufficient room for all the other jobs which are related to it by time constraints.
While it is desirable to give human schedulers as much freedom and flexibility as possible
while performing the scheduling process, the problem of efficiently scheduling hundreds of
complex tasks is too difficult and complicated to be done in a reasonable amount of time solely by
human operators. Even with the best computational tools, which can propagate time constraints
(as described above) and show a human scheduler feasible time windows and resource conflicts,
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the problem is still too difficult. An ideal means of operation would be for a human operator to
specify initial preferences, and then let a computer autonomously plan out the rest of a schedule.
The human operator could then interactively edit the computer generated schedule and make any
desired changes. In this way, full use would be made of the computer's ability to process large
quantities of numerical data in order to find an "optimal" solution, making best use of
crewmember time and space station resources.
In order to facilitate autonomous computer solution of scheduling problems, a new technique
was developed in this thesis, known as "the iterative algorithm," (Section 5.2.4) for finding good
solutions to the crew activity planning problem. This algorithm is a dispatching algorithm which
selects jobs for scheduling one at a time, in order of decreasing priority, after which they are
added to a partial schedule. After each attempt at scheduling the jobs, the iterative algorithm
attempts to identify the jobs which are causing difficulties in producing a better schedule. The
priorities of these jobs are then increased so that they are scheduled earlier on the next iteration of
the algorithm.
A number of heuristic rules were also used to determine the relative priorities of the jobs, and
the relative performances of each of these rules were then evaluated on several test problems.
For example, a Longest Job First Heuristic would assign a priority to each job proportional to the
job's duration. The total priority for any given job could then be calculated by multiplying its
heuristic priority by its priority given through successive iterations of the iterative algorithm. A
new heuristic technique, the Maximum Compatibility Method, was developed (Section 5.1.3) for
this thesis. This technique is different than heuristics such as the Longest Job First Heuristic,
which maintain data on the relative importance of each job in the dispatched ordering. In
contrast, the Maximum Conrpatibility Method maintains data on the relative importance for each
pair of jobs to be dispatched one after the other. Schedules are then generated by dispatching
jobs in an order which will produce a large degree of compatibility between jobs which are
scheduled sequentially, thus allowing a large amount of overlap between jobs in the schedule
which is produced.
For each of the heuristics tested, two versions were tried. These two versions are named the
"deterministic version" of the heuristic and the "randomized version" of the heuristic. For
example, in the deterministic version of the Longest Job First Heuristic, jobs would be
dispatched for scheduling in order of decreasing job length. In the randomized version of the
Longest Job First Heuristic, at each stage in the scheduling process each remaining unscheduled
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job would have a probability of being dispatched which would be proportional to its length.
Longer jobs would have a greater probability of being scheduled first, but would not be
guaranteed to be scheduled first.
As described in Section 5.3, excellent results were obtained from using the iterative
algorithm. For a typical problem, direct (non-iterated) application of the heuristics produced
solutions on the order of 20% worse than the optimum solution. After performing 100 iterations
using the iterative technique, the solution could be improved to (on average) only about 7%
worse than optimum using a standard heuristic, and about 4% worse than optimum using the
Maximum Compatibility Method. This is a significant improvement.
It was also found that while the deterministic versions of an heuristic usually produced better
solutions on early iterations of the iterative algorithm, better final solutions (after 100 iterations)
were usually produced by the randomized versions of the heuristics. The randomized versions
were better able move away from local minima in the search process and thereby find better
solutions. It was thus recommended that a hybrid technique be used whereby an heuristic would
operate deterministically during early iterations, but operate in the randomized fashion during
later iterations.
One additional attribute of the iterative algorithm is its ability to operate on problems in which
the direct (non-iterated) heuristic would fail completely. For problems in which there are many
complicated time and resource constraints, dispatching the jobs in the ordering indicated by a
heuristic such as the Longest Job First Heuristic might lead to a situation where some of the jobs
cannot be feasibly accommodated into the schedule. The iterative algorithm will search for new
orderings which accommodate more and more of the jobs into the schedule.
In order to demonstrate the propagation of time constraints and the iterative algorithm, an
interactive computer scheduling tool, known as the MFIVE Crew Activity Planner, was
developed (Section 6). MFIVE provides a convenient and user friendly interface for building,
solving, and displaying scheduling problems, as well as for investigating the features which will
be necessary to eventually provide a real-time scheduler for use on a space station.
Research into the iterative algorithm would greatly benefit from the testing of larger, more
complex problems than was performed for this thesis. The current version of MFIVE cannot
accommodate problems with more than about 100 jobs. This limit is placed both by the amount
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of memory available and the speed of the Macintosh computer. For a typical problem with 20
jobs, it takes MFIVE about 5 seconds to add each job to a schedule. This includes choosing the
job, applying the pertinent time and target constraints, finding the best place to insert it into the
schedule, inserting the job into the schedule, propagating the effects of the job on other jobs, and
updating the screen. This translates to about 100 seconds for a single iteration of the iterative
algorithm. This is much slower than is desired. A speed gain of perhaps a hundredfold could be
achieved by using a faster, compiled, computer language. Additional speed enhancement will
also be possible by using faster computers. No extreme attempt has been made to streamline the
computer programs to find the most efficient data structures and means of implementation, and
there is no doubt that further gains in speed are also achievable in this area.
A next generation version of MFIVE (MSIX?) should be able to incorporate many types of
capabilities not present in the current version. As discussed in Section 6.2.11, this would
include the ability to model more complex resource constraints and perform more sophisticated
interactive editing during schedule construction.
In summarizing, it is believed that the techniques and results generated in this thesis will
prove useful in the ultimate development of a system for performing space station crew activity
planning. With the ability to generate efficient schedules either autonomously or interactively,
such a system will enhance space productivity and enhance crewmember morale, to thereby allow
crewmembers to make maximum use of the space environment for performing mission-oriented
activities.
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Appendix A: Test Scheduling Problems
The following problems were used to test the algorithms described in Section 5. The first
eight problems are all of the type known as resource constrained multi-project scheduling (see
Section 4.3.1), and are all taken from previous studies of these problems. They are used to
provide a comparison to previously published results. The rest of the problems are constructed
to demonstrate algorithmic performance on problems containing constraints beyond the
framework of traditional resource constrained multi-project scheduling.
Included in the description of each problem is a complete listing of each problem data
including job parameters such as duration, resource usage, and time and target constraints. When
crewmembers have different performance times for a job, each of these performance times is
listed (note: resource constrained multi-project scheduling problems do not involve
crewmembers, and therefore no individual performance times are given).
A.1 Summary Parameters
Following the statement of each problem is a listing of summary parameters which are
computed from the problem data and which may be useful in describing problem complexity. All
of these parameters are all taken from [Patterson, 1976], although some have been modified to
encompass the more general format of the crew activity planning problem. Some of these were
initially described in [Johnson, 1967; Pascoe, 1965; Davis, 1969; and Davis, 1973b]. The
interested reader should refer to [Patterson, 1976] for further explanation of the importance of
these parameters. These parameters are described as follows:
Number of Projects This is the number of subsets of the jobs which contain no
interrelating time constraints, i.e., a job is in a given project if,
and only if, there is another job in that project to which it is
related by a time constraint.
Number of Nodes This is the total number of jobs. For problems taken from the
resource constrained multi-project scheduling literature,
dummy nodes (of 0 activity duration) have been included
denoting the start and end of the scheduling interval.
Number of Arcs This is the total number of non-redundant time constraints
relating the jobs. Again, to maintain continuity with the
resource constrained multi-project scheduling literature,
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Total Activity Density
Average Activity Density
Complexity
Activity Duration, dj
dummy arcs have been included in these problems to denote
precedence between jobs and the start and beginning of the
scheduling interval.
For each activity j, compute Tj, which is defined as
Tj = Max {0O, Number of activities preceding activity j -
Number of activities succeeding activity j}.
Total Activity Density = T
J
(Total Activity Density) + Number of Nodes
Number of Arcs + Number of Nodes
This is the time taken to complete Job j. For jobs in which
different crewmembers have different performance times, dj is
the performance time of the crewmember which can complete
it fastest. In the case of jobs which require several
crewmembers, dj is performance time of the subset of
crewmembers which can complete it fastest
Sum of Activity Durations = dj
Average Activity Duration = (X dj) + Number of Nodes
J
(dj - Average Activity Duration)2I
Variance =
Critical Path Length, CPp
Total Slack (Float) of Job j, TFj
Number of Nodes - 1
Maximum = Max {dj }
J
For each project p, the critical path length CPp can be
computed, as described in Section 4.2. The sum, average,
and variance of the critical path lengths can then be computed
in the same manner as they were for Activity Duration. For
problems containing only one project, only the length of that
single critical path is presented.
Maximum Critical Path Length CPmax = Max {CPp}
P
Subsequent to critical path analysis, the Total Slack of Job j is
defined as the difference between the job's latest start time and
its earliest start time based on a schedule which completes
each project within its critical path duration, ignoring all
resource constraints. For example, all jobs which are part of a
project's critical path have zero Total Float.
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Total Slack = X TF
J
# of Activities With Positive Slack = { 1 if TFj > 0}J {0ifTF = 0}
Average Total Slack Per Activity = Total Slack
Number of Nodes
Project Density - Total = dj
j
Total Slack Ratio = (X TFj) + CPmax
J
Average Slack Ratio = Average Total Slack + CPmax
Free Slack (Float) of Job j, FFj The Free Slack of a job is defined as the difference between
the latest and earliest start time of each job, given that any jobs
which follow it start at their earliest possible start time. The
Free Slack of a job is alway less than or equal to the Total
Slack.
Total Free Slack = X FFj
# of Activities With Positive Free Slack = X { 1 if FFj > 0}f {OifFFj = 0
Average Free Slack Per Activity = _Total Free Slack
Number of Nodes
Project Density - Free = dj
JI + 3+ IFF
Percent of Demand, PCTRk This is the percent of jobs which require positive amounts of
Resource k. Let the amount of Resource k used by Job j be
denoted as rjk, and the resource limit of Resource k be Rk.
S{1 ifrjk > 0}
PCTRk = JO {0if rjk = 0}
Number of Nodes
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Utilization of Resource k, UTILk rjk ' d
UTILk =
Rk CPmax
Avg Qty When Demanded, DMNDk Th;s is the average of Resource k demanded when it is
required by an activity.
S'rjk
DMNDk=
S{1 ifrjk >0}
J {0 ifrjk = 0}
Resource Constrainedness = DMNDk + Rk
Resource Constrainedness Over Time, TCONk
X rjk dj
TCONk = J
Rk.CPmax {l ifrjk > 0O
{0 ifrjk = 0}
Resource Constrainedness (using All Activities as a base), ACONk
rjk
ACONk = J
Rk - Number of Nodes
Obstruction Factor, OFACTk The Obstruction Factor of Resource k is defined as
"Excess" Resource Requirementk
OFACTk =
Resource Work Contentk
In order to compute the Excess Resource Requirement of
Resource k it is first necessary to generate a schedule where
each job is scheduled at its earliest possible start time
(ignoring any resource limits). The Excess Resource
Requirement of Resource k is then defined as:
, max {0, (Demand For Resource k) - Rk)
where the demand for Resource k is based on this all early
start schedule.
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The Resource Work Content of Resource k is = . rjk dj
Underutilization Factor, UFACTk
UFACTk =
I max {0O, Rk - Demandkl
Resource Work Contentk
Where the demand for Resource k is based on an all early start
schedule (See Obstruction Factor, above).
Excess Demand Time Periods, NOVERk This parameter describes the total amount of time for
which the demand for Resource k exceeds the
availability of Resource k, based on an all early start
schedule.
NOVERk
{ 1 if Demandk > Rk}
1 {0 if Demandk < Rk}
Time Underutilization, NUNDERk This parameter describes the total amount of time for
which the availability of Resource k exceeds or
equals the availability of Resource k, based on an all
early start schedule.
NUNDERk =
{1 if Rk 2 Demandk)
{0 if Rk <Demandk}
After the listing of summary parameters is a description of an optimal (or best known)
solution to the problem, based upon the criteria of minimizing the completion time of the last job.
Finally, results from the testing of the various algorithms are presented, along with graphs
showing comparisons between the performances of the ten heuristics (and their randomized
versions), on that particular problem (see Section 5.2). Comparison of results between the
different problems were presented in Section 5.3.
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A.2 Test Problems 1 and 2
These problems are from [Mandeville, 1965] and were used by [Davis, 1969, p. 198].
These two single-resource problems are identical except for different usages of the resource by
the jobs and a different resource usage limit.
Table A.1: Problem Data for Problems 1 and 2
Job Duration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Resource Usage
(Problem 1)
Resource Usage
(Problem 2)
3
3
1
2
2
3
3
Resource Limit, Problem 1 = 5
Resource Limit, Problem 2 = 4
The following graph shows the precedence relations between the jobs. Nodes S and T are
dummy nodes denoting the start and end of the schedule.
Figure A.1: Precedence Network, Problems 1 and 2
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Problems I and 2: Summary Statistics
NUMBER OF PROJECTS
NUMBER OF NODES
NUMBER OF ARCS
TOTAL ACTIVITY DENSITY
AVERAGE ACTIVITY DENSITY
COMPLEXITY
-1
* 9 INCLUDING 2 DUMMY NODES
= 11 INCLUDING 6 DUMMY ARCS
-5
- 0.56
- 1.22
STATISTICS RELATING TO TIME CONSTRAINTS AND ACTIVITY DURATIONS
ACTIVITY DURATION
CRITICAL PATH LENGTH
Sum = 17
Average - 1.89
Variance = 0.72
Maximum - 3
Sum = 8
ACTIVITY SLACK Total Slack -
# Of Activities With Positive Slack =
Average Slack Per Activity =
Project Density - Total =
Total Slack Ratio -
Average Slack Ratio =
12
4 (44.447.)
1.33
0.59
1.50
0.17
FREE SLACK Total = 8
# Of Activities With Positive Free Slack - 3 (33.33%)
Average Free Slack Per Activity - 0.89
Project Density - Free = 0.68
STATISTICS RELATING TO THE RESOURCES
Crew Resource?
Audio/Vibration Resource?
Number Of Other Resources
NO
NO
=1
PROBLEM 1
PERCENT OF DEMAND
RESOURCE UTILIZATION
AVG QTY WHEN DEMANDED
RESOURCE CONSTRAINEDNESS
Resource 1 = 0.78
Resource 1 = 1.00
Resource 1 = 2.43
Resource 1 = 0.49
RES CONSTRAINEDNESS OVER TIME Resource 1 = 0.14
RES CONSTR (ALL ACTIVITIES)
OBSTRUCTION FACTOR
UNDERUTILIZATION FACTOR
EXCESS DEMAND TIME PERIODS
TIME UNDERUTILIZATION
Resource 1 = 0.38
Resource 1 = 0.1500
Resource 1 = 0.1500
Resource 1 = 5.00
Resource 1 - 3.00
Resource 1 = 0.78
Resource 1 = 1.00
Resource 1 = 2.00
Resource 1 = 0.50
Resource I = 0.14
Resource 1 = 0.39
Resource 1 = 0.1875
Resource 1 = 0.1875
Resource 1 = 5.00
Resource 1 = 3.00
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PROBLEM 2
Table A.2: Optimal Solution. Problems 1 and 2
The following solution of duration 8 is optimal for both Problem 1 and Problem 2.
Start Time
0
0
5
6
3
5
3
End Time
3
3
6
8
5
8
6
For Problem 1, this produces a schedule with a constant resource usage of 5.
For Problem 2, this produces a schedule with a constant resource usage of 4.
Job ordering to dispatcher which produces optimal schedule = 2, 5, 1, 3, 4, 6, 7.
ResWts
Table A.3: Oualitv of Initial Solutions. Problems 1 and 2
Heuristic Deterministic Initial
Solution
1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
9 MCM
10 CCM
Average
11
8
8
8
8
11
8
9
9
9
8.9
Randomized Initial
Solution (Average)
Problem I Problem 2
10.83
10.04
10.70
9.37
9.36
10.78
10.51
10.41
10.28
10.00
10.23
10.80
10.46
11.04
9.78
9.27
10.81
10.85
10.88
9.91
10.14
10.39
Standard Deviation in
Rand. Initial Solution
Problem 1 Problem 2
1.631
1.536
1.646
1.629
1.453
1.706
1.769
1.828
1.839
1.811
1.675
1.738
1.694
1.749
1.604
1.355
1.419
1.492
1.627
1.668
1.625
1.602
The randomized initial solutions are based on the average of 100 single iteration scheduling
attempts. Figures A.2 and A.3 show graphical comparisons of the deterministic initial solution
and the average randomized initial solution. For this problem, the number of possible
alternatives for selecting job ordering was small (182), so that it was possible to form schedules
with each of these alternatives and thus actually compute the true value for the expected
randomized initial solution using Heuristic 6. For both Problems 1 and 2, this expected value
turned out to be equal to 10.712 (with a standard deviation of 1.686). This is close to the values
actually obtained.
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Figure A.2: Initial Solutions, Problem 1
I Initial (Det)
M Init Avg (Rand)
SJF LJF MSLK GFD GfR JER LFT EST MCM CCM Average
Heuristic
Figure A.3: Initial Solutions, Problem 2
MSLK GVD JER LFT EST MCM CCM Average
Heuristic
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Table A.4: Average Number of Iterations to Optimal Solution. Problems 1 and 2
Problem 1 (See Figure A.4)
Heuristic Deterministic
1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
9 MCM
10 CCM
Average
3.333
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
2.000
1.000
2.000
8.667
10.333
3.133
Randomized
6.000
5.000
5.667
1.000
2.333
5.667
2.667
3.667
5.667
3.000
4.067
Problem 2 (See Figure A.5)
Detenninistic
3.333
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
2.000
1.000
2.000
14.667
9.333
3.633
Randomized
1.667
3.667
3.333
2.000
1.667
3.000
4.000
2.667
3.333
3.000
2.833
The above data is averaged over 3 scheduling attempts for each heuristic. From these results
it is seen that (with the exceptions of Heuristics 9 and 10) it is usually better to use the
deterministic algorithm than the randomized one (for this problem). This is not unexpected with
a problem that is this trivial, because while the deterministic search moves directly towards the
optimum, the randomized search tends to get sidetracked. For this particular problem, Heuristics
9 and 10 send the algorithm searching very strongly in the wrong direction. Hence it is desirable
that the algorithm gets sidetracked by the randomization (i.e.,there is a probability that the
algorithm will look in a directions other than the one indicated by the deterministic heuristic).
Figure A.4: Iterations to Optimum, Problem 1
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Figure A.5: Iterations to Optimum, Problem 2
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A.3 Test Problem 3
This problem is from [Brand, Shaffer, and Meyer, 1964] and was used by [Davis, 1969, p.
199].
Table A5: Problem Data for Problem 3
Job Duration Resource Usage
(Resource 1)
1
0
0
Resource Usage
(Resource 2)
0
Resource Usage
Resource 3
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
Resource Limits
The following graph shows the precedence relations between the jobs.
dummy nodes denoting the start and end of the schedule.
Nodes S and T are
Figure A.6: Precedence Network, Problem 3
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Problem 3: Summary Statistics
NUMBER OF PROJECTS
NUMBER OF NODES
NUMBER OF ARCS
TOTAL ACTIVITY DENSITY
AVERAGE ACTIVITY DENSITY
COMPLEXITY
* 1
- 14 INCLUDING 2 DUMMY NODES
- 20 INCLUDING 5 DUMMY ARCS
- 22
* 1.57
* 1.43
STATISTICS RELATING TO TIME CONSTRAINTS AND ACTIVITY DURATIONS
ACTIVITY DURATION
CRITICAL PATH LENGTH
Sum 1 85
Average = 6.07
Variance = 10.09
Maximum = 12
Sum • 36
ACTIVITY SLACK Total Slack = 45
# Of Activities With Positive Slack a 8 (57.14%)
Average Slack Per Activity - 3.21
Project Density - Total - 0.65
Total Slack Ratio a 1.25
Average Slack Ratio = 0.09
FREE SLACK Total a 37
# Of Activities With Positive Free Slack = 6 (42.86%)
Average Free Slack Per Activity a 2.64
Project Density - Free = 0.70
STATISTICS RELATING TO THE RESOURCES
Crew Resource?
Audio/Vibration Resource?
Number Of Other Resources
PERCENT OF DEMAND
RESOURCE UTILIZATION
AVG QTY WHEN DEMANDED
RESOURCE CONSTRAINEDNESS
NO
NO
=3
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
= 0.21
l 0.14
= 0.29
- 0.21
= 0.0051
= 0.40
- 0.42
- 0.44
= 0.42
= 0.0005
= 1.00
= 1.00
= 1.00
a 1.00
= 0.0000
Resource 1 = 0.50
Resource 2 = 1.00
Resource 3 = 0.50
AVERAGE * 0.67
VARIANCE = 0.0833
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RES CONSTRAINEDNESS OVER TIME
RES CONSTR (ALL ACTIVITIES)
OBSTRUCTION FACTOR
UNDERUTILIZATION FACTOR
EXCESS DEMAND TIME PERIODS
TIME UNDERUTILIZATION
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
TOTAL
Resource I
Resource 2
Resource 3
TOTAL
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1 =
Resource 2 =
Resource 3 =
AVERAGE =
VARIANCE =
217
0.13
0.21
0.11
0.15
0.0026
0.11
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.0004
0.1379
0.0667
0.3438
0.5483
1. 6207
1.4667
1.5938
4.6811
4.00
1.00
7.00
4.00
9.0000
32.00
35.00
29.00
32.00
9.0000
Table A.6: Ontimal Solution. Problem 3
The following solution
S Start Time
Resource 1 Levels:
Resource 2 Levels:
Resource 3 Levels:
Job ordering to dispatcher
8.
is optimal, with a duration of 39.
End Time
12
8
7
11
20
17
19
38
19
23
29
39
1 from 0 to 8; 2 from 8 to 17; 1 from 17 to 20; 0 from 20 to 39.
0 from 0 to 23; 1 from 23 to 38; 0 from 38 to 39.
0 from 0 to 8; 1 from 8 to 12; 2 from 12 to 20; 1 from 20 to 23;
0 from 23 to 29; 1 from 29 to 38; 0 from 38 to 39.
which produces optimal schedule = 2, 3, 1, 5, 4, 9, 6, 10, 7, 11, 12,
Table A.7: Oualit of Initial Solution. Problem 3
Heuristic Deterministic Initial
Solution
1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
9 MCM
10 CCM
Average
47
44
39
44
43
43
40
43
46
46
43.5
Randomized Initial
Solution (Average)
46.78
45.35
46.28
44.51
44.64
45.92
45.36
44.76
45.19
45.46
45.425
Standard Deviation in
Rand. Initial Solution
2.941
2.523
2.657
1.127
1.769
2.564
2.678
2.093
1.759
1.977
2.272
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The randomized initial solutions are based on the average of 100 single iteration scheduling
attempts. Figure A.7 shows a graphical comparison of the deterministic initial solution and the
average randomized initial solution.
Figure A.7: Initial Solutions, Problem 3
I Initia
* Init A
SJF LJF MSLK GRD GFR JEF3 LFT EST MCM CCM Average
Heuristic
Table A.8: Average Number of Iterations to Optimal Solution.Problem 3
Problem 3 (See Figure A.8)
Deterministic RandomizedHeuristic
1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
9 MCM
10 CCM
Average
9.333
6.000
1.000
5.667
3.333
4.000
4.333
10.667
9.000
5.926
13.000
17.333
8.000
9.000
11.667
8.333
5.333
10.667
8.667
10.222
The above data is averaged over 3 scheduling attempts for each heuristic. No results are
shown for Heuristic 4 because the Greatest Resource Demand Heuristic failed to converge for
this problem. This occurred because, when starting the algorithm, Jobs 1, 2, and 3 are pending.
However, Jobs 2 and 3 use no resources, so they get a zero weighting from the algorithm. As
the algorithm progresses from iteration to iteration, the priorities of Jobs 2 and 3 are increased,
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130-
125]
120
115
110
105
100
um
but their total rating remains zero, because their total rating is computed as their heuristic weight
multiplied by their priority. As a result, Jobs 2 and 3 always end up being scheduled after Job 1,
even though this may not be desirable to form an optimal schedule.
One possible way to fix this "bug" in the algorithm would be to add some small number to
the weight of each job produced by the heuristic. The iterative algorithm would thus eventually
succeed in boosting the rating of these zero weight jobs above the ratings of other jobs, if it
believes that a better solution would result.
Figure A.8: Iterations to Optimum, Problem 3
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A.4 Test Problem 4
This problem is from [Davis, 1969, p. 148].
Table A.9: Problem Data for Problem 4
Job Duration Resource Usage
(Resource 1)_
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Resource Usage
(Resource 2)
5
4
2
1
5
5
4
2
2
3
1
4
2
5
5
5
2
3
4
6
2
1
2
1
2
Resource Usage
Resource 3
2
3
2
4
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
4
2
4
4
4
3
3
6
2
1
4
1
3
2
Resource Limits
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The following graph shows the precedence relations between the jobs. Nodes S and T are
dummy nodes denoting the start and end of the schedule.
Figure A.9: Precedence Network, Problem 4
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Problem 4: Summary Statistics
NUMBER OF PROJECTS
NUMBER OF NODES
NUMBER OF ARCS
TOTAL ACTIVITY DENSITY
AVERAGE ACTIVITY DENSITY
COMPLEXITY
to 1
o 27 INCLUDING 2 DUMMY NODES
, 43 INCLUDING 5 DUMMY ARCS
' 109
,' 4.04
,, 1.59
STATISTICS RELATING TO TIME CONSTRAINTS AND ACTIVITY DURATIONS
ACTIVITY DURATION Sum - 82
Average
Variance
Maximum
CRITICAL PATH LENGTH
3.04
3.17
8
Sum = 30
ACTIVITY SLACK Total Slack
# Of Activities With Positive Slack
Average Slack Per Activity
Project Density - Total
Total Slack Ratio
Average Slack Ratio
FREE SLACK Total =
# Of Activities With Positive Free Slack =
Average Free Slack Per Activity -
Project Density - Free =
STATISTICS RELATING TO THE RESOURCES
50
16 (59.26%)
1.85
0.62
1.67
0.06
24
10 (37.04%)
0.89
0.77
Crew Resource?
Audio/Vibration Resource?
Number Of Other Resources
PERCENT OF DEMAND
RESOURCE UTILIZATION
AVG QTY WHEN DEMANDED
RESOURCE CONSTRAINEDNESS
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource I
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
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NO
NO
=3
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.0000
1.07
0.85
0.84
0.92
0.0170
2.92
3.12
3.04
3.03
0.0101
0.36
0.31
0.30
0.33
0.0011
Resource 1
RES CONSTRAINEDNESS OVER TIME Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
RES CONSTR (ALL ACTIVITIES)
OBSTRUCTION FACTOR
UNDERUTILIZATION FACTOR
EXCESS DEMAND TIME PERIODS
TIME UNDERUTILIZATION
Resource 1 I
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
TOTAL
Resource 1 m
Resource 2 -
Resource 3 -
TOTAL m
Resource 1 a
Resource 2 -
Resource 3 a
AVERAGE -
VARIANCE =
Resource 1 I
Resource 2 m
Resource 3 -
AVERAGE =
VARIANCE =
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.0000
0.34
0.29
0.28
0.30
0.0009
0.2374
0.1181
0.1067
0.4622
0.1712
0.2992
0.2925
0.7629
15.00
13.00
7.00
11.67
17.3333
15.00
17.00
23.00
18.33
17.3333
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Table A.10: Optimal Solution. Problem 4
The following solution
Job StartTime End Time
3
9
3
17
7
7
10
22
23
15
21
22
24
23
26
is optimal, with a duration of 40.
Lb Start Time End Time
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
30
23
26
33
33
35
37
39
38
33
35
26
30
37
37
38
39
40
40
Resource Level vs. Time for Optimal Solution:
Time Res.1 Res. 2 Res. 3
0 8
3
7
9
10
15
17
21
22
23
24
26
30
33
35
37
38
39
40
Job ordering to dispatcher which produces optimal schedule =
3, 5, 2, 1, 4, 11, 6, 8, 14, 18, 7, 9, 10, 15, 13, 12, 16, 19, 20, 17, 22, 21, 25, 23, 24.
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Table A.11: Oualitv of Initial Solution. Problem 4
Heuristic Deterministic Initial
Solution
SJF
LJF
MSLK
GRD
GRR
JER
LFT
EST
MCM
CCM
Average
48
46
50
47
44.6
Randomized Initial
Solution (Average)
47.32
46.45
46.09
46.56
44.56
46.58
46.27
45.88
45.04
44.9
45.965
Standard Deviation in
Rand. Initial Solution
3.026
1.438
2.534
1.451
2.056
2.178
2.315
2.290
1.766
1.895
2.146
The randomized initial solutions are based on the average of 100 single iteration scheduling
attempts. Figure A. 10 shows a graphical comparison of the deterministic initial solution and the
average randomized initial solution.
Figure A.10: Initial Solutions, Problem 4
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--
Tege Number of Iterations to Otimal Solution. Problem 4
elborP m 4 (See 
Figure A. 
)
Deterministic
*
*
50
7
18.333
13.333
*
24
42.333
26.667
Randomized
75.667
*
63.333
23
*
56
52
22.667
59.667
43.667
The above data is averaged over 3 scheduling attempts for each heuristic. No results are
shown for some of the heuristics because the iterative algorithm did not converge to optimality in
100 iterations for at least 1 of the 3 scheduling attempts.
Of the 30 deterministic scheduling attempts (10 heuristics x 3 attempts per heuristic), 23 had
converged to optimality after 50 iterations, and 26 had converged to optimality after 100 iterations.
Of the 30 randomized scheduling attempts, 18 had converged to optimality after 50 iterations,
and 28 had converged to optimality after 100 iterations.
Figure A.11: Iterations to Optimum, Problem 4
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Heuristic
1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
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10 CCM
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A.5 Test Problem 5
This problem is from [Davis, 1969, p. 200].
Table A.13: Problem Data for Problem 5
Job Duration Resource Usage
(Resource 11
Resource Usage
(Resource 2)
Resource Usage
Resource 3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Note: The resource usages and limits are exactly the same as for Problem 4. Two typographical
errors from [Davis, 1969] in the resource usages for Jobs 22 and 24 have been corrected.
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Resource Limits
The following graph shows the precedence relations between the jobs. Nodes S and T are
dummy nodes denoting the start and end of the schedule.
Figure A.12: Precedence Network, Problem 5
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Problem 5: Summary Statistics
NUMBER OF PROJECTS
NUMBER OF NODES
NUMBER OF ARCS
TOTAL ACTIVITY DENSITY
AVERAGE ACTIVITY DENSITY
COMPLEXITY
*1
* 27 INCLUDING 2 DUMMY NODES
* 38 INCLUDING 5 DUMMY ARCS
* 75
* 2.78
- 1.41
STATISTICS RELATING TO TIME CONSTRAINTS AND ACTIVITY DURATIONS
ACTIVITY DURATION Sum a
Average =
Variance w
Maximum a
CRITICAL PATH LENGTH
ACTIVITY SLACK Total Slack
# Of Activities With Positive Slack
Average Slack Per Activity
Project Density - Total
Total Slack Ratio
Average Slack Ratio
FREE SLACK Total
# Of Activities With Positive Free Slack
Average Free Slack Per Activity
Project Density - Free
STATISTICS RELATING TO THE RESOURCES
131
18 (66.67%)
4.85
0.39
3.97
0.15
31
8 (29.63%)
1.15
0.73
Crew Resource?
Audio/Vibration Resource?
Number Of Other Resources
PERCENT OF DEMAND
RESOURCE UTILIZATION
AVG QTY WHEN DEMANDED
RESOURCE CONSTRAINEDNESS
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource I
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
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85
3.15
2.06
8
Sum = 33
NO
NO
.3
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.0000
0.80
0.78
0.79
0.79
0.0001
2.92
3.12
3.04
3.03
Sn0101
= 0.29
- 0.31
= 0.30
* 0.30
- 0.0001
- 1 0%
RES CONSTRAINEDNESS OVER TIME
RES CONSTR (ALL ACTIVITIES)
OBSTRUCTION FACTOR
UNDERUTILIZATION FACTOR
EXCESS DEMAND TIME PERIODS
TIME UNDERUTILIZATION
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
TOTAL
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
TOTAL
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
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0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.0000
0.27
0.29
0.28
0.28
0.0001
0.1321
0.1313
0.1034
0.3668
0.3774
0.4054
0.3678
1.1506
11.00
11.00
7.00
9.67
5.3333
22.00
22.00
26.00
23.33
5.3333
Table A.14: Optimal Solution. Problem 5
The following solution is
Job StartTime
optimal, with a duration of 35.
12h Start Time End TimeEnd Time
6
4
3
10
14
10
11
18
16
18
18
27
22
21
20
Resource Level vs. Time for Optimal Solution:
Time Res. 1 Res. 2 Res. 3
10
8
6
9
6
9
10
10
6
7
4
7
9
8
10
8
6
3
1
0
6
9
10
10
5
6
6
6
10
7
6
7
9
9
10
8
10
3
1
0
5
5
4
10
8
8
10
8
8
6
8
9
10
8
10
9
5
5
3
0
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30
26
27
24
32
32
30
28
35
33
0
3
4
6
10
11
14
16
18
20
21
22
24
26
27
28
30
32
33
35
Job ordering to dispatcher which produces optimal schedule =
3, 2, 6, 11, 1, 7, 14, 4, 5, 9, 15, 10, 8, 19, 13, 18, 12, 22, 16, 17, 20, 23, 21, 24, 25
Re Al : Ouait f Initia ution. Problem
Heuristic Deterministic Initial
Solution
SJF
LJF
MSLK
GRD
GRR
JER
LFT
EST
MCM
CCM
Average
47
45
46
41
40
41
39
40
39
39
41.7
Randomized Initial
Solution (Average)
43.79
42.38
43.1
42.14
40.59
43.59
42.06
41.31
40.61
40.81
42.038
Standard Deviation in
Rand. Initial Solution
3.054
2.668
3.064
2.494
1.914
3.519
2.745
2.357
2.349
2.428
2.694
The randomized initial solutions are based on the average of 100 single iteration randomized
scheduling attempts. Figure A.13 shows a graphical comparison of the deterministic initial
solution and the average randomized initial solution.
Figure A.13: Initial Solutions, Problem 5
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Table A.16: Average Solution after 100 Iterations. Problem 5 (Figure A.14)
Deterministic
35.667
37.333
36.333
36.333
36.000
36.000
36.667
35.667
37.333
37.000
36.4333
Randomized
35.000
35.333
35.333
35.333
36.000
35.667
36.000
35.000
35.667
35.667
35.5
Minimum After 100 Randomized
Trials of I Iteration
38
36
38
37
36
38
37
37
37
37
37.1
Of the 30 deterministic scheduling attempts (10 heuristics x 3 attempts per heuristic), 3 had
converged to optimality after 50 iterations, and 5 had converged to optimality after 100 iterations.
Of the 30 randomized scheduling attempts, 9 had converged to optimality after 50 iterations,
and 16 had converged to optimality after 100 iterations.
Figure A.14: Final Average Solution, Problem 5
115
110
105
100
SJF LJF MSLK GFD GRR JER
Heuristic
LFT EST MCM CCMAverage
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Heuristic
1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
9 MCM
10 CCM
Average
Avernge A ter 100 Iterations
(IDeterministic
R FandomizedM In -- --
A.6 Test Problem 6
This problem is from [Davis, 1969, p. 201].
Table A.17: Problem Data for Problem 6
Job Duration Resource Usage
(Resource 1
Resource Usage
(Resource 2
5
4
2
1
5
5
4
2
2
3
1
4
2
5
5
5
2
3
4
6
Resource Usage
Resource 3
2
3
2
4
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
4
2
4
4
4
3
3
6
2
Resource Limits
Note: The resource
and 5.
usages and limits are exactly the same as for the first 20 jobs in Problems 4
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The following graph shows the precedence relations between the jobs. Nodes S and T are
dummy nodes denoting the start and end of the schedule.
Figure A.15: Precedence Network for Problem 6
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Problem 6: Summary Statistics
NUMBER OF PROJECTS
NUMBER OF NODES
NUMBER OF ARCS
TOTAL ACTIVITY DENSITY
AVERAGE ACTIVITY DENSITY
COMPLEXITY
- 1
* 22 INCLUDING 2 DUMMY NODES
• 35 INCLUDING 5 DUMMY ARCS
* 82
* 3.73
• 1.59
STATISTICS RELATING TO TIME CONSTRAINTS AND ACTIVITY DURATIONS
ACTIVITY DURATION
CRITICAL PATH LENGTH
Sum - 65
Average - 2.95
Variance - 4.64
Maximum = 8
Sum - 31
ACTIVITY SLACK Total Slack
# Of Activities With Positive Slack
Average Slack Per Activity
Project Density - Total
Total Slack Ratio
Average Slack Ratio
FREE SLACK Total
# Of Activities With Positive Free Slack
Average Free Slack Per Activity
Project Density - Free
STATISTICS RELATING TO THE RESOURCES
68
14 (63.64%)
3.09
0.49
2.19
0.10
34
7 (31.82%)
1.55
0.66
Crew Resource?
Audio/Vibration Resource?
Number Of Other Resources
PERCENT OF DEMAND
RESOURCE UTILIZATION
AVG QTY WHEN DEMANDED
RESOURCE CONSTRAINEDNESS
NO
NO
3
Resource 1 -
Resource 2 -
Resource 3 a
AVERAGE =
VARIANCE =
Resource I
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1 =
Resource 2 a
Resource 3 =
AVERAGE a
VARIANCE -
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0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.0000
1.12
0.71
0.73
0.85
0.0546
3.20
3.50
3.25
3.32
0.0258
0.53
0.35
0.33
0.40
0.0129
RES CONSTRAINEDNESS OVER TIME
RES CONSTR (ALL ACTIVITIES)
OBSTRUCTION FACTOR
UNDERUTILIZATION FACTOR
EXCESS DEMAND TIME PERIODS
TIME UNDERUTILIZATION
Resource I =
Resource 2 w
Resource 3 a
AVERAGE =
VARIANCE n
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
TOTAL
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
TOTAL
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.0001
0.48
0.32
0.30
0.37
0.0107
0.2679
0.0545
0.0133
0.3358
0.1579
0.4636
0.3850
1.0065
15.00
6.00
2.00
7.67
44.3333
Resource 1 = 16.00
Resource 2 = 25.00
Resource 3 a 29.00
AVERAGE = 23.33
VARIANCE = 44.3333
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Table A.18: Ootimal Solution. Problem 6
The following solution
Job StartTime End Time
5
2
14
15
8
is optimal, with a duration of 43.
16
17
18
19
20
5
24
28
21
26
27
Resource Level vs. Time for Optimal Solution:
Time Resd Res, 2 Res. 3
4 6
5
8
14
15
17
21
24
26
27
28
33
40
41
43
1
9
9
7
2
9
10
6
0
4
8
8
7
3
10
8
2
0
Job ordering to dispatcher which produces optimal schedule =
2, 1, 5, 3, 4, 7, 9, 6, 10, 8, 13, 11, 12, 14, 17, 19, 16, 15, 18, 20.
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Fnd Time
40
33
28
41
43
Jobh StartTime~
Besults
Table A.19: Ouality of Initial Solution, Problem 6
Heuristic Deterministic Initial
Solution
1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
9 MCM
10 CCM
Average
43
53
50
53
48
50
46
54
50
50
49.7
Randomized Initial
Solution (Average)
47.930
51.300
50.510
50.920
50.860
49.810
50.480
49.600
50.820
50.940
50.314
Standard Deviation in
Rand. Initial Solution
3.308
3.176
3.439
3.075
3.658
3.258
3.300
2.956
3.275
3.212
3.271
The randomized initial solutions are based on the average of 100 single iteration randomized
scheduling attempts. Figure A.16 shows a graphical comparison of the deterministic initial
solution and the average randomized initial solution.
Figure A.16: Initial Solutions, Problem 6
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Table A.20: Average Solution after 100 Iterations. Problem 6 (Figure A.17)
Average After 100 Iterations
Deterministic Randomized
43.000
46.000
45.333
46.333
45.333
44.667
45.000
45.333
45.000
45.000
45.1
43.000
43.667
44.667
43.000
44.667
43.667
43.667
43.667
44.000
43.667
43.767
Minimum After 100 Randomized
Trials of 1 Iteration
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
45
43.2
Of the 30 deterministic scheduling attempts (10 heuristics x 3 attempts per heuristic), 9 had
converged to optimality after 50 iterations, and none of the other attempts had converged to
optimality after 100 iterations.
Of the 30 randomized scheduling attempts, 19 had converged to optimality after 50 iterations,
and none of the other attempts had converged to optimality after 100 iterations.
Figure A.17: Final Average Solution, Problem 6
110
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Heuristic
1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
9 MCM
10 CCM
Average
SJF LJF
A.7 Test Problem 7
This problem is from [Patterson and Davis, 1975].
renumbered.
Table A.21: Problem Data for Problem 7
Some of the nodes have been
Job Duration Resource Usage
(Resource 1)
Resource Usage
(Resource 2
5
4
2
1
4
5
5
2
1
2
3
4
5
2
5
3
2
5
4
0
6
2
2
2
1
Resource Usage
Resource 3
2
3
2
4
4
4
2
2
4
4
2
4
4
2
4
3
3
4
6
4
2
2
1
2
3
Resource Limits
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The following graph shows the precedence relations between the jobs. Nodes S and T are
dummy nodes denoting the start and end of the schedule.
Figure A.18: Precedence Network for Problem 7
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Problem 7: Summary Statistics
NUMBER OF PROJECTS
NUMBER OF NODES
NUMBER OF ARCS
TOTAL ACTIVITY DENSITY
AVERAGE ACTIVITY DENSITY
COMPLEXITY
*1
* 27 INCLUDING 2 DUMMY NODES
- 40 INCLUDING 5 DUMMY ARCS
* 107
• 3.96
* 1.48
STATISTICS RELATING TO TIME CONSTRAINTS AND ACTIVITY DURATIONS
ACTIVITY DURATION
CRITICAL PATH LENGTH
Sum
Average
Variance
Maximum
3.22
2.38
Sum - 31
ACTIVITY SLACK Total Slack
# Of Activities With Positive Slack
Average Slack Per Activity
Project Density - Total
Total Slack Ratio
Average Slack Ratio
FREE SLACK Total
# Of Activities With Positive Free Slack
Average Free Slack Per Activity
Project Density - Free
STATISTICS RELATING TO THE RESOURCES
Crew Resource?
Audio/Vibration Resource?
Number Of Other Resources
74
15 (55.56%)
2.74
0.54
2.39
0.09
* 28
m 7 (25.93%)
l 1.04
a 0.76
NO
NO
-3
PERCENT OF DEMAND
RESOURCE UTILIZATION
AVG QTY WHEN DEMANDED
RESOURCE CONSTRAINEDNESS
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
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0.89
0.89
0.93
0.90
0.0005
1.33
1.46
1.31
1.37
0.0064
3.00
3.21
3.04
3.08
0.0122
0.50
0.53
0.51
0.51
0.0003
d" . -..... A87
RES CONSTRAINEDNESS OVER TIME
RES CONSTR (ALL ACTIVITIES)
OBSTRUCTION FACTOR
UNDERUTILIZATION FACTOR
EXCESS DEMAND TIME PERIODS
TIME UNDERUTILIZATION
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
TOTAL
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
TOTAL
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1 I
Resource 2
Resource 3
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
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r% - - -.. - - 0.06
0.06
0.05
0.06
0.0000
0.44
0.48
0.47
0.46
0.0003
0.3548
0.4133
0.3333
1.1015
0. 1048
0.0996
0.0988
0.3032
19.00
22.00
22.00
21.00
3.0000
12.00
9.00
9.00
10.00
3.0000
Table A.22: Optimal Solution. Problem 7
The following solution
End Time
0
5
16
10
14
19
20
26
44
29
26
45
37
45
32
5
10
19
14
16
20
26
32
45
32
29
48
40
51
36
is optimal, with a duration of 64.
Job Sia Time
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Resource Level vs. Time for Optimal Solution:
Time Res.1 Res. 2 Res. 3
0
5
10
14
16
19
20
26
29
32
36
37
40
44
45
48
51
54
57
61
64
Job ordering to dispatcher which produces optimal schedule =
1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 15, 10, 19, 13, 18, 9, 14, 17, 12, 16, 20, 24, 23, 21, 22, 25.
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End Time
57
54
44
37
61
61
45
54
64
64
J-Qb Start Time
Reults
Table A.23: Ouality of Initial Solution. Problem 7
Heuristic Deterministic Initial
Solution
1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
9 MCM
10 CCM
Average
74.000
80.000
77.000
76.000
73.000
73.000
70.000
70.000
70.000
77.000
74.000
Randomized Initial
Solution (Average)
72.46
73.81
72.23
72.39
71.80
72.357
72.04
71.92
72.92
72.64
72.457
Standard Deviation in
Rand. Initial Solution
2.94
3.70
3.23
3.16
2.88
3.13
2.77
3.05
3.15
2.93
The randomized initial solutions are based on the average of 100 single iteration randomized
scheduling attempts, except for Heuristic 6, which is based on 1000 single iteration randomized
scheduling attempts. Figure A.19 shows a graphical comparison of the deterministic initial
solution and the average randomized initial solution.
Figure A.19: Initial Solutions, Problem 7
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Table A.24: Average Solution after 100 Iterations. Problem 7 (Figure A.20)
Ayerag After-lkiarminigtic
67
66.333333
66
66.666667
67
66.333333
66.333333
67
66.7
66.3
66.567
100 IteradonsRandomized
67
65.333333
65.333333
66
66.333333
67
66.333333
67
67
66.666667
66.400
Minimum After 100 Randomized
Trials of 1 Iteration
65
65
65
65
65
65*
65
65
65
67
65.200
*this solution was found 15 times in 1000 iterations.
Figure A.20: Final Average Solution, Problem 7
1 I1
109
108-
107
106
105
104
103
102
101
100
SJF LJF MSLK GRD
n Deterministic
B Randomized
* Min of 100 Rand
m
aGR JER LFT EST MCM CCM Average
Heuristic
Of the 67 deterministic scheduling attempts (20 attempts each for Heuristics 9 and 10, 6
attempts for Heuristic 6, and 3 attempts for each of the other heuristics), 6 had converged to
optimality after 50 iterations, and none of the other attempts had converged to optimality after 100
iterations.
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1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
9 MCM
10 CCM
Average
ltdIb
Of the 67 randomized scheduling attempts, 3 had converged to optimality after 50 iterations,
and none of the other attempts had converged to optimality after 100 iterations.
Instead of taking 100 iterations of an algorithm, the same amount of computational work
would be necessary to take 2 trial of 50 iterations each and then to take them minimum of the
resulting values. This was calculated for each of the 10 heuristics applied to this problem.
Without exception, the average results obtained after finding the minimum of two 50 iteration
trials were equ, , ' 'o or better than the average solution after one 100 iteration trial. For the
deterministic algorithms, the average was 66.162, and for the randomized algorithms, the
average was 65.967.
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A.8 Test Problem 8
This problem is from [Stinson, 1973].
Table A.25: Problem Data for Problem 8
Resource Usage Resource Usage
(Resource 21
2
2
4
3
1
1
2
5
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
3
2
1
2
5
6
2
6
1
3
2
1
3
3
5
3
3
1
5
4
5
3
4
3
Resource Usage
(Resource 3)
4
3
3
3
6
4
2
2
5
6
6
4
1
4
2
5
3
4
5
6
6
4
4
2
6
2
5
2
4
3
5
3
4
5
5
1
1
3
2
Resource Usage
(Resource 41
2
1
2
1
2
5
2
3
3
3
6
3
1
1
3
2
1
3
3
5
1
1
3
4
1
6
1
4
3
3
5
2
1
4
4
2
3
3
3
250
Job Duration
4
6
6
2
2
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
(Resource 1)
3
6
5
1
4
4
1
1
6
6
5
3
1
1
1
1
4
5
2
3
2
3
2
1
6
6
5
3
4
2
1
2
4
3
1
1
5
2
6
Resource Limits
The following graph shows the precedence relations between the jobs. Nodes S and T are
dummy nodes denoting the start and end of the schedule.
Figure A.21: Precedence Network for Problem 8
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Problem 8: Summary Statistics
NUMBER OF PROJECTS
NUMBER OF NODES
NUMBER OF ARCS
TOTAL ACTIVITY DENSITY
AVERAGE ACTIVITY DENSITY
COMPLEXITY
* 43 INCLUDING 2 DUMMY NODES
= 60 INCLUDING 5 DUMMY ARCS
* 304
* 7.07
* 1.40
STATISTICS RELATING TO TIME CONSTRAINTS AND ACTIVITY DURATIONS
ACTIVITY DURATION Sum
Average
Variance
Maximum
CRITICAL PATH LENGTH
155
3.60
4.86
9
Sum * 49
ACTIVITY SLACK Total Slack
# Of Activities With Positive Slack
Average Slack Per Activity
Project Density - Total
Total Slack Ratio
Average Slack Ratio
FREE SLACK Total
# Of Activities With Positive Free Slack
Average Free Slack Per Activity
Project Density - Free
STATISTICS RELATING TO THE RESOURCES
133
29 (67.44%)
3.09
0.54
2.71
0.06
29
9 (20.93%)
0.67
0.84
Crew Resource?
Audio/Vibration Resource?
Number Of Other Resources
PERCENT OF DEMAND
RESOURCE UTILIZATION
AVG QTY WHEN DEMANDED
RESOURCE CONSTRAINEDNESS
NO
NO
=4
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1 =
Resource 2 =
Resource 3 =
Resource 4 =
AVERAGE =
VARIANCE =
Resource 1 =
Resource 2 =
Resource 3 =
Resource 4 =
AVERAGE a
VARIANCE a
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0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.0000
1.05
0.88
1.20
0.83
0.99
0.0274
3.10
2.80
3.71
2.78
3.10
0.1860
0.31
0.28
0.37
0.28
0.31
0.0019
RES CONSTRAINEDNESS OVER TIME
RES CONSTR (ALL ACTIVITIES)
OBSTRUCTION FACTOR
UNDERUTILIZATION FACTOR
EXCESS DEMAND TIME PERIODS
TIME UNDERUTILIZATION
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
TOTAL
Resource I
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
TOTAL
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
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0.03
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.0000
0.30
0.27
0.35
0.27
0.30
0.0017
0.2155
0.1085
0.2440
0.0711
0.6392
0.1670
0.2402
0.0802
0.2721
0.7594
28.00
13.00
30.00
10.00
20.25
104.2500
21.00
36.00
19.00
39.00
28.75
104.2500
Table A.26: Optimal Solution. Problem 8
The following solution is optimal, with a duration of 74.
Start Time End Time
0 4
0 6
6 12
6 8
12 14
4 7
12 17
17 24
25 31
17 25
14 16
24 25
16 23
25 27
31 32
27 36
31 36
36 39
40 43
36 40
48 53
Job
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
Start Time
39
43
44
43
55
40
45
48
61
53
62
62
55
67
68
67
65
69
71
71
End Time
40
44
45
48
61
43
48
55
66
55
65
68
62
68
71
69
67
70
73
74
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Job
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
Resource Level vs. Time for Optimal Solution:
Time ResL.I Res. 2 Res. 3 Res. 4
0
4
6
7
8
12
14
16
17
23
24
25
27
31
32
36
39
40
43
44
45
48
53
55
61
62
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
73
74
9
10
10
6
5
5
6
2
8
7
9
7
7
6
5
8
6
7
8
7
9
6
5
9
5
8
8
6
10
6
7
1
5
3
0
4
3
8
7
4
3
3
3
7
6
5
2
4
6
5
6
7
3
9
4
6
9
6
7
10
9
10
5
8
8
8
5
9
3
0
7
7
10
6
3
8
8
3
9
8
10
9
10
10
8
10
10
10
10
8
8
10
9
7
8
10
10
7
10
2
3
1
7
2
0
3
6
8
3
2
4
8
3
7
6
6
4
5
6
3
8
6
4
4
5
5
4
8
10
7
6
7
4
8
5
5
2
8
4
0
Job ordering to dispatcher which produces optimal schedule =
2, 1, 6, 3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 13, 8, 10, 12, 9, 14, 16, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 19, 27,
23, 25, 24, 28, 21, 29, 31, 26, 34, 30, 32, 33, 38, 35, 37, 36, 39, 40, 41.
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Table A.27: Oualitv of Initial Solution. Problem 8
Heuristic Deterministic Initial
Solution
5 GRR 78
9 MCM 81
Randomized Initial
Solution (Average)
86.46
85.40
Standard Deviation in
Rand. Initial Solution
4.681
3.758
The randomized initial solutions are based on the average of 100 single iteration randomized
scheduling attempts. Only two of the heuristics were tested on this problem.
Table A.28: Average Solution after 100 Iterations. Problem 8
Average After 100 Iterations
Deterministic Randomized
77.667
77
77.667
77.333
Minimum After 100 Randomized
Trials of 1 Iteration
77
78
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Heuristic
5 GRR
9 MCM
A.9 Test Problem 9
This problem was created to demonstrate scheduling where crewmembers have different
processing times, where jobs may require multiple crewmembers, and to utilize the
audio/vibration nonlinear resource constraint. There are no time constraints (e.g. no precedence
constraints) on any of the jobs.
Table A.29: Problem Data for Problem 9
JOB I CREW I MIN. I RES. I RES. I
NAMES I REQ. I TIME I 1 r 2 I
U-mE nI- mumiiim. uiEUUmi~mlinnnii UUnI mn mmm mm.. mm.nimiumimm.
Solar Astronomy
Materials Processing
Exercise
EVA
Deploy Satellite
Medical Diagnostics
Eat Dinner
UV Astronomy
Clean Space Station
Sleep Period 1
Sleep Period 2
Atmospheric Observation
Plan Daily Timelines I
Repair Satellite I
Plant Growth Experiment I
Earth Observation Experimenti
IR Astronomy
Eat Breakfast
Fluids Management Experimenti
196
85
19
69
120
19
40
44
102
161
70
100
228
108
19
165
135
30
189
922
6
378
89
789
171
317
659
795
102
998
505
77
480
279
513
24
532
285
2601
3991
107
694
1794
466
3050
361
3037
2957
2113
411
285
1209
660
2481
3637
965
911
RES. I RES. I AUDIO
3 1 4 I LEVEL
2980 1 1340 IGENERATINGI
2542 I 493 IGENERATINGI
1732 1 1473 IGENERATINGI
668 I 677 INEUTRAL
134 I 498 ISENSITIVE i
56 I 998 ISENSITIVE I
1179 I 1081 IGENERATINGCI
1035 I 47 ISENSITIVE
350 I 303 INEUTRAL 1
1636 I 364 ISENSITIVE
2917 I 1468 INEUTRAL
2044 I 378 IGENERATINGi
1971 1 1021 ISENSITIVE
1354 1 1451 IGENERATINGI
2520 I 658 INEUTRAL I
1684 I 1660 INEUTRAL
260 I 1908 INEUTRAL
2898 I 1252 IGENERATINGI
598 I 784 IGENERATINGI
The limits on the 4 resources in this problem are 1500, 6000, 4500, and 3000 respectively.
For a job which requires n crewmembers, the Min. Time is computed by finding the nth smallest
performance time, among those crewmembers rated for the job.
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CREWHEMBER PERFORMANCE TIMES (MINUTES)
JOBS ICREW IICREW 2ICREW 31CREW 41CREW 51
uI.III.ilu..m..U..u.Imm...uniin...umnlnlii..mBm-..n...miu..i..iu..i
1 Solar Astronomy I 200 I 190 I * I 230 I 196
2 Materials Processing I 75 I 65 I 80 I 85 I 70 I
3 Exercise 25 1 19 I 191 19 1 191
4 EVA I 45 1 55 1 69 1 69 1 751
5 Deploy Satellite I 95 I 85 I 120 I * I 120 I
6 Medical Diagnostics I * I 30 I 29 I 30 I 19 I
7 Eat Dinner I 40 1 40 1 40 1 40 1 401
8 UV Astronomy I 40 1 44 1 40 1 44 1 44
9 Clean Space Station I 102 I 102 I 102 I 102 1 102 I
10 Sleep Period I 161 I 161 1 161 I 161 I 1611
11 Sleep Period 2 I 70 1 70 1 70 1 70 1 701
12 Atmospheric Observation I 90 I 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 I
13 Plan Daily Timelines I 228 I 228 I 200 I 228 I 228 I
14 Repair Satellite I 108 I 120 I 108 I 125 I 108 I
15 Plant Growth Experiment I 35 1 19 I 18 19 I 19 I
16 Earth Observation Experimenti 165 I 165 1 165 I 165 I 165
17 IR Astronomy I 135 I 145 I 130 I 144 I 144 I
18 Eat Breakfast I 40 1 30 1 24 1 24 1 241
19 Fluids Management Experimentl 189 1 216 I 216 I 216 I 216 I
An * indicates that this crewmember is not rated to perform this job.
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Problem 9: Summary Statistics
NUMBER OF PROJECTS
NUMBER OF NODES
NUMBER OF ARCS
NUMBER OF DUMMY ACTIVITIES
TOTAL ACTIVITY DENSITY
AVERAGE ACTIVITY DENSITY
COMPLEXITY
STATISTICS RELATING TO TIME CONSTRAINTS AND ACTIVITY DURATIONS
ACTIVITY DURATION Sum a
Average a
Variance a
Maximum M
CRITICAL PATH LENGTH
Average a
Variance a
Maximum a
ACTIVITY SLACK Total Slack m
# Of Activities With Positive Slack m
Average Slack Per Activity m
Project Density - Total =
Total Slack Ratio m
Average Slack Ratio =
FREE SLACK Total =
# Of Activities With Positive Free Slack m
Average Free Slack Per Activity =
Project Density - Free =
STATISTICS RELATING TO THE RESOURCES
2433
18 (94.74%)
128.05
0.44
10.67
0.56
2433
18 (94.74%)
128.05
0.44
Crew Resource?
Audio/Vibration Resource?
Number Of Other Resources
PERCENT OF DEMAND
RESOURCE UTILIZATION
YES
YES
S4
Crew =
Resource 1 =
Resource 2 a
Resource 3 =
Resource 4 =
AVERAGE =
VARIANCE =
Crew =
Resource 1 =
Resource 2 =
Resource 3 a
Resource 4 n
AVERAGE a
VARIANCE a
AVG QTY WHEN DEMANDED Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
2.58
416.89
1670.00
1503.05
939.68
906.44
499173.7626
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* 19
* 19
=0
=0
=0
* 0.00
• 0.00
1899
99.95
4253.61
228
Sum a 228
12.00
2592.00
228
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.0000
4.12
2.29
2.59
2.78
2.71
2.90
0.5001
RESOURCE CONSTRAINEDNESS
RES CONSTRAINEDNESS OVER TIME
RES CONSTR (ALL ACTIVITIES)
OBSTRUCTION FACTOR
UNDERUTILIZATION FACTOR
EXCESS DEMAND TIME PERIODS
TIME UNDERUTILIZATION
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
TOTAL
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
TOTAL
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
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0.52
0.28
0.28
0.33
0.31
0.34
0.0098
0.22
0.12
0.14
0.15
0.14
0.15
0.0014
0.52
0.28
0.28
0.33
0.31
0.34
0.0098
0.7641
0.6331
0.6868
0.6688
0.6674
3.4201
0.0068
0.0691
0.0726
0.0284
0.0366
0.2136
196.00
165.00
165.00
196.00
189.00
182.20
254.7000
32.00
63.00
63.00
32.00
39.00
45.80
254.7000
~--~---~~~- -- .. I -- w
Table A.30: Otimal Solution. Problem 9
The following solution is believed (but not guaranteed) to be optimal, with a duration of
1047.
The table below shows a time line in the rightmost column. The first five columns show
what job each of the crewmembers are doing at the corresponding time in the timeline, until the
next time listed in the timeline (a 0 corresponds to no job at that time). The next four columns in
the table indicate resource usage at the times given, and the tenth column indicates a -1 if a
noise/vibration sensitive activity is occurring, a 1 if a noise/vibration generating activity is
occurring, and a 0 otherwise. For example, it can be seen that from time 723 to time 742
Crewmembers 1 and 5 are performing Job 12, and Crewmembers 2, 3, and 4 are performing Job
3. Also at this time, the resource levels are 883, 518, 3776, and 1851. The 1 in the tenth
column indicates that at least one of the ongoing jobs is noise generating. Following this timeline
is a graphical representation of the schedule, Figure A.22.
CREW1 CREW2 CREW3 CREW4 CREW5 RESi RES2 RES3 RES4 AUDIO TIME
10 13 13 13 13 179 3242 3607 1385 -1 0
9 13 13 13 13 872 3322 2321 1324 -1 161
9 13 0 13 13 872 3322 2321 1324 -1 200
9 16 16 16 16 1308 5518 2034 1963 0 228
19 16 16 16 16 798 3392 2282 2444 1 263
19 1 0 0 1 1207 3512 3578 2124 1 393
0 1 14 0 1 1402 3810 4334 2791 1 452
4 1 4 4 1 1011 3295 3648 2017 1 560
4 0 4 4 1 1011 3295 3648 2017 1 583
4 11 4 4 11 1087 2807 3585 2145 0 589
0 11 4 4 11 1087 2807 3585 2145 0 605
0 11 6 0 11 1169 2579 2973 2466 -1 629
0 11 0 0 11 998 2113 2917 1468 0 658
0 18 18 18 18 532 965 2898 1252 1 659
7 18 7 7 7 849 4015 4077 2333 1 683
7 0 7 7 7 317 3050 1179 1081 1 689
12 3 3 3 12 883 518 3776 1851 1 7231
12 0 17 17 12 529 4048 2304 2286 1 742
0 0 17 17 12 529 4048 2304 2286 1 813
5 5 17 17 5 813 5431 394 2406 -1 823
5 5 0 17 5 813 5431 394 2406 -1 872
5 5 15 15 5 1068 2454 2654 1156 -1 886
5 5 0 15 5 1068 2454 2654 1156 -1 904
5 5 0 0 5 789 1794 134 498 -1 905
5 0 0 0 5 789 1794 134 498 -1 908
8 8 8 8 5 1448 2155 1169 545 -1 918
8 8 8 8 0 659 361 1035 47 -1 943
0 8 0 8 0 659 361 1035 47 -1 958
2 2 2 2 2 6 3991 2542 493 1 962
2 0 2 2 2 6 3991 2542 493 1 1027
2 0 2 2 0 6 3991 2542 493 1 1032
0 0 2 2 0 6 3991 2542 493 1 1037
0 0 0 2 0 6 3991 2542 493 1 1042
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1047
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Figure A.22: Graphical Timeline For Problem 9
Job ordering to dispatcher which produces optimal schedule =
10, 13, 9, 16, 19, 1, 14, 4, 11, 18, 7, 3, 12, 17, 5, 8, 2, 15, 6.
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Table A.31: Oualitv of Initial Solution. Problem 9
Heuristic Deterministic Initial
Solution
1 SJF 1242
2 LJF 1196
3 MSLK 1196
4 GRD 1201
5 GRR 1201
6 JER 1547
7 LFT 1547
8 EST 1547
9 MCM 1219
10 CCM 1122
Average 1301.800
Randomized Initial
Solution (Average)
1323.97
1251.06
1285.94
1242.48
1243.71
1297.368
1294.53
1293.54
1197.08
1209.51
1263.919
Standard Deviation in
Rand. Initial Solution
80.241
51.098
56.107
(Standard Deviations were not obtained for the first 7 heuristics.)
The randomized initial solutions are based on the average of 100 single iteration randomized
scheduling attempts, except for Heuristic 6, which is based on 1000 single iteration randomized
scheduling attempts. Figure A.23 shows a graphical comparison of the deterministic initial
solution and the average randomized initial solution.
It should be noted that as applied this problem, Heuristics 4 and 5 are identical, as are
Heuristics 6 and 7. It is therefore not surprising that the results from each of the heuristics in
each of the pairs are so similar to each other.
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Figure A.23: Initial Solutions, Problem 9
150
140
130
120
110
100
SJF LJF MSLK GRD GFR: JER LFT EST MCM
Heuristic
Table A.32: Average Solution after 100 Iterations.Problem 9 (Figure A.24)
CCM Average
Average After 100 Iterations
Deterministic
1126.666667
1120
1121
1201
1201
1124.5
1132.666667
1125
1070.95
1072.65
1129.543
Randomized
1121
1111.333333
1133.333333
1100
1095.333333
1115.333333
1098.333333
1112.666667
1084.333333
1090.333333
1106.200
Minimum After 100 Randomized
Trials of 1 Iteration
1147
1132
1103
1119
1097
1115*
1155
1139
1077
1096
1118
*Based on 1000 Trials of 1 iteration
The averages in the first 2 columns are based on 20 attempts of 100 iterations each for
Heuristics 9 and 10, 6 attempts for Heuristic 6, and 3 attempts for each of the other heuristics.
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Heuristic
1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
9 MCM
10 CCM
Average
Instead of taking 100 iterations of an algorithm, the same amount of computational work
would be necessary to take 2 trial of 50 iterations each and then to take them minimum of the
resulting values. This was calculated for each of the 10 heuristics applied to this problem. For
the deterministic algorithms, the average was 1130.603, and for the randomized algorithms, the
average was 1109.467. Both results are slightly worse than the above results for 100 iteration
trials.
Figure A.24: Final Average Solution, Problem 9
SJF LJF MSLK GFO GFR JER LFT EST MCM CCM Average
Heuristic
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A.10 Test Problem 10
This problem was created to demonstrate scheduling where crewmembers have different
processing times, where jobs may require multiple crewmembers, to utilize the audio/vibration
nonlinear resource constraint, and to utilize complex time and target constraints.
Table A33: Problem Data for Problem 10
This problem is in every respect identical to Problem 9, except that it has several additional time
constraints, as indicated below:
Precedence Constraints:
Job 6 must precede Job 8.
Job 7 must precede Job 6.
Job 11 must precede Job 10.
Job 12 must precede Job 10.
Concurrence Constraints:
Job 14 and Job 19 must start concurrently.
Earliest Start Time of Job 2 is at 120 minutes after the beginning of the schedule.
Latest Start Time of Job 8 is 480 minutes after the beginning of the schedule.
Latest End Time of Job 4 is 420 minutes after the beginning of the schedule.
Maximum rDifference in Start Time Constraints:
Job 15 must start no more than 480 minutes after Job 16.
Job 16 must start no more than 480 minutes after Job 15.
Job 17 must start no more than 480 minutes after Job 16.
Target Constraints:
No part of Job 7 can be scheduled during the interval from 60 to 180 minutes after the
beginning of the schedule, nor during the interval from 540 to 660 minutes after
the beginning of the schedule.
No part of Job 13 can be scheduled during the interval from 240 to 300 minutes after the
beginning of the schedule.
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Problem 10: Summary Statistics
NUMBER OF PROJECTS
NUMBER OF NODES
NUMBER OF ARCS
NUMBER OF DUMMY ACTIVITIES
TOTAL ACTIVITY DENSITY
AVERAGE ACTIVITY DENSITY
COMPLEXITY
* 12
- 19
* 11
=0
=4
* 0.21
* 0.58
STATISTICS RELATING TO TIME CONSTRAINTS AND ACTIVITY DURATIONS
ACTIVITY DUKATION Sum
Average
Variance
Maximum
CRITICAL PATH LENGTH Sum
Average
Variance
Maximum
ACTIVITY SLACK Total Slack
# Of Activities With Positive Slack
Average Slack Per Activity
Project Density - Total
Total Slack Ratio
Average Slack Ratio
FREE SLACK Total
# Of Activities With Positive Free Slack
Average Free Slack Per Activity
Project Density - Free
STATISTICS RELATING TO THE RESOURCES
2231
17 (89.47%)
117.42
0.46
8.55
0.45
1843
14 (73.68%)
97.00
0.51
Crew Resource?
Audio/Vibration Resource?
Number Of Other Resources
PERCENT OF DEMAND
RESOURCE UTILIZATION
AVG QTY WHEN DEMANDED
YES
YES
=4
Crew
Resource I
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.0000
3.60
2.00
2.26
2.43
2.37
2.53
0.3816
2.58
416.89
1670.00
1503.05
939.68
906.44
499173.7626
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99.95
4253.61
228
261
21.75
5203.69
261
RESOURCE CONSTRAINEDNESS
RES CONSTRAINEDNESS OVER TIME
RES CONSTR (ALL ACTIVITIES)
OBSTRUCTION FACTOR
UNDERUTILIZATION FACTOR
EXCESS DEMAND TIME PERIODS
TIME UNDERUTILIZATION
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
TOTAL
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
TOTAL
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
Crew
Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3
Resource 4
AVERAGE
VARIANCE
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0.52
0.28
0.28
0.33
0.31
0.34
0.0098
0.19
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.12
0.13
0.0011
0.52
0.28
0.28
0.33
0.31
0.34
0.0098
0.7502
0.6204
0.6045
0.6287
0.6498
3.2536
0.0281
0.1194
0.0462
0.0403
0.0725
0.3066
205.00
165.00
205.00
205.00
196.00
195.20
300.2000
56.00
96.00
56.00
56.00
65.00
65.80
300.2000
Table A34: Optimal Solution. Problem 10
The following solution is believed (but not guaranteed) to be optimal, with a duration of
1104. The table below is interpreted similarly to the one presented for Problem 9. Following
this timeline is a graphical representation of this schedule, Figure A.25.
CREWI CREW2 CREW3 CREW4 CREW5 RESi
1270
765
1207
1011
1011
922
1239
317
1169
998
813
813
813
24
101
179
77
356
356
77
532
1327
1308
513
659
659
6
6
6
6
384
378
0
RES2 RES3 RES4 AUDIO TIME
2531
2120
3512
3295
3295
2601
5651
3050
2579
2113
5431
5431
5431
3637
3922
3242
285
945
945
285
965
4002
5518
2481
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1952
3578
3648
3648
2980
4159
1179
2973
2917
394
394
394
260
2231
3607
1971
4491
4491
1971
2898
3248
2034
1684
1035
1035
2542
2542
2542
2542
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1732
0
2613
2235
2124
2017
2017
1340
2421
1081
2466
1468
2406
2406
2406
1908
2929
1385
1021
1679
1679
1021
1252
1555
1963
1660
47
47
493
493
493
493
1966
1473
0
0
100
108
189
234
258
298
304
338
357
408
493
503
528
538
552
713
738
756
757
766
790
796
892
961
1001
1005
1070
1075
1080
1085
1090
1104
Job ordering to dispatcher which produces optimal schedule =
19, 14, 1, 7, 6, 11, 5, 17, 13, 18, 16, 8, 2, 3, 12, 10, 9, 4, 15
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Figure A.25: Graphical Timeline for Problem 10
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Results
Unlike the previous 9 problems, for this problem it is not guaranteed that by scheduling
pending jobs a complete schedule will result. In fact, for this problem, a straight application of
all 10 heuristics failed to produce a complete schedule. In every case, however, the iterative
algorithm was able to find a complete schedule after a small number of iterations.
Table A.35: Average Number of Iterations to First Comolete Solution. Problem 10
Determinisdc
15
6
2
7.333
6.333
5.5
3.667
6
6.35
6.15
6.433
Randomized
22.333
10
7.333
17
20.667
15.667
7.667
18.333
14
3.333
13.633
This data is displayed in Figure A.26.
Figure A.26: Iterations to First Complete Solution, Problem 10
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1 SJF
2 LJF
3 MSLK
4 GRD
5 GRR
6 JER
7 LFT
8 EST
9 MCM
10 CCM
Average
Table A.36: Average Solution after 100 Iterations. Problem 10 (Figure A.27)
Average After 100 Iterations
Heuristic Deterministic Randomized
1 SJF 1214 1224.333
2 LJF 1149 1182.333
3 MSLK 1211.666667 1202.667
4 GRD 1155.333333 1156
5 GRR 1195.333333 1159
6 JER 1198.5 1184.5
7 LFT 1202.666667 1168.667
8 EST 1254.333333 1206.333
9 MCM 1120.6 1147.667
10 CCM 1132.15 1130.667
Average 1183.358 1176.217
The averages in the first 2 columns are based on 20 attempts of 100 iterations each for the
deterministic versions of Heuristics 9 and 10, 6 attempts for Heuristic 6 (both deterministic and
randomized), and 3 attempts for each of the other heuristics.
Instead of taking 100 iterations of an algorithm, the same amount of computational work
would be necessary to take 2 trial of 50 iterations each and then to take them minimum of the
resulting values. This was calculated for each of the 10 heuristics applied to this problem. For
the deterministic algorithms, the average was 1187.184, and for the randomized algorithms, the
average was 1185.600. Both results are worse than the above results for 100 iteration trials.
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Figure A.27: Final Average Solution, Problem 10
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Appendix B: MFIVE Users Guide
This section contains explicit instructions for running the MFIVE Crew Activity Planner.
This section is organized to direct a user in "how to" perform the different functions of the
MFIVE system. This complements the material presented in Section 6, which provides a guided
tour of the MFIVE system. As necessary, the figures and material in Section 6 are referenced in
order to supplement the text.
The MFIVE Crew Activity Planner runs on the Apple Macintosh Plus and Macintosh SE
personal computers. The current version does not run on the Macintosh II computer. Two disks
are necessary to run the MFIVE software. This first disk contains the PRIME and SCHED
folders, which contain the APL computer code for the MFIVE system. A second disk is needed
which contains the a Macintosh System Folder and the APL*PLUS interpreter, which can be
purchased from STSC, Inc., (301) 984-5000. The materials on both disks can, if desired, be
moved to a hard disk drive. All that is necessary is that the PRIME and SCHED folders remain
unseparated (i.e. not put in different folders).
MFIVE can be run off an AppleShare Network, with certain limitations. The APL*PLUS
system is not capable of writing to the hard disk which acts as the Server, so it is not possible to
transfer information between the PRIME module (the database manager) and the SCHED module
(the scheduler). It is also not possible to save a database or schedule to the server hard disk, but
it is possible to save them to disks at the users workstation, and it is possible to load them from
the server hard disk.
MFIVE is not capable of supporting desk accessories. This is because the APL does not
refresh the screen picture after it has been altered by desk accessory usage. If desk accessory
usage were allowed, it would therefore cause the screen to become messed up. It is hoped that
future versions of the APL interpreter will overcome this disability.
MFIVE can require a great deal of memory, especially when trying to schedule problems
with in excess of 40 jobs. Therefore it is best to turn off the RAM Cache (via the Control Panel
desk accessory), or set it to a very low level, like 32K, before activating MFIVE.
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MFIVE will not work with the Switcher application program. MFIVE will run under the
multifinder but is not able to switch to other applications while running.
B.1 The Database Management System
The PRIME module is a database management system which is used to enter and revise
parameters relating to crewmembers, jobs, tools and stowage compartments. Once this database
is assembled, crewmembers and jobs can be assigned to a flight plan, which will allow the
scheduling of the jobs by the crewmembers. The tool searcher can also be utilized to perform
searches for missing tools.
The database management system is implemented by using the Macintosh mouse to
double-click on the PRIME icon, located inside the PRIME folder. The user is then presented
with a screen which should look like Figure 6.3.
B.1.1 Calling Un an Information Form
Calling up a blank information form: Click the mouse on the CREW, JOB, FLIGHT PLAN,
TOOL, or STOWAGE icon to call a blank information form. This can be done whether or not
there is an information form already displayed on the screen, as long as there are no windows
open. At this point, there are several options:
To return to the initial configuration (Figure 6.3): hit the return key.
To add a new entry (e.g., a new crewmember) to the database: type "new". The system will
then ask for the name of the new entry. After the new entry is entered, an information form will
be displayed for that entry. If instead of entering a new name, the user then hits the return key,
no new crewmember will be added.
To call up a previously entered information form: Type the name or number of the entry.
The system is capable of performing recognition of incompletely specified names. It will also
ask the user to clarify ambiguities. For example, if the user calls up a blank Crewmember
Information Form and then types in "Dan", and there are two Dan's known to the system, the
present the user with a window showing the complete names of both Dan's and asking the user
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to select one of them. In the case of Crewmembers and Jobs, the system will also recognize any
of the nicknames which have also been specified for the entry.
To get help: Type in "help" and the system will provide a window containing the names of
all the entries known to it. The user can then select one of the entries, and the appropriate
information form will be called up. If no entry is selected, the system will return to the
configuration of figure 6.3.
B.1.2 Modifying an Information Form
Revising the name of an entry: By clicking on the name of an entry, the user is given a
prompt at which a new name for the entry can be entered. The user will be asked to confirm that
the new entry name is correct. By clicking on NO or by hitting a return key at the prompt, no
revision will be entered.
Deleting an entry: Click on the entry name, and instead of entering a revision, type the word
"delete". The user will be asked to confirm if the information form (and all of the information
relating to it) should be deleted. Clicking on NO will cancel the deletion.
Changing the number corresponding to an entry: The number corresponding to an entry is
initially provided by the system and cannot be modified.
B.1.3 Modifving Crewmember Information
Figure 6.4 shows the crewmember information form. Each of the entries on this form can be
modified as follows:
Changing a crewmember's Date of Birth: Click on the currently entered date of birth (or the
words **NO INFO**). The user will then be provided with a prompt in which the date of birth
can be entered. The date should be entered in the format {month, day, year}. The system will
recognize many different input forms. For example, December 21, 1953 could also be entered as
12/21/53, Dec 21 53, or 12 21 1953. If replacing a previously entered date, it may not be
necessary to enter the complete new entry. For example, if the previously entered date was
December 21, 1953, entering simply 15 will change the date to December 15, 1953, while
entering 3/11 will change the date to March 11, 1953. All dates must be after January 1, 1900.
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Instead of entering a date, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore the date to the
previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide an explanation of the correct format
for entering dates; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the date with the statement **NO
INFO**. In the present implementation of MFIVE, crewmember data of birth is not utilized by
the system, and it is therefore not necessary to enter it.
Changing a crewmember's Mass or Height: Click on the currently entered value (or the
words **NO INFO**). The user will then be provided with a prompt in which the mass or
height can be entered. Mass should be specified in kilograms, and must be between 45 and 114.
Height should be specified in centimeters, and must be between 137 and 214 centimeters.
Instead of entering the mass or height, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore the
mass or height to the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide an explanation
of the correct format for entering the mass or height; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the
mass or height with the statement **NO INFO**. In the present implementation of MFIVE,
crewmember mass and height are not utilized by the system, and it is therefore not necessary to
enter them.
Changing a crewme•. ber's Assignment Start and End Dates: Click on the currently entered
date (or the words **NO INFO**). The user will then be provided with a prompt in which the
start or end date can be entered. The date should be entered in the format {month, day, year,
hour, minute}. The system will recognize many different input forms. For example, January 7,
1997 5:00 could also be entered as 1/7/97 5 0, Jan 7 97, 5:00, or 1 7 1997 5 0. The time is
entered based on a 24 hour clock. If replacing a previously entered date, it may not be necessary
to enter the complete new entry. For example, if the previously entered date was January 7,
1997 5:00, entering simply 15:23 will change the date to January 7, 1997 15:23, while entering
3/11 15:23 will change the date to March 11, 1997 15:23. (If adding a new end date and only the
start date has been previously entered, the start date will be used to provide the defaults, etc.) All
dates must be after January 1, 1900. Additionally, the start date cannot be modified to be after
the end date, and the end date cannot be modified to be before the start date. Therefore if one is
to move the start and end dates to times after the currently entered start date, it is necessary to
change the end date first.
Instead of entering a date, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore the date to
the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide an explanation of the correct
format for entering dates; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the date with the statement **NO
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INFO**. In the present implementation of MFIVE, assignment start and end dates are not
utilized by any other component of the system, and it is therefore not necessary to enter them.
Changing a crewmember's Rank: Click on the currently entered value (or the word
UNKNOWN). The user will then be provided with a prompt in which the crewmember's rank
can be specified. The following are valid "ranks" known to the system: Unicnown, Space
Station Pilot, Space Station Commander, Station Specialist 1, Station Specialist 2, Station
Specialist 3, and Visiting Scientist 1. At present there is no way for a user to specify a new rank
category.
Instead of entering the rank, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore the rank to
the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide a window displaying all the
allowable choices, from which one can then be selected; or 3) type "delete", which will replace
the rank with the statement UNKNOWN. In the present implementation of MFIVE,
crewmember rank is not utilized by the system, and it is therefore not necessary to enter it.
Altering crewmember Performance Data: Clicking on the box labelled "Performance Data"
on the Crewmemnber Information Form will display a window like that shown in Figure 6.6.
This window shows the crewmember's performance times for each of the jobs entered into the
system. An asterisk (*) following a performance time indicates that the performance time is the
default time for that job (i.e., there has not been any explicitly entered performance time for that
crewmember on that job). An asterisk with no performance time indicates that the crewmember
is unrated for the job and hence incapable of performing it. If there are more jobs than can fit
onto the screen, the window can be scrolled by clicking on the right or left arrows or by clicking
on and moving the box at the bottom of the window. The ratio of the length of the box to the
total length of the window is the same as the ratio of the amount of data displayed in the window
to the total amount of data present.
The performance time on a particular job can be modified by clicking on the old value. The
user will then be presented with a prompt requesting that a new value be entered. In addition to
specifying a new value, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore the performance
time to the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide an explanation of the
correct format for entering performance times; or 3) type "delete", which will delete the
crewmember's performance time for the job, thus rendering the crewmember not capable of
being assigned to perform the job. When revisions to the crewmember's performance times are
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completed, the window can be closed and the revisions made permanent by clicking on the white
box in the upper left hand corner of the window. If it is decided that the revisions should not be
kept, then clicking on the grey box in the upper right hand comer of the window will close the
window while cancelling any changes. Information presented in the crewmember performance
data windows can also be accessed by the performance data windows on the job information
forms.
Altering crewmember Background Information: Clicking on the box labelled "Background
Information" on the Crewmember Information Form will display a window like that shown in
Figure 6.5. By clicking in this window, the cursor can be positioned to allow the input of text.
Text can be deleted by clicking to the end of the text and backspacing over it. The window can
be moved by clicking and moving the bar at the top. The window can be resized by clicking and
moving the box in the bottom right hand corner of the window. The text in the window can be
scrolled by clicking on the right, left, up, and down arrows, and by clicking and moving the bars
in the right and bottom margins. When revisions are completed, the window can be closed and
the revisions made permanent by clicking on the white box in the upper left hand corner of the
window. If it is decided that the revisions should not be kept, then clicking on the grey box in
the upper right hand corner of the window will close the window while cancelling any changes.
In the present implementation of MFIVE, crewmember background information is not utilized by
any other component of the system.
Altering crewmember Nicknames: Clicking on the box labelled "Nicknames" will bring up a
window allowing the input and revision of alternate names by which the crewmember may be
recognized by the system. By clicking on "Add New Entry", the user will be presented with a
prompt asking for a new nickname for the crewmember. (Hitting the return key will cancel the
new entry.) Clicking on "Revise" and then on a previously entered nickname, the user will be
presented with a prompt requesting the user to type in a revised version of the nickname. Again,
the revision can be cancelled by hitting the return key.
A nickname can be deleted by clicking on the delete button and then on the name of the
nickname(s) to be deleted. Nicknames which are signified to be deleted (when the nicknames
window is closed) will show in inverse type font. By clicking on them again, they will be
"undeleted." The "Delete All" and the "Undelete All" buttons can be used to quickly set (or
remove) all of the nicknames from being deleted. Either the "Done" button or the white rectangle
in the upper left hand corner can be used to close the Nicknames window, saving all changes.
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The "Cancel" button can be used to close the window, ignoring all revisions, additions, and
deletions which were made. If there are more nicknames than can fit onto the screen, the
window can be scrolled by clicking on the right or left arrows or by clicking on and moving the
box at the bottom of the window.
B.1.4 Modifying Job Information
Changing the Default Job Time: The default job time is the amount of time it takes to
complete a job in the absence of any specific overriding information entered through the
performance data window. To modify the default job time, click on the currently entered value
(or the words **NO INFO**). The user will then be provided with a prompt in which the
default job time can be entered. Job times are specified in minutes. Instead of entering a job
time, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore the default job time to the previously
entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide assistance to the user; or 3) type "delete", which
will replace the default job time with the statement **NO INFO**.
Changing the number of Crewmembers Required: The number of crewmembers required
specifies how many crewmembers it takes to perform a job. To change the number of
crewmembers required, click on the currently entered value (or the words **NO INFO**). The
user will then be provided with a prompt in which a new value can be entered. The number of
crewmembers required must be an non-negative integer. Instead of entering a new value, the
user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore this to the previously entered value; 2) type
"help", which will provide assistance to the user; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the
default job time with the statement **NO INFO**.
The current implementation of MFIVE considers four types of linear renewable resources.
At present, it is not possible for the user to add any new resource categories. The resource
usages for each job are set via the job's information form, and usage limits are set via the flight
plan information form.
Changing the Power Usage: The power usage level specifies how much power (in Watts) is
used throughout the performance of the job. To change the power usage level, click on the
currently entered value (or the words **NO INFO**). The user will then be provided with a
prompt in which a new value can be entered. Instead of entering a new value, the user can: 1)
hit the return key, which will restore this to the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which
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will provide assistance to the user; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the power usage level
with the statement **NO INFO**.
Changing the High Rate Multiplex usage: The high rate multiplex usage specifies how much
high rate multiplex (from onboard data recorders, in bits/second) is required throughout the
performance of the job. To change the usage level, click on the currently entered value (or the
words **NO INFO**). The user will then be provided with a prompt in which a new value can
be entered. Instead of entering a new value, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will
restore this to the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide assistance to the
user; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the high rate multiplex usage with the statement
**NO INFO**.
Changing the Computer Memory usage: The computer memory usage specifies how much
computer memory (bytes) is required throughout the performance of the job. To change the
usage level, click on the currently entered value (or the words **NO INFO**). The user will
then be provided with a prompt in which a new value can be entered. Instead of entering a new
value, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore this to the previously entered value;
2) type "help", which will provide assistance to the user; or 3) type "delete", which will replace
the computer memory usage with the statement **NO INFO**.
Changing the Data Transmission Requirement: The data transmission requirement specifies
how much communications (to the ground, bits/second) is required throughout the performance
of the job. To change the usage level, click on the currently entered value (or the words **NO
INFO**). The user will then be provided with a prompt in which a new value can be entered.
Instead of entering a new value, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore this to the
previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide assistance to the user; or 3) type
"delete", which will replace the data transmission requirement with the statement **NO INFO**.
Changing a job's Audio Level: Click on the currently entered value (or the word
UNKNOWN). A prompt will then be provided in which the audio level can be specified. The
audio level setting allows the specification of jobs which produce or are sensitive to either noise
or vibration. The scheduler will now allow the simultaneous scheduling of jobs which are noise
generating and jobs which are noise sensitive. The following are valid "audio levels":
Unknown, Sensitive, Neutral, and Generating.
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Instead of entering the an audio level, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore
the audio level to the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide a window
displaying all the allowable choices, from which one can then be selected; or 3) type "delete",
which will replace the audio level with the statement UNKNOWN.
Altering job Performance Data: Clicking on the box labelled "Performance Data" on the Job
Information Form will display a window like that shown in Figure 6.8. This window shows the
performance times of each of the crewmembers for this job. The default performance time for the
job is shown at the top of the window. Performance times are explicitly shown for
crewmembers who have been given performance times differing from the default time. An
asterisk with no performance time indicates that the crewmember is unrated for the job and hence
incapable of performing it. If there are more jobs than can fit onto the screen, the window can be
scrolled by clicking on the right or left arrows or by clicking on and moving the box at the bottom
of the window. The ratio of the length of the box to the total length of the window is the same as
the ratio of the amount of data displayed in the window to the total amount of data present.
The performance time for a crewmember can be modified by clicking on the old value. The
user will then be presented with a prompt requesting that a new value be entered. In addition to
specifying a new value, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore the performance
time to the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide an explanation of the
correct format for entering performance times; or 3) type "delete", which will delete the
crewmember's performance time for the job, thus rendering the crewmember not capable of
being assigned to perform the job. When revisions to the job's performance times are completed,
the window can be closed and the revisions made permanent by clicking on the white box in the
upper left hand corner of the window. If it is decided that the revisions should not be kept, then
clicking on the grey box in the upper right hand corner of the window will close the window
while cancelling any changes. Information presented in the job performance data windows can
also be accessed by the performance data windows on the crewmember information forms.
Altering the Job Description: Clicking on the box labelled "Job Description" on the Job
Information Form will display a window like that shown in Figure 6.9. By clicking in this
window, the cursor can be positioned to allow the input of text. Text can be deleted by clicking
to the end of the text and backspacing over it. The window can be moved by clicking and
moving the bar at the top. The window can be resized by clicking and moving the box in the
bottom right hand corner of the window. The text in the window can be scrolled by clicking on
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the right, left, up, and down arrows, and by clicking and moving the bars in the right and bottom
margins. When revisions are completed, the window can be closed and the revisions made
permanent by clicking on the white box in the upper left hand corner of the window. If it is
decided that the revisions should not be kept, then clicking on the grey box in the upper right
hand corner of the window will close the window while cancelling any changes.
Altering job Nicknames: Clicking on the box labelled "Nicknames" will bring up a window
similar to Figure 6.10, allowing the input and revision of alternate names by which the job may
be recognized by the system. By clicking on "Add New Entry", the user will be presented with a
prompt asking for a new alternate name for the job. (Hitting the return key will cancel the new
entry.) Clicking on "Revise" and then on a previously entered nickname, the user will be
presented with a prompt requesting the user to type in a revised version of the nickname. Again,
the revision can be cancelled by hitting the return key.
A nickname can be deleted by clicking on the delete button and then on the name of the
nickname(s) to be deleted. Nicknames which are signified to be deleted (when the nicknames
window is closed) will show in inverse type font. By clicking on them again, they will be
"undeleted." The "Delete All" and the "Undelete All" buttons can be used to quickly set (or
remove) all of the nicknames from being deleted. Either the "Done" button or the white rectangle
in the upper left hand corner can be used to close the Nicknames window, saving all changes.
The "Cancel" button can be used to close the window, ignoring all revisions, additions, and
deletions which were made. If there are more nicknames than can fit onto the screen, the
window can be scrolled by clicking on the right or left arrows or by clicking on and moving the
box at the bottom of the window.
Altering the Tools Needed: The tools needed to perform a job can be modified by clicking on
the box labelled "Tools Needed" on the Job Information Form. This window shows the number
of copies of each tool which are needed to perform this job. No number following the name of a
tool indicates that it is not required for the job. At present, tool usage information is maintained
for informational purposes only; the current implementation of the MFIVE scheduler does not
check that the number of copies of a tool needed at any time exceed the quantity available. If
there are more tools than can fit onto the screen, the window can be scrolled by clicking on the
right or left arrows or by clicking on and moving the box at the bottom of the window. The ratio
of the length of the box to the total length of the window is the same as the ratio of the amount of
data displayed in the window to the total amount of data present.
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The tools needed information can be modified by clicking on the name of a job. The user
will then be presented with a prompt requesting that a new value be entered. In addition to
specifying a new value, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore this quantity to the
previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide an explanation of the correct entry
format ; or 3) type "delete", which will delete this entry. When revisions are completed, the
window can be closed and the revisions made permanent by clicking on the white box in the
upper left hand comer of the window. If it is decided that the revisions should not be kept, then
clicking on the grey box in the upper right hand corner of the window will close the window
while cancelling any changes. Information presented on a job's tools needed window can also be
accessed by the job applications window on the applicable tool information form.
B.I.5 Modifying Flight Plan Information
Once job parameters and crewmembers have been entered into the system, they can be
assembled into a flight plan and then scheduled. The Flight Plan Information Form (Figure 6.11)
allows the user to specify an interval during which all jobs must be scheduled and limits on usage
of all the resources. Time constraints on the jobs are entered in the scheduler (Section B.2.8).
Changing a flight plan's Start and End Dates: Click on the currently entered date (or the
words **NO INFO**). The user will then be provided with a prompt in which the start or end
date can be entered. The date should be entered in the format {month, day, year, hour, minute}.
The system will recognize many different input forms. For example, January 7, 1988 11:00
could also be entered as 1/7/88 11 0, Jan 7 88,11:00, or 1 7 1988 11 0. The time is entered
based on a 24 hour clock. If replacing a previously entered date, it may not be necessary to enter
the complete new entry. For example, if the previously entered date was January 7, 1988 11:00,
entering simply 15:23 will change the date to January 7, 1988 15:23, while entering 3/11 15:23
will change the date to March 11, 1988 15:23. (If adding a new end date and only the start date
has been previously entered, the start date will be used to provide the defaults, etc.) All dates
must be after January 1, 1900. Additionally, the start date cannot be modified to be after the end
date, and the end date cannot be modified to be before the start date. Therefore if one is to move
the start and end dates to times after the currently entered start date, it is necessary to change the
end date first.
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Instead of entering a date, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore the date to
the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide an explanation of the correct
format for entering dates; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the date with the statement **NO
INFO**.
Changing the Maximum Power Usage limit: The power usage limit specifies how much
power (in Watts) can be used at any time. To change the maximum power usage, click on the
currently entered value (or the words **NO INFO**). The user will then be provided with a
prompt in which a new value can be entered. Instead of entering a new value, the user can: 1)
hit the return key, which will restore this to the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which
will provide assistance to the user; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the power usage level
with the statement **NO INFO**.
Changing the Maximum Multiplex limit: The high rate multiplex limit specifies how much
high rate multiplex (from onboard data recorders, in bits/second) can be used at any time. To
change the maximum level, click on the currently entered value (or the words **NO INFO**).
The user will then be provided with a prompt in which a new value can be entered. Instead of
entering a new value, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore this to the previously
entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide assistance to the user; or 3) type "delete", which
will replace the high rate multiplex usage with the statement **NO INFO**.
Changing the Maximum Memory limit: The computer memory usage specifies how much
computer memory (bytes) can be used at any time. To change the maximum level, click on the
currently entered value (or the words **NO INFO**). The user will then be provided with a
prompt in which a new value can be entered. Instead of entering a new value, the user can: 1)
hit the return key, which will restore this to the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which
will provide assistance to the user; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the computer memory
usage with the statement **NO INFO**.
Changing the Maximum Data Transmission limit: The data transmission requirement
specifies how much communications (to the ground, bits/second) can be used at any time. To
change the maximum level, click on the currently entered value (or the words **NO INFO**).
The user will then be provided with a prompt in which a new value can be entered. Instead of
entering a new value, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore this to the previously
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entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide assistance to the user; or 3) type "delete", which
will replace the data transmission requirement with the statement **NO INFO**.
Assigning Crewmembers to a Flight Plan: Crewmembers can be assigned to a flight plan by
clicking on the Assigned Crewmembers box on the Flight Plan Information Form. This will
bring up a window similar to that shown in Figure 6.12. By clicking on the name of a
crewmember, that crewmember will be selected (or deselected) for the flight plan. Selected
crewmembers are shown in inverse font. The number of selected crewmembers is shown in the
righthand column of the window. No more than seven crewmembers can be selected for a flight
plan. This is because the current implementation of the MFIVE scheduler only has sufficient
room on the screen for displaying seven timelines.
The "Select All" and the "Clear All" buttons can be used to quickly select (or unselect) all of
the crewmembers (Select All can only be used when there are seven or less crewmembers).
Either the "Done" button or the white rectangle in the upper left hand corner can be used to close
the window, saving all changes. The "Cancel" button can be used to close the window, ignoring
all revisions. If there are more crewmembers than can fit onto the screen, the window can be
scrolled by clicking on the right or left arrows or by clicking on and moving the box at the bottom
of the window.
Assigning Jobs to a Flight Plan: Jobs can be assigned to a flight plan by clicking on the
Assigned Jobs box on the Flight Plan Information Form. This will bring up a window similar to
that shown in Figure 6.13. By clicking on the name of a job, that job will be selected (or
deselected) for the flight plan. Selected jobs are shown in inverse font. The number of selected
jobs is shown in the righthand column of the window.
The "Select All" and the "Clear All" buttons can be used to quickly select (or unselect) all of
the jobs. Either the "Done" button or the white rectangle in the upper left hand corner can be
used to close the window, saving all changes. The "Cancel" button can be used to close the
window, ignoring all revisions. If there are more jobs than can fit onto the screen, the window
can be scrolled by clicking on the right or left arrows or by clicking on and moving the box at the
bottom of the window.
Implementing the Scheduler: By clicking on the button labelled SCHEDULE, the MFIVE
Scheduler (Section B.2) will be activated, utilizing the data specified for the jobs and
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crewmembers assigned to the flight plan. If any resource levels are unspecified, they will the set
to zero, and if any audio levels are Unknown, they will be set to neutral.
Before entering the scheduler, MFIVE checks for the occurrence of many types of
infeasibilities. For example, if the resource usage on any job assigned to the flight plan exceeds
the maximum usage limit for that resource, the user will be notified so that corrective action can
be taken. In this case, corrective action would be to either change the resource limit of the flight
plan, change the resource usage of the job, or remove the job from the flight plan. The user will
also be notified if some job takes longer than the duration of the flight plan, or if there are not
enough crewmembers rated to perform a job.
If no infeasibilities are detected, MFIVE will activate the scheduler after warning the user that
to do so will erase any unsaved changes made to the database. For example, if a new flight plan
is assembled, and the scheduler activated without saving, the new flight plan will be transferred
to the scheduler. Upon returning to the database manager, however, the none of the previously
made changes will be present. Saving changes to the database manager is discussed in Section
B. 1.8. After the changes are saved, it will be necessary to restart the database management
system, as described in Section B.1.10.
B.1.6 Modifving Tool Information
Changing the Quantity in Stock: The quantity in stock cannot be directly changed. Instead,
the quantity in stock is set through modifying the Default Location and Status window, as
discussed below.
Changing the Effective Volume: Clicking on the currently entered value (or the words **NO
INFO**) will provide the user with a prompt in which the tool's effective volume can be
modified. By convention, the effective volume of a tool cannot be greater than the effective
volume of any compartment in which the tool is stowed (see Default Location and Status,
below). Instead of entering the effective volume, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will
restore the effective volume to the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide an
explanation of the correct entry format; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the effective
volume with the statement **NO INFO**.
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Changing the Default Location and Status: Clicking on the Default Location and Status box
on the Tool Information Form will produce a window similar to Figure 6.15. This window
contains information concerning where the tool is supposed to be kept (the default location) and
the tool's status (i.e., whether the tool is lost, broken, operational, etc.). A copy of a tool can be
deleted by clicking on its COPY #. A new copy can be added by clicking on "CREATE NEW
COPY", after which the user will be prompted to enter the tools default location and status.
Default location and tool status information can be modified by clicking on the previously entered
information, after which the user will be asked to enter the new default location or tool status.
Instead changing the current entry, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore the
entry to the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide a list of valid entries,
from which the user can select; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the entry with the
designation UNKNOWN. The window can be moved by clicking and moving the bar at the top.
The window can be resized by clicking and moving the box in the bottom right hand corner of the
window. The text in the window can be scrolled by clicking on the right, left, up, and down
arrows, and by clicking and moving the bars in the right and bottom margins. When revisions
are completed, the window can be closed and the revisions made permanent by clicking on the
white box in the upper left hand comer of the window.
Altering the Usage Instructions: Clicking on the box labelled "Usage Instructions" on the
Tool Information Form will display a window like that shown in Figure 6.16. By clicking in this
window, the cursor can be positioned to allow the input of text. Text can be deleted by clicking
to the end of the text and backspacing over it. The window can be moved by clicking and
moving the bar at the top. The window can be resized by clicking and moving the box in the
bottom right hand corner of the window. The text in the window can be scrolled by clicking on
the right, left, up, and down arrows, and by clicking and moving the bars in the right and bottom
margins. When revisions are completed, the window can be closed and the revisions made
permanent by clicking on the white box in the upper left hand corner of the window. If it is
decided that the revisions should not be kept, then clicking on the grey box in the upper right
hand corner of the window will close the window while cancelling any changes.
Altering the Job Applications: The job applications window maintains information regarding
which jobs a tool is needed for. It can be modified by clicking on the box labelled "Job
Applications" on the Tool Information Form. At the top of this window is the number of copies
of the tool currently in stock. Following the name of each job is the number of copies of each
tool which are needed to perform this job. No number following the name of a job indicates that
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it does not require this tool. At present, job application information is maintained for
informational purposes only; the current implementation of the MFIVE scheduler does not check
that the number of copies of a tool needed at any time exceed the quantity available. If there are
more jobs than can fit onto the screen, the window can be scrolled by clicking on the right or left
arrows or by clicking on and moving the box at the bottom of the window. The ratio of the
length of the box to the total length of the window is the same as the ratio of the amount of data
displayed in the window to the total amount of data present.
The job application information can be modified by clicking on the name of a job. The user
will then be presented with a prompt requesting that a new value be entered. In addition to
specifying a new value, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore this quantity to the
previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide an explanation of the correct entry
format ; or 3) type "delete", which will delete this entry. When revisions are completed, the
window can be closed and the revisions made permanent by clicking on the white box in the
upper left hand corner of the window. If it is decided that the revisions should not be kept, then
clicking on the grey box in the upper right hand corner of the window will close the window
while cancelling any changes. Information presented on a tool's job applications window can
also be accessed by the tool usage window on the applicable job information form.
Implementing the Tool Searcher: By clicking on the button labelled SEARCH, the MFIVE
Tool Searcher (Section 6.3) will be activated. In performing a search for a tool, the Tool
Searcher utilizes user entered information regarding the tools and stowage compartments, as well
as internal information about the physical layout of the space station and the usage history of the
tools (i.e., who last used the tool and where). In the implementation of a real time scheduling
system, this information would be generated by the scheduler, but this feature is not incorporated
in the present version of MFIVE.
B.1.7 Modifying Stowage Compalrtment Information
Changing the Effective Volume: The effective volume specifies the size of a compartment.
No tool may be stowed in a compartment with a smaller effective volume. To modify this entry,
click on the currently entered value (or the words **NO INFO**). The user will then be
provided with a prompt in which the effective volume can be entered. Effective volume is
specified in liters. Instead of entering a value for the effective volume, the user can: 1) hit the
return key, which will restore the effective volume to the previously entered value; 2) type
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"help", which will provide assistance to the user; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the
effective volume with the statement **NO INFO**.
Changing the Module Number: Click on the currently entered value (or the word **NO
INFO**). The user will then be provided with a prompt in which the module number (in which
the stowage compartment is located) can be specified. Modules 1 and 2 are Laboratory Modules,
Modules 3 and 4 are Habitation Modules, and Module 5 is a Logistics Module. At present there
is no way for a user to enter information regarding a new module.
Instead of entering the module number, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore
the module number to the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide a window
displaying all the allowable choices, from which one can then be selected; or 3) type "delete",
which will replace the module number with the statement **NO INFO**.
Changing the compartment's X Location: Click on the currently entered value (or the word
**NO INFO**). The user will then be provided with a prompt in which the X location (from a
fixed reference point inside the module in which the stowage compartment is located) can be
specified. X location is measured in meters.
Instead of entering the X location, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore the
X location to the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide assistance to the
user; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the X location with the statement **NO INFO**.
Changing the compartment's Theta Location: Click on the currently entered value (or the
word **NO INFO**). The user will then be provided with a prompt in which the Theta location
(from a fixed reference horizon inside the module in which the stowage compartment is located)
can be specified. Theta location is measured in degrees.
Instead of entering the Theta location, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore
the Theta location to the previously entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide assistance to
the user; or 3) type "delete", which will replace the Theta location with the statement **NO
INFO**.
Inspecting the Default Contents of a stowage compartment: Clicking on the box labelled
"Default Contents" displays a window similar to that in Figure 6.19. This window shows the
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tools which are supposed to be stowed in this compartment. This information cannot be edited
with this window. If it is desired to inform the system that a tool is in a different compartment,
the tool's information form should be accessed, and modifications made via the Default Locations
and Status box.
B.1.8 Saving Changes to the Database Management System
There are two methods for saving changes to the database management system. The first is
to exit the program (by clicking on the APL Exit icon) and then typing ")SAVE" followed by a
carriage return. Any changes made will then be present the next time MFIVE is activated by
clicking on the PRIME icon in the Macintosh finder. After clicking on the APL Exit icon, the
user is put in to the APL environment, which changes the keyboard from the normal layout. To
produce the characters ")SAVE", it is necessary to type a " (shift '), followed by the word save,
without hitting the shift key. On a Macintosh Plus, ")SAVE" should appear. If using a
Macintosh SE, however, the output on the screen will not appear as ")SAVE", because a bug in
the APL interpreter does not properly load the APL font. Nonetheless, the computer will
correctly recognize the input as ")SAVE", so the command should be entered this way, followed
by hitting the return key. (Instead of typing ")SAVE", it is also possible to use the SAVE option
from the FILE menu.)
The second method of saving data is to use the SAVE DATABASE option from the
OPTIONS menu. This makes it possible to save many different databases of information.
However, any information saved with this command will not be called up the next time MFIVE is
activated. It will be necessary to instead use the LOAD DATABASE option from the OPTIONS
menu to recall the saved information. The LOAD DATABASE and SAVE DATABASE options
also work substantially slower then using )SAVE. When using LOAD DATABASE, it is
important to realize that loading the database will completely replace the current database, thus
causing the loss of any revisions not saved.
When using SAVE DATABASE, the user will be asked to provide a name for the database
being saved. All database names must begin with the letters "PRIME ", including the space after
the word "PRIME". For example, "PRIME DATABASE 7" would be a valid name, but
"DATABASE 7" or even "PRIMEDATABASE 7" would not be valid names.
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A database can be deleted by using the DELETE DATABASE option from the OPTIONS
menu, or it can be directly removed by moving it into the trash can in the Macintosh finder.
B.1.9 Returning to the Macintosh Finder
In order to return to the finder, the user must enter the APL environment, by clicking on the
APL Exit icon. In the APL environment, typing ")OFF" (or using the QUIT option from the
FILE menu) will return the user to the finder. However, unless all revision are saved (see
Section B.1.8) they will be lost. As with the ")SAVE" command, to produce the characters
")OFF", it is necessary to type a " (shift '), followed by the word off, without hitting the shift
key. On a Macintosh Plus, ")OFF" should appear. If using a Macintosh SE, however, the
output on the screen will not appear as ")OFF", because a bug in the APL interpreter does not
properly load the APL font. Nonetheless, the computer will correctly recognize the input as
")OFF", so the command should be entered this way, followed by hitting the return key.
B.1.10 Restarting the Database Management System
After returning to the APL environment, it might be desired to restart MFIVE. This would
be necessary if, for example, one were to add some changes to the database and then want to
save them before implementing the scheduler. This can be done by typing the letter "S" (no shift
key) followed by the return key.
B.1.11 In the Event of'an Execution Error
The database management system has been extensively tested and should be virtually bug
free, but it is possible that there are unforeseen errors or that errors in the APL interpreter will
cause execution of MFIVE to terminate. This may manifest itself by producing a system error (in
which case the Macintosh may have to be completely restarted) or by having control
(unexpectedly) return to the APL environment. In this case, a short error message will
sometimes appear. To restart MFIVE, first type a "]", which will appear on the Macintosh Plus
screen as a right pointing arrow. Second, hit the return key. Finally, type an "S" followed by
hitting the return key in order to restart MFIVE (see Section B. 1.10).
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B.2 The MFIVE Scheduler
The scheduler is used to set time and target constraints, inspect resource usage and allow
manual and automatic task scheduling. There are two methods of initiating the scheduler. The
first method is to assemble a flight plan in the database management system, and then activate the
scheduler by clicking on the schedule button (Section B.1.5). The user will then be presented
with a scheduling worksheet like that in Figure 6.20. Section 6.2.1 explains the interpretation of
the scheduling worksheet. Alternately, a previously saved scheduling problem can be
implemented by using the Macintosh mouse to double-click on the SCHED icon, located inside
the SCHED folder. MFIVE will then present the user with a window from which a stored
schedule can be selected (see Section B.2.16).
B.2.1 Selecting a .Job For Scheduling
A job can be selected for scheduling by: 1) opening the DISPLAY JOB INFO window on
the OPTIONS menu, and then clicking on the name of the job to be scheduled (Figure 6.28); 2)
selecting the SELECT JOB option from the AUTOPLAN menu; and 3) selecting the AUTO JOB
SELECT option from the AUTOPLAN menu. The last two options will automatically select a
job based upon a heuristic which can be selected by choosing the SET HEURISTIC option from
the AUTOPLAN menu (Figure 6.32). Automatic job selection will not occur, however, if the
heuristic is selected to be either of the last two heuristics (i.e., the Maximum Compatibility
Method or the Constrained Maximum Compatibility Heuristic). These two heuristics can only be
used with the COMPLETE SCHEDULE options, as explained in Section B.2.4. The difference
between the SELECT JOB and the AUTO JOB SELECT options is that, after the job is
scheduled, the AUTO JOB SELECT option will still remain active, and another job will be
automatically selected. The SELECT JOB option, on the other hand, only is active in the
selection of the next job. The AUTO JOB SELECT option can be deselected by choosing it again
from the AUTOPLAN menu.
B.2.2 Selecting Crewmembers and Start Time
Once a job has been selected, a crewmember or crewmembers can be assigned by: 1)
picking up (with the mouse) a rectangle corresponding to a crewmembers performance of a job
(as in Figure 6.29), and moving the rectangle into the desired time slot. If multiple crewmembers
are required, the system will prompt the user for additional selections; 2) clicking on the
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crewmembers number (as highlighted in Figure 6.34) which will assign the job to that
crewmember at the earliest possible start time. If multiple crewmembers are required, the system
will again prompt the user for additional selections. In this case, the job will be assigned to those
selected crewmembers at their earliest mutually available start time; 3) choosing SELECT CREW
from the AUTOPLAN menu, in which case MFIVE will pick the crewmember(s) and start time;
and 4) choosing AUTO CREW SELECT from the AUTOPLAN menu, which will have the same
effect, but which will still remain active after the job is scheduled. Crewmembers will therefore
be automatically chosen for subsequently selected jobs. The AUTO CREW SELECT option can
be deselected by choosing it again from the AUTOPLAN menu.
B.2.3 Notes on Using the DISPLAY .OB INFO window
As mentioned in Section B.2.1, the DISPLAY JOB INFO window can be used to select a
job for scheduling. It is also possible to deselect a selected job by clicking on its name. Clicking
on the name of a job while another job is already selected will have the effect of switching the
selected job. Unlike all the other temporary windows generated by the MFIVE system, the
screen around the DISPLAY JOB INFO window remains active while the window is open. For
example, it is possible, while the window is open, to manually schedule a job by picking up a
rectangle corresponding the the performance of a job by a crewmember, and moving that
rectangle onto the schedule. The DISPLAY JOB INFO window will temporarily disappear while
the rectangle is being moved, but will reappear after the operation is completed.
The window can be moved by clicking and moving the bar at the top. The window can be
resized by clicking and moving the box in the bottom right hand corner of the window. The text
in the window can be scrolled. by clicking on the right, left, up, and down arrows, and by
clicking and moving the bars in the right and bottom margins. Due to a bug in the APL
interpreter, it is possible to generate a system error by moving the DISPLAY JOB INFO window
off the screen. Therefore this should be avoided.
B.2.4 Autonomous Schedule Generation
There are two methods for instructing MFIVE to generate a complete schedule. The first is
to select both the AUTO CREW SELECT and the AUTO JOB SELECT options from the
AUTOPLAN menu. MFIVE will then try to make a single attempt at scheduling each of the jobs,
skipping any which are unschedulable. No attempt will be made to look for better solutions.
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The second method is to use the COMPLETE SCHEDULE option from the autoplan menu.
The user can then request that MFIVE attempt multiple trials and iterations in an attempt to find
the best possible schedule. At the conclusion of this search, the user will be presented with the
best schedule found. MFIVE will terminate each iteration, however, when a job is found which
cannot be feasibly entered into the schedule. It makes no attempt to schedule each of the
remaining jobs which are unscheduled at this point. Therefore, when working in an environment
in which there are more jobs than can be feasibly scheduled, an improved solution can usually be
obtained by taking the solution given frGmn COMPLETE SCHEDULE, and then choosing AUTO
CREW SELECT and AUTO JOB SELECT. This technique may have the effect of adding
several more jobs into the schedule.
As fully described in Section 6.2.6, the SET PARAMETERS option on the AUTOPLAN
menu can be used to specify the characteristics and depth of the search (see Figure 6.37). The
COMPLETE SCHEDULE option will attempt to maximize the total priorites of the jobs
successfully scheduled, breaking any ties using the rule specified on the SET PARAMETERS
form. If during use of the COMPLETE SCHEDULE option, it is desired to stop before the
search is complete, then selecting END SEARCH from the SEARCH menu will terminate the
search and cause the best schedule up to that point to be displayed, with control returned to the
user. As noted in Section B.2.1, the Maximum Compatibility Method and the Constrained
Maximum Compatibility Heuristic can be used with the COMPLETE SCHEDULE option. The
user should be aware, however, that in the current implementation of MFIVE, each time
COMPLETE SCHEDULE is selected (with these heuristics) the compatibility matrix must be
recomputed (Section 5.1.3), and this may require considerable computer time, especially if there
are over 20 jobs (see Section 5.3.1).
B.2.5 Changing the Timeline Origin and Scale
The timeline origin and scale can be modified by clicking on the arrows in the upper right of
the scheduling worksheet. This process is completely described in Section 6.2.1. The scale
cannot be set to less than 1 minute per pixel (or 6 hours total duration).
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B.2.6 Insoectine the Resource Levels
The use of the resource windows is described in Section 6.2.1. The window which is
displayed by clicking on one of the resource boxes can be moved by clicking and moving the bar
at the top. The window can be resized by clicking and moving the box in the bottom right hand
corner of the window. The window is closed by clicking on the white box in the upper left hand
corner of the window. While the window is open, no other changes to the scheduling worksheet
can be made.
B.2.7 Setting Job Priorities
Job priority information can be altered by selecting JOB PRIORITES from the
CONSTRAINTS menu (Section 6.2.7). When scheduling begins, each of the jobs is assigned a
priority of 1, but this can be manually raised or lowered if a job is deemed to be more or less
important. It may also be desirable to raise or lower the priorities of jobs which are observed to
cause difficulty in scheduling (using the COMPLETE SCHEDULE option).
On the priority window (Figure 6.39) is the name of each job followed by its priority. If
there are more jobs than can fit onto the screen, the window can be scrolled by clicking on the
right or left arrows or by clicking on and moving the box at the bottom of the window. The ratio
of the length of the box to the total length of the window is the same as the ratio of the amount of
data displayed in the window to the total amount of data present.
The job priorities can be modified by clicking on the name of a job. The user will then be
presented with a prompt requesting that a new value be entered. In addition to specifying a new
value, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore this quantity to the previously
entered value; 2) type "help", which will provide an explanation of the correct entry format ; or 3)
type "delete", which will delete this entry. When revisions are completed, the window can be
closed and the revisions made permanent by clicking on the white box in the upper left hand
corner of the window. If it is decided that the revisions should not be kept, then clicking on the
grey box in the upper right hand corner of the window will close the window while cancelling
any changes.
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B.2.8 Setting Time Constraints
The process of setting time constraints is discussed in Section 6.2.8. The time constraints
window can be moved by clicking and moving the bar at the top. The window can be resized by
clicking and moving the box in the bottom right hand corner of the window. The text in the
window can be scrolled by clicking on the right, left, up, and down arrows, and by clicking and
moving the bars in the right and bottom margins. When revisions are completed, the window
can be closed by clicking on the white box in the upper left hand corner of the window.
Time constraints are entered in the form {days, hours, minutes } from the start of the flight
plan. The system will recognize many different input forms. For example, 1/15:25 could also be
entered as 1 15 25. The time is entered based on a 24 hour clock. If replacing a previously
entered day and time, it may not be necessary to enter the complete new entry. For example, if
the previously entered time was 1/15:25, entering simply 30 will change the entry to 1/15:30,
while entering 11:45 will change the entry to 1/11:45.
Instead of entering a day and time, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore the
day and time to the previously entered value; or 2) type "help", which will provide an explanation
of the correct format for entering the day and time.
B.2.9 Setting Target Constraints
The process of setting target constraints is discussed in Section 6.2.9. After selecting the
TARGETS option from the CONSTRAINTS window, the user is presented with a window like
that in Figure 6.45, from which a job can be chosen by clicking on its name. Jobs with an
asterisk next to their name are already scheduled and cannot have their priorities changed. If
there are more jobs than can fit onto the screen, the window can be scrolled by clicking on the
right or left arrows or by clicking on and moving the box at the bottom of the window. Clicking
on the white rectangle in the upper left hand corner of the window will cause the addition of
target constraints to be cancelled.
Once a job has been selected, a target constraint window like that in Figure 6.46 will appear.
A previously entered time constraint can be deleted by clicking on its number beneath the word
DEL. The start and end times of target constraints can be changed by clicking on the old values
and then entering new values at the prompt. The start time of a constraint must be before the end
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time, so if it is desired to modify a window to start (and end) after the current end time, it will be
necessary to modify the end time first. If there are more than 2 target constraints entered, the
window can be scrolled by clicking on the up and down arrows located under the word
SCROLL. A new target constraint can be entered by clicking on the start time area on the first
line that does not contain a constraint.
As with the time constraints, target constraints are entered in the form {days, hours,
minutes} from the start of the flight plan. The system will recognize many different input forms.
For example, 1/15:25 could also be entered as 1 15 25. The time is entered based on a 24 hour
clock. If replacing a previously entered day and time, it may not be necessary to enter the
complete new entry. For example, if the previously entered time was 1/15:25, entering simply
30 will change the entry to 1/15:30, while entering 11:45 will change the entry to 1/11:45. (If
adding a new end day and time and only the start day and time has been previously entered, the
start day and time will be used to provide the defaults, etc.)
Instead of entering a day and time, the user can: 1) hit the return key, which will restore the
day and time to the previously entered value; or 2) type "help", which will provide an explanation
of the correct format for entering the day and time.
Once all modifications to the target window are completed, they can be saved by clicking on
the word DONE. Clicking on the word CANCEL will erase any changes.
B.2.10 Inspecting a Schedule
With the MOUSE MODE menu set at IDENTIFY JOB (Figure 6.48), clicking on a job will
show a window displaying the name of the job and its status (Figure 6.22). When a job has been
selected for scheduling, clicking on a blacked out region will produce a window displaying the
reason the region is blacked out (Figure 6.30 and Figure 6.47). This will occur regardless of the
setting of the MOUSE MODE menu.
B.2.11 Modifying the Status of a Job
If the assignment of a job to a crewmember is designated as FIXED, using the COMPLETE
SCHEDULE option will not change the assignment. On the other hand, if the assignment of a
job to a crewmember is designated as FREE, the COMPLETE SCHEDULE option will be free to
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assign the job to any crewmember(s). If a job requires multiple crewmembers, then it is possible
for only some of the assignments to be fixed and the others to be free. The crewmember
assignments of jobs which are manually assigned to crewmembers, by either directly moving the
rectangles or by clicking on the crewmembers numbers (see Section B.2.2), are initially
designated as FIXED. The crewmember assignments of jobs which are automatically scheduled
by using AUTO CREW SELECT, SELECT CREW, or COMPLETE SCHEDULE are initially
designated as FREE. Setting the MOUSE MODE menu to FREE OR FIX ASSIGNMENT and
then clicking on a job on a crewmember's schedule will toggle the crewmember's assignment on
that job from FIXED to FREE, or from FREE to FIXED. This method of changing a job's
status, as well as all those presented below, will only work when there is no job currently
selected for scheduling. If a job is selected for scheduling, the mouse will continue to work only
in the IDENTIFY JOB mode.
If the start time of a job is designated as FIXED, using the COMPLETE SCHEDULE option
will not change the start time. On the other hand, if the start time of a job is designated as FREE,
the COMPLETE SCHEDULE option will be free to start the job at any time (within the
limitations of the other constraints). The start times of jobs which are manually assigned to
crewmembers by directly moving the rectangles (see Section B.2.2), are initially designated as
FIXED. The crewmember assignments of jobs which are scheduled by clicking on the
crewmember number or automatically scheduled by using AUTO CREW SELECT, SELECT
CREW, or COMPLETE SCHEDULE are initially designated as FREE. Setting the MOUSE
MODE menu to FREE OR FIX START TIME and then clicking on a job on the schedule will
toggle the start time of that job from FIXED to FREE, or from FREE to FIXED.
Choosing the FIX JOB option from the MOUSE MODE menu and then clicking on a job on
the schedule will set both the job's assignment and start time to FIXED. Similarly, choosing the
FREE JOB option from the MOUSE MODE menu and then clicking on a job on the schedule will
set both the job's assignment and start time to FREE.
By setting the MOUSE MODE to RESCHEDULE NUMERICALLY, and clicking on a job
in the schedule, a window like that in Figure 6.49 will appear. Each crewmember has a box
under the column labelled "ASSIGNED?" which shows the assignment status of each
crewmember on the job. If the box is empty, then the crewmember is not assigned the job. If
the box is grey, then the assignment is FREE. If the box is black, then the assignment is
FIXED. By clicking on the boxes it is possible to change them from white to black, black to
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white, grey to black (i.e., FREE to FIXED), or black to grey. Clicking on the ENTER button
will then reschedule the job, utilizing these changes (if the start time is free, it may be changed by
the scheduler). Of course, if more crewmembers are chosen (set to black) than are needed to
perform the job, then the user will be notified that the selection is not possible. Similarly, if a
crewmember is chosen to perform the job who is already busy (and the start time is fixed) then
the user will be told that there is no feasible scheduling.
Two columns in the window in Figure 6.49 are labelled TOTAL WORKLOAD and FIRM
WORKLOAD. The total workload shows the total number of minutes to which the crewmember
is assigned jobs in current schedule. The firm workload shows the total number of minutes to
which the crewmember is required assignment because of having a FIXED assignment. These
assignments will not be altered by using the COMPLETE SCHEDULE option.
If the start time is FREE, it will appear in normal font (as in Figure 6.49). If the start time is
FIXED, it will appear in inverse font. By clicking on the time and then explicitly entering a new
time (or even the same time), the time will be designated FIXED. If the start time is already
FIXED, it can be changed to FREE by typing "delete" instead of entering a new time. Clicking
on the ENTER button will then reschedule the job, utilizing this change (if the crewmember
assignments are free, they may be changed by the scheduler). If the start time is changed to a
time at which it is not possible to schedule the job, then the user will be so notified. It is possible
to modify both the start time and the crewmember assignment status before clicking on ENTER.
The difference between using the ENTER button and using the RESCHEDULE button is that
using ENTER will effect changes only to the job being modified. RESCHEDULE attempt a
complete replan of the schedule using the same type of search as does COMPLETE SCHEDULE
(utilizing the heuristic designated with the SET HEURISTIC option and the parameters
designated with the SET PARAMETERS option). Only those job assignments and start times in
the current schedule designated as FIXED will be necessarily retained.
The final way to change the status of a job is to set the MOUSE MODE menu to the
RESCHEDULE VISUALLY option. Then clicking on a job on the schedule and moving the
rectangle to a new time will FIX that crewmember assignment and start time, and also initiate a
rescheduling utilizing COMPLETE SCHEDULE.
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B.2.12 Removing a .Tb from the Schedule
A job can be removed from the schedule by setting the MOUSE MODE to RESCHEDULE
NUMERICALLY and then clicking on the job. A window will appear similar to that in Figure
6.49. Clicking on UNSCHEDULE will cause the job to be removed from the current schedule.
This method of unscheduling a job will only work when there is no job currently selected for
scheduling. If a job is selected for scheduling, the mouse will continue to work only in the
IDENTIFY JOB mode.
B.2.13 Resetting the Schedule
Selecting the UNSCHEDULE ALL option from the AUTOPLAN menu will cause all of the
scheduled jobs to become unscheduled. Selecting the RESTART SCHEDULE option from the
AUTOPLAN menu will, in addition to unscheduling all of the jobs, erase all of the time and
target constraints.
B.2.14 Redrawing the Screen
If for some reason the screen should become messed up, choosing the REDRAW SCREEN
option from the OPTIONS menu will cause the screen to be redrawn.
B.2.15 Printing Schedules
Selecting PRINT SCHEDULE from the OPTIONS menu can be used to obtain a printout of
a schedule. First a window will be displayed asking the user to designate if a printout is desired
which lists the schedule by crewmember (showing each job, and start and end time, to which the
crewmember is assigned), by job (showing which crewmember(s) are assigned to perform each
job), or by picture (showing a representation of the schedule similar to that which appears on the
Macintosh screen when running MFIVE). With pictorial output, the temporal width of each
segment of the timeline can be specified by the user (each minute/pixel is equivalent to 6 hours of
the schedule included in each picture). Due to a bug in the APL interpreter, pictorial output will
not work with the laserwriter as the output device. It does, however, work with an imagewriter.
The best way to get pictorial output with the laserwriter is to get the Macintosh screen to the
desired state and then type the character "Command-Shift-3", which will create a MacPaint file
containing an image of the screen. Each successive image created in this manner will be stored
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in a file labelled SCREEN 0, SCREEN 1, as so on, up to a maximum of SCREEN 9. When the
user returns to the finder after using MFIVE, these files can be edited or printed using MacPaint
or some other graphics program.
B.2.16 Saving. Loading and Deleting Schedules
At any point in the scheduling process, it is possible to save a schedule, including all time
and target constraints. This is done by selecting the SAVE SCHEDULE option from the
OPTIONS menu. The user will be asked to provide a name for the schedule being saved. All
schedule names must begin with the letters "SCHED ", including the space after the word
"SCHED". For example, "SCHED PROBLEM 3" would be a valid name, but "PROBLEM 3"
or even "SCHEDPROBLEM 3" would not be valid names.
A previously stored schedule can be loaded into memory by using the LOAD SCHEDULE
option from the OPTIONS menu. Loading a schedule into memory will completely replace the
scheduling problem that is in memory before the stored schedule is loaded.
A schedule can be deleted by using the DELETE SCHEDULE option from the OPTIONS
menu, or it can be directly removed by moving it into the trash can in the Macintosh finder.
B.2.17 Returning to the Macintosh Finder
In order to return to the finder, the user must enter the APL environment, by selecting the
RETURN TO APL option from the OPTIONS menu. In the APL environment, typing ")OFF"
(or using the QUIT option from the FILE menu) will return the user to the finder. To produce
the characters ")OFF", it is necessary to type a " (shift '), followed by the word off, without
hitting the shift key. On a Macintosh Plus, ")OFF" should appear. If using a Macintosh SE,
however, the output on the screen will not appear as ")OFF", because a bug in the APL
interpreter does not properly load the APL font. Nonetheless, the computer will correctly
recognize the input as ")OFF", so the command should be entered this way, followed by hitting
the return key.
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B.2.18 Restarting the Scheduler
After returning to the APL environment, it might be desired to restart MFIVE. This can be
done by typing the letter "SL" (no shift key) followed by the return key. The user will then be
asked to select a schedule to be loaded.
]•2.19 In the Event of an Execution Error
The scheduler has been extensively tested and should be virtually bug free, but it is possible
that there are unforeseen errors or that errors in the APL interpreter will cause execution of
MFIVE to terminate. This may manifest itself by producing a system error (in which case the
Macintosh may have to be completely restarted) or by having control (unexpectedly) return to the
APL environment. In this case, a short error message will sometimes appear.
In order to restart the scheduler, the first step is to type a "]", which will appear on the
Macintosh Plus screen as a right pointing arrow. Next, hit the return key. Finally, type "SL"
followed by hitting the return key to restart MFIVE (see Section B.2.18). This method will
unfortunately cause any changes made to the schedule since it was last saved (if it was ever
saved) to be lost.
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Appendix C: MFIVE Programmers Guide
The MFIVE programming environment is organized into two APL workspaces. The PRIME
workspace contains the software for the database management system and the tool searcher. The
SCHED workspace contains the software for the activity scheduler.
This section will provide an overview of the organization of the workspaces, a description of
each of the global variables and functions (programs) in the workspaces, and finally a listing of
the APL code of each of the functions. This section assumes some knowledge of APL
programming. Details of the particular APL system which was used can be found in [STSC,
1986].
C,.1 The PRIME Workspace
When the PRIME workspace is loaded, the latent expression 'S' is activated, starting
execution of the function S. S is a niladic function (it has no arguments) and returns no explicit
result. This function directs erasure of the screen, draws the word MFIVE in the bar at the top of
the screen, and calls the icon manager (the function ICON). The icon manager is a generic
function which will display a set of icons at the top of the screen and takes action if one of the
icons is clicked using the Macintosh mouse. The icon manager also oversees the process of
modifying the information forms and using the OPTIONS menu.
C.I.1 The ICON Manager
ICON is a monadic function (it has one argument, ICONNAMS) and returns no explicit
result. ICON takes as input a character vector with the names of each of the icons separated by
spaces. For example, the first icon name used by the function S in calling ICON is "XCREW".
This serves as a pointer to the function ICON as to where information regarding the XCREW
icon is located. For example, the variable which is created by adding the letters FORM to the
icon name (XCREWFORM) contains a picture of the information form relating to that icon name
(in this case, the Crewmember Information Form). Similarly, adding the letters FORMRECTS
(XCREWFORMRECTS) gives the name of the variable indicating the regions on the information
form which are sensitive to being clicked. Adding the letters FORMSIZE (XCREWFORMSIZE)
give the name of the variable indicating the size of the information form. Adding the letters
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ICON (XCREWICON) gives the name of the variable containing the picture of the of the icon.
Adding the letters ICONEXE (XCREWICONEXE) gives the name of the variable containing the
action (an executable expression) to be taken by MFIVE when the icon is clicked on. The
executable expression directs the icon manager to produce a blank information form using the
function FORMGET. FORMGET is a dyadic function (i.e., it has two arguments, A and D) and
produces no explicit result. The variable A contains a character vector with the prefix of the form
(i.e., XCREW) and the variable D is null (for producing a blank information form; if the form is
to be filled in by data pertaining to a specific entry, then D is a scalar containing the object
number of the entry to be filled in, as described in Section C. 1.2).
Adding the letters OPTS (XCREWOPTS) gives the name of a variable which indicates the
actions to be taken whenever any of the sensitive regions on the information form
(XCREWFORMRECTS) are clicked. Adding the letters FORMFILL (XCREWFORMFILL)
gives the name of the function which is used to fill in the data in the information form. Data
pertaining to the JOB icon is found with the pointer XJOB, data pertaining to the FLIGHT PLAN
icon is found with the pointer XMAN, data pertaining to the TOOL icon is found with the pointer
XTOOL, and data pertaining to the STOWAGE icon is found with the pointer XSTOW. The
APL Exit icon does not call up an information form. The picture of the icon is found in the
variable APLICON, and the action taken when the icon is clicked (i.e., return to APL) is found in
the variable APLICONEXE.
Summary of variables relating to icons and information forms:
CREW JOB FLIGHT PLAN TOOL STOWAGE
XCREWFORM XJOBFORM XMANFORM XTOOLFORM XSTOWFORM
XCREWFORMRECTS XJOBFORMRECTS XMANFORMRECTS XTOOLFORMRECTS XSTOWFORMRECTS
XCREWFORMSIZE XJOBFORMSIZE XMANFORMSIZE XTOOLFORMSIZE XSTOWFORMSIZE
XCREWICON XJOBICON XMANICON XTOOLICON XSTOWICON
XCREWICONEXE XJOBICONEXE XMANICONEXE XTOOIJCONEXE XS'OWICONEXE
XCREWOPTS XJOBOPTS XMANOPTS XTOOLOFTS XXSTWOPTS
And the following functions:
XCREWFORMFILL XJOBFORMFILL XMANFORMFILL XTOOLFORMFILL XSTOWFORMFILL
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Each of these functions is monadic and returns no explicit result. The single argument
(represented by the variable A) of these functions is the object number (see Section C. 1.2) of the
information form which is to be filled in.
C.1.2 Functions for Modifying Information Form Names and Nicknames
The names (and nicknames) of each of the items represented on the information forms are
stored in variables with names that end with the suffix LIST: CREWLIST, JOBLIST,
MANLIST, TOOLLIST, and STOWLIST. For example, the variable CREWLIST is a matrix
which contains (starting at the second row) the names (one to a row) of the crewmembers. The
variable CREWN (or alternately JOBN, TOOLN, MANN, STOWN) is a matrix which contains
the nicknames of crewmembers. The variable CREWNN (or alternately JOBNN, TOOLNN,
MANNN, STOWNN) is a vector which contains the inventory numbers of each of the
crewmembers and the nicknames. This is the number that appears beneath the name of the
crewmember on the information form. The total length of the vector CREWNN is thus equal to
one less than the total number of rows in the matrices CREWLIST and CREWNN. The object
number of a crewmember is the crewmember's row number within CREWLIST minus 1 (or
simply its position in the vector CREWNN). For example, to find out which crewmember is
crewmember 5 (inventory number), one would find the first position within CREWNN that there
is a 5 (the object number of Crewmember 5). (Any subsequent occurrences of the number 5
within CREWNN would correspond to nicknames for Crewmember 5 stored in CREWN.)
Suppose that there is a 5 in the eighth position within the CREWNN vectors. Then the name in
the 9th row of CREWLIST corresponds to the crewmember with inventory number 5. The
inventory number of a crewmember will never change, although it is possible for the object
number to change. For example, if the crewmember with object number 4 is deleted from the
database, then all crewmembers with object numbers greater than 4 will have their object
numbers diminished by 1.
The monadic function GETNAME is called by FORMGET to add a new entry (e.g. a new
crewmember) to the database. GETNAME takes the single argument A, which contains the
prefix of the form being filled (XCREW, XJOB, XMAN, XTOOL, or XSTOW).
The dyadic function REVISENAME allows revision of an information form name or deletion
of the entire form. REVISENAME has 2 arguments, A and G. The variable A is a character
vector which contains the prefix of the form being modified (XCREW, XJOB, XMAN,
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XTOOL, or XSTOW), while G is a 4 element numeric vector which contains the coordinates of
the region on the screen (upper left and lower right) in which the name of the entry is to be
displayed. The variable REVISENAMEHELP contains a help message.
The dyadic function REVISENICKNAME is used to revise crewmember and job nicknames.
REVISENICKNAME accepts 2 arguments, B and OBJ. B contains the prefix of the type of
form being modified (XCREW, XJOB, XMAN, XTOOL, or XSTOW), while OBJ is the object
number of the crewmember or job whose nicknames are being modified.
C.1.3 Revising the Information Forms
Functions with names which begin with the prefixes CREW, JOB, MAN, TOOL or STOW,
and end with the suffix GET are used to directs the filling in of slots on the information forms.
For example, the monadic function CREWHTGET directs the process by which the height of
each crewmember (on the Crewmember Information Form) can be modified. The argument of
the function CREWHTGET is the variable OBJ, which is the object number of the crewmember
whose height is being modified. The variable CREWHT is a vector which contains the heights
of each of the crewmembers, ordered by object number. The variable CREWHTDEF contains
the default value for the height: if the value stored for a crewmember in CREWHT is equal to
CREWHTDEF, then that crewmember's information form will read **NO INFO**.
Variables with the prefix XCREW, XJOB, XMAN, XTOOL, or XSTOW, and with the
suffix HELP, contain the help message for the similarly named functions which utilized them.
For example, the variable XCREWHTHELP contains the help message for the function
CREWHTGET. Table C. 1 lists the functions and variables that are used to fill in the information
forms. All of the functions are monadic with argument OBJ (the object number), except for
CREWASGET and MANASGET, which fill in the crewmember start and end times and the
flight plan start and end times. These two functions are dyadic, with arguments A and OBJ. The
variable A is 1 if a start time is requested, or 2 if an end time is requested.
A few of the variables in Table C. 1 have a non-standard format. The variables PERFDATA1
and PERFDATA2 arz vectors which contain the performance times of each of the jobs. A
negative entry in PERFDATA1 signifies the inventory iumber of a job, and the value at the
corresponding position in PERFDATA2 is the default performance time for that job. The
inventory numbers of all crewmembers which have performance times different than the default
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time are listed as positive entries in PERFDATA1 following the negative entry corresponding to
the job (until the next negative entry in PERFDATA1). The corresponding entries at the same
positions in PERFDATA2 correspond to the performance times of those crewmembers.
Table C.1: Functions and Variables for Filling in the Information Forms
Function Name
CREWASGET
CREWBDGET
CREWHTGET
CREWINFOGET
CREWMSGET
CREWPERFGET
CREWRANKGET
JOBAUDIOGET
JOBDEFGET
JOBINFOGET
JOBMEMORYGET
JOBMULTIPLEXGET
JOBPERFGET
JOBPOWERGET
JOBSIZEGET
JOBTOOLGET
JOBTRANSGET
MANASGETI
MANCREWGET
MANJOBGET
MANMEMORYGET
MANMULTIPLEXGET
MANPOWERGEI
MANTRANSGET
STOWMODGET
STOWTHETAGET
STOWTOOLGET
STOWVOLGEI
STOWXGET
TOOLINFOGEr
TOOLSTOWGET
TOOLUSEGET
TOOLVOLGET
Data Vadable(s) Default Variable
CREWAS
CREWBD
CREWHT
CREWMS
PERFDATA1
PERFDATA2
CREWRANK
JOBAUDIO
PERFDATAl
PERFDATA2
*
JOBMEMORY
JOBMULTIPLEX
PERFDATA1
PERFDATA2
JOBPOWER
JOBSIZE
TOOLUSE1
TOOLUSE2
JOBTRANS
MANAS
MANCREW
MANJOB
MANMEMORY
CREWASDEF
CREWBDDEF
CREWHTDEF
None
CREWMSDEF
JOBTIMEDEF
CREWRANKDEF
JOBAUDIODEF
JOBTIMEDEF
None
JOBMEMORYDEF
JOBMULTIPLEXDEF
JOBTIMEDEF
JOBPOWERDEF
JOBSIZEDEF
TOOLUSEDEF
JOBTRANSDEF
MANASDEF
None
None
MANMEMORYDEF
MANMULTIPLEX MANMULTIPLEXDEF
MANPOWER MANPOWERDEF
MANTRANS
STOWMOD
STOWITIHETA
TOOLSrOW
STOWVOL
SIOWXx
TOOIlSTOW
TOOLSTAT
TOOLUSE1
TOOLUSE2
TOOLVOL
MANTRANSDEF
STOWMODDEF
STOWXYZDEF
None
None
STOWXYZDEF
None
None
TOOLUSEDEF
TOOLVOLDEF
XCREWASHELP
XCREWBDHELP
XCREWHTHELP
None
XCREWMSHELP
XCREWPERFHELP
None
None
XJOBDEFHELP
None
XJOBMEMORYHELP
XJOBMULTIPLEXHELP
XJOBPERFHELP
XJOBPOWERHELP
XJOBSIZEHELP
XJOBTOOLHELP
XJOBTRANSHELP
XMANASHELP
None
None
XMANMEMORYHELP
XMANMULTIPLEXI-HLP?
XMANPOWERHELP
XMANTRANSHELP
None
XSTOWTHETAHELP
None
XSTOWVOLIIELP
XSTOWXHELP
None
None
XTOOLUSEHELP
XTOOLVOJLHLP
Crew Start and End Dates
Crewmember Date of Birth
Crewmember Height
Crew Background Info
Crewmember Mass
Crew Performance Times
Crewmember Rank
Job Audio Status
Job Default Time
Job Description
Job Memory Usage
Job Multiplex Usage
Job Performance Times
Job Power Usage
Crewmembers Required
Tool Usage
Job Transmission Usage
Flight Plan Start & End
Flight Plan Crewmembers
Flight Plan Jobs
Flight Plan Memory
Flight Plan Multiplex
Flight Plan Power
Flight Plan Transmission
Stowage Module Location
Stowage Theta Location
Stowage Contents
Stowage Volume
Stowage X Location
Tool Usage Instructions
Tool Location and Status
Tool Job Applications
Tool Volume
*Dato for CREWINFOGET, JOBINFOGET, and TOOLINFOGET is stored in variables of the form CREW[]INFO,
JOB[]INFO, and TOOL[]INFO, where the brackets are replaced by the inventory number of the crewmember, job, or
tool.
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Help Variable
The variables TOOLUSE1 and TOOLUSE2 are similarly organized, with negative entries in
TOOLUSE 1 corresponding to inventory numbers of the tools, and positive entries corresponding
to inventory numbers of the job which use the tools. The entries in TOOLUSE2 corresponding
to the tools signify the quantity of the tool in stock, and the entries in TOOLUSE2 corresponding
to the jobs signify the number of copies of the tool needed to perform the job.
The variable TOOLSTOW (and TOOLSTAT) contains the negative of the inventory numbers
of each of the tools, followed by one positive integer for each copy of the tool in stock. These
positive integers correspond to the inventory numbers of the stowage location (or tool status) of
each copy of the tool.
The variable MANCREW (and MANJOB) contains the negative of the inventory numbers of
each of the flight plans. Each negative number is followed by positive integers corresponding to
the inventory number of each crewmember (or job) assigned to the flight plan.
C.1.4 Other Global Variables in the PRIME Workspace
The variables ZERO, ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, FIVE, SIX, SEVEN, EIGHT, NINE,
TEN, and ELEVEN all contain the scalar integer indicated by their name. The variables NONE,
NTWO, NFOUR, and NFIVE contain the integers -1, -2, -4, and -5 respectively. The variable
PFIVE contains the number .5. The variable IZ contains a vector of zero length.
The variable AV contains the APL character set. ALFL contains the lower case alphabet and
ALFU contains the upper case alphabet. AV125 contains the 125 character in AV, which is the
"I" character. This charactcr is used as a cursor and to separate fields in windows produced by
MFIVE.
The variable ACTIONSTOP contains instructions on what should happen when program
interruption occurs. When ACTIONSTOP is null, control will return to the APL environment.
The variable BEEP specifies the tone heard whenever MFIVE produces a beep sound.
The variable MONTHS is a twelve row character matrix with each row containing the first
three letters of the name of one of the twelve months of the year. The variable MOS2 is a twelve
element numeric vector containing the number of days in each month in a non-leap year. The
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variable MOS is a 24 x 1 column matrix. The first twelve rows contain the cumulative number of
days through the end of each month in a non-leap year. The second twelve rows contain the
cumulative number of days through the end of each month in a leap year.
The variables BINH1, BINH2, BINH3, BINH4, BINH5, BINH6, and BINH7 contain text
used to create the output window used by the tool searcher. The variables H1STOW, H1TOOL,
H2TOOL, and H3TOOL contain text which is used by the stowage contents window and the
default location and status windows.
The variables BLACKPAT, GREYPAT, and WHITEPAT contain the pen patterns for
producing black, grey, and white drawings on the screen.
The variable COMLIST contains a matrix with the names of each of the forms (XCREW,
XJOB, XMAN, XTOOL, and XSTOW).
The variables CORNER, RIGHTARROW, LEFTARROW, UPARROW, and
DOWNARROW contain the pictures for components of the windows which MFIVE draws.
CREWRANKLIST contains the names of the ranks which can be selected. CREWRANKN
is a null matrix (there are no nicknames for the ranks, but if there were, they would be stored in
this matrix). CREWRANKNN the inventory numbers of the ranks. Similarly,
JOBAUDIOLIST contains the names of each of the audio levels, JOBAUDION is a null matrix,
and JOBAUDIONN contains the inventory numbers of the audio levels. STATLIST contains a
list of all the possible tool status', STATN contains null matrix, and STATNN contains the tool
status inventory numbers.
The variable DESKTOP contains the message that MFIVE does not support desk
accessories. The variable EXITMSG contains a message reminding the user to save the
workspace before quitting. The variable NHA contains the message "No help is currently
available."
The variable HSCROLL contains a number indicating how far a window should be scrolled
when clicking on the right and left arrows.
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The variable LOGO contain a iepresentation of the SSL logo that is presented when MFIVE
is first entered. The variable MFIVEICON2 contains a representation of the MFIVE logo. The
variable MFIVEHEADER contains the information necessary to draw the word MFIVE in the bar
at the top of the screen.
The variable NULL contains a list of "null" words which are ignored by the language
interpretation software in the function GETINP (see Section C.1.7).
The variable LOADRECT contains the size of the window presented when loading, saving,
or deleting a database. The variable SCREEN contains the size of the Macintosh screen that is
used by MFIVE.
The variable OPTIONS contains the text for the OPTIONS menu. The variable OPTIONSN
contains the menu number for the OPTIONS menu.
The variable MODLENGTH contains the length of the space station modules. The variable
MODNAMES contains the names of the stowage modules. The variable MODMATRIX contains
the module location and type of each module. The variable SEARCHCMATRIX is a 0-1 three
dimensional matrix which describes the connectivity of the modules. It consists of a plane of
ones and zeros for each module. Each plane is indexed along both axes by the module numbers.
A 1 at the intersection of two module numbers indicates that the module whose connectivity is
described in this plane lies on a path between the two indexing modules.
The variable TOOLUSERS contains the history of who has used each tool. The negative of
the inventory number of each tool is followed by the inventory numbers of the crewmembers
who used it last. The variable TOOLUSEMODS similarly contains the modules in which the tool
was last used, and the variable TOOLUSEX contains the X location (in each of these modules) in
which the tools were last used. The variable TOOLHIST contains the inventory numbers of the
stowage compartments in which the tool has previously been found.
The variable PRIMEDISK contains the name of the folder (or disk, if it is not in a folder), in
which the PRIME workspace is supposed to be located. The variable SCHEDDISK contains the
name of the folder (or disk, if it is not in a folder), in which the SCHED workspace is supposed
to be located. The variable SCHEDWS contains the name of the SCHED workspace.
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C.1.5 APL Provided Functions
The following functions are provided with the APL*PLUS system and provide an interface
with the Macintosh Toolbox. Details of their operation is provided in [STSC, 1986].
BUTTON Indicates whether or not the mouse button is depressed.
CLIPRECT Sets a boundary for drawing.
CUTPICTURE Returns a QuickDraw picture of the specified portion of the screen.
DELETEMENU Removes the specified menu number from the menu bar.
DRAWLINE Draws a line between two specified locations.
DRAWMENUBAR Redraws the menu bar.
DRAWPICTURE Draws a picture in the specified portion of the screen.
DRAWTEXT Draws text at a specified location
ERASERECT Fills the inside of the specified rectangle with the background pattern.
FILLRECT Fills the inside of the specified rectangle with the specified pattern.
FRAMERECT Draws the outline of the specified rectangle.
FRAMEROUNDRECT Draws the outline of the specified rounded rectangle.
GETMOUSE Returns the pixel position of the mouse on the screen.
GETPEN Returns the pixel position of the pen.
HIDECURSOR Makes the cursor invisible.
INITCURSOR Sets the cursor to the standard mouse cursor and makes it visible.
INVERTRECT Inverts all the pixels inside the specified rectangle.
INVERTROUNDRECT Inverts all the pixels inside the specified rounded rectangle.
LINETO Draws a line from the current pen location to the specified spot.
MOVEIO Moves the pen from the current pen location to the specified spot.
PAINTRECT Fills the inside of the specified rectangle with the current pen pattern.
PENMODE Sets the pen mode, which determines graphics overlap.
PENNORMAL Sets the pen size, mode, and pattern to original values.
PENPAT Changes the current pen pattern.
PENSIZE Sets the size of the QuickDraw pen for drawing all lines and frames.
PICTFRAME Returns the original frame size of a QuickDraw picture.
PTINRECT Indicates whether a point is inside a specified rectangle.
SCROLLRECT Moves the specified rectangle the specified number of pixels.
SETMENU Puts a new menu on the menu bar.
SHOWCURSOR Makes the cursor visible.
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STANDMENUBAR
TEXTFACE
TEXTFONT
TEXTSIZE
TEXTWIDTH
Returns the menu bar to the standard APL*PLUS menu configuration.
Specifies the style of subsequent text.
Specifies the font of subsequent text.
Specifies the point size of subsequent text.
Measures the width of a specified character vector in pixels.
C.1.6 Data Manipulation Functions
The following functions all perform manipulation on character data:
Function Name
ADJOIN
ADJOIN2
APPEND
Arguments
A, B
A, B
A, B
BL
CAPPEND
CHARMAT
A, B
B, V
Descri2tioa
Returns a matrix containing A and B adjoined to each other
side by side. A and B can be character scalars, vectors, or
matrices.
Same as ADJOIN, but A and B must be matrices, with A
having at least as many rows as B. Works faster than
ADJOIN.
Returns a matrix containing A and B appended with A
above B. A and B can be character scalars, vectors, or
matrices.
Takes a character vector S and removes any multiple
occurrences of the space character from the vector.
Same as APPEND, but centers the B matrix beneath the A
matrix.
Takes the character vector V and changes it into a matrix
where the characters in the vector B are taken as delimiters
signalling the start of a new line.
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CLIST
CLIST1
CONVT
CONVT2
CVTDATE
CVTDATE1
CVTNUM
CVTNUM1
A, B
A, B
DATE
DEF, DATE
DEF, T
DEF, T
DEF, NUMS
DEF, NUMS
Draws the character vector or matrix A at the coordinates
indicated by B.
Same result as CLIST, but B is always a vector or a single
row matrix. Works faster than CLIST.
Attempts to interpret the character vector DATE as a
date and time in the form {month day, year hour:minute}.
If successful, the function will return the date as the
number of minutes since January 1, 1900. If
unsuccessful, the function will return the number -1.
Same as CONVT, but this function uses the date specified
in DEF to provide default values, if needed, for the year,
month, and day.
Takes a numeric vector of numbers T, each element of
which specifies a number of minutes since January 1,
1900, and converts this to a matrix, each row of which
contains a character vector in the form Month Day, Year,
corresponding to each element in T. Any entries
in T which are equal to DEF are converted to the vector
**NO INFO**.
Same as CVTDATE, but T can only be a single number,
not a vector of numbers. Works faster than CVTDATE.
Converts a vector of numbers NUMS to a character matrix,
where each row in the matrix contains a character vector of
the corresponding number in NUMS. Any entries in
NUMS which are equal to DEF are converted to the vector
**NO INFO**.
Same as CVTNUM, but NUMS must be a single number,
not a vector of numbers. Works faster than CVTNUM.
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CVTITME1
CVTITME1
DEF, T
DEF, T
DLBS
DLBS2
DLBS3
DLBS4
ELIM A, B
FIND A, B
Inverse of the function CONVT. Takes a numeric vector
of numbers T, each element of which specifies a number of
minutes since January 1, 1900 0:00, and converts this to a
matrix, each row of which contains a character vector in
the form Month Day, Year Hour:Minute, corresponding to
each element in T. Any entries in T which are equal to
DEF are converted to the vector **NO INFO**.
Same as CVTTIME, but T can only be a single number,
not a vector of numbers. Works faster than CVTTIME.
Removes the first blank space, and everything following it,
from the character vector A.
Removes all trailing blank spaces from the character vector
Removes all trailing blank columns from the character
matrix A.
Removes all leading and trailing blank spaces from the
character vector A.
If A is a vector, eliminate: the characters or numbers in the
B position(s) of the vector A. If A is a matrix, then the
rows indicated by B are eliminated.
A and B are character matrices. Returns a 0-1 vector
containing a 1 for each row in B which has an exact match
in one of the rows in A (trailing spaces are added as
necessary). Contains a 0 of each row in B which does not
have an exact match in A.
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FIND3 W, T W is a vector character string, T is a character matrix.
Returns the row numbers in T in which the character string
W appears.
UPPERCASE A Changes all lowercase letters in the character vector A to
uppercase letters.
C.1.7 The InDut Interface Functions
The dyadic function GETINP handles all typed input into MFIVE (with the exception of the
text entered via the function Z, as described in Section C.1.8). The function GETINP is called
from the function GETINPUT. GETINPUT is a "shielding function": its only purpose is to
allow the declaration of more local variables than could comfortably be included in the header of
GETINP. GETINP has two arguments, B and A. The numeric vector A is a four element vector
which describes the location on the screen where the input characters are to be displayed. The
numeric vector B describes the type of input being requested. The function GETINP returns an
explicit value, which corresponds to the input, as well as a second value, assigned to the variable
OPT. If OPT is set equal to 1, it indicates that the input received was of the type stipulated in the
variable B. If OPT is set equal to 2, it indicates that the return key was hit without any characters
being entered. If OPT is set equal to 3, it indicates that the word "delete" was entered. Finally, if
OPT is set equal to 6, it indicates that the word "help" was entered.
The first element in the vector B describes the type of input requested, and subsequent
elements in the vector, if present, describe additional restrictions on the input. The following are
valid options for the variable B:
B[1] = 1 This requests input of a character string. The output is the character vector which
was input. If B[2] = 0 (or is nonexistent), then any characters may be entered. If
B[2] = 1, then any characters in the character vector VAL are not allowed as input.
The character vector VAL is assigned by the program calling GETINP. If B[3] =
0 (or is nonexistent), then there is no limit on the length of the input. If B[3] is a
positive integer, then that integer signifies the maximum number of characters
allowed in the input.
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B[1] = 2 This requests input of a date, in the form Month, Day Year. The output is the
date, expressed as the number of minutes from January 1, 1900. The month name
may be entered numerically or spelled out. B[2], if present, is a default date (in
minutes, from January 1, 1900) passed on to the function CONVT2 (see Section
C.1.6). B[3], if present and greater than zero, specifies a minimum date. The
input date must be at or after this date. B[4], if present, specifies a maximum
date. The input date must be before or equal to this date.
B[1] = 3 This requests input of a date and time, in the form Month, Day Year Hour:Minute.
The output is the date and time, expressed as the number of minutes from January
1, 1900 0:00. The month name may be entered numerically or spelled out. B[2],
if present, is a default date and time (in minutes, from January 1, 1900 0:00)
passed on to the function CONVT2 (see Section C.1.6).' B[3], if present and
greater than zero, specifies a minimum date and time. The input date and time
must be at or after this date. B[4], if present, specifies a maximum date and time.
The input date and time must be before or equal to this date.
B[1] = 4 This requests input of a numerical value or values. The output is a numeric vector
containing the numeric value(s) entered. If B[2] is nonexistent or equal to zero,
then there is no limit on the number of values which can be entered. If B[2] is a
positive integer, than that integer specifies the number of entries which are to be
entered. If B[3] is nonexistent or equal to zero, then the entries do not have to be
integer. If B[3] is nonzero, then all the entries must be integers. B[4], if it exists,
specifies a minimum. All entries must be greater than or equal to this value. B[5],
if it exists, specifies a maximum. All entries must be less than or equal to this
value. If it is desired to specify a maximum value, but no minimum value, then
this is signaled by making B[4] greater than B[5]. B[4] will then be ignored.
B[1] = 5 This requests input in the form YES (or Y) or NO (or N). The output is 1 if YES
is input, and 0 if no is input.
B[1] = 6 This requests input off of lists corresponding to the information forms. For
example, when entering the name of a crerWmember, it is checked to see if there is
any type of match between the text typed in and names and nicknames on the
crewmember list (in the variables CREWLIST and CREWN). The match need not
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be complete, and differences between uppercase and lower case characters are
ignored. The output is the inventory number of the entry typed in. If an entry is
typed in which is ambiguous, (e.g., if "Dan" is typed in and there are two Dans on
the list), then a window will be posted showing all the valid choices and asking
the user to select the correct one. By typing in "help", the facility in GETINP will
provide help assistance by posting a list of valid entries and asking the user to
select from the list with the mouse. B[2] should contain the type of information
form which the entry is being selected from. It should be equal to 1 for the crew
form, 2 for the job form, 3 for the flight plan form, 4 for the tool form, and 5 for
the stowage form. B[3], if present, specifies the maximum number of entries
which can be entered. B[4], if present and equal to 1, allows for the entering of a
new entry (i.e., adding a new crewmember). Otherwise B[4] should be set to 0.
Any components of B after the fourth element, if present, specify the inventory
numbers of elements of the list (e.g. CREWLIST) which are not allowed to be
selected.
B[1] = 7 This requests inputs off lists which are not iri'ormation forms. The character
vector VAL is a pointer to the list that is assigned by the calling program and
should contain the prefix of the name of the list from which input is requested.
For example, if VAL is given the value "CREWRANK", then the list is found in
the variable CREWRANKLIST, nicknames for items on the list (if any) are found
in the variable CREWRANKN, and the inventory numbers of the objects on the
list are found in the variable CREWRANKNN. B[2], if present, specifies the
maximum number of entries which can be entered. B[3], if present and equal to
1, allows for the entering of a new entry (i.e., adding a new crewmember).
Otherwise B [3] should be set to 0. Any components of B after the third element,
if present, specify the inventory numbers of elements of the list (e.g.
CREWRANKLIST) which are not allowed to be selected.
B[1] = 8 This requests input in the form Day/Hours:Minutes. Output is in units of minutes
from time zero. B[2], if present, is used to specify default values for the day and
hours. B [3], if present, is used to specify a minimum entry, and B[4], if present,
is used to specify a maximum entry. This option (B[1] = 8) is not used in the
PRIME workspace. It requires the presence of the function CONVT3, which is
found in the SCHED workspace.
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The dyadic function REPLYWINDOW is used to display a message and accept a typed
response. A window is created at the top of the screen, where the message is displayed, and
input is entered. After accepting input, the window is removed, and the screen restored to its
original condition. REPLYWINDOW utilizes the function GETINPUT (and therefore GETINP
also). REPLYWINDOW has two arguments, the variables B and A. The numeric variable B has
the same format as the variable B for GETINP, and thus characterizes the type of input desired.
The variable A is a character vector which contains the message to be displayed on the screen.
As with GETINP, REPLYWINDOW returns the input value as an explicit result, and the variable
OPT implicitly.
The monadic function ERRORWINDOW is used to display a message and await for the user
to click on the word "OK" in response. A window is created at the top of the screen, where the
message is displayed. After the user clicks "OK", the window is removed, and the screen
restored to its original condition. ERRORWINDOW has a single argument, the variable A,
which is a character vector containing the message to be displayed. ERRORWINDOW does not
return an explicit result.
The monadic function HELPWINDOW is also used to display a message and await for the
user to click on the word "OK" in response. A window is created at the top of the screen, where
the message is displayed. After the user clicks "OK", the window is removed, and the screen
restored to its original condition. HELPWINDOW has a single argument, the variable A, which
is a character vector containing the message to be displayed. HELPWINDOW does not return an
explicit result. HELPWINDOW accepts longer (multi-line) messages than can
ERRORWINDOW. The vector A should contain a return character at each intended line break.
The monadic function YESNOWINDOW is used to display a message and await for the user
to click on either the word YES or NO in response. A window is created at the top of the screen,
where the message is displayed. After the user clicks YES or NO, the window is removed, and
the screen restored to its original condition. YESNOWINDOW has a single argument, the
variable A, which is a character vector containing the message to be displayed.
YESNOWINDOW returns an explicit result of 0 if NO is clicked, or 1 if YES is clicked.
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C.1.8 Other User Interface Functions
The monadic function CH allows the user to select off of a list like the one that is displayed
when one tries to assign crewmembers or jobs to a flight plan (see Figure 6.12). The function
CH is called from the function CHOICE. CHOICE is a "shielding function": its only purpose is
to allow the declaration of more local variables than could comfortably be included in the header
of CH. CH has a single explicit input arguments, D. Other variables are, however, implicitly
passed on to CHOICE (and CH) from the calling program. The character matrix LIST should
contain the list that is to be selected from. The numeric variable MAX should contain the
maximum number of entries that are to be allowed to be selected from LIST. If MAX is specified
as 0, then there is no limit placed on the number of entries (except, of course, by the size of the
list). The character vector MSG should contain the name of the window that is being opened,
and the character MSG2 should contain the message to the user that is displayed in the right hand
side of the window. The numeric vector D should contain the row numbers of the items on the
list which have already been selected (and should therefore show as inverted). The function CH
returns an explicit result which is the row numbers of the items on the list which have been
selected. The function CH uses the niladic function IR2, which directs what is done if the user
clicks the mouse on the list inside the window presented by CH. IR2 does not return an explicit
result.
The monadic function EDIT allows the user to add, delete, and modify nickname lists (see
Figure 6.10). The function EDIT is called from the function ED. ED is a "shielding function":
its only purpose is to allow the declaration of more local variables than could comfortably be
included in the header of EDIT. EDIT has a single explicit input argument, Q. The first word in
the Q vector is the name of the variable in which the list is stored. This variable is implicitly
passed from the calling program to EDIT. All text in Q after the first word constitutes the name
of the window, which is displayed on the window's top line. The function EDIT produces no
explicit value, but instead modifies the list which is implicitly passed back to the calling program.
The function EDIT uses the niladic function ED2, which directs what is done if the user clicks the
mouse on the list inside the window, in order to modify the nicknames. ED2 returns an explicit
value of 0 or 1. If the value is 0 it indicates to EDIT that the revisions are extensive enough so
that the entire inside of the window must be redrawn.
The dyadic function IR is used by CH and EDIT to oversee the scrolling of sections of the
window which are shown inverted. IR has two arguments, A and B, which specify which
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portions of the nickname list are currently showing on the screen. It does not return an explicit
result.
The dyadic function EDITA allows the user to modify numeric entries associated with a list
like the one that is displayed when one tries to modify crewmember or job performance times
(see Figure 6.6). The function EDITA is called from the function EDA. EDA is a "shielding
function": its only purpose is to allow the declaration of more local variables than could
comfortably be included in the header of EDITA. EDITA has two explicit input arguments, P
and Q. Other variables are, however, implicitly passed on to EDA (and hence EDITA) from the
calling program. The character vector MSG2 contains the message displayed at the top of the
window, directly beneath the line containing the name of the window. The variable HELPMSG
contains the message to be displayed if the user asks for help. The names of the other variables
which are passed to EDITA are contained in the character vector Q. The first word in the Q
vector is the name of the variable in which the list is stored. The second word in the Q vector is
the name of the variable in which is stored the message which is to appear when the user clicks
on an item in the list. Finally, all text in Q after the second word constitutes the name of the
window, which is displayed on the window's top line. The numeric vector P contains the values
associated with each item on the list which are being modified. The function EDITA returns an
explicit result which contains the new values associated with the items on the list. The function
EDITA uses the niladic function ED2A, which directs what is done if the user clicks the mouse
on the list inside the window, in order to modify a numeric values. ED2A returns an explicit
value of 0 or 1. If the value is 0 it indicates to EDITA that the revisions are extensive enough so
that the entire inside of the window must be redrawn.
The function EDITB, and its shielding function EDB, are very nearly identical with EDITA
and EDA. However, in addition the the other variables passed from the calling program, the
variable character vector MSG3 is also implicitly passed. This vector contains a message that is
displayed if the user tries to click on the text within the window. These functions are used by the
tool searcher to display a list and get a YES or NO response from the user (Figure 6.50). It
returns an explicit result of 1 for yes, 0 for no.
The monadic function Z allows the display and modification of text windows like that used
for crewmember background information (see Figure 6.5). The function Z is called from the
function Z1. Z1 is a "shielding function": its only purpose is to allow the declaration of more
local variables than could comfortably be included in the header of Z. Z has a single explicit
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input argument, C. C contains a character matrix with the initial form of the text that is to be
displayed in the window. The function Z returns an explicit result, which is a character matrix
containing the revised form of the text.
The niladic function TOOLCONT allows the display and modification of Default Loaction
and Status window on the Tool Information Form (see Figure 6.15). The function TOOLCONT
is called from the function TOOLCONT1, which is in turn called from the function
TOOLCONT2. TOOLCONT1 and TOOLCONT2 are "shielding functions": their only purpose
is to allow the declaration of more local variables than could comfortably be included in the
header of TOOLCONT. When the user clicks the mouse inside the TOOLCONT window,
revision of information appearing there is accomplished by the function TOOLW. TOOLW
returns an explicit value of 0 or 1. If the value is 0 it indicates to TOOLCONT that the revisions
are extensive enough so that the entire inside of the window must be redrawn.
The function DRAWMSG is used by all the window producing functions in this section to
wrnite the name of the window in the bar at the window's top. DRAWMSG prevents the window
name from running outside the window (by truncation) if it is longer than can fit inside the bar.
DRAWMSG has two arguments, A and B. The character vector A contains the name of the
window that is to be writen. B is a 2 element numeric vector. B[1] contains the number of
pixels which will be needed to (fully) draw character vector A, and B[2] contains the number of
pixels actually available to draw the name.
C.1.9 Data Transfer to the Scheduler
The function MANSCHED is activated when the schedule button is clicked on a Flight Plan
Information Form. MANSCHED prepares data for the scheduler, checks for infeasibilities, and
then transfers control to the SCHED workspace. MANSCHED has a single argument, OBJ,
which is the object number of the flight plan being sent to the scheduler.
The function WS returns the name of the Macintosh folder in which the PRIME folder (and
presumably the SCHED folder) are located. The function SCHED loads the SCHED workspace.
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C.11O The Tool Searcher Functions
The functions SEARCHCTL, SEARCHCVTNUM, SEARCHDISPLAY,
SEARCHHISTRANK, SEARCHINFER, SEARCHJOBRANK, SEARCHPROXRANK, and
SEARCHSIZERANK are all used by the tool searcher function TOOLSEARCH which is
activated when the user clicks the mouse on the SEARCH button on the Tool Information Form.
TOOLSEARCH has a single argument, OBJ, which is the object number of the tool being
searched for. All the tool searching functions are extensively documented in [Kranzler, 1986].
C.1.11 File Manipulation Functions
The function FILEOPEN is a monadic function which is used to get from the user (via a
dialog box) the name of a file (containing a database) which is to be loaded into MFIVE. The
function has a single argument, P, which is a character vector containing the prefix (ther first
letters) which the file name must possess. The function returns an explicit result, which is the
name of the file to be opened.
The function DATALOAD is a monadic function which load the database into MFIVE. The
function has a single argument, WO, which is the name of the file to be loaded. The fuction has
no explicit result.
The function FILESAVE is a dyadic function which is used to get from the user (via a dialog
box) the name of a file a MFIVE database is to be saved. The function has two arguments, A and
B. The variable B contains a character vector containing the prefix (the first letters) which the file
name must possess. The variable A contains a message displayed to the user in the dialog box.
The function returns an explicit result, which is the name of the file to be opened.
The function DATASAVE is a dyadic function which saves an MFIVE database. The
function has two arguments, W7 and KK. W7 is a character vector which contains the name of
the file in which the database is to be saved. KK is a character matrix containing the names of the
variables to be saved in the file. The function returns an explicit result, which is the total number
of variables saved (rows in the KK matrix) plus 1.
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The niladic function PRIMEDATA produces an explicit result which is a character matrix
containing the names of all the variables which need to be saved when saving a database. This
matrix is then passed to the function DATASAVE.
The dyadic function FILEHCREATE is used by' the function MANSCHED to create the files
necessary to transfer data from the PRIME workspace to the SCHED workspace.
FILEHCREATE is has two arguments, A and B. The character vector A contains the name of
the file to be created. The number B contains the number of file to be opened. FILEHCREATE
does not return an explicit result.
C.1.12 Miscellaneous Functions
The function TEXTNORMAL returns the textfont, textsize, and textface to a preset
arrangement.
The function T resets text parameters, the cursor, pen, and menu bar to a preset arrangement.
It also unties any tied files.
The function CLEAR draws the word MFIVE in the bar at the top of the screen, and defines
the size of the screen used by MFIVE.
The function DRAWMFIVEICON draws the MFIVE icon and tfle SSL logo on the screen.
The function HCL is used to produce screen or printer listing of APL functions. HCL has a
single argument, INS. INS is a character vector which contains the names of the functions to be
listed, separated by spaces. By specifying INS to be the character string "ALL", all of the
functions in the workspace will be listed, followed by a listing of all variable names.
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C.1.13 Function Listings for the PRIME Workspace
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1163 ERASEREBCT K;3 4(0 1 1 0 0 0 1 ICRl1l 2 3 2 1 4 3 4]),1 1 -1 -1+CR
[17] MOVEIO (S1-TERmEE), G1TEKXFONT ZERDO)MG DRAWNSIG S,) MSLS4+123-S207TEXIM)MAL
[183 GRAYPAT FILLRBCT 0 18 17 "18+S3.S2,S3,S40TE)T1FACE ONEoK*"EC+I2 G2
119] B20 MDVEID (NINE+S1+K), S4+TENA*-23-(*23tC)L ' 'DRAWIEXT AtCOC*(ONE+A)JC
120] K••K+TEN"(ZEROvC) /B20OC-(15+S1+K). S4+20OMDVEI C-0 10
1211 DRAW=E T 'MAX SELECTABLE = ',FOUIRtvMAXLAMAX-pRSOC*C+10 0MDWVETO C-0 10
122] DRAWITEXT 'NUMBER SELEIED ' ,FOURt(vpS)
(23] A#(C+10 10).(C+25 110),15 150K*--2 -2 2 2 2 2OE*A,A+K
124] MiVEID 11 15+A(1 210DRAWTET 'SELECT ALL'ORBCrT*+Ccr;1 4pA
[25] A'-A+23 0 23 0 0 00E-E,A,A+K
(261] MVE~D 11 20+A[1 210DRA1TKEcT 'CLEAR ALL'OREBCTrECT;1 4pA
127] A*-A+23 "15 23 -58 0 00E*-EA,A+K
1283 H)VEID 11 15+A[1 2]0DRAWII'XT 'DONE'ORBCT*-RBCT;1 4pA
(293 A*A+O 75 0 75 0 00E-E.AA.A+K
(3013 DVEI 11 9+A[1 23]DRAWTEXT 'CANCEL'RECTRBCT;1 4pA
[31] FRAME~R NDRECT 8 6p(ETEXIFACE ZERO
[32] B14,sDVEID 10 8+S1,S20DRAWTlXT (N,RC)t(ZERO,LC)4OUXrOZERO IR RC
[33] B18 GS+-(RCx-36+S4-S2)+TWOi (p(XT) [TWm]
[34] G2*-S2+N+((LC+PFIVExRC)+(p(XJT) [TIm] )xS4-S2+36
[35] G5-S3, (LG2-G5), (S3+17), (S4-18) L LG2+GSERASERCT G5€FRAMERECT G5
[363 RECT[SIX*]C•G5
[37] B2 :MMCGEIKEYO-*I(THREE'pM) /B20-*('Wi-M [ONE] )/B2OMM([2 31
[38] L-ONEt(M PTINRECT RECT)/PO-(ZEIROL) /B20-*C1 EL
[39] B3 OSSOUND BEEPO-B2[40] L1- zBUTION/L1OIR2Q-*B2
141] L2 a IBUIT0N/L20-*(G1fT•USE FTINRECT RECT~ [L;] ) /B20UN2 OPUrBITS UNO-ZERO
142] L3-:M -BOPENPAT CRAYPATOPEN•D)E TEN
143] B7t-(~-BUTION)/BS FRAMERECT MIOM1-B+FOURp(0 0rGE~MISE)-MOFRAMEREC~ M1"-B7
[441 B5stULC-+UL+((0 OrGEC 4SE)-M)
145] B30,FRAMERECT MIOUN2 OPUIBITS UNOPENPAT BLACKPATOPENM)DE EIGHrro-*B4
146] L4 ,-•(IsZERO) /B3HS-(# (LC-ONE) tXoTr [ONE; ] ),LAV125G3c-LCLHS
[47] SCROILRLEC ((1 7 -1,7+SIXxRC)+RECT[ONE;1 2 3 2]),(SIXxG3), ZERCOLCjC--G3
148] MDVEID 10 8+S1,S2DRAWlTEXT (N,G3LLRC)t(ZER.IC)4XTurT
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(491 ZERO IR CLG30GAYPAT FIJ T G50-.B18
[50 L.5 ,G3*(p00[T) [T1WO -RCO-(ILG3 )/B3OHS*,-( (RCI+C*NE)g=To·EI ] )tAV1250G3*•SLG3
151i SCMLLRE T ((1 7 1,7+SIXu)+RBCT ONEI, 12 3 2]),('6"G3),Z EOtQL *.LC+G3
15221 DVEID (S1+TEN),S2+EIGFT+SIX"R1-G3ODRAWTECT (N,-G3)t(N, C)t(ZER., LC)4XUT
(533 (ZmER2C-G3) IR RCOGRAYPAT FIULRBCT GSO-*B18
(542 L6 sMl*GSPENPAT GRAYPATOPENNMDE TENOIOKZEI
1552 B23 -*(~BUTION) /B24*FRAMERBCT M1
(56] K*-(18+S2-G [23 )r(S4-18+G5 [4 ) L 14GEI USE-MOMi*G5+4p0, KOFRAMERT M1Q-B23
(57] B24 ~ FRAMERBCT M1GRAYPAT FILRBlCT G50PENPAT BLACKPATOPENI~DE EIGHT
[58] LC*-LC+LPFIVE+K"(p(XTT) flIT]. +S4-S2+360ERASERBCT 1 1 1 -1+RET[ONEsI o*B14
(59] L7 .*(MAX<AMAX-pRS)/B320K.-SOS -( (tAMAX)cS, -RS)/tAMAXOZERO IR RCOS-K, SO-*B33
(60] B32sKX'YOU CANNOMI SELC WMDRE THAN ',(*MAX),' E•RI',(3+'4x4NE-MAX)t'IESY'
1611 ERRORWINDOW Ko-*B2
(622 L8sZER IR OS--IZ
[63] B33sERASERECT (C+'9 116).C+0 1450MVETO CO 1160TETFACE ONE
[642 DRAW=T T FOURt vSO7EXTFACE ZERDO-PB2
(652 LIO S*-(D>ZERO) /DO*L2
v
vZ*-B CHARMAT VIA
S(1 VV, (, B) (ONE] OA4VcB
[21 Z*(pA)p(,A*A*. T r/O, A*-(AO)/A*-A-1+0, NONEAA-A/tLpA)\(-A)/V
VS*CH)ICE DI sG1 ,G2sG3 iG4iG5sLiMi NMl i =IEFLI HSI SIZE
E1l S*CH D
VCLEARs IrKK
[1] K*ONEOHIDECURSOROKK*-503132+524288x LPFIVE*0WSSIZE+524288
[23 CLIPRECT 0 0 299 507
[32 B1 aMFIVEBEADER (K,] 3B•ZKE KK+K 640K-KQONEOE-.(KsNINE) /BlO(SBLCuRSOR
v
VCLIPRECIY
VA CLIST BC;K
[1] *(ZERO*/pA)/ZERO•ERASERECT BQTEX'IFACE ~NEOA-(NT•tONE. pA)pA
[22 C-(EIGCr+ rPFIVExB [7EREE] *B [ONE] )-FIVExONEtpAOEKZERO
[3] MDVEt C, B l] +FIVEODRAWET ATE7IFACE ZERO
v
VA CLIST1 B
[1] ERASERECT BOTEXK'ICE ONE
[2] NEVID ('THREE+ rPFIVExB 7ETREE] +B [ONE] ), B [TWO] +FIVEODRAWTEXT AOTEXTFACE ZEE
v
VTETF-CONVT DATEs;MDVI ;FIt YR;MIN;DAY; HR
[1] TETr-NEQDATE*-DLBS4 ,DATEODATE [(DATEe' /, a ') /tpDATE3]' '
[22 VI*, OVI DATE*-(FIVEOpVI) /ZEROOFI'-FI DATE*-*(-VI [ONE] ) /L1([321 )*NEtFIO-*(v/(NMgZERO), (12<MD), &O LM) /ZERCO-L2
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([4 L1, sD-, (^Af/W THS12 3pDATE[1 2 3] )LON.tE(13-MM)/ZElO
[5] L2 t YR•-FI [TREE] OHR-FI CFOUc ODAY÷-FI ['f]03 -EO*YR-YR- 1900 *YRli 900
([61 (v/(HR, DAY,YR)LHR,.DAY, YR)/ZERO
[71 -+( v/ (IR, DAY)>23, NOMN.E+eS2 [D1] + (MD-TI1O) ^AZEMD-FJR I YR) /ZE•DMINWFI [FIVE]
18] 3 (v/ (ZER1~ONEVI), (YR<ZERD), (ZERO>HR, MIN, DAY),MINZ60)/ZERO
1[9 TET*-MIN+60 HR+24xDAY+ (ZERO, , MS) 1[M]3 ((M>'W)^AZE~J FOURI YYR)+r 365.25xYR
v
VTET-DEF CONVT2 DATE;VIiFIiYEARMDIDAYIYHR;MINiF
[11 -*(DEFtZERO)/L2
1[2 L1 S TET*CONVT DATE-,*ZERO
[3] L2, ETET*INEODATE-DLBS4 ,DATEOIDATE [(DATEAe'/, ' ) LpDATE] 4-' '4VI4, DVI DATE
14] -*(FIVE-pVI) /L1*-( (T71pVI)vFIVE<pVI ) /ZE)D-*(ZEROc (FOU]RpVI) VI) /ZERO
1[5 DEF*-,.O 365.25 24 60TDEFOYEAR*-ftDEFQFI*-,DFI DATEO-*(FCOxRpVI)/L4
[63 -*(-VI [ONE] )/L3MD4-FI [ONE] O-(v/(Zv / (MZEO), ( 12<MD), M)~ LM))/ZEMOO*L5
1[7 L3, *(13-1)*-(^A/)NIHS12 3pDATE[1 2 3] )tONE)/ZERDO-*L5
[8] L4 1zM-NE++/(12poNE+ LDEF 7[TW]0 )>F4,12 0 (12xZ5RFcOFOUIYEAR)eMDS
[9] L5 ~(-(TW pVI)pL60DAY*-FI (ONE+FOUR*pVI] -ONE
110 -"( (DAY LDAY)v(DAY13MS2 [WD] +(M 1 -TM)AZERO-FOIR I YEAR)vZERO>DAY) /ZERIO-*L7
111 L6 tDAY.LDEF [TT~O - (ZERO, F) EN3]
(12] L7 MItN*NONEtFI
(13) HRONNEtINTOtFIO-*(v/(ZEOHRMIN), (HR>23)O) (MINa60),HR'LHR)/ZE
114] TET*MIN+60=HR+24xDAY+ (0, , MS) iE3] +((MD>TW) AZERO-FOURIYEAR)+ 365.25xYEAR
VA CREWASGET OBJTDEFiB
[11 DEF-(CREWAS [A; OBJ3 #CREWASDEF A] ) xCREWAS [A; O J3] -CREWAS [TEREE-A;O T]
[21 DEF*CREWAS [IREE-As OBJ-3 DEF
1[3 DEF•-(CREE, DEF, ((A-1)/0). (CREWAS -A OBJJ1 R CREWASDEF [3-A] )pCREWAS[3-A OBJ] )
[4] B4,B#-DEF GETINPUT NONE4,RECT[LI 34-(OPT-2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3[5] CREWAS [A OBJ] i -B~-EZER3
[61 BI, (CREWASDEF(A] CVITIME CREWAS[A; OBJI ) CLIST NONEI, RLT [L, ]O ZERO
[7] B2 tCREWAS (A OBJ] *CREWASDEF A] O-•B1
[8] B3 HELPWINDOIW ]REWASHELPO-B4
v
VCREWBDGIET OJBA
[13 B4tA,-(TWO,, CREWBD[OBJ] ) GETINPUTT NONE4, RBCI'[L;] 0-(OPT=2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
12] CREWB[OBJ] AO-*-*ZE3
1[3 B1 t (CREWBDDEF CVIDATE CREWBD [OBJ ) CLIST NONE&, RECT L; I 0-*ZERO
141 B2 CREWBD [O3T] *CREWBDDEFO-+B1
151 B3 HELPWINDOW XCREWBDHELPO-B4
v
VCREWHIGOT OBJ3 A
[1] B4:A+-4 1 0 137 214 GETINPUr NONE4,RECUT[LO] -(OPT=2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
23 CREWHT [OBJ] -AO-*ZERO
(3] B1 (CREWHIDEF CVINUM CREWH~ [OBJ] ) CLIST ONE 4, RECT' L; ] -*ZERO
([4 B2 a CREWHT [OBJ] ~RETWHIDEF--B 1
[5] B3 tHELPWINDOW XCREWHIIELP.PO-B4
v
VCREWINFOGET OBJs B IMSG, C
113 B*-'CREW', (CREWNN[OBJ3), 'INFO'O-*(TWO0NEC B)/BlOC4-B
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[2] B3,MSCaG(DLBS2 ,CREWLIST[OBJ•+NE]), ' Backgr(xai Infar•nation'
[3C C-4((TEN(, r six+I. 25MSpaG) r pc) tc
[4] C-Zi C 6OC'4DLBS3 DLBS3 CO-.(ZEIRD) /pC)/B20tB, '*C'O-*ZER2(5] Bi1C0 Op' '*-*B3
[6] B2s C+MEK B
v
VCREWMSCET OBJ, A
11] B4sA*4 1 0 45 114 GETINPUJT NNE,.RBCT[L,]l*-(OFT-2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
12] CREWNS [OR3] -AO"-ZERO
1[3 Bl (CREWMSDEF CV7hN CREWNS COBJ] ) CLIST NONEI,RECT CLs] -O*ZERO)
[4] B2 8 CREWWS OBJ] *CREWMSDEFO*B1
(15 B3 HELPWINDOW )REWMSIHELPO-B4
v
vCREWPERFGET OBJlGlsG2 G3sG4 CsDI JEsH;VALRIKs FG5 sABsIMG2tMsiELPMSG
E1] F*CREWNN•OBJ] OG1-PERFDATAl -FOCG1/PERFDATA20G2 *PERFDTA1<ZERO
[2] J*G2/PERFDATA1OJ-J G1 / + \G23 OG3'-JOBNNtJOHELPMSG.XCREWPERFHELP
1[3 H*-JOBLIST[ONE*G3, ] JOBLIST ELIM ONE, ONE+G3OEG2/PERFDATA1OG5o*(~E-J) /E
14] M*-PERFDATA2 [PERFDATAltG5] OM [ (M-JOBTIMEDEF) / t LpMJ. IOC*C, MO0D*C
[5] G44(D,CONE)pCOG4 [(C<ZERD)/tD, ]*4' '0G4+G4, (D,iONE)p((pG3)p' '),(D-pG3)p'*'
[6] H1f.H. '/'.G4OVAL-'ENTER PERFORMANCE TIME '
E73 MSG2.-'Performance Tmes In Minutes'
£8] REC EDA 'H VAL '.BL CREWLIST [IZPINE+OBJ, ]. ' Performance Data'19] PERFDATA2 [Gl/LtpPERFDATA2]4 -(pJ)tRR+-pJ R )ROA*-(RO (pJ) C) /ROG5-*(RO (pJ) 4C)/G5
110] -(ZERO•pA)/ZEROOK*0NE
[11 B1 : B4PERFDATA1 tC5 KC OPERFDATAl-*(BtPERFDATAI) .F, B4PERFDTA1
[12] PERFDATA2-(BtPERFDATA2)A, A [K , B4PRFDATA20K+K+÷NE-*"((pA)rK) /B1
v
VCREWRANKGET OBJA, VAL
[1] B4 VAL'-'CREWRANK' OA'7 1 GEFINPtUT NNE.REBCT[L] 6O(OPT-2 3)/B1,B2
[2] CREWRANK [OBJ] *AO-A.*ZE)
[3] Bi s CREWRANKLIST CREWRANKI [ORB] s ICLIST NONNE. RECT [L] O-ZERO
14] B2: CREWRANK OB1 ] CREWRANKDEFO-B 1
v
TCUIPIICTUIRE
VR+-DEF CVIDATE T; H[1] R+DIEF CVITIME T
1[2 Hc-(R[; ONE] '*')/L(pR)[ONE] OR [H; (ONE+(pR) [TlOI] )-tSIX]--' 'OR-DLBS3 R
v
VRkDEF CVIDATE1 T; H[1] R*-DEF CVITIME1 TO-(R CONE] '*' ) /ZER0OR'--6~R
v
VR+DEF CVINUM NWMb C
[1] R** ( (pNUMS), ONE) pNUMSOC+-NUMSODEF) I/, pNUMSQO(ZERO-C) /Z[21 R+-(0 llr0R)tROR[Cl•-' 'OR[Cstll*-((pC),11)p'**ND INFO**'
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VR'.-DEF CVTINM1 lNUiSsC
[IM -NEoiMS-DEF) /B 10 OR*-NUO-•ZERO
12] B1,Rc' **NO INFO**'
v
vR--DEF CVITIME TIDAYIYRsRDiFsM
11] DEF*'DEFO,TOT**DEF/TORDOpTO*(ZEiRORD) /BlOT-0O 365.25 24 60TT
(2] YR*', '., v1900*T[s, NElOF÷12 04(12,ZEROFOURIT[ ,ONEl )*RD/MOS
[33 M*O+f+E*.#((12, (pT) CONE] )p~CONEELT[:, TEWO] )>F
41] DAY#' ',(R.D,NTO)teONE+LTE, ,WO]-(RDONE)p1 1%(ZEI OF) [M]
[5] R'-DEFNMEIESS 4ls], DAY, YR,' .((RD.NT1~)tT[, .31), ' '. (RD, NTO)t ýTs, 4] +100
(6] DEF*'(DEF )/tpDEFOR •EF l11]-((PDEF).11)p'**NO INFO**#'-"ZERO
[7] BitR#((pDEF),11)p'**NO INFO**'
V
vR-DEF CVITIME1 TDAYiYRsRDiFiM
[1] -'(DEF-T)/BlOT.-,0 365.25 24 60TTOYR'-', ',#1900+T(IONE]
([2 :,-(12-24"ZERO- FOaR IT [ONE] ) t.MDS
[31 M*OaE•+ /(12pONE+ LT [TWOl )>FODAY*-' ' , 1D ONE+~ LT [TI] - (ZERO;F) OM]
14] R'*EI' [Ms 3 .DAY, YR, ' ' , (NDt iT 'IREE), ' ' ,NOt T [FOUR] +1000-*ZERO
(51 B1,sR-'**NO INFO**'
v
VDATALOAD WO W 1 V2 W3 i W4 sW5 s W7
[1] Wla*NE r/ZEO, OFNU~MSWO OIFTIE Wl
[21 B1 W3+N-NEU0FREAD W10-*(ZER-pW3)/B3OW4*NONEE4FREAD W1OW5~ NEtOFREAD W1
[3] W2*-NEIOFREAD W1O-*(W5='N' )/B20-*(W5-'F' )/B4
[4] B5sW2#(0FI W4)pW2OtW3, "'-W2'0-B1
[5] B2,W2-(0FI W4)pQFI W20,W3, '-W2'0 +B1
[6] B4sW2-(OIFI W4)pW2OW3-MFX W20•B1
[71 B3 sOFJNTIE W1
v
VK*-W7 DATASAVE KK;GliG21G3;G4 G5;G6;G7 ELX
[11 DELX*-' ERIOR( (Mt JTNL)- IO)t GDM'
[21 G4*-(pKK) [ONE] G1i+NE+ r /ZERo, DFNOMSOG2*cNE- (*W7)1. ' ' OKG2W7G3-LIB K
([3 K*-(((pG3)[XNE]. ,K)pUPPERCASE K),G3
[41 Gl--r/(pW7),ONEýpKO-*(((pK) CONE],Gi)tK) FIND (ONE,G1)pGltUPPERCASE W7)/B5
[5] B7 W7 0IFHCEATE G1OK+CNEOG+ICNLOG6*G5, 'C' ,G50G7*G5, 'N' ,G5
[6] B1,G2*•DLBS KKEKsi]-*(3=0uC G2)/B4OG3-+*G20*-(82I~R G3)/B2
(71 (G2.G5, (OpG3), G6, (,G3),G5) oFAPPEND GlOKI-K+ONE.-• (K1aG4)/B1O-*B8
[81 B2( i G2,G5, (OpG3),G7, (,.G3),G5) OFAPPEND GiOK*-KK.NEO-*(K-G4) /BIO-.B8
[9] B4,G3+•-CR G2*(G22,G5, (pG3),G5, 'F',G5. (,G3),G5) OFAPPEND GICOK-K+ONE
[103 -,(KsG4)/B1
1113 B8 tOFUNTIE G1-o*ZERO
[123 B5,W7 OFRTIE G1OW7 OFERASE GIO-*B7
v
VDELEI~MENm
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v1RDLBS A
[1] R*-(CE+AtL'
Vt
')tA
VR-DLBS2 A
VR*'DLBS3 A
Cl] R..(~fl,-,/A\*A*'
VR4-DLBS4 A
Cl] RC--+/(\'-
V&.AWL.INEW
VMV)A04BAM
' R) R
VrMAWYMFIVEIaCKt, HG;iKK
K+.PIC1TFRAMB KK*MFIVEICXtI2oRA-rGRAYPAT.TV0069 137 184 518 DRAIIPICIURE LOXGO
K-172 5,172 5+(K[TIME]-KCONE]). K[FOUR] --KE7WJ
K DRAWIPICTUfRE KKO-.ZERD
VA DRAiMSG B
-&(B 1EJ -B EMI ) )/BlB#-B rff)J
B2 s Af;ONE·&AO-*(B----'ý M A) /Bz
Bl rDRAW=E I A
DrVAWPICItJRE
VDRAWVE~I'
VED R;K;G1;G2;G3;G4G5;L;Mi;N;Ml1RC;E;FL;LISTiSG;S;SIZE;H5;UN;UN2;P
Ell EDIT R
VQ*ED2;SRWSCDLtC1 ;C2;G1 ;K
Q-ONEQ-(ZERO-NDE) /B3*S~Jjv4-r ((NTmhM CONE] )-S1 )+ELEV NO-'(SIR)w<O) /ZERo
-'(SROW>N) /zER3OSCIL4-/FL<LC. CM [Th3J -S2 F-IVE).SIX*Cl-SROW+Nx SWL-ONE
-e(AMAXcCl)/ ,WO-*(CCS)/Bl*E/B5*S"-S, Cl
B2tCl+-S2.SEVENfSIXMZROxrFL csWLJ-Lc
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(15 C24cONE4S2+SIX (RC+CNE) LFL ([SWDL+ONE] -LC
1[6 INVER#T1 EC ('9+SI+SROW"ELEVEN), C1, (TD+S1 +SROW=ELEVEN), C2Q0*ZERO(71 Bl -*(MEDEONE) /B40S*-(SC1)/SO-*B2
181 B3,ERR1ORWINDOW 'PLEASE SELECT REVISE OR DELETE MODE'-*.ZERO
191 B4,ERM1RWINDOW 'YOU CANNI T SELECT A DELETED ENTIRY'O-oZERO
1101 B SGl(]NE REPLYWINDOW 'IENTER REVISION FORt ', (DLBS2 ,LIST(Cl ), ' '
(111 -*(ZERO-~pG1) /ZEROOLIST4-DLBS3 LIST[tC1-ONEI] APPEND G1 APPEND (C1,ZEMRO))4LIST
[12] UN2 OPEUITITS UN0Q*-ZEO R
v
v•Q*ED2As SIROW SCOLL C1 C2 sG1 s KG2 sG3 sG4 Hs S3
[1] H-(pLIST) [IwO] H O*CNESROW*-IZp r((N(IN1+MIONE] )-S1)+ELEVEN
(12 *1(SROW<~NE) /ZERO~-(SROW>N) /ZEROOSCOL4-/FL<LC. (+M [T1W0 -S2+FIVE)+SIX
[3] Cl.-IZpSROW+Nx SCOL-ONEOS34-,RPROGO-*(ZERO-pS3 ) /B10
[41 "(AMAX<C1) /ZERIDOK, LIST [C1l $G2-(ONE- (#K)tI ' / ' ) K
[5] G3*"S2+SEVEN+SIXx•ZE rFL [SCOL3 -WLOC2+ONE+S2+SIXK (RC+NE) L FL [SODL+ONE] -LC
(6] G44-( 10+S1 +SRO3WxELEVEN), G3, (ONE+S1+SROWxELEVEN), C2QINVESrRTCT G4
(71 B3 G1-4 1 0 0 REPLYWINDOW S30-*(OPT=2 3 6)/B6,B2,B50S[C1J *G1
(81 Gl*-(*G1), ' 'G12, -G2, (-(3)rH-pG2)tG10-*((pG1)>ONE+H)/B1
[91 B8 ,XOUT [SROW; FL [SCOL] + LHI *LIST [CI ,4HtfG1
[101 K-S1+NNE+ELEVENx•SROWOERASERBCT -9 3 2 -1+K,S2,K,S4
[11] EMVETO K. EIGHT+S2ODRAWIEXT RCtI, OOUT ISROW, ] *-+ZERO
[12] ~1,LIST*-DLBS3 LIST[tC1-ONE,] APPEND G1 APPEND (Cb,ZERO))4LIST
[13] tN2 OPUrTBITS UN`OQ-ZERO0--ZERO
[141 B6: INVERTRBET G40-ZERO
[15] B2sG14-((NU••E+H)tG2), '* ' S [C1 DNE-B8
[161 B5 HELPWINDOW HELP MSG*-B3
[17] B10 ERRORWINDOW MSG3-'*ZERO
E1] S-C EDITA R
v
vS*+C EDB RiKiGI;G2;G3;G4;G;SLsMiN;MlsRC; E;FLLIST;MSG; SsSIZE;HS RPROG; P2C1
(1] St-C EDITB R
v
VEDIT Q; AMAX; S1 S2 S 3 s S4 ;OUT; LAs ULC;B;RECTr;MS; CR TR; C;OUT2 •iMDE;C1
[1] N-Qtl' 'OMSG.-' ',(NQ), ''LIST+*-,u-NtQOAMAX*-(pLIST) (ONE] ON-18tUIL-60 100
[21 TEXTSIZE 120TEXIFONT ZER0OTETFACE ZElROMS-TEXDWIITH MSGCMmDE*ZEROOP-t 13
33] C1-L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, L8, L9, L10, L11, L2, L1 3 LC-ZEROOS*IZ
[43 B40sOUrT-18 0pIZOK+-ZERO
[53 B31 tOUT-OUT AllJOIN2 (DLBS3 LIST [K+tNLAMAX-Kgl,),AV125K+÷K+NO*-'(AMAX>K) /B31
[6] OUT--0 -1OUTO-T(20<(pOU•T) [T'] )/B4500UJT-18 20tOUT
[71 B45 ,OUT2*rO+UTrFL*NNE, ((OUT [ONE, I-AV125)/It (POUT) ITI] ), ONE+ (POUT) [TWO]
18] SIZE-11 6x1 2+pOUTOSIZE[2]4-SIZE [2] L 2460RC+-L (9+SIZE CWO] )+SIX
[91 B4 Sl-UILC IONE] OS2*-UL [TWIO] OS3+-S1+SIZE [ONE] S44-S2+SIZE [TWO]
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112] B6 , D-KKOR+-R, DTEXTFACE ZEROODRAWTE T D
[133 -(AAspR) /B7ST+GETPENOLASI7P-LASTP, ST
[14] B9,-*(G3-=R)/B30TE~IFACE ONEODRAWTE T AV125*CURP+GErPEN-oB1i
[151 B7 SCROLLRECT (1 5 2 0+A),-6 00-*(G3-pR)/B30TEXIFACE ONE~*B1
[16] B10sSCROLLRECT (-1 5 2 0+A).6 00MDVEI7 W1OtLASTP
[171 TEXTFACE ZEROODRAWTEXT R [TWO+(pR)-AA] 0TEITFACE ONEQ-oB14
(18] B16 sOSOUND BEEP*-*B1
[191 82,-.(ZERO3pR)/B160RNEENMERERASERECT C1+ (TWOtNFOXRtST, LASTP), ST
(20] -*(AAONE+pR) /B10•LASIP-(TmW r NITO+pLASTP) tLASIP
[21] B14 MDVEID STa NItlDRASMDTEWET AV1254CURP*GEIENO-*B1
[22] B3 UR~-UPPERCASE ROOPT*+NE+ (ZERO-R)+ (FIVETUR- 'HELP' )+ <)9x0UR- 'DELETE'
123] TEXIFACE ZEROINITCURSORO-((G1I'NINE) OPTOCNE) /ZERO
[243 -*(1 2 3 4 5 8 9-G1)/ZERO,L8,L8.L16,L22,L2,B8
(25] L2aB4-B, (ONE-pB)/ZEROROR-B[OM [1 NVTr3 RO-*(ZE Op,R)/B21
126] ERPORWINDOW ' INVALID TIME' O-L1
(27] B21, (CVTID R) CLIST AO-*(THREE>pB) /ZEROO-*(B ETHREE~ R) /B20
[28] ERIRORWINDOW 'INVALID TIME. EARLIEST VALID TIME IS ',,CVTTD B THREE] -*L1
[29] B20 -*(FOURlpB) /ZERO-(B [FOUR] R) /ZERO
[30] ERRORWINDOW ' INVALID TIME. LATEST VALID TIME IS '. CVITD B [FOUR3 -*L1
1313 L8 R+URCOB#B,(ONE=pB)/NONEOR*-B[TWIO] CONVT2 R. (FOURxMTWOONEB)t ' 0 0'
[323] -(ZERO0pR) /L12ERRORWINDOW 'INVALID , (NFOUR+EIGET'rTIO-G1) t 'DAIETIME' ~Li
133] L12s ((ZERI ,NFIVExGlTMO) ~NONE CVTTIME R) CLIST AO(THRE~>pB)/ZERO
[34]3 -(B [THREE] R)/L14-*(THREE7=G1)/L13
135] ERRORWINDOW 'INVALID DATE. EARLIEST VALID DATE IS ',,-1 CVIDATE B [3]3 O-L1
136] L13 ,ERRORWINDOW ' INVALID TIME. EARLIEST VALID TIME IS ', ,1 CVITIME B [31
(371] L1
138] L14 x*(F(XUR>pB)/ZERO-*(B [FOUR] >R)/ZEROQ-*(THREE-G1)/L15
139] ERRORWINDOW 'INVALID DATE. LATEST VALID DATE IS ',,-1 CVIDATE B [FOUR]) -L1
1401 L15,E*-'INVALID TIME. LATEST VALID TIME IS ',-,1 CVITIME BEFOUR]
1411 ERRORWINDOW E0"*L1
[423 L1.6,*(-ZEROc, OVI R)pL17
143] ERRORWINDOW 'INVALID ENTRY. ENTER NUMERICAL VALUES ONLY. '"*-L1
144] L17:R*, OFI RO (R) CLIST AO-*(NE-pB)/0-'(ZEROI)B [TWO] )/L180"(B E['Il] 2pR)/L18
1453 E*-'TOO MANY EMNPIES. ENTER AT MOST ', (B 'IWI ]), (-ONE-B [TMOI )'1 NIMBERS'
146] ERRORWINDOW EO-#L1
[473 L18 -*(7WO0-pB) /ZER3MO(ZE-=B [THREE] )/L190-*(~ZEROsR- LR)/L19
148] ERRORWINDOW 'INVALID ENTRY. ENTER INTEGERS ONLY. ' *L1
[49] L19 s-*(THREE-pB) /ZERO2-*(FOUR- pB) /L200-*(B [FOUR] >B [FIVE] ) /L21
1503 L20 -*(-ONEcR<B (FOUR) )/L21
[51] ERRORWINDOW 'INVALID ENTRY. ENTER VALUE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO ', *B (41
152] -L1
153] L21 -*(FOUR pB) /ZERO0-*(-ONEER>B FIVE] )/ZERO
1543 ERRORWINDOW 'INVALID ENTRY. ENTER VALUE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ', B (5] "L1
[553 L22,R*UROR*-TWO- (R-. 'Y')+(R- 'YES')+TO7x(R-m , 'N')+R-'ND'
[563 -*(R-TWO)/BI150(ONE, IEIGHCr+NFIVExR)p(EICGT+NFIVExR)t YESND' ) CLIST A-*ZERO
1571 B15,ERRORWINDOW 'PLEASE ENTER ''YES'' OR ' 'ND''. '#L1
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158] L23 a CLASS-B [TWO] OMAX4-(THREEtB) [THREE] ONEW*-UIEtFOURtBOB-FOURIB
159] *(CLASS-2 3 4 5)/B11,B12,B13,B42(60] NLIST-' ',(UPPERCASE A141i 04CREWLIST APPEND RR+CREWN),' 'ON4-NNCROEWNNO-L24
1613 B11sNLIST-' ',(UPPERCASE A1l1 0V4JOBLIST APPEND RR4-JOBN),' 'ON*+NNJOBNN
162] *L24
163] B12 NLIST+-' ',(UPPERCASE All-1 04MANLIST APPEND RR~MANN),' 'ON+NNNMANNN
[64] -+L24
1653 B13,NLIST4-' ',(UPPERCASE A14-1 04TOOLLIST APPEND RR4-TDOLN),' 'ON4NN*-TOOLNN
[661 -*L24
167J B42 NLIST1' ',(UPPERCASE Al14- 01STOWLIST APPEND RR-STOWN), ' ' NeNNN-STOWNN
(683 L24 aRR+·NEtRROIR-IZONLIST-(G3*(~NNcB)) NLISTONNG3/NN
169] V4*( (tNN) NNNNtNN)/NNOMAX4-((MAX$ZERO) tMAX), (MAX-ZEO) t pV4
170] L25 KKBOB*-NINEM+e-RO-•L1
171] B8 s (3eAND*UROR+MQB+•KKO(OPT SIX)/L39*(OPTCNE) /ZE
(72] -*(NEWACIA•AND 'NEW' )/L50-*( (CXfANDI 'ALL' )AMAXpV4)/L37
173] OCMAND-' ' CHARMAT COIAND*DCtfAND4(-NULL FIND CCAND)K OXAND
174] L26 ,K*ONE
175] L27 sRcOf*-NEtptcCANDQ-*(K>RC{) /L364KK+-K
176] a "3M4-' ',DLBS CCMAND[K3] 0*(ONEtOVI CX4M)/L32
177] OBJ+CCt1M FIND3 NLISTO-*((ZERO-pOBT)^ (ZERO-pR), ONE) /L35, L360G1+NLIST[ OBJs]
178] L31 KK*-KK+ONEO-.(R~XfKK)/L33G3*-( ' ' ,DLBS CANDKKs ) FIND3 G1
179] -*(ZHERpG3 ) /L330OBJ+OBJ [G3]1 OG1-G1 [G3 I] 0-L31
180] L32,G3-DiFI CCM· •((G30LG3)vG3<ONE)/L28*(-4G3csV4)/L284KK*KK+ONEOOBJ*G30-L34
181] L28 sOCAND,*CIAND ELIM K0-*L27
182] L33 G3*OBJOOBJTNN (G3 3 ]OBJ-( ( L pOBJ) -OBtLOBJ) /OBJTQ(ONEMpOBJ) /L40
183] L34R*4-R,OBJOCOKAND*-X(AND ELIM NONE+K+tIK-Ko~*(MAX-pR)/L430-*L27
184] L35:K-K+ONEQ-"L27
[851 L36 sR*-( (tpR)-RLR)/RO-(ZER2OpR)/L43.-*(MAX<pV4)/L38
1861 L37 sRýV40*L43
187] L38sERRORWINDOW 'I DOI•T UNDERSTAND ''',(NONE*BL ,CMOAND, ' '),''"''L25
188] L39 ,MSG2*'PLEASE SELECT FR(I THE FOLUDWING LIST 'OIMSGc' '
[89] LISTh-(-RR, ZERO) )NLISTOR*CHOICE IZOOPT*ONE+ZWZ)-pROR*NN ER] O-QL43
[903 L40sG2*-(+/E)-+/A\*E-+Gl-' 'OCG2-(G2-KK-K)/LpG20-*(ZER-pG2)/L41
[91] OBJT-NN G3 [G23 OOBJT-( (t pOBJ) -OBJlOBJ) /OBJTO-(ONE-pOBJ) /L3 4
192] L41 MSG24-'AMBIGUXUJS REFEREVICE. PLEASE SELECT THE CORRECG ENTR'
1933 MSG2-MSG2, (TEREE+NFO•]RxONEMAX)tI ' IESY'IO MSG' 'LIST-N;LIST[NNtOBJ; ]
194] E•-CMICE IZOBJOBJBJ [El -+L34
1951 L42,NLIST*-' ', ((Al-*VAL, 'LIST') APPEND RR•-*VAL, 'N'), ' 'ON*NN4*VAL, 'NN'
1963 MAX*-(TWOtB) [(WO] NEW*-(CIREEtB) [TEREE] B*-'ITREE4B-L24
197] L43 Al [NLR; ] CLIST AOR*N'.RO-ZERO
198] L50 sR4NONEO-+ZERO
v
vR*-B GETINPUT A;MAX; V4 ; NN OBJ; MSG; RCBfI MSG2 CO~N; (• AND; NEW; LIST; RR; K; Cli C2
11] R*-B GETINP A
v
vGEIIMDUSEY
VR*GEINAAAE A;D;F;B[11 R*ONE REPLYWINDOW 'IEnter New Name: 'IB*-ONEIA
[2] (Z R)EROO-pR)/ZED B, 'LIST*-',B, 'LIST APPEND R'
[31 F+-('(tp',B, ')',B,'N) B, 'NN')ZER
[41 R*D+*'p',B, 'NN(D4, ',B, 'NN),F, (DI--ONEt p',B, 'N)t',B, 'NN'[5]3 B, 'LISTR+ONE;] CLIST NONE4RECT[ONE• '
[6]3 -(B2,B3, B4, B5, B6) [A FIND3 QC4LIST]
1[7 B2: CREWMS*CREWMS, CREWMSDEFOCREWRANK+CREWRANK, REWRANKDEF
[8 CREWHrCREWHT, cEW- . + `.C1ECREWDREWD RE EF EWASCREWAS REWASDEF-O[93 B3, JOBSIZE-JOBSIZE,JOBSIZEDEFOJOBMEbDRYe-JOBMEMRY, JO.4ENRYDEF
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[101 JOlB'RANS-NS TNS-, JOBRANSDEFOJOB•VWER4-OBFOWER , JBPOWERDEF
[11] JOBMWLTIPLEX'JOBMULTIPLEC, JOELTIPLEXDEFQJOBADIOCJOBAUDIO, JOBAUDIODEF
1123 PERFDATAI-PERFDATAi, -FPERFDATA2-PERFDATA2, JOBTIMWEFO-*ZERD
[13] B4, 1MANPO *MANPOWER, MANPO~ DEFOMANMERYMAN RY, MANMEMIYDEF
1141 MANRANS+MA ANS, MANIRANSDEFOMANDLTIPLEX*MANMULTIPLEC, MANMDLTIPLEXDEF
[15] MANASMANAS, MANASDEFMANCREWMANRE -FOMANJOB*MANJOB, -FO-*ZERO
[16] B5 TOOLUSE1-'IOOLUSE1, -FOTOOLUSE2-TOOLUSE2, ZERO
1171 JTOOLVOL.-TOOLVOL, TOOLVOIDEFOTOOLSIW+-TOOISIOW, -FoTOIIST4-IOOIIST, -F
(18 TOOLSTAT-TOOLSTAT, -FOTOOLUSElDS+-TOOLUSlENDDS, -F
[191 TOOL•SERS#-TIOOLUSERS, -FoTOOLUSExC-TOOLUSEX, -Fo-ZERO
1201 B6 STOWVOL-STOWVDL, SWVOLDEFOSTOWX*STOWX, SWXYDEF
1213 STIWID*-STOWMD, SOWM)DDEFSTOWTETAj-STIOWREITA, STOWXYZDEF
V
TGEIPENW
VHCL INSsKIJsFNSVARsTEXTsLINE IDLISTIRGsG1sM
[1] -*(INS 'ALL' ) /L8¢VAR+-O 'OFNS*-' ' CHARMAT ,INS*-*L9
[2) L8 s EXC 'INS 'VAR*-NL TWM)FNS*-60 OJINL THREE
1[3 L9s 'ALIGN PRINTER PAPERs THEN PRESS RETURN' OSOUND BEEP
[4 L7 -*(ONE pOGEIKEY) /L7 0PRSELECT)K-ZEcRA 6p9NL
[53 RI*'Z+IDLIST LaWB',O[TCNL, 'W-80-(ONE4pL-" ",',L) 180'
16] l+-R,' 0 B+-(lt(O,W)Tx/pL)+xIx/pL 0 Z+-(B,W)p(BxW)t,L 0 Z-,Z,TICNL '
[7] 0 Op3FX OrTNL CHARMAT R[8] A' )FNS', OTCNL, (IDLIST FNS),2pDTqNL
[9] L1 K*K+ONEO-*( (pFNS) CONE] <K) /L6TEXIT-OVR FNS KM 3
[103 -*(ZEROI-pTEXT)/L40TEXT, 3plTMNLO-*L1[11] L4a' ',(DLBS FNS M KI ),'V'O''O0''*-L1
112] L6s-(ZEROepVAR)/L10' )VARS' ,ITCNL, (IDLIST VAR). 2pUOCNL
[13] L10 1a P ICFFO[PRUNSELECTOMI-' * *DONE** ' ODSOUND BEEP
v
VHELPWINDOW AtOSs;K;M;D; sUNN2 ;KK, PsHG1
[1] A*CICNL CIIARMAT A
1[2 H+-(pA) [ONE] 'EREETOG1-22+16xr(18+11xH)+160D*-22 20,G1,4800UNs22 20,G1,484
1[3 KK*NEOUN2*MGETITS UNOERASERECT D0FRAMEBREC 2 4pD, 24 22, (G1-TWO). 478
[4] FRAMEROUNDRET; 2 6p33 385 57 460 15 15 31 383 59 462 17 17
153 TEXTSIZE 180TEXTFACE 650M)VEID 52 4070DRAWTEXT 'COK'0OSOUND BEEP
[6] TMRTDIRMALOK*440
17] Bi MDV-EID K, 500DRAWI~'T A
8]3 B2 , SHDWCURSOROM.DGIXEYO-*(TEREEpM)I /B20('-(TWOM[ONE] ) /B2
19] -.(M[2 33 PTINRCT 33 385 57 460)/B3OUN2 OPUTSITS UN
110] B4 t-*(ZEROfpOGFEIKEY)/B40--ZERO
11] B3 : SHOWCURSORO-*BUTIBN/B30-*B2
v
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vHIDECURSORY
VICON ICONNANSEXE HsR2sKsIMUs ISIZEsNsEs ICONIOiCRECTISTOPsKWLsCsOBJOPTsMsA
[113 DELX['D1M'OCLIPRECT 0 0 299 5070ERASERECT 0 0 299 507
[2 ICONNAMS*-' ' CHARMAT ICO3NAMSSTOPONEOK+ONEOR24-0 4pIZOICO)NICX-R2oH412
([3 E-(pICONNAMS) [ONE1OEXE*-0 OpIZOA4-A, A2,A30DELETIEENU 2 3 4
143 OPTIONSN SEIMENU OPTIONSOONE SIMENU DESKrOPODRAWMENUBAR
[5] B1 •MU-DLBS2 ICONNA[S s I OJ N**MU, 'ICON'OISIZE*-PICITRAME N
16] C-FIVE, H, (FIVE+ISIZE [THREE] - ISIZE [ONE] ), H+ ISIZE [FOUR] - ISIZE [TW(1
1[7 ICDNIDCIOCON4LC, (ONE] 1 4pCOH*-H+13+ISIZE [FOUR] -ISIZE T7W]1
1[8 EXE4-EXE APPEND .MU, 'ICONEE'OC DRAWPICTURE N
19] K*K+ONE0-*(EtK) /B1OE't EODRAWMFIVEICONOH*IZON'PRIMEJ'(10] B4 M+OGEIKEYO-*('IHREEfpM)/B4"-(TW1-M [ONE] )/AOOM+M[2 3]ODELEEMEN OPTIONSN
[11] L*(M FTINRICT ICONIDC)/EQ-*(ZEROpL) /B2
[12] L*(M PTINREC~ T R2)/HO--(ZERO=pL)/B50*, KW [L,]
113] B5 OPTIONSN SEIMENU OPTICONSO*B4
114] B2 , t, EXE ELs 0I 1H4-(pR2) [ONE] OOPTIONSN SEIMENU OPTIONS0-SIOP/B4
115] STANdIENUBARCEXITMSGO-*ZERO
116] AOs-*(M [TWO] OPTIONSN) /B4O-A [M[•IREEI ]
[17] Al a L4GErBITS LOADRECTOK•-'Enter File Name,' FILESAVE NOL OPUTBITS LOADRECT
[18] L+-IZ0-(ZERODpK)//B40N*-(ONE-(#K)t' ' ')tKOC#-ELXOOELX.'-*B3'
119] K*K DATASAVE PRIMEDATAOQELX.COERRORWINDOW 'SAVE COMPIUEED'O-*B4
120] B3 ERRORWINDOW 'DISK/WORKSPACE FULLs SAVE NT COM.PLETE - FILE DELETED'
[21] fELX+-'-*B6'ON OFERASE /OFNUMS
122] B61OELX.CO-*B4
[23] A2 L'OGEBITS LOADRECTOKC-FILBOPEN 'PRIME.'OL OPUtrITS IDADRECTOL4-IZ
[241 -(ZERO-pK) /B40N'-CM PRIMEDATAON-(CNE- (*K).t' ' ) trKODATALOAD K
1253 RECT.-O 5pIZOR2+-0 4pIZOH*-IZOCLIPRECT 0 0 299 5070ERASERECT 70 0 299 507
(26] DRAWMFIVEICONO-*B4
[27] A3L*-OJGEIBITS LOADRBCTOK4-FILEPEN 'PRIMED'OL OPUTBITS IDADRECT
128] L+-IZO-(ZERO-pK) /B4
[291 L+•NE+r/ZERO, OFNUMSOK OFfTIE LOK OFERASE LOERRORWINDOW 'FILE DELETED' O-B4
v
VINITCURSDRv
vINVERTCURSOR'
vINVERTROUNDRECIv
VA IR B;SOLSlSROW C1 C2
[13 -(ZEROI pS) /ZERDOSCOL-r S+18 SROW.-S-18 xSCOL-ONE
(23 C1--S2+SEVEN+SIXArTFL [SCDL] -ICOC2+ONE÷S2+SIXx (B+ONE) LFL [SODL+ONE -IC
1[3 B1 INVEWECT (-9+S1+SROWxELEVEN), C1, (TWO+S1+S•W=xELEVEN), 1. 1] C2
v
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vIR2 I SROWs SCOLs Cli CC2 iG1
(1] SW-r (O (NITmI>+MOLE )-S1)+ELEVEN•M -(SMOt<ONE) /ZEIW7O(S3OW>VN)/ZERn
[21 SCL.*- /FL<LC (M •MO] -S2 +FIVE) +SIXOC1I-SROWI+N, SCOL-0NE*-*(AMAX<C1) /ZERD
(3) -(Ci S) /B1.-*(( C1) RS) /B4O-(MAX-pS) /B3*S*4S, C
[43 B2 a C14-S2+SEVEM+SIX"ZEROrFL [SOCOL -LCOC2*(3 E+S2+SIX" (RC+CNEE) LFL rSCDL+ONEJ -rC
153 INVERTRBCT ('9+SI+SRWuELEVEN),C1, (1WO +S1SOWMEEV ),C2
1(6 ERASERBHT (C+'9 116),C+0 145
171 3 VETEID C+O 1160TEXCFACE ONEODRAWIET IOURtIitopSTEXFACE ZERO*-ZERO
[8] B1,sS-(S0C1)/SO•B2(91 B3,G14-'YOU CANNOT SELECTMORE TIHAN ',(vMAX),' ENTB',(3+'41I-MAX)t'IESY'
[10] ERRO~ INDDIW G1-'ZERZ[111 B4aERRIRWINDOW MSG3
v
VJOBAUDIOGET OBJ, As VAL
[1] B4sVAL-'JOBADDIO' A*-7 1 GETINPUrIT NE,RBECT[Li]
[2] -*(OPT-2 3)/B31, B2OJOBADIO [OBJ] *AO-*ZERO
[31 Bl ,JOBAUDIOLIST[JOBAqDIO [OTBJ] CLIST N0NE4,RBCT L; 3 ZERO
[41 B2, JOBAIDIO [OBJ] -JOBF'JDIODEFO-B1
v
VJOBDEFGET OBJA
E13 B4sA4-4 1 0 0 GETINPUJT NNE4 ,RBCTI[L] 0*(OPT-2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
([2 PERFDATA2 [PEFDATAlt-JOBNN[OBJ3 ] *-AZERO
[33 B1 s(JOBTIMEDEF CVINUM PERFDATA2 [PERFDATAlt-JOBNN [OBJ] ) CLIST -14, RECT [L 1
[43 -*ZERO
[53 B2 DATPERFDPTA2 PERFD TAl t-JOBNN[OBJ] 3 -JOBTIMEDmEFO-B1
[63 B3 sHBELPWINDOW XJOBDEFHELPO-+B4
VJOBINFOGET OBJ;B;ISGsC
[1] -IR(O•C B*-'JOB', ( JOBNN OBJI ), ' INFO' )/B1OC'B
[2] B3 MSGC(DLBS2 ,JOBLIST ROBJ+NE; 3),' Job Description'
(3] C-( (TEN, rSIX+ 1.25,pMSG)r pC) tC
([4 C-Z1 C*C4-CDLBS3 IDLBS3 CQ*(ZEO=x /plC)/B20*B, '*C' -"ZEBR
[53 B1sC40 Op 0' '*B3
[6] B23C3UiC B
v
VJOMEEORYGET OBJ; A
[13 B4:A*-4 1 0 0 GETINPUT NINE4.REC~[L;]-*(OPT-2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
(23 JOBMENERY OBJI] -AOQ-ZERO
[33 B1 s (JONBM~ ERYDEF CVTNIM JOBMENDRY [OBJ3) CLIST NONE4, RECT•L; ] -*ZERO
[43 B2 : JOBME O BRY COJ] 4JOMEDRYDEF*-*B1
(53 B3 :HELPWINDOW XJOBMEM3RYBELPO-#B4
v
VJOBMDLTIPLEXfET OBJ A
[13 B4sA4-4 1 0 0 GETINPUT r NEM,RECTr[L; 3•*(OPT-2 3 6)/31,B2,B3
[23 JOMMULTIPLEX OBJ] AQ-*ZERO
(33 B1 (JOBMULTIPLEXDEF CVINIM JOBMULTIPLEX[OBJI )" CLIST NCNE4, RECT[L; ] Q-*ZERO
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[4] B2 JOBMULTIPLEX [OBJ] *'TJ0 LTIPLEXDEFc*B 1
(5] B3 HELPWINDOW XJOBHNLTIPLEXBELP**B4
v
vJOBPERGETI OBJ;Gl G2sG3 G4CsDs JI E HVALRsK; FG5As B MSG2 HELPMSG
[1] F-JOBNN [OBJ] *G1*-PERFDATAl t -FOG2*~NE+ ( (G14PERFDATA1)<ZERO) LONE
[2] J+G2 tG1 ~PERFDATA1E*G2tGlPERFDATA2 OHELPMSGXJOBPERFHELP
[3] C-E, ((pCREWLIST) [(ONE]-G2+ONE) pNIT0G3+CREWNNLJ
[4] HCREWLIST[ONE+G3 ] CREWLIST ELIM ONE, ONE+G3D*WpCOG4-v(D, ONE) pC
1[5 G4[(C<ZERD)/tD;] ' ' OH*H, '/',G4, ' 'OVAL ' ENTER PERFORMANCE TIME
6]1 H E(E-NONE)/LG2 sONEpH] 34'* ' MSG2-' ' O-(ZD>PERFDATA2 [G1] )/B1
(71 MSG24-'Default Performance T1me = ',(*PERFDATA2[Gl] ),' Minutes'
(18 B1sK,'H VAL ', 'Performance Data For ',DLBS2 JOBLIST[IZpWNE+OBJs]
[91 R+C EDA KOPERFDATA2 [G1+tG2] *G2tROR+G24ROA4-(RKNIO)/IR
(10] G54-(RNIMWD)/(LNONE+(pCREWLIST) [ONE]) ELIM G3
[11] PERFDATA14-((G1+G2)tPERFDATA1),CREWNNG5 ], (G1+G2)~PERFDATA1
[123 PERFDATA2*((G1+G2) tPERFDATA2),A, (G1+G2) PERFDATA2
v
vJOBPOWERIET OBJa A
[1]3 p4A4-4 1 0 0 GETINPUT N•4NERECTL;] 0*(OPT2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
123 30BPOWER OBJE]4-AO-*ZERO
[3] B1Ii (JOBPOWERDEF CVINUM JOBPOWER [OBJ] ) CLIST NONE& , RBCT[LL ]0-*0
[41] B2s JOBPOWER [OBJ] -JOBPOWERDEFO-*B1
[5] B3 sHELPWINDOW XJOBPOWERHELPO-*B4
v
vJOBSIZ3Er OBJ ,A
[1] B4zA+-4 1 1 0 GETINPUT NONEbRECT·[L;]0-*(OPT- 2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
12] JOBSIZE [OBJ] E -A0-ZERO
[3] B1 (JOBSIZEDEF CVINIM JOBSIZE[OBJ3 ) CLIST NDNEa, RECT[Ls3 I-ZERO
[4] B2, JOBSIZE [ORT] *-JOBSIZEDEFO--B1
[5] B3 , ELPWINDOW XJOBSIZEHELP•O-B4
vJOBT JIDET OBJ;Gl;G2; G3; G4; C; D; J; E; H;VAL;R;K; F;G5; A;B;MSG2; HELPMSG
[1] FMJOBNN [OBJ] OG14TOOLUSE1-FOC+G1/'IQOLUSE20HELPMSG•-XJOBTOOLRELP
[2] G2OTOOLUSE1ZEROJ*G2/TOLUSE1•OJ- J [G1 / +\G2] 0G3-TOOLONtLJ
[33 H-*TOOLLIST tENE+G3; 3 ;TOOLLIST ELIM ONE, ONE+G3
1[4 C-C, ((pH) (ONE] -pC)pTOOLISEDEFOG5-- ((NONE(pITOOLLIST) [ONE] )tTOOL2N) ELIM G3
[5] D-*COG4C(D, ONE)pCOG4[(C'ITOOLUSEDEF)/ItD;]' 'OH*+H, '/',G4,
16] VAL-' ENTER NUMBER OF THIS TOOL NEEDED: 'IOK-pJOMSG2-''
171 R+C EDA 'H VAL Tools Needed For ',DLBS2 JOBLISTEIZpONE+OBJ;I
[8] TOOILUSE2 G1/t pTOOIJSE22] 4KtROR'K4ROA+-(R#K4C) /ROG54-(R0KXC) /G5
[93 -(ZERO-pA) /B20K+ONE
[10] B1 TOOIUSE14-(BtTOOLUSE1), F, (B+-TOOLUSE1tG5 [K] )4T'IOOLSE1
[11] TOOtLUSE2-(3tTOOLUSE2) , A [K , B4TOOLUSE2OK+K+ONEO-*(K5pA) /BI
[12] B2:G1- (TOOLUSE1<ZEO) vTOOLSE2>ZEROIDOOLUSE1+G1/TOOLUSE1
[133] TOOLSE2*G1//TUOOUSE2
v
VJOB•IANSGET OBJ;A
[1] B4,A*-4 1 0 0 GETINPUT NONE,RECTL,; ~*(OPT=2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
[23 JOBTRANS (OBJ] *-A*-ZERO
342
C[3 BiE, (JOBTRANSDEF CVIrMh JOBTRANS[OBJI]) CLIST M14E, REBCITLsI] *-*ZERO
[43 B2 aJOBTRANS [OBJ] R JOBTRANSDEFO-BI
[5] B3 ,HELPYINDOW XJOBTRANSHELPO-B4
WLINEIDT
VA MANASGET OBJTDEF;B
[11 DEF4(MANAS [A, OBJI $MANASDEF [A) ) xMANAS [Ai OBJT -MANAS [THREE-A; OBJ3
[21 DEF4MANAS • THREE-As OBJJ +DEF
[33 DEF-(3, DEF, ((Al) /ZEO), (MANAS 3-A OBJ MANASDEF [3-A] )pMANAS [THREE-AsOBJ3 )
([4 B4 B-DEF GETINPUT iNONEE,RECT[LO1 *(OPT-2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3OMANAS [AsOBJ)]*BO+0
(15 B1 (MANASDEF A] CVITIME MANAS [AOBJJ ) CLIST UNONE, RECT'[Ls ]C-*ZERO
([6 B2 1MANAS [As ORET 4MANASDEF CA] 0-B1
[7) B3 HELPWINDOW XMANASHELPO-*B4
v
VMANCRElIGET OBJMAXi LISTs MSG MSG21 C Hi G2 ; G1
[13 H-+ \MANCREW<ZEROCG24(MANCREWe-MANNN [OBJI )/HOC+CREWNNLONE• (HeG2) /MANCREW
[2]3 4IST-CREWLIST IONE+C) ] ;CREWLIST ELIM ONE, NE+COMAXSEV~N
[31 MSG2*'Please Select The Crewmembers For This Flight Plan'
[4] GL,-C, (tN•NE+(pCREWLIST) [ONE]) ELIM C
[5] MSG-(DLBS2 , MANLIST[OBJ+ONE,3),' Crewmember ListI' OC+CDICE LpC
[6] MANCREW~-( (HG2) tMANCREW) ,CREWNN [G1 [CC ] , (INE+HtLG2+ONE) 4MANCREW
v
vMANJOBGET OYBJMAX; LIST)MSGsMSG2.CsHG2;G1
[11 H-+ \MANJJO<ZEROG24-(MANJOBe-MANNN [OET ) /HOCO-JOBNNLONEA (HeG2) /MANJOB
1[2 LISTIJOBLIST[ONE+CsI I ;JOBLIST ELIM ONE,(ONE+COMAX4ZERO
[33 MSG2*'Please Select The Jobs For This Flight Plan'
[43 Gl1C, (LNONE+(pJOBLIST) [CONE) ELIM C
[53 MSG-(DLBS2 ,MANLIST[IOTBJ+NE] ),' Job List' C+CWDICE tpC
161 MANJOB4( (HtG2) tMANJOB), JOBNN [G1 [C] ] , (NONE+HlG2+ONE) 4MANJOB
v
VMANMEDRYGEr OBJs A
[13 B4,A*4 1 0 0 GETINPtTT ?NONE4,RELT[LL ;0-)(OPT-2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
1[2 MANMENDRY [OBJJ] AO--ZERO
[33 Bl (MANMIDRYDEF CVTINUM MANMEMRY [OBJI) CLIST MNNE4, RECT [L) I -ZERO
[4) B2O MANMEDRY COBJI ANMEYDRYDEF--*B1
[53 B33 HELPWINDOW XMANMEM• RYHELP-*B4
v
VMANMDLTIPLLEETr OBJ, A
[13 B4sA+-4 1 0 0 GETINPUr NONE&,RE-CT[L O~-*(OPT-2 3 6)/B1.B2,B3
123 MANMDLTIPLEXC OBJI -AO-ZERO
[31) EB (MANMULTIPLEXDEF CVINIM MANMULTIPLEX[COBJI ) CLIST 1NDNEJ, REC C[L, 3 ~ZERO
[14 B2: MANMULTIPLEX [OBJ] T+ANMULTIPLEXDEFO-*B1
([5 B3 sHELPWINDOW X 2ANMULTIPLEXHELPO-*B4
v
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VMANPOWERGET OBJ A
(1) B44A*.4 1 0 0 GETINPUT NONE4,,BRCT[Ls]O-*(OPT-2 3 6)/81,B2,B3
[21 MANPOWE [(OBJ] -AO-,ZERO
(31 B1 (MANPOWERDEF CVINM MANPOWER •OBJ] ) CLIST NONE~, RECT [L ] I-ZERO
(41 B2 tMANPOWER 10RJl *MANPOWERDEFO-.B1
(51 B3 sHELPINDOW XMANPOWERHELP)-*B4
VMANSCHED OBJCRsFs J,JNsCNsDKGGsAs BIEsGs WPDCL, JLsMsG1•G21HIGT
[11 F*-'Any Changes You Have Made To The Active Workspace Will Not Be
21 -*(-YESN)WINDOW F, 'Saved. Do You Still Wish To Proceed?' )/ZER)
(31 F*-ONE+ r /ZEm, 0FNMSOWWSo( (W. SCHEDDISK, 'MAN'), VMANNN OBJI ) FILEHCREArTE F
141 A'UI OENLE-A, 'N' AOG*-A, 'C' , AOJ-(MANJOBt-MANNN [OBJI ) ,MANJOBO-*(ZE•O,,J)/B10
(51 ERIRWINDOWX 'There Are No Jobs Assigned To This Flight Plan'O-B3
[61 B10OI J'(NO k (J<ZER) •NE) tJOR*-JOBNNtJJL,•TOJN*JOBLIST [ONERs ] K*-A (JL), E
[71 ( 'JOBNAMES', A, (pJN), G, (,JN), A) OFAPPEND FOC4-(MANCREWL-MANNN(OBJ )> MANCREW
[8] C.-(1NNE+ (C<ZED) tONE)tC+CN*CREWLIST [ONE*CREWNNtC, I CL,-pC
(91 ('CREWNAMES',A,(•pCN),G,(,CN),A) OFAPPEND F
1101 D*OMANPOWER COBJ] ,MANIRANS [OBJI , MANMEM)ORY [OBJ ,MANMULTIPLEX [OBIY]
[113 ('RESLIM',A, '4', E, (*D),A) 3FAPPEND FGG*-DLBS2 ,MANLISTONE+OBJ,]
[121 ('NAME',A,(v•pGX),G,XGG.A) OFAPPEND F
[131 H*MANAS [ IZpOBJI O-*(^ /HMANASDEF) /B6M*-' Both The Start Ard End Dates Must
[141 M1RORWINDOW M, 'Be Defined In Order To Produce A Schedule. 'O-B3
[15 B6 ( 'STARTEBD',A, '2' ,E, (vH),A) OFAPPEND F
[161 HO-JOBSIZEER] O( 'JOBSIZE',K, (vH),A) OFAPPEND F(171 ( 'JOBAUDIO' , K, (;JOBAUDIO (R] ), A) OFAPPEND F(181 GG*C(FOUR, pJ)pJOBPOWER (R3 ,JOBTRANS [R] ,JOBMEORY [RI , JOIBMDLTIPLE RI]
[191 G1-rCýfOG2-(D<ZER) vG1sDO-(^I/G2)/B40G2*G2tZER•O G [ s G2] tG1 [G2(201 M*-(DLBS RESNAME [G2,), ' Usage Exceeded For Job '
(211 ERIRWINDOW M, (vJ[G11),' I ',(DLBS2 JN[G1;1),'.'O-B3
[221 B4(' JOBRES', A, (JL. FOUR),E, (~.G).A) O3FAPPEND F
[231 M.-PERFDATA t-JOGTh-PERFDATA2 M(] o( '.JOB'IDEF' , K. (GT),A) IOFAPPEND F
124] PD--(t ( ONE CL), JL)pGTOR*-+\PERFDATAI<ZEROD*cNEOG14-(Rt1R [DM +ONE) -M+ONEOGGCoIZ
[251 B31 -*(ZERH ID] ) /B90BfMI D] +tG1 DI 4 G24-PERFDATA1 [B] OR*G2cCOG2+-R/CtG2
[261 PD [D i G2]R/PERFDATA2 13C OR-PD CD; I OG2-(RjJOQBTIMEDEF) /RO-(H D] spG2) /B2
[271 M-'There Are Not Sufficient Crewmenbers Available For Job '
128] ER•ORWINDOW M, (JCDI), ' , (DLBS2 JNEDsI),'.'
[291 B3 ( (W, SCHEDDISK, 'MAN' ), *MANNN[OBJ3 ) OFERASE FO-ZERO
[301 B9 -*(GT [D] =JOBTIMEDEF) /B8CGG+OG, GT(DI 0-1B7
1311 B8,s M-'There Is No Default Job Time For Job ',(*JCDJ),', ',DLBS2 JN[D,]
132] ERRORWINDOW M.', Which Requires No Crewmembers. '0B3
[333 B2GG.*GG, G2 [(AG2) 1HID] ] 1
1341 B7 #D-D+0ONEO<(DsJL) /B1
(351 -*((r/OG)s--/MANAS IZpOBJ] )/B5
[361 M-+'The Minimum Completion Time For Job ', (J([Gtr/GGI), '
[371 M.M, (DLBS2 JNJ[[GGtr/GGC ; ),' Is ALoger Than The Flight Plan Duration.'
(383 ERRORWINDOW MO4B3
1391 B5 ('PD',A, (JL, NErCL),E, (,PD),A) OFAPPEND F
140] ('MPD',K, (vGG),A) OFAPPEND FOOFUNTIE F
141] (W. SCHEDtISK, 'MAN' ) FILEHCREATE F
1421 ((W, SCEDDISK, 'MAN', VMANNN[OBJ]),A) OFAPPEND F
1431 OFUNTIE FOERASERECT 0 0 299 50700QLOAD W,SCHEDDISK, SCHDWS
v
MANIRANSGET OBJ; A
E11 B4,A+-4 1 0 0 GETINPUiT N•NE4,RECT~L; 10(OPT-2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
12] MANIRANS [OJ1 +AO-0ZERO
[3 B1 i (MANIXANSDEF CVINUM MANIRANS [OBJI ) CLIST NONE4, RECT'[L IO-ZERO
141 B2 1MANIRANS OBJ] MAN(IRANSDEFO-B1
151 B3 :HELPWINDOW XMANIRANSHELPO-•B4
344
WPAININBC&I
vPENNDRMALT
VPENPATv
TPENSIZEY
WPICIFRAMEY
VPR+-PRIME ATAsGs Es FII J
13 R*L rITO)YG(R E sN•]E- 'C' ) I  ROG(G l[ s'l7)] - 'R' )/ GOE*<(R E ITIO] 'O' ) /R
[23 H*c(E[ sONE] 'J' ) fEE4E(E [EONE] " 'T' ) EOF<-"R [ ONE] - 'M' ) ROF*(F C;'(I[1 ] 'A' ) F
[3] J*(R ONE]O '-S' )ROJ*(J [ 7s I]- 'T' )J
[4] RG,. [qNE3H;F-E;,J;(MIIONEpE)t2 9p'PERFDATAIPERFDATA2'
v
vPYINRECIv
Vk-B REPLYWINDCD AiOSI;rMsDIUNI;N2sP;KK
E[1 D-22 20 70 480*U1N*22 20 70 4841UN2+GETITIS UNOERASERBCT DOKK.~
1[2 FRAMRBCT 2 4pD, 24 22 68 478
1[3 TEX'ISIZE NINEOQTIFACE ONEK4-35+FIVExFOXR-THREEL r (p,A)+45
[43 BsMDVEID K. 5000S*-45-(C45tA)L' ' OP-OS<ZEm OOS.OS+45 xPO-, ((KK-3)A0S<pA)/B5
[5] DRAW•TE DLBS2 OStAOK+KK+CONE•A(OS+~P)AOK+K+ELEVENO-*(ZEROpA) /1I
[6] B6sTEXIFACE ZE
[71 R-B GFTINPT (-7 3+GEIPEN), (CEtGEPEMN), 47701N2 •PUTIBITS UN
[8] B4 i -(ZEROppGEIEY) /B4*-ZERD
[91 B5SDRAWT =T (41tA), '... '.-*B6
V
VA REVISENAME G;H;D;RsE;GI;P;B;J
1] B+.NE4A
[2] B1sR+CIE GETINPUJ GQ-(OQPT-2 3 6)/B2,B3,B40D>-B,. 'LIST'
[3] H.-'Do You Wish To Replace ',(DLBS2 ,D[OBJ+CE;]),' By ',R,'?'
[4] H--YESNWINDOW HO-'4/B2
[5] *B, 'LIST+D[£OBJR] APPEND R APPEND ((IONE+'BJ) ,ZO)4D'
([6 ( (ONE, pR)pR) CLIST GO-ZE~O
[71 B2 (*B, 'LIST') [,OBJ+CE,• CLIST GO-2E3O
[8] B3i&-'Are You Sure You Wish To Delete ',DLBS2 , (D*-B,'LIST') OBJ+ONE;]
193 H,- YESNDWINDOW H.,' From The System? '*-H/B2OGl-*B, 'NN[OBJ] '
(103 E+(pD) [ NE3 pC•EE OEOBJ+ONE]4ZEROO,(B5, B6, B7,B8, B10) [A FIND3 0X0NLIST]
111] B5 sCREWLISTEREWLIST+EON*ME4
[12] CRE~IS*E/CRESCREWAS-E/CREWASOCEWN*-(G1 (pE) ACEWN) iCREWN
345
(131 CREWBD*E/CREWBDH--PERFDATA-GlPERFDATA*1-H/PERFDATA1
114] PERFDATA24H/PERFDATA2MANMREW+-(MANCREWIG1 ) /MANCREWCREWRANK4IE/CREWRANK
(15] CREWHKTE/CREwHVoTOOLUsERSX4TOOLUSERSxTOOISEERSdG1
[16] B9s B, 'NN-(G1*',B, 'NN)/',B, 'NN'OE4-aCEX B, (G1), 'INFO' '' FORMCET AO-*ZERO
[17] B6, JOBLIST-E/JOBLISTOE+ONEEOJOBM~E E/JOBMEORYOJOBPOWER-E/JOBPOWER
[18] JOBN4-(G1O(pE)EJOBNN)*JOBN
119] JOBAUDIO-E/JOBAUDIOOJOBNMLTIPL-E/JOBMLTIPLEJOJOBRANS+-E/JOBTRANS
(20] HI-+\PERFDATA1<ZEROF.-Hc (PERFDATA1--Gl )/HOPERFDATA24-H/PERFDATA2
1213 PERFDATAI-H/PERFDATA1oH4-TOOILUSE1~-GlOOLUSE14-H/TOOLUSE1
122] TOOLSE2,-H/TOOMLUSE2JOBSIZE4E/JOBSIZEQOB9
123] B7MANLIST*IE/MANLISTO EMANM ORYMA RYMARANS/MA ANS
124] MANN-(G1• (pE) 4MANNN)/MANN
125] MANPOWER-E/MANPOWEROMANMULTIPLEK*E/MANMULTIPLEXIMANAS•E/MANAS
126] H+-\MANCREW<ZEIOMAN••CREW(He (MANCREWe-G1) /H) /MANCREWHO+ \MANJ B<ZERO
127] MANJOB-(-He (MANJOBe-G1i) /H) /MANJOB-eB9
[28] B8 s TOOLLIST 'EOOITOEOLLIST*ONE TOOLN-(G1,(pE)TOOLNN) TOOLN
129] H•+\TOOLUSE1<ZEROH*--Hc (TOOLUSEle-G1) /HTOOLDSE2+-H/TOOLUSE2
[30] TOOLUSE1*-H/TOOLUSE1TOOLVOL4E/TOOLVOL
(31] H-+\\TOOLSTOW<ZERTOOTOISOW+-(~He (ITOOIS-We-G1)/H) /TOOLSTOW
(32] IIH* \TOOLSTAT<ZERO'IOLSrTAT-(~Hc (TOOLSTATe-G1 ) /H) /TOOISTAT
[33] H.-\TOOIHIST<ZERO~TOOIsHIST H(T ST-G )/H)/TOOIMIST
(34] HE*+\TOOLUSEX<ZEROTOOL(SEX-(-He (TOOLUSEXe-G1)/H)/TOOLSEK
(35] H-+\TOOLUSERS<ZEROOTOOLVSERS4(~He (TOOLUSERSe-G1) /H) /TOOLUSERS
(36] H+-+\TOOUISE3ODS<ZEROCITOOIDSEMDS-(-He (TOOLUSEODSe-Gl)-/H) /TOUOISEODS-'B9
[37] B10s STOWLIST*-EiSTOWLISTOEONEEOSTOWN*-(G1 0 (pE) STOWNN) *STOWN
[383 SOWVOL*E/STOWVOLOSTWXE/SOWXSTOS D*E/STOWDDDOýi AEIA
[39] H-TOOILSTIW-G1OJ*+\TOOLS'IW<ZEROOJ*TOOLUSE1 TOOLSIDW JtH/J]
(403 TOOIISE2 [J] TOOLUSE2J] -ONETOISTOW-(~H) /TOISIWTOO LSTAT-(~H) /TOOLSTAT
[41] TOOLHIIST(TOOLHIISTG1 ) /TOOIISTO-,B9(42] B4 HELPWINDOW REVISENAMEHELP•-B1
v
VB REVISENICKNAME OBJ;G1G2;G3;JLIST
[13 B+*ONEBOGcl-*B, 'N' OG24*B, ' NN' OG3+-(-ONEtpG1 ) tG2JLISTh-(G3 =GG2 (OBJ] ) /G1
[23 ED 'JLIST Nicknames For ' ,DLBS2 , B, 'LIST[OBJ+ONE] 3 '
[3]3 B, 'NNP-((-pG3)GG2). ((G3G2 [OBJ] ) /G3), (pJLIST) [ONE] pG2 [OBJ] '
[41 *B, 'N+DLBS3 ((G30G2[OBJ] )Gl1) APPEND JLIST'
v
VS[1] DSA ACTIONSTOPOTOCLEAROICON 'XCREW XJOB XMAN XTOOL XSTrW APL'
v
VSCHED
[1] DQLDAD WS,SCHEDISK, SCHEDWS
v
VSCRQLLRECIV
VSEARCHCTL OBJ; F; POS; Q; INDEX; DEFBINS; INDEX; USEX; USEMIDS; USERS; K; RANKS; R; P; L
E11 F--TOOlDlN 3OB3] JPOS'ITOOISIDWtFOR*-TOOUSE2 TOOLUSE1 LF]
[2] INDEX*(POSpZERO), (RoONE), ((pTOOLSOIW)-(POS+R))pZERO
[3] DEFBINS+INDEX/ITOLSDWOUSEMDDS4-INDEX/TOODSEblDSOUSEX'-INDEX/TOLUSEX
[4] USERS-INDEX/TOOLUSERSOKIIDMATRIX CUSEMODS FOUR] X THREEQUSERS-K/USERS
[51 USENDS*/-KJSE3~ DSOUSEX,-K/USEXOQ ( (pSIDWVOL) -pSOWNN) 4 STOWNN
346
16] Lr-(-QcDEFBINS) /tpQBINS*Q CL] OSEARCHSIZERANK
17] USEX SEARCHPROXRA N SEMIDDOSEARRCHJOBRANKOSEARCHEISTRANK TOOI IST
([8 P*IPPOSTCINDEX/TOOLSTATOHi1-(BINH1 CAPPEND SOWLIST CONE+QtDEFBINS, 3 ), AV125
191 H141, (BINH2 CAPPEND STATLIST[STsI ),AVi25OH1 [TW) 3]-'OHI4I-1; ' '
[101 BINS'-BINS [tRANKS] K+4QtBINSOH24(BINH3 CAPPEND STOWLIST[ONE+K ). AV125
[111 Gl•NONE SEARCECVIHNM SOIWMl)[KO] HH2*2, (BINH4 CAPPEND G1),AV125
112] Gi4STOWXYZDEF SEARCHCrINCM STOWX[KIO H2H2 , (BINH5 CAPPEND G1), AV125
1131 Gl+SIOWXYZDEF SEARCBCVINUM SITOWIETA [1I H2H2, BINH6 CAPPEND G1
(143 H2 [TOs 1 3*' O*H2#H2-2;' ' 0G1uCREWLIST[ONE+CREWNNt (USERSeCREWNN)/USERS ]
[153 G1+G1,NONE CVTNDUM (USERSeCREWNN) m/SEM~DSOH34BINH7 CAPPEND G1
1163 H3 THIREEs] *'' OH3*+-3;' '0H24-H2 CAPPEND H30Hl-Hl CAPPEND H2*VAL"-''
1171 MSG4-'Search Results 'MSG24'Was The Tool Fondi? '
(183 MSG3+'Please Click YES or NIO'K+ZERC EDB 'H1 VAL ',MSGC-*(K-ONE)/B1
1193 K+-TOOLSTAT [POS+ RJ3 OK*-(K-SIX) /t pKO-'(ZERO-pK) /B20TOOLSTAT EPOS+0K] ~T•DO-B2
(20] B1H•14-1 OSITDWLISTOGl+R SEARCHDISPLAY H1O*-(ZEROpG1) /B20G1Q [G13
121] SEARCHINFER G1
1221 B2,OPP'-P
v
VR*-DEF SEARCHCVTNM NUMS; C
[11 R-*( (pNUMS), ONE)pNUMSOC*-(NMScDEF) /tp,NOMS*-(ZE~RpC)/ZERO
[2] R+-(0 9gpR)tROR[C,]' 'OR[Ct93]-((pC),9))p'*ND INFO*'
V,
VR+MAX SEARCHDISPLAY LIST;MSG;MSG2
[1] MSGC-'Stowage Locat1ons'OMSG2-'Select Bin(s) In Which Tool Was Found'
1[2 R+cIDICE IZ
v
vSEARCHHISIRANK ITOOLIST;MAX; A
[13 MAX-TENOA*•(TOOLHISrLF) -VIOOISTA+4-(NE+ (A<ZERfO) LONE) tA
(2] A.-+/BINS*.AORANKS-RANKS+AxMAX
v
vSEARCHINFER V;A;BIC;D
11] C-TOOLHISTi FOA-ACOOHIISTrA4- ((NONE+ (A<ZER•) tONE) tA), VOB+pA
12] -*(B:R'IHREE) /B 1A*-(B-THREExR) A
1[3 B1 I TOOLHIST-(CtTOOII IST), A, (C+ (B- pV)-pTOOHIIST) tTOOHIIST
[4] DI-TOOISTAT [POS+ LR *0-(ZEROI + /D-TWO) /ZERDOB-DEFBINSEVO-*(ZEROI~= /B) /B2
[5] C+-(BA^D-TIO) /tpDOTOOLSTAT [POS+C] 4-SIX
163 B2 B*-+ /BINSO. =AOC-++/DEFBINSo. -=AB-(TIHREEsB- r /C) /BINS*-(ZER-=pB) /ZERO
73] D-TIOOLSTAT [POS+ .R] O-*(ZEROI + /TWO-D) /ZIEROC+(D-'IWO) / pDOA-( pC) tB
18] A-(ZEI~OA) /AOC4-(pA) tCOTOOLSIDW [POS+C3 *-AB+-AcV0-*(Z 0E + /B) /ZERO
[91 TOOLSTAT [POS+C, B] -SIX
v
VSEARFCHJOBRANK;MAX;M; A; N; B; JOBS; J; P
[11 MAX*-TENOMTOOLUSE•1 tFON4-(ZERO>M[ TOOLUSE1 )tONE
12] B+-(MpZERO), ((N-ONE)pONE), ((pTOOLLUSE1)- (N+M-ONE))pZERO
[3] JOBS-B /TOOLUSE10JOBS4-(JOBS'TOOLUSEDEF) /JOBSOJ~-~B) /TOOLUSE10J-(JF ) /JOP*-IZ
14] Ll :J+ONE*JOB*-(J<ZEMR) tONEQN.-(B-ONE) tJOP+P, +/NeJOBSOJ'-(B-ONE)#J
1[5 -*(J [ONE] '-TOOLNN [ONE3 ) /L1OB4-(P>ZERO) /- (TOOIRNN-F) /TOONNOP<-(P>ZERO) /P
16] J+-TOOLUSE2 [TOOLIUSE1tB] OAONEOM*-(pRANKS) pZEOO-*(ZERO= pB) /L3
1[7 L2 N+-TOOLSTOW I TOOLSIOWtB [A] )+ tJ (A]]3 OM*M+ (BINScN) xP [A] A4-A+ONEQO-(ApB) /L2
347
(8 ] L3 RANKSRANKS+MMIMAX
v
vUTSEX SEACBP USENDOsMIN,)MAX,AVX, DMlODS,I3MBCK
[1] MAX*-TENOMIN4FIVE*A*-( MOXATRIX [STOWMJD FOUR] ThREE) / tpSOWM1DOV-4LeA(23 L*-V/LORANKSOV/RANKSOBINS*-V/BINSOX~GETOWX LU *OM S'SIOIfMD [LI
[31 D*-(QcDEFBINS)/STIO IX*E-(QcDEFBINS) /STO D
14] B*IODSeEMOCM• USE•RANKSRANKS+BMUAXB+C+V*X STIWXYD
([5 K+-D Si/TWXYZDEFD*K/DOBB /(MO•. K/IM)^ AODLE IREE) a IX*. -D
[6] K*USEK SITOWXYDEFUSEX-*K/USEX
[7] C+C vl/(Mi)So*. -K/USES) ^ (MU)LESI+TREE) IX. -SEX
[8] RANKS•RANKS+•(BC)= MINVOA4•v /v / TTWO] SEARCERMATIX DAMDs I DM USEMVDS]
[9] RANKS-RANKS+AwMIN
VSEARC•ISIZERANK As MAXs VOLS
[1] MAXTENOA*-SIOWVOL [L  aTOOLVOL [OBJJ
12] L-A/LOBINSS+A/BINS*VOLS-STOWVOL EL]
[33 RANKS•MAXxVOLScSTWVOL [QtDEFBINSJ
VSTANEMENUBART
VSTOWIDGET OBJA;A VALa BB SIOWHIK)DLISTI STOW1DN SIUOWM N
[1] B'-(pM~IATRIX) (ONE] STOMCDNN4-tB
[21 STIW)DLIST*-((B, SEVEN)p'DIXULE '), ((BONE)pSITO1N ), (B,T71)p0' '
(3] 3'TOWDLITOSTS WDLIST,, DNAMES [ONE+.DMfATRIX[ i FOUR] i ] OSTIDOW)DNO• Op
([4 B4,VAL-"'SITO*WM)' OA*4-7 1 GETINPUT NNE&,RECT([LI]*(OPT-2 3)/B1,B2
151 SIOWID cOBJ3 -A-•*ZER•O
1[6 B1 s-*(STOWMKD OBJ STOi~WDDEF)/B5
[7] STOWMDLIST [STOWMD[ OBJI ,] CLIST NONEV, RECT [L, -*ZERO
[8] B2 1 SIW7W1 D OB- RJSI+S )DDIEF
[9] B5 (STDOWOMIDEF CVINUM STIWMMhDDEF) CLIST N•,NE, RBCT L, J
VSTOWrlAGET ORJ; A
[13 B4,A.-4 1 0 0 360 GETINPUT NONE4,RECT[L;] 3 0(OPT'2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
[23 SIDOWIETA TCOBJ -A(ZER•
13] B1a (SIOWXYZDEF CVINM STOIETA OBJ ) CLIST 1NE4,.RECT[LsI 3 O-*ZERO
(4] B2 STOWIHETA [OBJ] -STOWXYZDEF-*B1
15] B3 :HELPWINDOW XSIDW*E-TAHELP-B4
v
VSTDIDOOWIE M OBJ SG;SGG2; C;H: VALMSG3
[1] H-*V\TOOISO W<ZEO C*-TOOIiNL.-TOIOLSOW [Ht (TIOMUISOW- S [TOWNN COB!] ) /Hi
1[2 H+-(H1SIOW CAPPEND TOOLLIST[EONE÷+C; ),AV125
13] H'-H, H3TOOL CAPPEND STATLIST[STATNNt (TOOISIW-STONN [OBJI ) /TOOISTAT; 3
348
[43 HW110 ]* ' =VAL ''
(5] M~G*(DLBS2 ,STOWLISTEOBJfMNE]),t' Contents List'
(6] MbG2-'Mxodify This Info Via the Tool Input Form'
(7] NSG34'Please Use Tool Info Form To Modify This Data'
(8] C*.Z3O EDA 'H VAL ',NSG
v
VSTOWVOU;ET OBJ'sAs B
[1] A + \TOOLSIDW<ZERDOQBAt (TOOLSIOW* SOWNN [OBJI ) /AOB4-TOOLNNL -TOISITOW [B1
[21 B-r /ZERO,TOOLVOL (B)
(3] B4,A-'(4 1 0,B) GETINPUIT IE4RECT[L, ]O--*(OPT-2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
[4] STOWVOL [OBJ] +AO-+~ZER
(5] B1<(NONE CVTPNI SI•WVOL OBTI) CLIST NIONE, RECTC[L ] O-*ZERO([6 B2 STOWVOL [OBI .*S'TOWVLDEFO-*B1
[7] B3 HELPWINDOX XSTOWVOlEPOB4
v
VSIOWXGET OBJ IA
[1] B4sA-A(4 1 0 0, M[KLENGIH) GETINPUT NNE4,[RECTLs -..(OPT=2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
1[2 STOWX [OBJ] -AQ-*ZER
[3] Bis(STOWXYZDEF CVTNEI STOWX [OBJ]) CLIST NIONE, RECT E[L;] -*ZERO
[4] B2 a STOWX cOBJ] -SIOWXYZDEFO-*B1
[51 B3 aHELPWINDOW SITOWXHELP4*B4
v
VT
[1] TEXNDMALO INITCORSOROPENNDRMALO STANIENBAR [FUNTIE OFNUMS
v
vTErFACEY
vEXrTFONIF
vTEXNRTO•AL
M1] TEXTFONT FOUROTEMSIZE NINEOTEXTFACE ZERO
v
YIRTSIZE
VIEXTWIIDHI
VTIOOL N1Ts W SIZEs i ULC; TC; LC; RCs BCsMS; Ds S1 i 2s 3 S3; S4 G1 G2 ;G3 sG4s i G5 ; CRsMSG
(1] MISGc•' ',(DLBS2 ,TOOLLIST[ONE+OBJ; ]),' 'IQGIY*-TOOMLSE2 [TOOLUSE1tF]
(2] STIW*QTIY (TOOISIOWtF) 4TOOLSIOWOSTAT•QYt (TDIOLSTATtF) •4OOISTAT
[3] TR1-*(H1TOOL CAPPEND ((QTY,FIVE)p'COPY '),*(GQTY, NE)ptQGY),AV125
[4] TR2'(H2TOOL CAPPEND STOWLIST (ONE+STOWNNtSIOW; I ),AV125
(5] TR3+H3TOOL CAPPEND STATLIST [STATINNSTATs ]OWT+-TR1, TR2, TR3QWTETT DI•' ='
[6] WT.-WT APPEND 'CREATE NEW COPY'
[73 P*-TENOL+-ZEcOA-L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, L8, L9, L10ILC-ZERDTC*-LC
[8] TECITSIZE 120TECIFONT ZEROOTEXTFACE ZERO
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(9] SIZE*-36 36r175 425L11 6m1 15+pWrTOULC4100 504S-0TEXTflYII MSG
[10] B4 , S1-UW (ONE] S2-ULC TWO] OS3*-S1+SIZE(1NE] +S4*S2+SIZE [TlO
(11] D--9 7 1 7+S1,S2,S1,S20BC4L ( 3+SIZE( NB] )+11ORC* -L( 9+SIZE[TTI] )+SIX
(12] RE•CT-S1,S2,S3,S40ER*-1 1 -1 ~1+RECTOB4-18 0 18 18+RBCTJUN4T-'f tBOKC-MEX 'UN2'
(13] UN+-N,tUN+16rlbr1((TO B)-UN)+160UN2*OGEFBIS UNOTR--18 0 1 18+S1,S2,S1,S4
114] ERASERECT BOCR-'14 10 -3 22+S1,S2,S1,S20G1G-0 ~1 18 18+S1,S4,S1,S4
1151 G1 RAWPICITRE UPARROWOG2-'18 "1 0 18+S3,S4,S3,S40G2 DRAWPICTURE DOWNARROW
(161 G3'-1 0 18 18+S3,S2,S3,S20G3 DRAWPICTURE LEFTARIEW
(171 G4.--1 -18 18 0+S3,S4,S3,S40G4 DRAWPICTURE RIGhTAR•W
1181 G5-.'1 "1 18 18+S3,S4,S3,S40G5 DRAWPICIURE CORNER
1191 K*-(SL-15)+TWOItSIXOK+-%4 6p(K-ONE),(SIXplTWt+oS2),K, SIXpS4+16
1201 RBCT"RECT-;9 4pCR,TR, G1,G2,G3,G4,G51FRAM1ERECIT K;B; 1 04RECT
(21] Glf-rPFIVEx15+S4+S2-MSLS4-S2+300K*(S1-17),G1, (SI-ONE),S2+18+S4-G1
[221 ERASERECT K;3 4p(0 -1 1 0 0 0 1 1+CR[1 2 3 2 1 4 3 4]),1 1 1 1-I+CR
[231 MDVEID (S1-'THREE), GIOTECTSIZE 120TEXIFOT ZEROOMSG DRAWMSG MS, MSLS4-S2+30
(24] TEXT~NRMALOS5-O 18 17 "18+S3,S2,S3,S40S6*-18 0 "18 17+S1,S4,S3,S4
(251 B14as)DVEID 10 8+S1,S20DRAWTEXT (BC, RC)t(IC,IL.)$WT
(26] -P(v/L.6 7 10)/B180GRAYPAT FILLRECT S60G1*-(BC-36+S3-S1))+TWOM(pWr) [ONE]
(273 G2,-Sl+18((TC+PFIVEBC)+(pWVT) (ONE])=x(S3-S1)-36
(28] S6*( LG2-G1),S4, ((S3-18)LLG2+G1), 17+S40ERASERBCT S60FRAMERECT S6
[29] RBC~TNINE;]*S6Q'*(v/L4 5 9)/B2
[30] B18 GRAYPAT FILLRECT S50GGS-(RCx-36+S4-S2)+TWO (pWT) [TWO]
[31] G2*-S2+18+((LC+PFIVExRC)+(pWT) [T7O] )xS4-S2+36
(32] S5-S3, (LG2-G5), (S3+17), (S4-18)L LG2+G50ERASERECT S5OFRAMERECT S5
(33] RECT [TEN ]*SS5
(34] B2 :M*GEItKEY-*'C(THREEpM) /B20P(TWO-M[ONE] ) /B20M"M [2 3]
[35] L.ONEt (M PTINRBCT RBEC) /PO*-(ZERO-L) /B20-*A [L
[363 B3sDSOUND BEEPQ-eB2
(37] Li s BUTION/L14K*-TOOLW-C*K/B14-*B2
(38] L2-*BUITON/L20UN2 OPUtBITS UN*O-ZERI(39] L3sMl*-BOPENPAT GRAYPATOPENIODE TEN(401 B7 -*(-BUTflN)/B5OFRAMERECT MIOMI-B+4p(O OrGEIMDUSE)-MOFRAMERECr MtIO-B7
141] B5,UILCULC+(((0 OrGEIDUSE)-M)
[42] B30,FRAMERECT MIOPENPAT BLACKPATOUN2 OPUrBITS UNOPENIODE EICHTQ-*B4
[43] L4 " -(TC<ZEIR) /B30TC*-TC-ONEOERASERECT ERO*-B14
(44] L5 -*(TCr(pWT) [ONE] -BC-TWO) /B30TC*TC+ONEOERASERECB ERO-÷B14
(451 L6 ,-*(LC=ZERO)/B30•BS*- (LC-ONE) tWT rONE; 3 ) LAV1250LC*-LC-LCLES
146] ERASEREU" ER-RQB14
(47] L7 G3-(•VT) [1TWO] -RCO"•(LCGG3)/B3BHS*-((RC+LC+ONE)4i~[ONE; 3) LAV125
[48] %LC-LC*+SLG30ERASERECr ERO-*B14
(49] L8 sMl-BOPENPAT GRAYPATOPENODE TENOK*-ZERI
[501 B8 --(~BUrTON)/B90FRAMERBCT M1OM1-B 11 21, (18 18+ULC)+36 36r rSIZE*GEIMhfSE-M
1513 FRAMERBCT M10-*B8
152] B9 SIZE+-36 36rSIZE+GElThDUSE-M4O-B30
153] L9 ,MI-S60PENPAT GRAYPATOPENMIDE TENOK÷-ZEIR(54] B21 -*(~-BUTTON)/B220FRAMERECT M1
[55] K4-(18+S1-S6 [1] )r(S3-18+S6 [13 ) L1tGEIM3USE-MOM1-S6+4pK, 0FRAMERBCT M14-*B21
[56] B22 FRAMERECT M1OTC-TC+ LPFIVE+K,(p•rT) [ONE] +S3-S1+36
(57] B31 • ERASERECT EROPENPAT BIACKPATOPENM)DE EIGHTC-*B14
158] L10 Ml*-S50PENPAT GRAYPATOPENMDDE TENOK*ZERO
(593 B23 ,-(-BUTrlN)/B240FRAMERECT M1
160] K*-(18+S2-S5 [2] )r(S4-18+S5 [4] )L 1IGEDUSE-MM14-S5+4p0,KOFRAMERBCT M10*B23
161] B24,FRAMERECr M1OLC4LC+ LPFIVE*Kx(pWT) [TWO] +S4-S2+360-*B31
v
VTOOIlDNT1; HS; TR; B; REC;K; KK;T1 ; S5; S6 ;A; L;M; P;M ;i ER;tUN; UN2; TR1 ;TR2; TR3
[1] TOODICNr
VTOIWXXNT2; STAT; SITO; QTY
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Vv'OOLINFO BOBJ.Bi sBsG sC
[1] B'"TOOL', (vIOID,01 (BC0JEJ), ' INFO' *(T~11~NC B)/BIOCG-*B
[2] B3 ,s9MS(DLBS2 ,'IOLLIST[B3J+CNE, ] ),' Usage Instructions '(3] C(4(TEN, rSIx+.1.25pM•SG)frpc)tc
[43 C4Z1 COC**4DLBS3 DLBS3 C*-*(ZEROw'/pC)/B2*OB, 'C'"-#ZE]3D(5] BlC-0 OpI' '*-B3
[6] B2,CoEX B
V
vTOO7SEARCH ORBJ STSI BINSVALsNSGsMSG2MP4SG3 s1H ,H2,H3
[1] SEARCSCIL OBT
vTIOISTOiWE CBJ, QTYI FVOIS
[1] -I(TOOLVDL [(OBJ '11OLVOLDEF) /B1
[23 ERWRWINDOWI 'Effective Volume has not been defined for ',,TIOLLISTr OBJ+1 3,
[3] ;ZERO
[4] B1 F*-TOOLNN [OBJ] OQIYB*TOOLUSE2 700OUISE11LF]
(51 VOLS*-(SID`VOL<'TOOLVOL OBJ3] ) / (pSIOWOL) t~SIONOTODO NT2
[61 -*(QIYWTOLtISE2 FODLUSEILF] ) /1
[72 ('I70 USEDEF CVINDlM1 TOOLUSE2 ['IOOLUSEltF]) CLIST1 NONEJRECT [3,
v
v'DOLOSBHGE' OBJ;G1sG2sG3 G4CsD;J Es H;VALsRsK FG5 sAs BiSG2 iELPNSG
[1] F4-TOIN [OBJ] OG1-'IUOLDSE1t-FOG2'N÷E+ ((G1ITOOLUSE1 )ZER) LONE
(23 JOG2tG1•4DTOLXIS•OE~G2tG14TOOLUSE2C4E, ((pJtBLIST) [(NE] -G2+(NE)p LTOOISEDEF
[31 G3-JO3LtJTOH*'JOBLIST IONE+G3, ] ;JOBLIST ELIM (NEE, ONE+G3OD*IpC
[(4 G4-wc(D, NE)PCOG4I C=ITXSEDEF)/t-Dr]-' 'H*4H, '/',G4, ' '
(5] MELPMSG-XO0MLDSE•IELP
([6 VAL*'~EJIE NOMBER REQUIRED FOR THIS TASK, 'OH [(ENNE) /tLG2 ~ NEpOH] -' *'
[7 MiSG2*' '(IO-( >TOOLUSE2 [G1] ) /B1ONSG2-' Quantity In Stock - '1.*TOOIJSE2[G1]
[83 B1 R*C EDA 'H VAL Tool Usage For ',DLBTS2 TOOLLIST(IZp1ONE+OBJ]
[93 ]2TOOLSE2 [G1+ tG2 1 tRG2 2 t R OA*(RTl'ID ED1EF)/R
[10] G50-(RTIDOO .SEDE)/(/i.NINU4+(pJOBLIST) [ONE]) ELIM G34G2*G1+G2
[11] TDOILUSE1-(G2 tI0LUOSE1), JONN [GS] G247X)IIOSE1
[12] TIUOLtSE2-(G2tTOOIUSE2), A, G2$4TSE24GI•-(IOLSE2>ZERO)) 1v<ZERO
(131 TOOLSE1*G1/TOODIlSE1TOOMLUSE2+G1l/TOOLSE2
V
vTOOLVDLMT OBJ.TA, B
[1] A<-(TOLSTIOWt -TWOOIRN [OJ] ) ITOOLSID OQAA(NNE+ (A<ZEBD) LtNE) tA
[2] B+-L/SIOWVOL (STOWNNVA]
[3] B4,A*-(4 1 0 0,B) GETINPUt NONE,RBCTl[Ls ]-*(OPT-2 3 6)/B1,B2,B3
[43 TOOLVOL [ORB] nAQ-ZEO
[5] Bi s (TOOLVOLDEF CVTIN• TOOLVOL[OBTI]) CLIST NrNE, RBECT EL;] 2 ZERB
[6] B2 sTOOLVOL [OB3]-TOOLVDOMEFO-B1
(71 B3 HEKPWINDOW XIDOLVOIIEKLPO-B4
v
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VRO-TOOLW SROWi KG1 ,G2,HASCOL OPT N;VALsJ
[11 R*ZEROWSROWmr (M (ONE] -cN lS1)+ELEVEN•S.(SROWcE) /ZEr*(T-( a•SRO.W+'C) /ZE
1[21] ((SROW+'TC))>(pT) CONE] )/ZEROOK+•NET r (M [r1W] -S2+TEN)+SIX
[3] H.+ \AV125"I-T [ONE, 3 SCOWL*NE+H KII•LC] G14-SIX ZE2RO( (SCOLONE) HtSSCDL-ONE)-LrC
14] G2*(S4-S2+NINE) LONE+SIXx (HtS()L)-LC+ONE
(5] INVERT11CT D+(ELSEVENNSROW) GI, (ELEVENSRO), G20SROW*-SROW+TC
[61 *(SROW (pWT) [NE]))/B30*(L1, L2, L3) [SCOL]
17] L1 N*DLBS2 , TOOLLIST [OBJ+0YNE, ]
18] H+-YESNOWINDOW 'Do You Wilsh To Delete This Copy Of ',N, 'I?'IO-/B1
[91 TOOLISE2 [TOOLUSE tiF] c-Y-ONEOTOOLSTOLW4-TOOLSI" ELIM NT1 SI+SR)W+TOOLSIOWtF
[10] TOOLSTAT#-TOOSTAT ELIM MTO+÷SROW+TOOLSTATtFOTR1*TR1 ELIM SROW
[11l TOOLUSERS4-TOOLSERS ELIM NlWD+SWROW+TOOISERSitF
112] TOOWLUSEBDS4-'IOIJSEDx S ELIM NMW)+SROW+TOOWOSEMODSt~
[13] TOO]LUSEX*c-TIOOLUS EXLIM NO+SROW+TOOIUSEXtF
114] TR24-TR2 ELIM SROWOTR34-IR3 ELIM SROW
(15] STOW-STOW ELIM SRKW-TWOQSTAT,-STAT ELIM SROW-'IQWDOGIY-IY-ONEQO-+B2
[16] L2,H,-(6 5 1 0,VOLS) REPLYWINDOW 'Enter New Compartment Names '0-*(0-pH)/B1
[171 TO LS'IW ND+SROW+'TOOISTOWLF] -SIOWNNH] OSIOW [NI( +SROW] -SIDWNN CH]
(18] TR2-(H2TOOL CAPPEND STOWLIST[ONE+STOWNNi.SIDW,] ),AV125Q0B2
[19] L3,VAL+-'STAT' H*-7 1 REPLYWINDOW 'Enter Tool Statu s'O-*(v/OPT-2 3 6)/BI
(20] IOOLSTAT [NTD+ SIWTOOLSTATtFF] STATNN[H] E STAT [SROW-TWO] *STATNN [H
[21] B4 sTR3.H3TOOL CAPPEND STATLIST [STAMNNtSTAT ]
122] B2 ,WT-TR1, TR2, TR30WT T17Ms ] -' 4 'WT -WAPPEND 'CREATE NEW COPY'
[23] ERASERECT ERQRBONEO-*ZED
[241 ]~5sERRORWINDOW 'You Cannot Delete The Last Copy Of A Tool'
[251 BI INVE~TRMCT D+ (ELEVENxSROW-TC), Gl, (ELEVENxxSROW-TC), G20-ZERI
[261 B3 H*-(6 5 1 0,VOLS) REPLYWINDOW 'Enter Compartment Names 'Q-+(Z1RO-pH)/B1
127] VAL+-'STAT'OJ4-7 1 REPLYWINDOW 'Enter Tool Status,'O-*(v/OPT-2 3 6)/B1
128] KI'(TOOLSIOWtF) + pSTOWQTOOLSTOW4-(KtTOOLSTOW), STOWNN rH , KMITOOSIOW
[29] K*(TOOISTATtF) +pSTATOTOOLSTAT+4KtTOOLSTAT), STATNN [J], KMTOOISAT
(30] TOOLUSERS(KtTOOrLSERS), ZERO, KTOOLUSERS
(31 ] TOOLUSEX•(KtTOO7ISEX), ZERO, K&TOIOLSEK
[321 TOOLUSEMDDS-(KtTOOLOUSEMDS) , FIVE, K.TOOLDSEMODS
[33] QIYcIY+ONEOTOOIUSE2 [TOOLUSE lF] QYOSIDSTOW-SOW, STOWNN £HJ
1341 STAT-.STAT, STATNN J]
(35] TRl*<(HITOOL CAPPEND ((QIY,FIVE)p'COPY ' ), (QTY, ONE)ptQTY) ,AV125
1363 TR2*'(H2TOOL CAPPEND STOWLIST[ONE+STOWNNtSITOW] ), AV1250-*B4
v
VR4UPPERCASE A; B; C
113 C-, AOB4-(CeALFL)/LpCOC IB] +ALFU [ALFLLC [B3 3 OR*-(pA)pC
v
vW--WS
[1] W-IWSIDOW-(- (*W) t' , '),4WoW(ONE--(W)t ' ) ' 4W
v
VXCREWFORMFILL A
[1] (~NE CVINUM1 CREWNNEA]) CLIST1 NONENRBECT7O;T ]
1[2 (CREWBDDEF CVIDATE1 CREWBD [A ) CLIST1 lONE4,RECW H ,REE;• ~
[3] (CREW~SDEF CVINU31 CREWM [A] ) CLIST1 NONEJRCTI[FOURs 3
[4] (CREWEIDEF CVrNM1 CREWHlA] ) CLIST1 NDNEJREBT[FIVE; ]
[5] (CREWASDEF ONE] CVITIME1 CREWAS[ONE;A]) CLIST1 NONEJRECT (SIX;3
[6] (CREWASDEFTWO1] CVITIME1 CREWAS 7TWOA3 ) CLIST1 NONE•RECT[ISEVEN;]
[7] CREWRANKLISTCREWRANK A], ] CLIST1 NONE4RECFT[EICGHf;
v
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VXJOBF~UFIIL A
M1] (M11e• CVrNM1 JOENNNA]) CLISTi N •NEEJcR 1M]
[2] (JOBTIMEDEF CVMIUM PERFDATA2 [PERFDATA1t-JBNN CAUU] ) CLISTI NODRE•RBCT [3 s
[3] (JOBSIZEDEF CVINIMl JOBSIZE AUU) CLIST1 liNEIRBCT[(FOUsXJ
(4] (JOBPOWERDEF CVINOK( JOBPOWERAUU) CLIST1 "IRBCT[FIVEs]
15] (JOBMULTIPL)DEF CVINPlU JOBMULTIPLEX[A ) CLISTI N• NERECT [SIXs]
[62 (JONMEM4IYDEF CVIN IE JOBMEMORY A] ) CLIST1 NOMIERECI'T[SEVEN ]
[71 (JOBTIANSDEF CVINM1 JOBIRANSFA ) CLIST1 NOWERBCT[EIGRTI ]
[8] JOBATDIOLIST [JOBAUDIO A] ] CLIST1 NONERBCT [NINE, ]
v
VXMANFORMFILL A
([1 (NONE CVINM1 MMANNN [AU) CLIST1 NEaRECT EIr1,]
[2] (MANASDEFCONE] CVITIME1 MANAS[CINEsA) CLIST1 NONEIRBCTflHREE,]
[33 (MANASDEF[TWODI CVITIME1 MANAS [CTI1AJ) CLIST1 1N1EA4RECT [F(URs]
1[4 (MANPOWERDEF CVINMK1 MANPOWER A] ) CLIST1 NCOIE4•BCr[FIVE,]
[5] (MANMILTIPLEXDEF CVINUM1 MANMULTIPLEX CA]) CLIST1 NONlEEEC? • SIXs]
[6] (MANM3RYDEF CVINEM MANMEMRY A) CLIST1 NINE$RBCT [SEVENsI]
171 (MANTRANSDEF CVIK MANIRANS [A) CLIST1 NIEMJRBCT [EIGrTs
VXSTDWFORMFILL AC
[1] (NONE CVINM1 SMWNN A) CLIST1 1I3NEJRBCT IT710s]
12] (NONE CVlNUM1 SIOWVOL A ) CLIST1 NONEIRECT(THREE,]
[3] -,(STOIWMD [A] -SnIWnEF)/B1
[4] C-'MINXDLE ',(*STOWMUD [A ), ' ',M)DNAMES C[ONE+MIAITRIX [IZpSTOh [D) A]; FOUR]s]
(5] C CLIST1 NOINCEECTEFOURs ]I O*B2
(6] Bi t(STOWI DDEF CVI7NM1 STOWKWEF) CLIST1 NONEJRBCHEFOUs I ]
[7] B2, (STOWXYZDEF CVINUM1 SIOWX •-YCLIST1 NMNE4RBCT [FIVE ]
[8] (SIXYZDEF CVINtM1 SIOWIAETA [A) CLIST1 NI•IqEBCT [SIXs]
v
vXDOOLFORMFILL A
[1] (•UNE CVINUM1 'TOOLNNA]) CLIST1 MN EPRBECTl ( s]3
1[2 (TOOLUSEDEF CVIUM~ TIOOLUSE2 CIOLUSE1L-TOODIN [OBJ 3 ) CLIST1 NONEIRECBT 3] 1
[3] (TOOLVODIDEF CVINEIM TOLVOLVOLA) CLIST1 1iNE4RBCT [FOUR ]I
v
VR6-YESNWINDOW AOS;K;M=MD;UN;UN2, PKK
[1] D-22 20 70 480OUN-22 20 70 4840UN2+CGEIIT7S UNOERASERECT DOIKK.NE
[2] FRAMEIR.E 2 4pD, 24 22 68 4780T'IISIZE 180TECXIFACE 65f0MVEID 52 419
[33 FRA]MEROMNRE 2 6p33 395 57 470 15 15 31 393 59 472 17 170DRAWITET 'ND'
[4] FRAMERO~NDRECT 2 6p33 310 57 385 15 15 31 308 59 387 17 17
[5] MVEID 52 3250DRAWITEKT 'YES'OOSOUND BEEPOTEISIZE NINEOTE•EFACE ONE
[6] K+-35+FIVExFIR-TIHREEL r (pA)+39
([7 BI ,lVEIO K, 3508+S39-(*39tA)t ' ' QP*CS<ZEOOS*OS+39xPO~-((KKm3)AOS<pA) /B8
[81 DRAWTET OStAOQ-KK+÷CEOAN-(OS+-P) AO*K,+ELEVENO-*(ZERO•pA) /BIOTEXIFACE ZERO
[9] B2 s SDWCURSQ• ROGMY~'-ERE..• •EfpM) /B20-*('IIO-M [ONE] ) /B20-*(33 3>MmIT ) /B3
110] -*(57<M [TW] )/B3*-*(395>M lHREE] )/B6O-(470<M [THREE] )/B60R*-ZERE
[11] B7 UN2 OPUTBITS UN
[12] B4 s-*(ZERPPOGEItEY)/B4*-ZERO
(13] B3 rS1CU~SORO-*(BUON)/B3-*B2
[14] B6 i -(310>Mf HREE3 ) /B3 0(385<Mf[THREE] ) /B30R*MNE*.B7
[15] B8sDRAWTEXT (35tA), '... ''I•TIFACE ZEO*B2
v
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VR4-Z CsAsCR SlS2s S3S4 sGIG2 IKG3 G4 G5 sRBC TsTRsMMMI s B RCITCIBCsG5;HS P
[11 TEXISIZE 120 TEXTFONT ZE~R0TEX•FACE ZE•IOOMSG* ' ',MSG,' '1 S -TEXTWIDrH MSG
(2] L-ZERIOILC4-LTC-LOCE ETCCD -LC¢F*-TCSIZE*-175 375 L 11 61 2+pCON-1 3
(31 UL~-100 100¢P•-L11OC1-L1, L2, L3, L4,L5, L6o L7, L8, L9, L10, L11
[41 B4, SI4+U1 [ONE] OS2'UWI [TWO1 S3*S1+SIZE [(ONE] S4-'S2+SIZE (TWD]
[5] BC*-L (NIT)+SIZE CNE] ) +11RC*-L ( '9+SIZE [TWO) )+SIXOC(T=-(BC, RC)t (TC, I·)4WTEXT
[6 FP-Tcr (NONEITC.BC) LFoD,-Lr ( INONE+LRC)LDOCURPe-(SI'TO+M+L11,F-TC), $S2+7+÷6D-LC
([7 RECT4-Sl,S2, S3,S4OB.'18 0 18 18+RECTrUNI-T3OtBOUN#-UN,,U+16=r((T)WOB)-UNt)+16
1[8 KQEX 'UN2'OUN2*~GEIBITS UNOTnR--18 0 1 18+S1,S2,S1,S4OERASERBCT B
([9 CR'-14 10 -3 22+S1,S2, S1,S2*A'-14 2 -3 14+S1,S4,S1,S4
(101 Gl-0 "1 18 18+S1,S4,S1,$S4G1 DRAWPICTURE UPARROW
[111 G2#-18 "1 0 18+S3,S4,S3,$S4G2 DRAWPICIURE DOWNARROW
[12] G34--l 0 18 18+S3,S2,S3,S24G3 DRAWPICITURE LEFTARRO
(13] G4--'1 18 18 0+S3,S4,S3,$S4G4 DRAWPICTURE RIGhrARROW
[14] G5--1 "1 18 18+S3,S4,S3,$S4G5 DRAWPICIURE ODRNER
(15] K4C(Sl-15)÷+TOtSIXOKc4-4 6p(K-ONE), (SIXpT)O+S2),K.SIXpS4+16
[16] RECFT*RECT10 4pCR,A TR, G1,G2,G3,G4, G5*FRAMERECT K;B;-2 04RECT
[17] G1-LPFIVEx15+S4+S2-MSLS4-S2+30*K.-(S1-17),G1, (S1-NE), 18+S4+S2-G1
[18] K+K;3 4p(0 - 1 0 0 0 1 1+CR(1 2 3 2 1 4 3 4]),1 1 -1 -1+CR
[191 ERASERECT K;2 400 -1 1 0 0 0 1 1+A[1 2 3 2 1 4 3 4]O4VEITD (S1-THREE),G1
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C.2 The SCHED Workspace
When the SCHED workspace is loaded, the latent expression 'START' is activated, starting
execution of the function START. START is a niladic function (it has no arguments) and returns
no explicit result. If the SCHED workspace was entered from the database management system
in the PRIME workspace, then START will load into MFIVE the flight plan data being
transferred and commence scheduler operation by executing the function S. If instead the
SCHED workspace was entered directly (e.g., by clicking on the SCHED icon in the Macintosh
finder), then START will direct the clearing of the screen and the writing of the word MFIVE in
the bar at the top of the screen. The scheduler will then execute the function SL which will
prompt the user for the name of a previously stored scheduling problem which is to be loaded in.
C.2.1 The Function INIT
The function INIT oversees operation of the scheduler. The function INIT is called from the
function INIT4, which is called from the function INIT3, which is called from the function
INIT2, which is called from the function INIT1, with is called by both S and SL. INIT1,
INIT2, INIT3, and INIT4 are "shielding functions": their only purpose is to allow the
declaration of more local variables than could comfortably be included in the header of INIT.
INIT has a single argument R, which is a character vector pointer to the names of the variables
which contain the problem to be scheduled. If R is a null vector, then the user is prompted for
the name of a schedule to be loaded into memory.
The function INIT draws the scheduling information on the display, takes action when the
mouse is clicked on sensitive areas on the screen, and monitors and acts on menu selections. The
mouse is monitored at the line labelled B 11. When the mouse is clicked or a menu item is
selected, function control passes to the following branch points:
Branch Point Action Which Causes Branching
Ll Clicking on up arrow (to increase ruler scale by 1 minute/pixel)
L2 Clicking on down arrow (to decrease ruler scale by 1 minute/pixel)
L3 Clicking on left arrow (to decrease ruler origin)
L4 Clicking on right arrow (to increase ruler origin)
L5 Clicking on box with two rectanges (to manually change ruler scale and origin)
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L6 Clicking on one of the resource boxes (to enlarge and inspect resource usage
display)
L10 Clicking and moving the rectangle corresponding to a crewmembers
performance of a job being scheduled (to manually assign the crewmember to a
job)
L11 Clicking on the Job Information window
L12 Clicking on a crewmember's crew number (e.g., Cl) (to assign a job to a
crewmember at the crewmembers earliest available start time)
L13 Clicking on CO
B 1 Selecting REDRAW SCREEN from the OPTIONS menu
B 14 Clicking inside one of the crewmembers scheduling bars (to identify a job or
constraint)
B47 Selecting UNSCHEDULE ALL or RESTART SCHEDULE from the
AUTOPLAN menu
B53 Selecting COMPLETE SCHEDULE from the AUTOPLAN menu
Al Selecting DISPLAY JOB INFO from the OPTIONS menu (to open or close the
Job Information window)
A2 Selecting AUTO JOB SELECT from the AUTOPLAN menu
A3 Selection SELECT JOB from the AUTOPLAN menu
A4 Selecting AUTO CREW SELECT from the AUTOPLAN menu
A5 Selecting SELECT CREW from the AUTOPLAN menu
A6 Selecting SAVE SCHEDULE from the OPTIONS menu
A7 Selecting LOAD SCHEDULE from the OPTIONS menu
A8 Selecting DELETE SCHEDULE from the OPTIONS menu
A9 Selecting PRINT SCHEDULE from the OPTIONS menu
A10 Selecting RETURN TO APL from the OPTIONS menu
All Selecting TIME CONSTRAINTS from the CONSTRAINTS menu
A12 Selecting TARGETS from the CONSTRAINTS menu
A13 Selecting anything from the MOUSE MODE menu (to change the MOUSE
MODE)
A15 Selecting SET HEURISTIC from the AUTOPLAN menu
A16 Selecting SET SEARCH PARAMETERS from the AUTOPLAN menu
A20 Selecting PRIORITY LEVELS from the CONSTRAINTS menu
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C.2.2 Global Variables in the SCHED Worksdace
The variables ZERO, ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, FIVE, SIX, SEVEN, EIGHT, NINE,
TEN, and ELEVEN all contain the scalar integer indicated by their name. The variables NONE,
NTWO, NTHREE, NFOUR, NFIVE, NSIX, NSEVEN, NEIGHT, and NNINE contain the
integers -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, and -9 respectively. The variable PFIVE contains the
number .5. The variable IZ contains a vector of zero length.
The variable AV contains the APL character set. ALFL contains the lower case alphabet and
ALFU contains the upper case alphabet. AV125 contains the 125 character in AV, which is the
"I" character. This character is used as a cursor and to separate fields in windows produced by
MFIVE.
The variable ACTIONSTOP contains instructions on what should happen when program
interruption occurs. When ACTIONSTOP is null, control will return to the APL environment.
The variable BEEP specifies the tone heard whenever MFIVE produces a beep sound.
The variables BLACKPAT, GREYPAT, WHITEPAT, BARPAT, and STRIPEPAT contain
the pen patterns for producing black, grey, white, barred and striped drawings on the screen.
The variable PAT is a matrix containing the patterns for white, grey and black.
The variables CORNER, RIGHTARROW, LEFTARROW, UPARROW, and
DOWNARROW contain the pictures for components of the windows which MFIVE draws.
The variable MONTHS is a twelve row character matrix with each row containing the first
three letters of the name of one of the twelve months of the year. The variable MOS is a 24 x 1
column matrix. The first twelve rows contain the cumulative number of days through the end of
each month in a non-leap year. The second twelve rows contain the cumulative number of days
through the end of each month in a leap year.
The variable DESKTOP contains the message that MFIVE does not support desk
accessories. The variable NHA contains the message "No help is currently available."
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The variable MFIVEHEADER contains the information necessary to draw the word MFIVE
in the bar at the top of the screen.
The variable LOADRECT contains the size of the window presented when loading, saving,
or deleting a database. The variable SCREEN contains the size of the Macintosh screen that is
used by MFIVE.
The variable OPTIONS contains the text for the OPTIONS menu. The variable OPTIONSN
contains the menu number for the OPTIONS menu. The variable PLANMENU contains the text
for the AUTOPLAN menu. The variable PLANN contains the menu number for the
AUTOPLAN menu. The variable CONSTMENU contains the text for the CONSTRAINTS
menu. The variable CONSTN contains the menu number for the constraints menu. The variable
MOUSEMENU contains the text for the MOUSE MODE menu. The variable MOUSEN
contains the menu number for the MOUSE MODE menu. The variable SEARCHMENU
contains the text for the SEARCH menu. The variable SEARCHN contains the menu number for
the SEARCH menu.
The variables CONHELP1, CONHELP2, CONHELP3, CONHELP4, and CONHELP5 all
contain help messages for the time constraint entering functions SETCON and IRC. The variable
JOBATTHELP contains a help message for the numerical replanning function JOBATT. The
variable PRIORITYHELP contains a help message for the function PRIORITYGET, which
modifies job priorities. The variables SSHELP1, SSHELP2, and PIXHELP contain help
messages for the function SETPIX, which changes the timeline scale and origin. The variables
SEARCHHELP1, SEARCHHELP2, SEARCHHELP3, and SEARCHHELP4 contain help
messages for the function SETSEARCH, which sets the search parameters. The variables
TARHELP1 and TARHELP2 contain help messages for the function SETTAR, which sets the
target constraints.
The variable JOBATTV contains the screen picture for numerical replanning (function
JOBATT), and the variable ATTRECTS contains the areas within this picture which are sensitive
to being clicked on. The variable AUTOPICT contains the picture displayed after selecting
COMPLETE SCHEDULE from the AUTOPLAN menu (function AUTOPLAN2). The variable
PRTRECTS contains the areas which are sensitive to clicking on the picture produced by
selecting PRINT SCHEDULE from the OPTIONS menu (function PRTSCHED). The variable
SPRECTS contains the areas of the screen which are sensitive to clicking when using the
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function SETPIX, which changes the timeline scale and origin. The variable SRP contains the
coordinates of areas (scheduling bars) in which the crewmembers schedules are displayed, and
also the coordinates of the areas above these scheduling bars where the job numbers are written.
The variable SRP2 contains the coordinates of the sensitive areas on the screen corresponding to
the crewmember's number. These areas are clicked on in order to assign a job to a crewmember
at the crewmembers earliest possible start time).
The variable SRRECTS contains the areas of the screen which are sensitive to clicking when
setting the search parameters with the function SETSEARCH. The variable TARRECTS
contains the areas which are sensitive to clicking when entering target constraints (function
SETTAR).
The variables Cll, C12, C13, C14, C15, C16, C17, C22, C23, C24, C25, C26, C27,
C33, C34, C35, C36, C37, C44, C45, C46, C47, C55, C56, C57, C66, C67, and C77 contain
sets of permutations. In general, the variable Cxy contains all possible selections (one to a row,
and without regard to order) of the numbers from 1 to y taken x at a time.
The variables HEO, HE1, HE2, HE3, HE4, HE5, HE6, HE7, and HE8 contain text
necessary to form the time constraint window (function SETCON). The variables HEADO,
HEAD1, HEAD2, HEAD3, HEAD4, HEAD5, HEAD6, HEAD7, HEAD8, and HEAD10 all
contain text necessary to form the job information window (function SETJOB).
The variables JOBMEMORYDEF, JOBMULTIPLEXDEF, JOBPOWERDEF,
JOBSIZEDEF, JOBTIMEDEF, JOBTRANSDEF, and MANASDEF contain the default values
(from the PRIME workspace, see Section C.1.3) for job memory usage, job multiplex usage, job
power usage, job size (crew required), default job time, job transmission usage, and manifest
start and end times, respectively.
The variable CONCODE contains the messages displayed to explain constraint violations
when the user clicks on a blacked out region of a schedule. The variable AUDION contains the
allowable audio levels (i.e., sensitive, neutral, or generating) for display in the Job Information
window.
The variable PRIMEDISK contains the name of the folder (or disk, if it is not in a folder), in
which the PRIME workspace is supposed to be located. The variable SCHEDDISK contains the
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name of the folder (or disk, if it is not in a folder), in which the SCHED workspace is supposed
to be located. The variable PRIMEWS contains the name of the PRIME workspace.
The variable SCHEDDATA contains the names of all the variables which are to be saved
when saving a schedule.
Variables that begin with the prefix "MAN" followed by an integer number contain flight
plan information as it was transferred from the PRIME workspace. Setting the variable MAN to
the prefix of a flight plan (e.g., setting MAN to be "MAN1") and then executing the function S in
the APL environment will cause that flight plan to be directly loaded into the MFIVE scheduler.
C.2.3 Major Variables Used Throughout the Scheduler
In addition to the global variables described in Section C.2.2, there are many other variables
which are shared by all functions called by INIT. Many of these variables describe the current
state of the schedule.
Variable(s) Description
CL Contains the number of crewmembers in the flight plan.
ICL Contains a vector of numbers from 1 to CL.
CRN A matrix (CL rows) containing the names of the crewmembers.
JL Contains the number of jobs in the flight plan.
IJL Contains a vector of numbers from 1 to JL.
JON A matrix (JL rows) containing the names of the jobs.
JS Contains the number of the job being schedules, if there is one. Otherwise it is
an empty vector.
JSS This vector contains a list of jobs which have been successfully scheduled.
WL Contains the total wor~-load of each of the crewmembers on the jobs which
have been scheduled.
JT A vector (of length JL) containing the number of crewmembers required to
perform each job.
CS The number of crewmembers required to perform the job currently being
scheduled. If no job is sek -÷ed for scheduling, then this is an empty vector.
NA A character vector containing " name of the flight plan.
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MS The start time (in minutes, from January 1, 1900 0:00) of the flight plan.
ME The end time (in minutes, from January 1, 1900 0:00) of the flight plan.
MD The duration of the flight plan, ME - MS, in minutes.
PD Contains the performance times of each of the crewmembers on each of the
jobs. Has JL rows and CL columns.
PDS If a job is selected for scheduling, then this variable contains the performance
times of each of the crewmembers on that job.
PR Contains a 0-1 matrix of which crewmembers are required to perform each job
because of fixed assignments. Has JL rows and CL columns. If Crewmember
I must perform Job 7, then the entry in row 7, column 1 is a 1.
P1 Contains a 0-1 matrix of which crewmembers are assigned to each job which is
currently scheduled. Has JL rows and CL columns. If Crewmember 1 is
currently assigned to perform Job 7, then the entry in row 7, column 1 is a 1.
STR Vector of length JL which contains the required start times of those jobs which
have fixed start times. Otherwise, contains a -1.
ST Vector of length JL which contains the start times of those jobs which are
currently scheduled. Otherwise, contains a -1.
STI Vector of length JL which contains the end times of those jobs which are
currently scheduled. Otherwise, contains a -1.
CT Contains the maximum allowable differences between the start time of each job
and every other job, as inferred from all time constraints entered. Also has the
maximum allowable difference between the start of the flight plan and the start
of each job and between the start of each job and the start of the flight plan.
Has JL+1 rows and JL+1 columns. This is the ASMAX matrix of Section
4.2.3
CONP Same as CT, but incorporates information about jobs which have been
scheduled (by active constraint propagation, as described in Section 4.2.5).
T2 Contains the current latest start times of each of the jobs
T3 Contains the current latest end time (incorporating active constraint
propagation) of each of the jobs.
'IT Contains the latest end times of each of the jobs, as inferred from all time
constraints entered, but not taking into account information from jobs which
have been scheduled.
MPF The minimum performance times of each of the jobs.
MPD Same as MPF, but updated with the actual performance time of each job as it
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becomes scheduled.
MPG The maximum performance times of each of the jobs.
MPE Same as MPG, but updated with the actual performance time of each job as it
becomes scheduled.
PRI The priority levels of each of the jobs.
PRC Contains the precedence constraints.
TAR Contains the target constraints.
AUTV Contains, in coded form, all time constraints entered.
SP A matrix containing the current schedule. The matrix is in the same form as
Table A.30.
TL When a job is selected for scheduling, this variable maintains information on
whether or not the job is infeasible due to time, resource, or target constraints,
at each time specified in SP1.
SPI When a job is selected for scheduling, this variable contains all the times at
which there is a change in either crewmember schedules, resource usage, or
time or target constraints.
SPA When a job is selected for scheduling, this matrix (one column for each
crewmember) maintains information as to what each crewmember is doing at
each of the times specified in SP1.
AUDX Contains the audio levels of each of the jobs.
RES The resource limits of the four resources.
RESM Contains the resource levels of the of the four jobs for the four resources. This
matrix has JL rows and 4 columns.
RESX For all 4 resources, this variable contains the difference between the resourse
level of each job and the resource limit. This matrix has JL rows and 4
columns.
AJS 1 if AUTO JOB SELECT is turned on, 0 otherwise.
ACS 1 if AUTO CREW SELECT is turned on, 0 otherwise.
HEU The number of the heuristic currently be used for job assignment.
RE The rating of each job on the Greatest Resourse Usage Heuristic
RE2 The rating of each job on the Greatest Remaining Resourse Usage Heuristic
OC The parameter information from SET PARAMETERS
MODE Maintains the current mouse mode.
SS The current starting point of the timeline which is displayed on the screen.
PIX The number of minutes per pixel for the timeline displayed on the screen.
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C.2.4 Functions for Performing Schedulinlg
Jobs are selected for scheduling either manually, using the functions JOBC and IR2A
(described in Section C.2.8), or by MFIVE, using the function JOBRANK. JOBRANK uses
the selected heuristic to find the most highly rated unscheduled pending job. When using AUTO
JOB SELECT option on the AUTOPLAN menu, the function AJOB is called. When using the
SELECT JOB option on the AUTOPLAN menu, the function AJOB2 is called. AJOB and
AJOB2 both utilize JOBRANK to select the job to be scheduled.
Once a job is selected for scheduling, the screen is updated to display parameters relevant to
that job using the function SETSCHED. SETSCHED utilizes the function CONPROC, which
applies the time, target, and resource constraints to the crewmember timelines to determine which
regions are infeasible for the scheduling of the job.
Manual crewmember assignment is performed within the function INIT. If a job requires
multiple crewmembers, then the function SELWINDOW asks the user to select from the other
available crewmembers. SELWINDOW has two arguments, C and E. C contains the regions on
the screen (one for each crewmember) to be clicked on in order to assign the other crewmembers.
E contains the total number of crewmembers to be selected. The function returns a 0-1 vector
containing a 1 for each crewmember selected, and a 0 for each crewmember not selected.
The function SELWINDOW2 operates similarly to SELWINDOW. SELWINDOW2 is
called when the user clicks on the crewmember numbers of crewmembers, in order to assign
them the job at their earliest mutually available start time. SELWINDOW2 also requires two
arguments, C and E. C contains the number of the first crewmember selected. E contains the
total number of crewmembers to be selected. The function returns a vector containing the
numbers of the crewmembers selected.
The function CSCHED is utilized by MFIVE to perform automatic crewmember selection.
When scheduling jobs requiring multiple crewmembers, CSCHED utilizes the function ISEC to
find the earliest mutual start time among groups of crewmembers. ISEC has two arguments VAL
and SPB. The variable VAL contains the performance times of each of the crewmembers, and
the variable SPB contains a representation of whether or not each crewmember is available at
times throughout the planning interval. ISEC returns an explicit result which is the earliest
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mutual start time of the crewmembers, if one exists. If no mutual feasible start time exists, then
the functions returns the time of the end of the flight plan.
Once crewmembers are selected (either manually or automatically) to perform a job, the
function ASSIGN is used to update MFIVE's internal representation of the schedule and to
propagate the time constraint-linked effects of the job on other jobs. ASSIGN requires two
arguments, L and G6. The numeric vector L contains the numbers of the crewmembers chosen
to perform the job. The first element of G6 is the chosen start time of the job. The rest of the
elements of G6 are the completion times of the all the crewmembers, were they to perform the job
at the start time indicated by the first element of G6.
The function AUTOPLAN2 is used to perform autonomous scheduling using the
COMPLETE SCHEDULE option on the AUTOPLAN menu. The function AUTOPLAN2 is
called from the function AUTOPLAN1, which is called from the function AUTOPLAN.
AUTOPLAN and AUTOPLAN1 are "shielding functions": their only purpose is to allow the
declaration of more local variables than could comfortably be included in the header of
AUTOPLAN2. AUTOPLAN2 utilizes the functions JOBRANK, CONPROC, and CSCHED in
performing scheduling. If the Maximum Compatibility Method or the Constrained Maximum
Compatibility Heuristic are being used, AUTOPLAN2 uses the function MAT to generate the
compatibility matrix. AUTOPLAN2 also uses the function ATASGN2 to simultaneously
perform start time and crewmember assignment to many different jobs. ATASGN2 has two
arguments, ASM and ASMT. ASM is a 0-1 matrix. If the entry on row x, column y of the
matrix is a 1, then it indicates that Crewmember y is to be assigned to Job x. The vector ASMT
contains the start times of jobs which are to be assigned by ATASGN2. Negative entries in
ASMT indicate jobs that are not be be assigned crewmembers or start times. ATASGN2 returns
and explicit value containing the timeline with all the indicated jobs scheduled.
The function STATWINDOW is used take action when the user clicks the mouse inside one
of the crewmember's scheduling areas. The specific action taken by STATWINDOW depends
on the current setting of the MOUSE MODE menu. STATWINDOW is a function of a single
argument, A, which indicates the number of the crewmember whose scheduling area has been
clicked in.
The function PRS is used to draw the schedules and resource usages on the Macintosh
screen. PRS is a function of a single argument L, which is a numeric vector of length one or
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two. If the first element of L is equal to negative one, then only the resource usages (the four
resources and the audio levels) are updated. If the first element of L is one, then PRS will not
erase the schedules on the screen before updating them. If the first element of L is zero, then the
scheduling areas will be completely erased before they are redrawn. If the second element of L
exists and is one, then the resource usages will be updated. If the second element of L does not
exist or is equal to zero, then the resource usages will not be drawn.
C.2.5 APL Provided Functions
The following function are provided with the APL*PLUS system and provide an interface
with the Macintosh Toolbox. Details of their operation is provided in [STSC, 1986].
BUTTON
CLIPRECT
CLOSEPICTURE
CUTPICTURE
DELETEMENU
DRAWLINE
DRAWMENUBAR
DRAWPICTURE
DRAWTEXT
ERASERECT
FILLRECT
FRAMERECT
FRAMEROUNDRECT
GETMOUSE
GETPEN
HIDECURSOR
INITCURSOR
INVERTRECT
LINETO
MOVETO
OPENPICTURE
PENMODE
PENNORMAL
Indicates whether or not the mouse button is depressed.
Sets a boundary for drawing.
Returns a QuickDraw encoded list of all drawing and text commands.
Returns a QuickDraw picture of the specified portion of the screen.
Removes the specified menu number from the menu bar.
Draws a line between two specified locations.
Redraws the menu bar.
Draws a picture in the specified portion of the screen.
Draws text at a specified location
Fills the inside of the specified rectangle with the background pattern.
Fills the inside of the specified rectangle with the specified pattern.
Draws the outline of the specified rectangle.
Draws the outline of the specified rounded rectangle.
Returns the pixel position of the mouse on the screen.
Returns the pixel position of the pen.
Makes the cursor invisible.
Sets the cursor to the standard mouse cursor and makes it visible.
Inverts all the pixels inside the specified rectangle.
Draws a line from the current pen location to the specified spot.
Moves the pen from the current pen location to the specified spot.
Begins storing an encoded list of all drawing and text commands.
Sets the pen mode, which determines graphics overlap.
Sets the pen size, mode, and pattern to original values.
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PENPAT
PICTFRAME
PTINRECT
SCROLLRECT
SETMENU
SHOWCURSOR
STANDMENUBAR
TEXTFACE
TEXTFONT
TEXTMODE
TEXTSIZE
TEXTWIDTH
Changes the current pen pattern.
Returns the original frame size of a QuickDraw picture.
Indicates whether a point is inside a specified rectangle.
Moves the specified rectangle the specified number of pixels.
Puts a new menu on the menu bar.
Makes the cursor visible.
Returns the menu bar to the standard APL*PLUS menu configuration.
Specifies the style of subsequent text.
Specifies the font of subsequent text.
Sets the text drawing mode, which determines how text overlaps.
Specifies the point size of subsequent text.
Measures the width of a specified character vector in pixels.
C.2.6 Data Manipulation Functions
The following functions all perform manipulation on character data:
Function Name Arguments Description
Returns a matrix containing A and B adjoined to each other
side by side. A and B must be matrices, with A having at
least as many rows as B.
Returns a matrix containing A and B appended with A
above B. A and B can be character scalars, vectors, or
matrices.
Takes a character vector S and removes any multiple
occurrences of the space character from the vector.
Same as APPEND, but centers the B matrix beneath the A
matrix.
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ADJOIN2
APP
APPEND
A, B
A, B
BL
CAPPEND A, B
CHARMAT
CLIST
CONVT3
CVTID
CVTITME1
DLBS
B, V
A, B
DEF, DATE
T
DEF, T
DLBS2
Takes the character vector V and changes it into a matrix
where the characters in the vector B are taken as delimiters
signalling the start of a new line.
Draws the character vector or matrix A at the coordinates
indicated by B.
Attempts to interpret the character vector DATE as a day
and time in the form {Day/Hour:Minute}. If successful,
the function will return the number of minutes since time
zero. Uses the number specified in DEF to provided
defaults for the day and hour.
Takes a number T, which specifies a number of minutes
since time 0, and converts it to a character vector in the
form Days/Hours:Minutes.
Inverse of the function CONVT. Takes a number T,
which specifies a number of minutes since January 1, 1900
0:00, and converts it to a character vector in the form
Month Day, Year Hour:Minute. If T is equal to DEF it is
converted to the vector **NO INFO**.
Removes the first blank space, and everything following it,
from the character vector A.
Removes all trailing blank spaces from the character vector
DLBS3
DRAWTIME A, B
Removes all trailing blank columns from the character
matrix A.
Takes B, expressed as a number of minutes, and converts
it to the form Hours:Minutes, and then displays the result
at the coordinates specified in 2 element vector A.
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ELIM A, B If A is a vector, eliminates the characters or numbers in the
B position(s) of the vector A. If A is a matrix, then the
rows indicated by B are eliminated.
FIND A, B A and B are character matrices. Returns a 0-1 vector
containing a 1 for each row in B which has an exact match
in one of the rows in A (trailing spaces are added as
necessary). Contains a 0 of each row in B which does not
have an exact match in A.
FIND3 W, T W is a vector character string, T is a character matrix.
Returns the row numbers in T in which the character string
W appears.
HCEN A, B Prints the number A centered horizontally about the
coordinates specified in B.
UPPERCASE A Changes all lowercase letters in the character vector A to
uppercase letters.
VCEN A, B Prints the number A centered vertically about the
coordinates specified in B.
VCEN2 A Changes the number A to a character string to be printed
out with a width of 8 characters.
C.2.7 The Inout Interface Functions
The function GETINPUT in the SCHED workspace is a reduced version of the function
GETINP in the PRIME workspace (Section C.1.7). The arguments of the function GETINPUT
is identical, except that it only supports the options B[1] = 1 (character input), B[1] = 4 (date and
time input), and B[1] = 8 (day and time input).
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The functions REPLYWINDOW, ERRORWINDOW, and HELPWINDOW all operate
exactly as described in Section C. 1.7.
The function BAWINDOW is a dyadic function for specifying whether one job is supposed
to precede or follow another job when setting a precedent constraint. BAWINDOW displays the
words "BEFORE", "AFTER", and "CANCEL" and waits for the user to click on one of these
words in response. BAWINDOW has 2 arguments, C and A. A window is created at the top of
the screen, where the message contained in the character vector A is displayed. After the user
clicks on one of the options, the window is removed, and the screen restored to its original
condition. If the number stored in C is equal to zero, then no precedence constraint is allowed,
and an error message is produced (with the function ERRORWINDOW). If C is equal to 1, then
no "BEFORE" constraint is allowed, and the word BEFORE is not displayed. If C is equal to 2,
then no "AFTER" constraint is allowed, and the word AFTER is not displayed. BAWINDOW
returns an explicit result of 0 if no precedence constraint is set, 1 if BEFORE is selected, and 2 if
AFTER is selected.
C.28 Other User Interface Functions
The dyadic function CH2 allows the user to select off of a list like the one that is displayed
when one tries to assign target constraints (see Figure 6.45). The function CH2 is called from
the function CHOICE2. CHOICE2 is a "shielding function": its only purpose is to allow the
declaration of more local variables than could comfortably be included in the header of CH2.
CH2 has two input arguments, G1 and A. The character matrix G1 contains the list that is to be
selected from. The numeric vector A contains the numbers of entries from the list that are not
allowed to be selected. Additionally, the character vector MSG is implicitly passed to CH2 from
the calling function and specifies the name of the window that is being opened. The function
CH2 returns an explicit result which is the row numbers of the item on the list which has been
selected.
The niladic function PRIORITYGET is used to provide the window necessary to set the job
priorities (Figure 6.39). PRIORITYGET utilizes the functions EDA, EDITA, and ED2A, as
which are identical with the functions with the same name that were described in Section C.1.8.
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The monadic function RESEN allows the user to generate an enlarged picture of one of the
resource constraints (see Figure 6.26). The function RESEN is called from the function
RESENL. RESENL is a "shielding function": its only purpose is to allow the declaration of
more local variables than could comfortably be included in the header of RESEN. The single
argument of RESEN is the variable R, which indicates which resource picture is to be enlarged.
R = 1 for Power Usage, R = 2 for Transmission Usage, R = 3 for Memory Usage, and R = 4 for
Multiplex Usage. RESEN uses the function GRAPH2 to draw the resource usage graph.
GRAPH2 has two arguments T and H. T is a seven element numeric vector. T[1] specifies the
start of the current timeline, T[2] specifies the end of the current timeline, T[3] specifies the
maximum resource usage, and the last four elements of T specify the size of the window in
which the graph is to be drawn. H is a two column matrix. The first column contains resource
usages and the second column contains time markers corresponding to those resource usages.
The function JOBC is used to display the Job Information window (see Figure 6.28). JOBC
has a single argument, L. If L is equal to 12, then the information window is opened (if it was
closed) or is closed (if it was open). Any other value of L indicates a regions within the
information window that has been clicked on with the mouse. Whenever the mouse is clicked on
one of the job names inside of the window (thus selecting or deselecting a job for scheduling),
the function IR2A is executed. IR2A is a niladic function which inverts the appropriate areas
within the Job Information window and prepares the main screen (by displaying the number of
crewmembers required to perform the job, drawing the scheduling bars for each of the individual
crewmembers, blacking out infeasible scheduling intervals, etc.).
The niladic function SETCON allows the user to enter the time constraints (see Figure 6.40).
The function SETCON is called from the function SETCON2, which is called from the function
SETCON1. SETCON1 and SETCON2 are "shielding functions": their only purpose is to allow
the declaration of more local variables than could comfortably be included in the header of
SETCON. Clicking on the names of one of the jobs in the time constraints window will execute
the niladic function IRCON, which updates the time constraint window to display all constraints
relating to the job selected (see Figure 6.42). Clicking to add a time constraint causes the
execution of the niladic function IRC. IRC and IRCON utilize the functions TCEST, TCLST,
TCMAX and TCMIN. All the functions have a single argument, A. TCEST returns a vector
containing the earliest start times for the jobs indicates in A. TCLST returns a vector containing
the latest start times for the jobs indicated in A. TCMAX returns a matrix, each row of which
contains the maximum allowable difference in start times between the start of each job in A and
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the start of each of the other jobs. TCMIN returns a matrix, each row of which contains the
minimum allowable difference in start times between the start of each job in A and the start of
each of the other jobs.
The function DRAWMSG is used by all of the above window producing functions to write
the name of the window in the bar at the window's top. DRAWMSG prevents the window name
from running outside the window (by truncation) if it is longer than can fit inside the bar.
DRAWMSG has two arguments, A and B. The character vector A contains the name of the
window that is to be writen. B is a 2 element numeric vector. B[1] contains the number of
pixels which will be needed to (fully) draw character vector A, and B[2] contains the number of
pixels actually available to draw the name.
The monadic function SETTAR is used to provide the window necessary to add and revise
target constraints (Figure 6.46). SETTAR has a single argument J, which indicates the number
of the job to which target constraints are to be added. SETTAR returns an explict value of 1 if
the user clicks on CANCEL. Otherwise a value of 0 is returned.
The niladic function SETPIX is used to provide the window necessary to explicitly change
the timeline scale and origin (Figure 6.25). SETPIX returns an explicit value of 1 if the user
clicks on CANCEL. Otherwise a value of 0 is returned.
The niladic function SETSEARCH is used to provide the window necessary to set the search
parameters (Figure 6.37). SETSEARCH returns an explicit value of 1 if the user clicks on
CANCEL. Otherwise a value of 0 is returned.
The monadic function JOBATT is used to provide the window necessary to modify job start
time and assignment using the RESCHEDULE NUMERICALLY option on the MOUSE MODE
menu (see Figure 6.49). The function JOBATT is called from the function JOBATT1.
JOBATT1 is a "shielding function": its only purpose is to allow the declaration of more local
variables than could comfortably be included in the header of JOBATT. JOBATT has a single
argument H, which is the number of the job which has been clicked on for numerical
rescheduling.
The function PRTSCHED is used when the user selects the PRINT SCHEDULE option
from the AUTOPLAN menu. PRTSCHED draws a window which allows the user to specify
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parameters of desired output. PRTSCHED then calls the function PRTSCHED2 which produces
the actual output.
C.2.9 Data Transfer from the PRIME Workspace
When data is transferred from the PRIME workspace, a data file called "MAN" is placed in
the same folder as the SCHED workspace. The file MAN contains a prefix which signifies the
name of a file in which the transferred data is to be found. This prefix always consists of the
word "MAN" followed by an integer. Assume, for example, that the file MAN contains the
prefix "MAN2" The data in the file MAN2 will then be loaded into the SCHED workspace by
the function EF (called from the function START, which was discussed in Section C.2.1). EF
has a single argument, A, which is a character string equal to the name of this file ("MAN2").
Each variable stored in the file MAN2 will be given the prefix "MAN2". For example, the
variable in the file labelled PD will be stored in the variable MAN2PD. Finally, the function EF
will create a variable (called MAN2VARS) which contains the names of all the variables which
have been loaded into memory.
Once these variables are loaded into memory, the function START calls the function S,
which in turn calls the function INIT. INIT then calls the function SETUP, and SETUP calls the
function SETJOB. The functions SETUP and SETJOB transform the information passed from
the PRIME workspace into the format required by the scheduler. In doing so, these functions
initialize most of the variables discussed in Section C.2.3. SETUP also has the task of setting up
the menus used by the schedule, while SETJOB sets up the information seen inside the Job
Information window. SETUP is a niladic function, while SETJOB requires a single argument R,
which contains the name of the prefix of the variables which were transferred from the PRIME
workspace.
C.2 10 File Manioulation Functions
The function FILEOPEN is a monadic function which is used to get from the user (via a
dialog box) the name of a file (containing a database) which is to be loaded into MFIVE. The
function has a single argument, P, which is a character vector containing the prefix (ther first
letters) which the file name must possess. The function returns an explicit result, which is the
name of the file to be opened.
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The function DATALOAD is a monadic function which load the database into MFIVE. The
function has a single argument, WO, which is the name of the file to be loaded. The function has
no explicit result.
The function FILESAVE is a dyadic function which is used to get from the user (via a dialog
box) the name of a file a MFIVE database is to be saved. The function has two arguments, A and
B. The variable B contains a character vector containing the prefix (the first letters) which the file
name must possess. The variable A contains a message displayed to the user in the dialog box.
The function returns an explicit result, which is the name of the file to be opened.
The function DATASAVE is a dyadic function which saves an MFIVE database. The
function has two arguments, W7 and KK. W7 is a character vector which contains the name of
the file in which the database is to be saved. KK is a character matrix containing the names of the
variables to be saved in the file. The function returns an explicit result, which is the total number
of variables saved (rows in the KK matrix) plus 1.
C.2.11 Miscellaneous Functions
The function TEXTNORMAL returns the textfont, textsize, and textface to a preset
arrangement.
The function T resets text parameters, the cursor, pen, and menu bar to a preset arrangement.
It also unties any tied files.
The function CLEAR draws the word MFIVE in the bar at the top of the screen, and defines
the size of the screen used by MFIVE.
The function CLEARBUFFER clears any key or mouse entries queued in the input buffer.
The function DELETEMENUS deletes the OPTIONS, AUTOPLAN, CONSTRAINTS, and
MOUSE MODE menus. The function PUTMENUS replaces these menus.
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C.2.12 Functions External to the Scheduler
The following functions are not directly used by the scheduler, but located in the SCHED
workspace:
The function WS returns the name of the Macintosh folder in which the SCHED folder (and
presumably the PRIME folder) are located. The function PRIME loads the PRIME workspace.
The function HCL is used to produce screen or printer listing of APL functions. HCL has a
single argument, INS. INS is a character vector which contains the names of the functions to be
listed, separated by spaces. By specifying INS to be the character string "ALL", all of the
functions in the workspace will be listed, followed by a listing of all variable names.
The STATS function produces summary statistics for a scheduling problem of the type found
in Appendix A. In order to use this function, the user should first load the scheduling problem of
interest into MFIVE. Next, select the STOP option from the STOP menu, which will return the
user to the APL environment, with MFIVE "suspended." Typing the word STATS, followed by
a carriage return, will execute the function STATS and produce the summary statistics for the
scheduling problem. Lastly, to return to the scheduler, type "]32" followed by hitting the return
key. (The ] character should appear on the Macintosh Plus screen as a right pointing arrow.)
Selecting the REDRAW SCREEN option from the OPTIONS menu will return the screen to
normal.
The function STATS utilizes the functions ATASGN3, CUR, RESPRT, and RESPRT2.
ATASGN3 is used to produce an "early start time schedule," where each job is assigned to start
at its earliest start time (from the time constraints), without regard to the resource constraints.
Generating this schedule is necessary in order to evaluate many of the summary statistics. The
function CUR is used to place the cursor at a desired point on the screen. CUR has a single
argument, A, which indicates the number of character spaces from the left margin that the cursor
should move. RESPRT and RESPRT2 are used to format output of some of the statistics. Both
functions have two arguments, B and A. B is a character vector containing the name of the
statistic being printed. A contains the values of the statistic for each of the resources. RESPRT
lists the values of the statistic for each of the resources, followed by the average and variance
values. RESPRT2 also lists the values of the statistics, followed by the total value for all the
resources.
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The function IRAUTO takes the time constraints encoded in the vector AUTV and applies
them all at once without the need to add them individually through the time constraints window.
The function MULT is used to reduce or increase the number of jobs in a scheduling
problem. It can be accessed in the same way as described for the function STATS. MULT has a
single argument K, which signifies the number of jobs to which the scheduling problem is to be
scaled. For example, if an initial problem has 19 jobs, and MULT is executed, setting K to 5
(e.g., by typing "MULT 5" followed by hitting the return key), then a new scheduling problem
will be created containing only the first 5 jobs in the original problem. If MULT is executed
again, setting K to 30, then another scheduling problem will be created containing 6 copies of
each of these 5 jobs. MULT only works accurately on schedules without time constraints, and
should be executed when all jobs are unscheduled.
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C.2.13 Function Listings for the SCHED Worksnace
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12 C+-(EIGrT+r PFIVExB [THREE) +B CONE] )-FIVExONEtpAOK*-ZERO
[31 MDVEID C, B TH)M3 +FIVEODRAWIEXT AOTTEIFACE ZERO
v
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VCIDSEPICTRE'
vC•ONPRIOC;KG1IG2iKKIG3
[11 K4-(pSP) [ONE] ,F:OUBOT7L-+/(Kpo-32 "64 -128 "256)xSP[sCL4]>KpRESX[JSI]
[12 TL*TL+'16 ZERO>SP [(CL5 1 AUDXK JSI OGl'-CONP [ONE+JS IONE] OG2-T3 [JS]
13] SP1*-SP [ CL6] 4G34-(NONE+TARL-JS+ONE) tTAROG3-(G3t -JS) G3
41] KK*G1, G2, G3
1[5 K+-(-KKcSP1 ) /KK**(ZE=ROpK)/B1KI*-( ( L pK)- KLK)/KOKK-SP1, K
[61 SPl,-KK ,AK OK*,+\-SP1lKOSPA,-SP Ks ICL] rTL•-T, L MO- *B2
1[7 B1,i SPA+SP E[ ICL]
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VTETsDEF CtNVT3 DATEsVI FI;DAYMINIBHRMsNIA
[1] M4-(DEFIZERO)+xDEFOTET*-IZON-0 24 60TIDEFODAThE(DATEc'/, +' )/LpDATE*-' '
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(31 VIs-MI DATEO-(ZE~OcVI) /ZEROO+(ZERO• pVI )/ZER
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[7] B1 (TIHREEHlpFI )/B30-*(A-NONE) /B4
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[71 *(G4 [ONE] MG2+r/VAL)/B124G4-(G2+r/VAL),G2,G3
[8] B12 K,-K+NEO-*(KSpN) /B40G2*G4 [TW1 O-,(NONE-G2) /B1 00G3'-TO1hG40-B6
19] B14 sG3+G60N-, ONEO-*B15
(10] B2: G1l-, PR [JS~] /ICLOSPBSPBZERO; -10SPBO-(ZERnOGG1) /B70G14*WL÷PDS
(111 B7 sG3-, G1 EK3 OVAL-PDS (G3] 3-"(VAL<ZERO) /B8KKSPB [; IZpG3] /SP1
(12] N*-LPFIVE pKKOKK*-(N. TO)pKKOG5-( (-VAL)> -/KK)LtNE
[13] -,(G5>N)/B8OG2+KK [G5 ; NEI] -+(G2>P)/B80-*(G4 [NE] IG2+VAL)/B8OG4+-(G2+VAL), G2, G3
[14] B8 zK-K+ONEO-(KspG1) /B70G2+G4 [TO] 0-'*(NONE-G2) /B10OG3+-T7OG4
115] B6 -*AP/B1OVAL*PDS [G3] -+(-JScJSS)/B3OOPENPICIJRE SCREEN
116] G4-JSOJS-IZOPRS 0 10JS*G40SCREEN DRAWPICIT•E CLDSEPICIUREOM4#-O 4pIZ
[17] B3 zTETIFACE ZER0020 460 DRAWTIME G2
[18] -.(G2>SS+360 xPIX) /B1OG1-16+18 xG3 K*NEOOG5*G1+SEVEN
[19] G1GG1, ((pG3)pL15.5+(Z EOfG2-SS)+PIX),G5, 376L L15.5+(ZE rVAL+G2-SS)+PIX
120] G1'-1(FOUR, pG3)pG1OGRAYPAT FILLRECT G1OFRAMERBCT G1
[21] B9 -*(SSzG2+VAL [K] )/B11MNVEID -2 -2+lWOtG1 [K] ]O DRAWTIT 'J', ,JS
[22] B11 K*-K+N(XEO-(KspG3)/B9
(23] B1 G3 ASSIGN G2,PDS+G20-*ZERO
[24] BlO -*AP/ZEROO-*(ACS^AJS) /ZEE
125] ERloRWINJDOW 'I Am Unable To Schedule This Job' O-(JScJSS)/ZE2O
[26] AJS•-ZER1OACS*-ZEROOPIANMENUJ2 4; TWO],-' '0PIANN SEIMENU PLANENU4U -ZER•
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128] G5*+./(G2+PDS CG63 )* . G40G*-+L r /G5OK*ZE-mO- (+\TL[G1i ) [G5]G6,4E/G6
129] 4((CS>pG6)/B10G6-(•-~Mlr 1( (+SPA [Gl aG6] ) [K/G5 tpG6] )/G64-(CS>pG6) /B10
[303 Gl-PR [JSo ] /ICLO*(-^ /G1G6) /10
1311 B34 G3+G1-*(CSPG3)/ B6.0-(CS>E) /B31G6+G6 [WL [G63] PDS [G63 ]
132] G34-, G6 PDS [G6] t iL /PDS G61 ] *B6
1331 B31 i G6-(-G6C•Gl1)'/G60G3+G6 [I 'C', ( ICS- pG1), • pG63
134) G3+G3 A.+/PDS [G3] +WL G3] ] OG4f-r /PDS •G3] G3+G1,G3 [G4LL /G4,s ] 0-B6
1353 B13 1 SPB4-ZER•OTL-*(STR [JS] ZERO) /B160SPB*SPBMoZER~NO, ESPB
[36 1 K•+SPB/SP1NO-LPFIVEMpKKOKKI-(N~ TWI)pKKG5*-( (- tNEPDS)t-/KK)tONE0-(G5>N) /B10
137] G3-, EIGrTOG2-IK[G5 I]E]. '*B6
[38] B16 G2~S 1 [JS] OG4*;SPl>G20-+(ZERD#TL +NNEG4L t1ME ) /B10
[393 "*(ZEROJ +/ (G4ASP1<G2+NEtPDS) /TL) /B10G3*-, EIGiTO-"B6
VCUR A
[13 DCURSOR(-CURSOR) [1] ,A
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YCTIPICTrREW
VR4-CVID TAGMG1
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vR*-DEF CVITIME1 T;DAYIYRsRDIFIM
[13 -(DEF-T)/BleT4-,0 365.25 24 60TTOYR-,', ',f1900+TEONE]
[23 F-( 12-24x Z FRO"~ R I T cONE] ) t,jMS
[3] ~M*IE++/(12pMNE+LT ['1] )>FODAY*-' ' ,NItOfFE* +LT ['~] -( -'ZR;F) D]
[4 RMwnITS Ms ,DAY, YR. ' ', (NITMIOtT ['IIREE), ' : ' ,NIOfT [FOUR] +1000*ZE
[5) B1sR-'.**ND INFO**'
VDATAUPAD WO sW1 ;W2;W3 ;iW4W5 ;W7
E11 WlaONE+.r/zEW , FNUMSOWO OFHTIE W1
[2] B1 ,zW3,DOEJOFREAD WlO(ZERO-pW3) /B30W4+NaNE40FREAD W1WSWONEtOFREAD W1
[33 W2IONE40FREAD W1-*'(W5- 'N' )/B2*-*(W5- 'F' )/B4[41 B5:W2*(QIFI W4)pW20*W3, '1W2'O-*B1
[5) B2:W24-(C)FI W4)pOFI W2MOW3, '-W2'O-*B1[61 B4 :W2*(OFI W4)pW2OW3c+0FX W20*B1
171 B3:ODFUNTIE Wi
VK*-W7 DATASAVE KK;Gl;G2;G3;G4;G5;G6;G7;DELX
[11 OEIX4-' OERROR (IEMtNLO• L)-IO) tCI'
[2) G4*4(pKK) [ME] OG• ONE+ r /ZEn , aFNDMSG2QONE-( W7)L ' ' OK-G24W7OG3+-CLIB K
[3) K#-(((pG3) [ONE),pK)pUPPERCASE K),G3[4) Gl1-r/(pW7), ONEpKO-+((((pK) [CNE ,Gl)tK) FIND (ONE,G1)pGltUPPERCASE W7)/B5
1[5 B7 TW7 FPHCREATE G1OK+MNEOGS5~+T NLOG6+G5, 'C' ,G5SG7+G5, 'N' ,G5
[61 B1i G2DLBS KKKI  o -*(3-= NC G2)/B4*G3--*G20-*(820DMR G3)/B2[73 (G2, G5, (*pG3), G6, (,G3), G5) OFAPPEND G1OK#-K+ONEO0-(KsG4)/Bl"-B8
[81 B2 1 (G2,G5, (vpG3),G7, (f,G3),G5) O3FAPPEND G14K-K+O-NEO -(KsG41/Ble-B8
[93 B4,G3'6+C G20(G2,G5, (epG3),G5, '' ,G5, (,G3),G5) OFAPPEND G1cK+-K+ONE
1101 -*(KCgG4)/Bl
[iII B8sDFUTIE Gl*.#ZER
1121 B5sW7 OFHTIE G1?AV7 OFERASE G10-4B7
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VDELEI BE'
VDELEIENENUS
Ell DELErEMNU OPrIct4SN, PLANN, CONN, MXISEMODRAWKMNUBAR
VR4DLBS AEll 4-(NONE+AiL 'tA
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VR*-DLBS2 A
Vll R+--+/A\' I-M)A
VR-DLBS3 A
[11 R-C-ZERO,-+/I^\#^I '-A)4A
TDRAWLINEW
VRAVMENHUBARY
VA DRAW)& B
-+(B (ONE] -B EIWID ) /Bl *B*B [TWO]D
B2 tANONEýAO-#(B<EErWIDTH A) /B2
Bl iDRAWIT I A
V
M'IRAWPICITREV
YDRAWIEKTV
VA DRAWTIME B
[1] 1EVEID AOB-0
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24 60TIZpB*DRAW1EC (NITW#tBECTU2J ),': '.NflffOtflG NEtB
VQ4-ED2A;SROW;SCXLCl; C2;Gl;K;G2;G3;G4;H;S3
HI+-(( LIST) CM3 £U*Q NEOOscw4-izpr (( Nrw+M[omEJ)-Sl) ELEVErI
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(43 -*(AMAX<C1 )/ZEIDOK*F , LIST (C1, I OG240NM( - (OK) t ' ' ) 4K
(5] G34-62+SEVEN+SIXuZEHOrFL [SCOL] -ICOC2+C.+S2+SIXx (IIRC+CE) LFL [SCDL+CNE ] -1
(6] G4*( "i0+S+S•IHW ELEVE), G3, (ONE+S1+SRDW ELEV), C2INVEMRBCi' G4
[71 B3G1o-4 1 0 0 REPLYWINDOW S30-+(OPT-2 3 6)/B6,B2,B5*S[C1I]G1
[83 Gl*(vG1), ' 'GI*G2, (-(pG1) rH-pG2)tG1O-*((pG1)>NE+H)/B1
19] B8 OUrT [SIMW, FL [SODL] + tH] -LIST [Cl, ] *-HtG1
(10] K SI+NONE+ELEVENS*WS -E1SEBRBCT ~9 3 2 -1+K,S2,K,S4
[111 MVEID K. EI(GErrS20DRAwIET RCtLC, OU r SROWs ] O+ZERO)
12] B1 ,LIST,-DLBS3 LIST[LC1-ONiE;] APPEND Gi APPEND (C1,ZERO))LIST
1131 UN2 OPUrBITS UNOQQ'-ZEWROZERO
[14] B6 INVERTRIBCT G4*ZERO(15] B2,Gl-(((NO~E+H)tG2), ' *,'OS[C1]NaNE0-*B8
[16] B5,HELPWINDOW IELPMSGO-B3
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[11 S*C EDITA R
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[111 B13 aT3 MK ,4L /T3 IM , T2 I- (PRCtK) (NO1E+PRCtK+0NE) tPRC3 K*K+ ONE("-(KJL) /B13
112) --ZEIO
[133 L2 K*ONEtAUTVOAUTV*VCE AUTVOCNP CONE ONE+ SROW *K*CT • ONE ONE+SR4)) KO-*B4
[14) L3M KoNEtAUrVOAUTIVNEAUrTVOT3 [SROWI +•KOTT [SROWI) -K
[15) -*(KzCONP [ONE ,ONE+SROW] +MPD [SROW ) /B200CONP CONE sONE+SR•OW1~K-MPD [SROW1
[163 CT [ONECONE+SROW] *K-MPD [SROW)- O-B4
[173 B20 --'*(KzCT [ONE• ONE+SROW] +MPD SROWI ) /B40CT [ONE ONE+SROW]-K-MPD [SROW O--B4(18) L4 s FcONEtAUIV*K-AUITIV [lTWO] 40NP [ONE+SROW ONE+FI --KOCT (ONE+SROW; ONE+F3 4-K
[19] B6 sGG, FAAUTIV4-TliOAUTIV*-*B4
[20] L5 F*0NEtAUTVOK-AUT ETWI OCW P [ONE+F ; ONE+SROW] JKOCT CONE+F ONE+SROW KO*B6
(211 L6 F•FONEtAUTIVK*'-AUIV 'TW9] -(K-TOl) /BB10+GI-PRCLSROWOPRC+-(G1tPREC) (-F), G14PLC
[221] -(CONP EONE+F ONE+SROW3 '-MPD SROW3 ) /B6
[23] CONP (INE+F i ONE+SROW]*--MPD SRDOW3 CT IONE+F; ONE+ SROW) [-MPD •SROW) -B6
[243 B10:G2-PRCLFOPRC*-(G2tPRC), (-SROW),G2ýPRC
(251 ,( (-CONP ONNE+SROW;ONE+F) )zMPD [F] ) /B6
[26] CXONP CONE+SROW, ONE+F] 3-MPD (F] OCT [ONE+SROW, ONE+F] -MPD [F) OQ-B6
[271 L7 s F+0NEtAUTIVOC0NP [ONE+SROW, ONE+F] -ZEROCONP [ONE+F; ONE+SROW -ZERD
[28 CT [ONE+SROW, ONE+*F3 -ZE•IOT [ONE+F ,ONE+SROW 4-ZER-*B6
v
VIRC; SROW;K;G1 G2;sAB;SCOL;DEF; H, OPT
[1) SROW-r (M [ONE] -ONE+S1)4+110-*(SROW<ONE) /Z]ERZO (TWCOSR)OW+TC) /ZERO
[23 -*(SROW>BC) /ZEO
[3) *((SROW+WTC)>TO+JL)/ZEOK+0-ONEF r(M[TWO) -S2+TEN+SIXx (pTCO) 'IWO] )+SIX
[43 H*-+\AV125=WTr [NE 3 OSCOL-1+HK+LCI OG14-6x(pTCO) 121 +0 ((SCOL#1) xHt.SOL-1)-LC
[15 G24-(S4-S2+NINE)LONE+SIX (pTCO) [TWO] +(HtSCOL)-LW+ONE
[6) INVERTRBCT D+(11xSROW),G1, (11 xSROW),G20-*(ZE~O-9,JS) /l15
[7) ERRORWINDOW 'DATA CANN)T BE MDDIFIED WHILE A JOB IS SELECTED' O-*ZERO
1[8 B15sSROW*-IZpSRDW+TC-'-*(SCDL<FOUR)/B1-(~v/(ONEtF)-ZERO, SROW)/B1
[9) ERRORW•• NDOW 'THIS DATA CANNUM BE EDDIFIED' -ZER0
110) Bl-*(L1,L2L3,L4, L5, L6,L7, L8) [SDL]
(113 L1 DEF*•T1 SRIOW
112) K.-(EIGHT, DEF, DEF, T2 (SROW] ) REPLYWINDOW 'ENTER NEW EARLIEST START TIME '
[131 -C(OPT-2 3 6)/0 0,B21'-•(K-DEF)/ZE•IOQONP ES;ONE]*--KOCT[+SROW ONE]4-K
1143 B2:AUTIV-AUTV, SO LSROW, K
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[153 CONP-P LCONP ([ ONE] . +CNP (ONE 3 CT+CTL CT ONE] . +CT CONEs
(16 • CONPCONP LCNP [ ONE+SRO)W]). .+- NP[1+SRWs I CTr-CTrLCT [ 1s+SROW ] *. CT [1+SrOW, 1(171 B5STl•-TCEST IJLOTC14-(HE1 CAPPEND CVTID TI),AV125T2*-TCLST IJL
[18) TC2*-(HE2 CAPPEND CVTI? T2),AV125QT34-T3 LT2+MPE
[19] -*(ZERO=-pF)/B12W44-,'I•TIN FOW5+-,TMAX FOW7+-(JL, TEREE)p 'IYES'
[20] TC44-(HE4 CAPPEND CVTID W4),AV125¢TC5*-(HE5 CAPPEND CVTID W5),AV125
121) W7 (U, (W5/ZE1)vW5,W4)/IJL i*-' 'OTC7*-(HE7 CAPPEND W7),AV125
122) B12,K*ONE
123] B13: T3 I '-L /T3 MI ,T2 I- (PRCLK) $ (NrNE+PRCLK+0NE) tPRC3 K+c-K+ONE-O-(K:JL) /B13
[243 TC3+-(HE3 CAPPEND CVTID T3),AV125
125) B3 WTr-TC1, 2,TC3,TC4, TC5,TC6,UT7,TC8
[26] WT [TW O*" = '* WT1•(ONEpT)+NEpTO-ZERO
1271 B21,HELPWINDOW CONHELP10*L1
1281 L2:DEF4-T2 SROW] OKI-'EER NEW LATEST START TIME:'
129) K+-(EIGHT,DEF,TlISR1OW ,DEF) REPLYWINDOW KO-*(OPT-2 3 6)/0 0,B22
[301 -(K-DEF) /ZEROOCONP EONE ONE+SRW3 *4KCrT (ONE; ONE+SRIW3 +KO-B2
131) B22:HEIPWINDOW CONHELP2"-L2
132) L3: DEF*-T3 SROW] 0GI*-'ENTER NEW LATEST END TIME:'
1333 K4(EIGHT, DEF,(TI(SROW I+MPD(SROW3),DEF) REPLYWINDOW G1l"(OPT-2 3 6)/0 0,B23
[341 -(K-DEF) /ZEROOT3 [SROW +-KCOT [ISROW -KOTC3-(HE3 CAPPEND CVTI T3),AV125
[35) -*(KrT2 [SROW3 +MPD [SROW) )/B20CfONP [ONE; ONE+SROW] -K-MPD [SROWJ
1361 CT CO•NE; OINE+SRO)W +-K-MPD [SROW1] *-B2
[371 B20: AITIV4-AUrV, SCOL, SROW, K
138] *(K>CT (ONE; ONE+SROW1 +MPD (SROW) ) /B3*CT CONE;ONE+SROW]) -K-MPD [SROWI
139) CT=CTL CT 1 ONE] o . +CT CONE; 3 OCT=CTL CT[I ;ONE+SROW3 . +CT IONE+SROW; O"-"B3
[401 B23 HEILPWINDOW C•NHELP30-*L3
(411 L4 DEF*W4 IWSROW I K-'ENIER NEW DELTA-MIN '
142 K*-(EIGHT, DEF,DEF,W5[SROW1) REPLYWINDOW KO-*(OPT=2 3 6)/0 0,B24
[431 -(K=DEF) /ZOEROCONP (ONE+SROW; ONE+F3 +-K(CT [ONE+ SROW; ONE+F *--K
[44] B6,CDNP•ONPLCONP;sIZP1+F]°.+CONPIIZp1+F*o.Cr-CrLCTr;IZP1+Flo.+CrCIZpl+F;I
145] CONPONPLCNI:P C s ONE+SROW o . (+CONP O•NE+SROW;)
146) CT*CCTLT ; ONE+SROW 0. +CT C[ONE+SRO1W; ] IAUTIV-AUIV, SCOL, SROW, F, K0-B5
1471 B24:HELPWINDOW CONHELP40-L4
[481 L5: DEF*W5 [SROW 4K*-' ENTER NEW DELTA-MAX '
149) K-(EIGHT,DEF,W4 SROW1 ,DEF) REPLYWINDOW KO-*(OPT-=2 3 6)/0 0,B25
[501 •*(K-DEF) /ZEROOCONP [ONE+F ONE+ SROW3+ -KCT [ONE+F ONE+ SROW3 -K0-B6
1511 B25: HELPWINDOW• CONHELP50-*L5
152) L6zK4-' 'u W61[SROlWONE
1533 Gl'-MPD [SSROW :-W4 [SROWI 4G2(~-PD (F3 sW5 [SROW
154) K4-(KxG2+2xG1) BAWINDOW 'SELECT BEFORE OR AFTER: '0-E(K=ZERO)/ZERO
1553 -~(K=TWO)/B100G1*-PRCLSROWoPRC*-(GtPRC), (-F) ,G14PRCOW6 SROW;)-'BEFORE'
[56) TC6-(HE6 CAPPEND W6),AV1250-*(W5 SROW) S-MPD[SROW3 )/B30
1571 CONP (ONE+F ONE+SROW) *-MPD ISROW1 0CT (ONE+F; ONE+SRODW3 -MPD [SROW 0-*B6
[583 B10:G2*-PRCLFOPRC(G2tPRC), (-SROW),G24PRCOW6[SROW')]'"AFTER
[59) TC6*-(HE6 CAPPEND W6),AV1250-÷(W4 [S~OW)1 MPD[F) )/B30
1601 CCNP [ONE+SRW; ONE+F]3 -MPD [F) CT ONE+SROW; ONE+F3 --MPD ([F] 0-B6
[613 B30:AUTIV--AUrV, SCOL, SROW, F ,Ko-B12
[623 L7 -(W7 ISROWONE] -' ')/B70ERRORWINDOW 'THIS CONSIRAINT CANNOT BE RELAXED'
[633 -ZERO
[64 B7 z-(W4 [SROW: sZERO) /B8OERRORWINDOW 'DELTA-MIN VIOLATION' *-*ZERO
[651 B8: (W5 [SROW)3 ZERO)/B9gERRORWINDOW 'DELTA-MAX VIOLATION' O-'ZERO
[66) B9: CONP IONE+SROW; ONE+F *-ZERO¢CONP [ONE+F ONE+SROW] -ZERO
[673 CT CONE+ SRW; ONE+F ]ZEROCT' [ONE+F ONE SROW•3 ZEROOK-ZEROO-B6
[681 L8 G1-NECLFOG2+--G1 (NONE+NECLF+ONE) tNEC+-(SROWeG2) /B30
[69) TC8 TWO+SROWW 2 3 4)3-'NEC' NEC4-(G1tNEC), (-SROW),G14NEC-+OB3
[70] B30TC8 [TWO+SEOW;2 3 43+-'
[71 NBC*-(GitNEC), (-(G2,SROW)/G2), (NONNECONEE+F)4NEC4-*B3
v
VIRCON; SlOW;K;G1;G2;A;B[11 SRoW*r (M [ONE] -ONE+S1) +11 -*(SROW<ONE) /ZERO0-(TWOSROW+TC) /ZERO
[2) -( (SROW+TC)>TWO+JL) /ZEROO-(SROW>BC) /ZEO
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[133 -+(ZERO-pF) /B5--*(FSROW+IC-TWI ) /B5OF*IZOK-Y 0 l *JL), SIXOTC8*-KtHE8
[43 TC4*-CKtHE4), AV125*TC5*4(KtHE5), AV125QTC6-(KtHE6), AV125'C"7*4(KtHE7), AV125
(15 B1 WT+-TC1, TC2,'TC3,ITC4,1C5, TC6, C7,TC8
[63 WTr [TWIO 3-I'- ' WTrl-(pT) [ETM3 +(pTCO) [23 O-*ZERO
[73 B5SF*-,SROW+TC-1 )W4'-,TIIlN FOW5S-,IT(AX FOW7-(JL,fTIREE)p'YES'
[83 TC4*(HE4 CAPPEND CVTID W4),AV1250TC5*-(HE5 CAPPEND CVTD) W5),AV125
[19 W7(((W5 ZEBR)vW5,W4)/IJL;34-' 'OTC7M (HE7 CAPPEND W7),AV125
[10 A-- (PRCtF) (NONE+PRCLF+ONE) tPRCOB-(PRC--F) /+\PRC>ZER
[111 W6*-(JL, SIX)p' '0W6 [AlJ-((pA),SIX)p'AFrTE ' W6 [B;]] ((pB), SIX)p'BEFORE'
[123 TC66-(HE6 CAPPEND W6), AVI25A+-(CI1TW+F), TWO)-(NECLF) 4 (NNE+NECLF+0NE) tNEC
[133 TC8-((TIWO+JL),SIX)tHE8ITC8 [A.2 3 43*-((pA),THREE)p'NEC' O*B1
VR*-VAL ISEC SPBsVtG1sG2;K;KK;J;G4sG3sN
[1] V4-A/SPBON4L /VALOR:+D0GBG- (V0ZERO, I NE V)/SP 1G24-LPFIVEx pG1G14-(G2, TWO) pG1
123 -*( /VAL-N) /B1OG10-( (-N) z- /G1 ) ,G1KK*-( pG1) [ONE] 0-*(KK-ZERO) /ZEROOK-ONE
[33 B5 :G4+G1 EK;•M1O) 4G3*G1 (K; ONE) 0-*( (G4-G3)> /VAL)/B70J+ONE0-*(VAL [J3 sG4-G3 )/B2
141 B3t •*(-^/((SPlaG4)ASP1<G3+VAL [J1 )/SPB 1;JJ )/B4
[53 B2 J-J+ONEO-*(JsCS)/B3
16) B7: RG3-*ZERO
171 B4 s KK+ONEO-*(KEsKK) /B50-*ZERO
[18 Bl :K+-((-N)2- /G1 )tONE-+(K>G2) /ZERO)CRG1 K;ONE]
v
vJOBATT H;UN; UN2;K;KKRBC;M; J; L; IR;N;G1 ;G2;G3; G4;W1; G5; P;G6; SR;NN;PDS;CS
(1) DELETlfENUS~KK*ONESRSTR [HID OW1-SP ; ;CL63 4G4ST H I OG1*Wl1tG40N*-P1 [H; i
121 CN-N/ICLOJS4-IZOCS+-JT HI 3 G2-(NODNE+G1) +t (WltST1 (H) )-G1OG1I-SPOG5+-SP [G2 ; CN3
[3) G5+G5 xG5 #HOSP [G2 ; CN] *G5OSP G2 ; CL4]3 -SP[ G2 ; CL4 - ( (pG2), FOUR) pRESM{ H; 1
[41 SP (G2 ; CL5 +ONELNEr + / (ZERO, AUDX) [ONE+SP (G2 ; ICL)3 OG2CO (~oC4N P*CToG3+-T3
[51 T3-TrTG6-MPE [HI) MPE (HI 4MPG HID OG54MPD (H) OMPD [H D +PF 9
[61 PDS*-(CLfEIGHTxCS-IERO)PD (H; ]
[17 B7 :G4+JSS K)M 0(G4-H) /B4 NN*G4+ONE0KK4ONE- (PRCtG4) ( ÷NE+PRCtLNN) tPRC
[8] B5: - (ZECI pKK)/B60P4KKONE] CONP [P NN *-MPD [G4J
[19 CONP*CONPL(XWNP E;P I o*. +CONP [P ; *KKONE4KK0-*B5
(101 B6: CONP [ONE; NN] M ST IG43 OCONP N; ONE] 4-ST [G4 1 T3 [G4])1-ST1 [G4
[111 C0NP-CONP LCONP [ ;ONE] o. +CONP [(ONE; ] CONP-O]NPL CONP [ ;NNI o. +CONP [NNM ;
[123 B4 :K*K+ONEO-*(KspJSS) /B7TG4CONP [ONE; ONE+IJIJ OT3eT3 LG4+MPEK+O{NE
(13) B8 :T3 M *-L /T3 [KI ,G4 [-(PRCtK) 4 (RNNE+PRCLK+ONE)•tPRC OK*C-K+ONE-*(KsJL) /B8
1143 UN-68 50 276 46600PENPICTERE UNUNN2•OGETBITS UNONDVEID 122 65
1153 UN DRAWPICIURE JOBATIV
[16] DRAWIEXT 'CREW REQUIRED - ',C(CS),' JOB PRIORITY - ',;PRI CHI OMIVETO 93 65
117) K'I'EST ', (,CVTID -CONP(•NE+H;IONE] ),' LST - ', ,CVTID CONP [ONE;ONE+H]
[18 DRAWTEXT K,' LET ', , CVTID T3 [IOMDVEID 108 65
(19) DRAWTE=I' 'MINIMU PERFORMANCE TIME - ', MPD[H OMDVEID 165 65
1203 DRAWTEXT CI2N APPEND 'ZERO CREW JOBS'OMDVEIO 165 2720KK*-p((ONE+CL),ONE)pPDS
[211 -*(CS-ZERO)/B250KKE [ ((PDS<ZED) / ICL), CL+ONE; l *' '
[223 B26:DRAWTEXT KKQONVEIO 165 337
[233 DRAWTEXT C((ONE+CL),ONE)pWL, +/PD Q(JT[ JSS] -ZERO)/JSS;ONE]
[243 MDVETO 165 4020DRAWTEXT (C(ONE+CL),ONE)pC(+/PR-PD),+/PDI(JT-ZERO)/IJLONE]
125 K(FOR,CL)p(148TENxCL), (CL205), (156ICL),CL25  C CL230
[26) TEXTFACE ONEOREC4-ATIRES;KO IR*-tFIVE+CLOJ+-L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, CLpL6
127) N[PR[H; 3 /ICL- -TWOOGRAYPAT FILLRECT (N-ONE)/KOBLACKPAT FILLRECT (N-TWO)iK
[283 FRAMERECT KOMVEITO 83 65*DRAWTEXT 'JOB - ',JON[H;10DMVETO 113 270
129) DRAWTEXT 'START TIME '
130] B12 s K-SIR I r (STR ID <ZERO)NST [HI 0KK*-IZ-*(K<ZERO) /B1OKK*-, CVImD K
[31) B1,MDVEID 113 3780DRAWTErT KKo-+(SMTCRHI<ZEO)/B100INVERTRECT 104 376 115 447
132) B10 TEXTFACE ZEROOUN DRAWPICTURE CIDSEPICTURE
133) B2 :M'•GEIKEY-*(T'HREE'pM) /B20-+(ONEOM [ONE] )/B2M*M ([2 3)
[34) L+ONEt(M PTINRECr REC) /IRO-*(ZERO -L) /B20-*J [L3
(35) B25:KK[ICL;'-' '0-'B26
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[36J L1 S SI [H]-SROSP+GI1CONPG20T3*G3UN2 ~PTTIBITS UNOMPD [H) G5•0MPE C*G6
[37] B30 zPTIPTENUSO-ZER
[383 L2 ISTr CHI9 4 rNEO[ST1 [HI)-NONESTER [HD +NET2+XO)NP [ONE; ONE+ IJL3 OJSS.-(JSS'H)/JSS
[391 WL ECN] -WL [CN) -PDS (CN) OWEr [H+THREE; ONE] ' ' P1 (H; ] ZER)OPR (H; I -ZERO
140] OPENPICTURE SCREENOUN2 OPUTBITS UNOPRS ZERDOMDVETO 176 460TTEXTFACE ONE
[41] DRAIWEXT EIGHTtVCEN2 +/PRI [JSS I OTEXTFACE ZERO
(421 SCREEN DRAWPICTURE CI0fSEPICTUREO-*TW/B3OOPENPICTURE BOB DRAWPIC=RE JW
1431 ERASERECT 1 1 -1 -I+RECTIONE;])MDVEID 10 8+S1,S2
(443 DRAWTEXT (BC, C) t(TC, LC) WTEOJWCI-SEPICIURE-B30
(45) L3 ,G4-ST CHI ,ST,1 H ,P1 H;] ,PR H;] P+N=TWOV-*(CS<+/P)/Bt14
(46] NN*-=GETBITS UNOUN2 ItPUTBITS TUNOPR EH; -POP1 H; ],-ZERD
147 B21 s JS+fHOCONPROCOM*-TW*A(YONEOWL (CN) 4WL (CN] -PDS [CN OST [H) NONEOST1 H) C~NONE
(481 CSCHEDOTW4MOWL [CN) ?-WL CN3 +PDS (CN3 O~+(ZERO= , JS) /B220JS-IZOP1 [H; 1CLtTW(OG4
[491 PR M)H c(TWO+CL) G40ST IHI G4 (ONE] O)ST1 IH]CG4 ITWO] ONN COPUTBITS UNONB2
1501 BI4:ERRORWINDOW 'Too Many Crewmembers Have Been Selected'O-*B2
[513 B22 WL [CN] 4WL CCN3 -PDS (CN) 0JSS+N3ESSO-*B30
152] L4:P~ -TWOO-*(CS<+/P) /B14UN2 OPUTBITS UNOPR EH; ] POAUTPLANO-*B30
[53] L5:INVERTRECT 104 376 115 4470K-8 -1, (-CONP ONE+H; ONE] ),CONP [ONE;ONE+H]
[541 K+K REPLYWINDOW 'ENTER START TIME: '-*(OPT=2 3 6)/B11,B9,B31*STR[H]- K
1553 B13zTEXTFACE ONEOOPENIPICTURE UNOERASERECT 104 376 115 4470--B12
[56) B11sINVERTRECT 104 376 115 4470-'B2
[57) B9 :STR fH3 I+NONE-*B13
[583 B31:HEIPWINDOW JOBATIIELPE-*B11
(593 L6:L,-IZpL-FIVEO-((CS-ZEiR) vPDS L] <ZER) /B3
(60] N [L]C-(TWOXNEL TWO)+(LcCN)xN L]=TWO
[61) PATSIN(L)+ONE; FILLRECTU RECELFIVE;]I +1 1 -1•-B2
[62] B3: SOUND BEEPO-*B2
v
vJOBA'TT1 H; JS ; CN; OPT
(1) JOBATT H
v
vJOBC L;G1;G2 ;K;G3 ;G4 ;G5 ; TR;M ;G5 ;A; CR;HS; JR
(1] TEXIFACE ZEROOJR-THREE+ONE IJS-*(L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, L8, L9, L10, L11. L12) (LU[2] L11:SlU{WI [ONE] OS2+UI [TWO] OS3S1+SIZE [ONE OD--'9 7 1 7+S1.S2,S1,S2
[3) S4-S2+SIZE [TWO) OBC-L (NUIREE+SIZE lONE] )+11ORC*L (NNINE+SIZE ([TWO )+SIX
[4) OUT-(BC, RC)t(TC, LC)VWTEQXTOB-18 0 18 18+S1,S2,S3,S40REC1'[ONE;I)S,1S2, S3, S4
15 SWiTCUTPICITURE BOOPENPICIURE BOTR+-18 0 1 18+S1,S2,Sl,S4
[6) ERASERECT BOCR*-14 10 -3 22+S1,S2,S1,S24G1+-0 -1 18 18+S1,S4,S1,S4
[71 G2+-18 -1 0 18+S3,S4,S3,S40G2 DRAWPICIURE DOWNARROW
[8) G1 DRAWPICTURE UPARROWOG34-1 0 18 18+S3,S2,S3,S20G3 DRAWPICTURE LEFTARROW
[9] G4+-1 -18 18 0+S3,S4,S3,S40G4 DRAWPICTURE RIGETARROW
[103 G5#-1 -1 18 18+S3,S4,S3,S40G5 DRAWPICTURE CORNER
[111 K*-(S1-15)+TWOMLSIXOK4-q4 6p(K-ONE), (SIXpThO+S2),K,SIXpS4+16
[12] RECT( ONE+tNINE;I1-9 4pCG, TR, Gl,G2,G3,G4,GSFRAMERECT Kr;B;RECT [1tEIGHT; 3
[13] Gl--LPFIVEx18+S4+S2-MRLS4-S2+27*K-C(S1-17),G1, (S1-ONE),S2+18+S4-G1
[141 ERASERECT K;3 4p(0 -1 1 0 0 0 1 1+CR[1 2 3 2 1 4 3 4]),1 1 -1 -1+CR
[15] MDVETO (S1-TEREE),GIOTEXISIZE 120TEXCIONT ZERDOMSG DRAWMSG MR,MRLS4-S2+27
[161 TEXTNORMAL
(171 GRAYPAT FILLRECT 2 490 18 17 -18 18 0 -18 17+S3,S2,S3,S4, S1,S4,S3,S4
118] B1:MDVEID 10 8+S1, S20DRAWTEXT OUTO(ZERO=pJS)/B20-+(JRsC) /B2
[19] -*(JR>TC+BC)/B2*INVERTRECT D+(11xJR-TC), ,ZER, (11xJR-TC), SIXxRC
[20] B2-•*(L=10)/B4
1211 B3:Glr-(BCx-36+S3-S1)+2x1tpWTEXTOG2-S1+18+((TC+.5xBC)+1tpWrXT)x (S3-S1)-36
122) S6*-(LG2-G1),S4, ((S3-18)L LG2+G1), 17+S40ERASERECT S6*FRAMERECT S6
[231 RECT(NINE;I -S6-+(L=4 5 9)/B5,B5,B5
124] B4:G5+-(RC-36+S4-S2) +2xpWfTETOG24-S2+18+((LC+.5xRC)+1pWTEXT)x(S4-S2)-36
1251 S5+-S3, (LG2-G5), (S3+17), (S4-18)L LG2+G50ERASERECT S50FRAMERECT S5
1263 RECTTEN•;E]-SS
397
[271 B5 z JWCLDSEPICITREC-EZERO
(28] B6, OSOUND BEEP**ZERO
[29] L1 *-+BUtTION/L1*IR2A-*ZERO
[30] L2 :-BUTION/L20TW+ONE[RECT [TENTs ] ZERO
[313 OPTIONS [TWO, TWO ' '~OFPTIONSN SETMENU OPTIONSOJW4-IZOSW-IZO-*ZERO
[32] L3 : MI-BPENPAT GRAYPATOPENNIDE TEN
[331 B7-*(~-BtTITW)N/B80FRAMERBCT M10Ml-B+4p(0 0O GET~DUSE)-MOFRAMERECT M10-*B7
[341 B8iULC+•-UI+(0 O•GEIMXSE)-M
[351 B9 FRAMERECT M1lPENPAT BIACKPATOB DRAWPICIURE SWOPENMDDE EIGHTO-+L11
[361 L4 -*(TCsZERO)/B6 SCMLLRECIT ((2 7, (2+N1BC),NI~ )+RHTIONE;s 2 1 43),0 11
[373 OPENPICTURE BOMDVEIO 10 8+SI,S2*DRAWITET RCtLCZ, WTEXT rTC; 3 *TC*TC-ONE
[38] GRAYPAT FILLRECI S60-*((JR-3)vTC -1+JR)/B3'INVERTRECT D+11 0 11,SIXxRCO-*B3
[39] L5 -*(TC (pW=TEXT) [ONE] -BC) /B6*TC-TCT+ONE
[40] SCRILLREC ((2 7,(TWO+11xBC),NI'FO)+RECTONE 1 2 1 4]),0 -11
[411 OPENPICI•RE BO•VEID (S1+NONE+11x(pOCTr) [ONE] ),S2+EIGHT
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